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January 2020
Reporting Requirement

Congress requires the
Department to assess the
academies to determine the
effectiveness of sexual
harassment and sexual
violence policies, training,
and procedures. This year,
it accomplished this by
conducting onsite
assessments and focus
groups.
What We Learned

Cadets and midshipmen
tend not to intervene except
in the most obvious
situations, and live in
cultures tolerant of sexually
harassing behavior and
alcohol misuse.


The number of sexual
assault reports increased,
consistent with the
Department’s policy to
encourage reporting.
However, a reporting rate
cannot be determined as a
prevalence survey was not
conducted.



Students remain hesitant to
report sexual assault,
fearing negative social,
academic, and career
impacts.



Inspections of Sexual
Assault Prevention and
Response and Military Equal
Opportunity programs found
that the academies are in
compliance with policy,
noting minor discrepancies.

Executive Summary
Current State and Enduring Actions
The Department of Defense made considerable
progress in reducing sexual assault at the Military Service
Academies between 2012 and 2014. However, the estimated
prevalence of unwanted sexual contact1 and sexual
harassment increased between 2014 and 2018.
The increases in prevalence across higher education
are highlighted in the recently released American Association
of Universities 2019 Campus Climate Survey on Sexual
Assault and Misconduct. Of the 21 institutions who
participated in both the 2015 and 2019 surveys, prevalence
increased for undergraduate men and women, indicating the
shared challenge of reducing and stopping sexual assault in
the military and civilian sectors.
In May 2019, then-Acting Secretary Patrick Shanahan
released a “Call to Action” memo to target actions that address
sexual assault and related risk factors, such as sexual
harassment. This memo aligned with previous actions for the
academies, including targeting the following areas:
Populations of greatest risk: Data show that the
population of greatest risk for sexual assault is 17 to 24-yearold Service members, including considerations around alcohol
use. Concerns about peer behavior and peer leaders also
factored prominently in data from the academies.
First-line supervisor skills: Sexual harassment
persists, and data illustrate that cadet and midshipmen leaders
should continue to be the cornerstone of our efforts to address
student culture at the academies.

Continued on following page

Although the term “unwanted sexual contact” does not appear in Articles 120, 125, or 80 of the Uniform
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), for the purposes of the Service Academy Gender Relations Survey and
this report, it is used to refer to a range of sex-related offenses that the UCMJ prohibits. These offenses
include completed or attempted oral, anal, or vaginal penetration by a body part or an object and the
unwanted touching of genitalia, buttocks, breasts, or inner thighs when the victim did not or could not
consent. The survey is conducted in April of even numbered years. Respondents to the survey are asked
about their experiences of unwanted sexual contact in the 12 months that constitute the Academic
Program Year (June 1 to April 30). The definition of unwanted sexual contact used is behaviorally based
and not intended to designate specific UCMJ offenses or establish crime rates.
1
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Students are generally
aware of program
resources; however,
unfamiliarity with staff
deters some from seeking
help.



Cadets and midshipmen in
focus groups indicated that
students remain largely
desensitized to
disrespectful behaviors,
such as sexual
harassment, that make
sexual assault in military
climates more likely.



The academies
demonstrated use of best
practices in some
prevention efforts
assessed by the
Department, although few
were formally evaluated
for effectiveness.



Prevention efforts lack the
maturity, resourcing, and
organization to make
sustained reductions in
sexual assault
victimization over time.





The Department advises
the academies continue to
invest in their welldesigned, ongoing
initiatives, and develop a
comprehensive plan to
organize and integrate
prevention activities over
the course of students’
academic careers.
The Department has
funded technical
assistance initiatives to
support these efforts.

The entire report is available at
www.SAPR.mil

Military justice improvements: The Sexual Assault
Accountability and Investigation Task Force updated military
justice processes to motivate increased reporting and victim
assistance, and to address sexual harassment. Reporting a
sexual assault is a unique and critical challenge at the
academies, and sexual harassment experience remains high.
Efforts to reduce and stop sexual harassment: The
Department released the Prevention Plan of Action in April
2019, which was used to develop a framework to conduct a
baseline assessment of academy prevention efforts.

Assessment Process
The Military Service Academies (United States Military
Academy, United States Naval Academy, and United States Air
Force Academy) invest in activities to prevent and respond to
sexual assault and misconduct. In accordance with
Congressional requirements, the Department assesses sexual
assault via two primary metrics; estimated sexual assault
prevalence (desired state is decrease) and sexual assault
official Restricted or Unrestricted reporting (desired state is
increase).
Department assessment reports for Academic Program
Years beginning in odd-numbered years include an anonymous
survey of cadets and midshipmen known as the Service
Academy Gender Relations. The survey covers both sexual
assault prevalence and reporting. Assessment reports for
Academic Program Years beginning in even-numbered years,
as is the case with this report, assess academy actions and
sexual assault reporting.
For this year’s report, Department and Military Service
representatives conducted on-site assessments and provided
technical assistance at the academies. This report includes
compliance inspections overseen by the Military Departments,
the Department’s new baseline assessment of academy
prevention efforts, and feedback from focus groups conducted
with cadets, midshipmen, faculty, and staff.2

Focus Areas for this Assessment

The Academic Program Year 2018-2019 report provides
the Department’s assessment of the academies’ response and prevention systems from June 1,
2018 to May 31, 2019. This report primarily focuses on the following areas:
Focus group results provided in the report are not generalizable to the full population of the Military
Service Academies. Themes should be considered the opinions of focus group participants only and not
those of all students, faculty, and staff.

2
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Student Culture
Sexual Assault Reporting
Victim Assistance and Other Resources
Efforts to Reduce and Stop Sexual Assault

Student Culture
Making a Difference
Past Department actions directed the academies to improve how they help cadets and
midshipmen understand and address disrespectful elements of academy culture. Focus group
participants favorably acknowledged senior academy leader efforts to address sexual
harassment and sexual assault as having no place at the academies and in the military. Unit
leaders were also recognized as having the ability to set the tone and culture, both positively
and negatively. Leadership qualities vary, from healthy proactive approaches to endorsing toxic
behaviors or being apathetic to sexual assault and harassment.
Areas to Improve
There is little evidence that such efforts from senior leaders translated into greater
interest to challenge disrespectful elements of academy culture. Students in focus groups noted
a “stereotypical male culture” which requires females to “fit in” with the “boy’s club.” Students
often do not report sexual harassment due to the inability or unwillingness to recognize
disrespectful experiences as “unacceptable.” They also advised that sexually harassing
behaviors are perceived as lacking severity or seen as “normal.” Perceived social
repercussions of reporting deter students from seeking assistance, reporting, or intervening with
sexual harassment, especially when such situations are vague or lack overt cues. The
perceived costs of intervening are often higher for women. Peer leaders continue to lack
experience, authority, and will to enforce policies and accountability as well. Findings from the
Annual Report on Sexual Harassment and Violence at the Military Service Academies,
Academic Program Year 2017-2018 showed that half of academy women and more than onethird of academy men indicated that their peer leaders do not enforce academy rules and
desired values of leadership.

Sexual Assault Reporting
Sexual Assault Prevalence Trends
The Department has taken steps to reduce and stop sexual assault, including
addressing sexual assault risk factors in military populations such as alcohol and sexual
harassment. However, as documented in last year’s Academy Report, estimated past-year
rates of unwanted sexual contact (penetrating and sexual contact crimes) at the academies
increased in 2018, compared to rates measured in 2014 and 2016.
The number of sexual assault reports by and against cadets and midshipmen increased
this year as well. However, the Department cannot fully interpret this increase in terms of a
reporting rate, as a prevalence survey was not conducted. The Department received 149
reports of sexual assault involving a cadet or midshipman as a victim and/or alleged subject, an
increase from 117 reports received the year prior. Of these 149 reports, 122 were made by
academy students who reported a sexual assault that occurred during military service. In
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addition, 8 reports were made by active duty Service members or civilians who reported a
sexual assault that involved a currently enrolled cadet or midshipman, or occurred at the
academies within the last 4 years, and 19 other reports were made.
While the Department holds itself, and the academies, to a higher standard of behavior
based on its critical mission, research suggests that the increase in sexual assault prevalence
reflects a trend observed at colleges and universities nationwide. In October 2019, the
American Association of Universities released the 2019 Campus Climate Survey on Sexual
Assault and Misconduct, an update to its 2015 survey of its member institutions. For schools
that participated in the 2015 and 2019 surveys, the rate of nonconsensual sexual contact by
physical force or inability to consent increased from 2015 to 2019 for undergraduate men and
women, as well as for graduate and professional school women. Sexual assault prevalence at
the academies is comparable to rates observed in civilian colleges.
Making a Difference
The Department’s policies are intended to encourage reporting to connect victims with
needed care and to hold alleged offenders appropriately accountable. Over the years, the
academies have worked to encourage reporting of sexual assault through a variety of means,
including changing reporting policies, relocating sexual assault prevention and response offices,
and updating training and outreach programs.
Reporting rates have doubled at the academies since 2008, increasing from
approximately 6 to 12 percent. However, overall reporting rates at the academies have
remained low and reflect significantly fewer reports than the 30 percent of alleged active duty
victims who reported their experience in 2018. The Catch a Serial Offender Program (CATCH)
was implemented this year resulting in four CATCH-specific reports since its launch in August
2019. This program allows alleged victims making Restricted Reports to anonymously provide
details about their incident or alleged offender. Should this information match another’s
allegation, alleged victims are offered the opportunity to convert their report to Unrestricted and
participate in the military justice process.
Areas to Improve
This year’s focus group feedback found that participants noted some helpful changes at
each academy. However, the Department found little evidence of change in long-standing
attitudes that deter reporting and help-seeking. Sexual assault reporting continues to be
hindered by persistent cadet and midshipmen concerns, most notably that reporting will
negatively impact their academic and military careers. Reporting is perceived to pay a heavy
social price, leading to ostracism and reputation damage. Unhelpful impressions persist among
cadets and midshipmen about false reporting, victim blaming, and the reporting process.
Students also shared perceptions that the reporting process takes too long, rarely concluding
favorably in the alleged victim’s case, and may force individuals to re-live trauma. This
feedback is similar to that from the American Association of Universities 2019 Campus Climate
Survey on Sexual Assault and Misconduct, indicating shared barriers to reporting at the
academies and in the civilian sector overall. Common responses for not reporting included that
students perceived the incident to be not serious enough to contact a program or resource,
because the person felt embarrassed or ashamed, and that it would be too emotionally difficult
to report.
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Victim Assistance and Other Resources
Making a Difference
This year, the Military Departments oversaw program compliance inspections of the
academy Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Programs that provide assistance to cadets
and midshipmen. The inspections found only minor administrative and/or procedural
discrepancies, which have since been addressed. All three academies are in compliance with
Department and Service sexual assault prevention and response, sexual harassment, and
military equal opportunity policy. Focus group participants noted being aware of helpful and
beneficial program features offered by the academy offices that address sexual assault.
Students hear of good experiences with staff and noted peer assistance groups and others as
being helpful.
Areas to Improve
Participants also indicated that Academy Sexual Assault Prevention and Response
offices remain largely underutilized by cadets and midshipmen due to their lack of familiarity
with staff. If they were to experience a sexual assault, students would prefer to first speak with
their peers or military cadre and civilian faculty and staff with whom they have established
rapport, rather than seeking formal victim assistance. This feedback is similar to that from the
American Association of Universities 2019 Campus Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and
Misconduct, which indicated that civilian victims often do not think office resources can help
them following an experience of sexual assault.
Perceived stigma about sexual assault reporting and the high-visibility Sexual Assault
Prevention and Response office locations deter some cadets and midshipmen from greater
interaction with staff. This feedback stands in contrast to the increases in reporting each
academy has observed following office moves, or by providing student support services in
addition to sexual assault victim advocacy. In sum, efforts to make victim assistance more
accessible may benefit from additional programs to prepare other members within the academy
environment to refer cadets and midshipmen to appropriate resources.

Efforts to Reduce and Stop Sexual Assault
Prevention Framework
Estimated rates of unwanted sexual contact (penetrating and contact sexual crimes) at
the Military Service Academies increased in 2018, compared to rates measured in 2014 and
2016. Recent research suggests that there are similar upward trends in sexual assault
victimization at colleges and universities, and in the United States as a whole.3,4 Despite this
apparent national upward trend in sexual assault, the Department holds itself, and the
academies, to a higher standard of behavior. Sexual assault has no place in the United States
military.

David Cantor et al., Report on the AAU Campus Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Misconduct
(Rockville: Westat, 2019).
4 Rachel E. Morgan, and Barbara A. Oudeker, Criminal Victimization, 2018 (U.S. Department of Justice,
Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2019).
3
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To this end, the Department issued the Prevention Plan of Action in April 2019 to help
drive demonstrable, measurable, and sustainable reductions in sexual assault in the military.
The Plan outlines the prevention process and system elements that comprise the Department’s
framework for sexual assault prevention and related oversight. System elements that facilitate
and accelerate efforts to reduce and stop assault include an “integrator,” engagement of
stakeholders, and collaborations. An integrator is a dedicated individual or team who ensures
activities are integrated across stakeholders and data are collected and shared for planning and
assessing impact. Stakeholders are leadership, policy and program leads, data and evaluation
analysts, faculty, staff, and student leadership. These stakeholders are not only engaged and
actively collaborating, but also equipped and empowered to select, implement, and evaluate
prevention activities that meet the unique needs of each academy. Lastly, collaborations are
forums that synchronize and evaluate cross-cutting prevention activities. Research indicates
that without synchronized activities across all system elements, interventions will not fully
infiltrate the culture and long-term change is difficult to sustain.
The Department employed the Prevention Plan of Action framework to develop metrics
to conduct a baseline assessment of academy prevention capabilities this past summer. This
forward prevention approach evaluated the degree of alignment between current academy
efforts and research-based best practices. Findings from this newly established assessment
may help explain why academy efforts have had little impact on the prevalence of sexual
assault. In 2018, 15.8 percent of female and 2.4 percent of male cadets and midshipmen
experienced unwanted sexual contact in the past 12 months, a significant increase in the
estimated prevalence from 2016.
Making a Difference
To their credit, the academies have implemented a variety of activities aimed at
prevention. Leaders are visibly engaged and taking action to improve prevention efforts, and
flagship prevention activities are research-based.
Focus group feedback found that most participants could identify situations and
techniques for bystander intervention of sexual assault. Most academies have employed this
approach as a primary focus in preventive efforts. In addition, students in focus groups
acknowledged the great potential that Tactical Officers (Military Academy), Company Officers
(Naval Academy), and Air Officers Commanding (Air Force Academy) have to both positively
and negatively impact culture and climate within their units.
Areas to Improve
The Department’s baseline assessment found that all three academies are in an “early”
phase of prevention capability. This means the academies’ human resources, infrastructure,
and collaborative activities are not sufficiently developed to make lasting decreases in the
prevalence of sexual assault. For example, integrators are not yet empowered and/or
resourced to synchronize efforts, and stakeholders are not consistently equipped. In addition,
all three academies lacked an effective means for integrating existing sexual assault,
harassment, alcohol misuse, and character development activities. These efforts were found to
be siloed throughout the schools’ organizational structures. Finally, although the Department
found the academies’ flagship prevention programs were partially or substantially aligned with
best practices, most prevention activities have not yet been evaluated. As a result, the
academies’ prevention efforts may not have infiltrated yet into the culture in a way that will
impact prevalence of sexual assault. Importantly, this new prevention framework provides
actionable steps the academies can take in light of their baseline assessment. It was not
8
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expected that the academies would have already achieved fully mature prevention capability as
this was the first year that the assessment was administered. However, forward progress will
be monitored using the same annual assessment.
Focus group feedback also revealed little change to themes that have persisted for
many years, including an underlying culture tolerant of sexually harassing behavior and alcohol
misuse, which are risk factors for sexual assault. Roughhousing or horseplay, telling sexual
jokes, and talking about one’s sexual activity are viewed as “normal” behaviors at the
academies and do not warrant intervention. Alcohol misuse remains a glorified part of academy
culture according to cadets and midshipmen. Participants indicated these cultural factors limit
the willingness and ability of students to intervene. In addition, participants noted that cadet and
midshipmen peer leaders fail to match what they say with what they do to encourage
accountability among the students they lead.

Way Forward
Over the last decade, the Department has made progress combatting sexual assault, but
has seen increases in estimated prevalence rates the last few years in both the active duty and
at the academies. Recent data on national trends, including in colleges and universities, show
similar increases since 2015, highlighting this shared challenge. The Department continues to
approach sexual assault holistically by focusing on prevention and leaders at all levels,
addressing problematic culture, and promoting reporting options, including confidential venues.
This report is an assessment of our programs and policies, and highlights areas of continued
concern.
Student Culture
Sexual harassment persists, and findings illustrate that student leaders should continue to
be the cornerstone of our efforts. To address challenges with student culture, the academies
must prepare staff and peer leaders to better assess and address problems within academy
climates. The academies and Department will work together to pilot climate assessments, with
the intent to provide cadet and midshipmen leaders the opportunity for greater responsibility and
accountability for improving academy climate.
Sexual Assault Reporting
Reporting barriers continue to exist, including student “norms” developed and
promulgated via the rumor mill and informal communications, that undermine the academies’
efforts to increase reporting. To motivate greater sexual assault reporting, the academies must
counter narratives and behavior that impede cadets and midshipmen from greater reporting and
help seeking. In this effort, they will identify key student influencers to help counter narratives
that deter reporting and bystander intervention. The academies will also publicize confidentiality
when implementing their plans for the CATCH Program.
Victim Assistance and Other Resources
Students tell the Department that they are most likely to reach to resources they know
and trust, which deters them from immediately seeking academy services such as Sexual
Assault Prevention and Response offices and counseling centers. To promote greater help
seeking and victim assistance, the academies will prepare academy peer helping groups to
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ensure cadets and midshipmen have an accurate understanding of available academy services
and the benefits they provide. Each academy has a cadre of cadets or midshipmen that it uses
to inform and refer students experiencing problems to helping resources. While applying
appropriate supervision, the academies should provide such groups with sufficient resources
and training to help dispel concerns and facilitate greater contact with all forms of assistance.
Efforts to Reduce and Stop Sexual Assault
The Department has focused greater attention on prevention of the crime. It leveraged
partnerships with subject matter experts to develop a prevention framework at each academy to
ensure our interventions have the greatest chance for success. The academies will employ the
Department’s feedback to inform a manpower analysis to determine appropriate academy
staffing, resourcing, and alignment of the full spectrum of prevention efforts. The academies are
critical points of accession and where we develop future leaders – we must get this right.
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Introduction
The Department of Defense (DoD) annually assesses the Military Service Academies’
(MSA) programs that address sexual harassment and sexual assault per Section 532 of the
John Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007 (Public Law 109-364).
This report fulfills this requirement by reviewing the effectiveness of the academies’ policies,
training, and procedures regarding sexual harassment and sexual violence involving academy
personnel at the United States Military Academy (USMA), United States Naval Academy
(USNA), and United States Air Force Academy (USAFA).
This report assesses the MSAs’ compliance with DoD and Military Service sexual
harassment and sexual assault policies. Compliance reports by each Military Service are
enclosed in Appendices A, B, and C. Detailed statistical data and analysis from Academic
Program Year 2018-2019 (APY 18-19) can be found in Appendices D and E.
DoD assessments for APYs beginning in even-numbered years include focus groups
conducted by the Office of People Analytics (OPA) with cadets, midshipmen, faculty and staff.5
The 2019 Service Academy Gender Relations (SAGR) Focus Groups covers topics such as
perceptions about sexual assault occurrence and prevention, and climate characteristics
including alcohol use and leadership involvement. Findings from the 2019 SAGR Focus Group
Overview Report help contextualize the Department’s metrics for measuring sexual assault
response and prevention efforts at the academies and are enclosed in Appendix F of this report.

Focus Areas
The APY 18-19 report provides the Department’s assessment of the academies’ current
prevention and response systems from June 1, 2018 to May 31, 2019. For this year’s report,
Department and Military Service representatives conducted on-site assessments and technical
assistance at the academies. This assessment includes compliance inspections overseen by
the Military Departments, the Department’s baseline assessment of academy prevention efforts,
and feedback from focus groups conducted with cadets, midshipmen, faculty, and staff.6 This
report focuses primarily on the academies’ strengths and challenges in the following areas:





Student Culture
Sexual Assault Reporting
Victim Assistance and Other Resources
Efforts to Reduce and Stop Sexual Assault

5

For APYs beginning in odd-number years, as was the case with last year’s report, the Department report
includes each MSA’s self-assessment and a scientific, anonymous survey of cadets and midshipmen,
conducted by OPA. This biennial survey, known as the SAGR, covers topics such as the past-year
estimated prevalence of sexual assault and sexual harassment, and characteristics of unwanted sexual
and gender-related behaviors. No such survey was conducted this year. OPA will conduct the next
SAGR in March and April of 2020.
6 Focus group results provided in the report are not generalizable to the full population of the MSAs.
Themes should be considered the opinions of focus group participants only and not those of all students,
faculty, and staff.
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Student Culture
Top Line Observations
The Number of Sexual Harassment Complaints Increased
Department policy promotes the chain of command as the primary and preferred
channel for identifying and correcting sexual harassing behaviors. In conjunction with command
action, resolution of situations perceived to involve sexually harassing behaviors at the lowest
interpersonal level is encouraged. Service members may elect to address offensive situations
through an informal or formal complaint, including anonymous complaints. Sexual harassment
complaints at the academies remain relatively low compared to survey estimates of sexual
harassment. Given the variety of means available to address sexual harassment, complaints do
not reflect all the ways Service members resolve sexually harassing behaviors.
Reporting of sexual harassment increased, compared to last year. In APY 18-19, the
MSAs received a total of 17 informal sexual harassment complaints, up from 7 received the year
prior. There were no formal complaints filed for sexual harassment in the past year.
USMA received 7 informal complaints of sexual harassment this year, up from 4 the year
prior. USNA had 4 informal complaints of sexual harassment, compared to 2 received last year.
Finally, 6 cadets at USAFA made an informal complaint of sexual harassment, compared to 1
complaint the year prior.
Sexual Harassment is an Enduring Experience at the Academies
Cadets and midshipmen focus group participants favorably acknowledged senior
academy leader efforts to address sexual harassment and sexual assault. However, there was
little evidence that such efforts translated into greater interest to challenge disrespectful
elements of academy culture. Students often cannot or will not identify disrespectful
experiences as unacceptable behavior. Participants also noted the perception that sexual
harassing behaviors either lack severity or are considered “normal” at the academies.
Participants advised that cadets and midshipmen generally have negative impressions
about those they believe are making false reports. Focus group findings show that male
students’ perceptions of false reporting may drive female students to avoid discussing unwanted
events. Overall, reporting unwanted sexually harassing behaviors remains a divisive issue
among female and male cadets and midshipmen. Perceived social repercussions of reporting
deter students from seeking assistance, reporting, or intervening, especially when such
situations are vague or lack overt cues.
The Academies are in Compliance with Military Service and Department Sexual
Harassment Policy
DoD Office of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and the Military Services conducted
compliance assessments of the MSAs response systems and found that all three are in
compliance with sexual harassment and military equal opportunity policy. Academy-specific
compliance reports by each Military Service are enclosed in Appendices A, B, and C.
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Sexual Assault Reporting
Sexual Assault Prevalence Trends
Estimated Increases in Sexual Assault Prevalence Reflect a National Trend
As documented in last year’s Academy Report, estimated past-year rates of unwanted
sexual contact7 (penetrating and sexual contact crimes) at the MSAs increased in 2018,
compared to rates measured in 2014 and 2016. Recent research suggests that the increase
reflects a trend observed at colleges and universities nationwide.8
2019 Campus Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Misconduct
In October 2019, the American Association of Universities (AAU) released the 2019
Campus Climate Survey (CCS) on Sexual Assault and Misconduct, an update to its 2015 survey
of its member institutions. For the schools that participated in both the 2015 and 2019 surveys,
the rate of nonconsensual sexual contact (which includes penetration, sexual contact, and
attempts to commit these acts) by physical force or inability to consent increased from 2015 to
2019 for undergraduate men and women, as well as for graduate and professional school
women. Rates of nonconsensual sexual contact increased for undergraduate women, from
23.6 percent in 2015 to 26.5 percent in 2019, and for undergraduate men, from 5.6 percent in
2015 to 7.1 percent in 2019. It should be noted that not every school taking the survey
experienced an increase.
These increases reflect average changes in the 21 schools that participated in both the
2015 and 2019 surveys. The rates show the cumulative experiences of students since enrolling
at their college or university. This, and other differences in survey methodology, impede
scientific comparisons between the CCS and the SAGR Survey. However, the Department also
asks cadets and midshipmen about their experiences with unwanted sexual contact since
enrolling at their academies. Similar increases in these rates were observed between 2016 and
2018. In 2018, 28.5 percent of academy women indicated experiencing unwanted sexual
contact since entering the academy, up from 21.6 percent in 2016. In 2018, 5.8 percent of
academy men indicated experiencing unwanted sexual contact since entering the academy, up
from 3.3 percent in 2016. 9

7Although the term “unwanted sexual contact” does not appear in Articles 120 or 80 of the Uniform Code
of Military Justice (UCMJ), for the purposes of the SAGR and this report it is used as a proxy for “sexual
assault,” referring to a range of penetrative, contact, and attempted sex-related offenses that the UCMJ
prohibits. The definition of unwanted sexual contact used in the SAGR is not intended to designate
specific UCMJ offenses or establish crime rates.
8 David Cantor et al., Report on the AAU Campus Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Misconduct
(Rockville: Westat, 2019).
9
The 2018 SAGR Survey and the AAU 2019 CCS used different methodologies. However, both surveys
used a proxy metric for sexual assault that measured penetration and/or sexual contact that were
physically forced or when the respondent did not or could not consent. Both surveys also measured the
experience of sexual assault over the course of one’s four-year academic career, which is shown here.
Comparisons are not scientific.
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Exhibit 1. Estimated Prevalence of Sexual Assault since Entering a Higher Education Institution
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2018 National Crime Victimization Survey
Unfortunately, results from the CCS and SAGR Survey may reflect the general increase
in sexual victimization in the United States (U.S.). The Department of Justice’s 2018 National
Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) found that the rates of rape and sexual assault nearly tripled
from 2014 to 2018, increasing from 1.1 to 2.7 victimizations per 1,000 persons aged 12 or
older.10 While sexual victimization may be on the rise in the country, the Department and the
academies are held to a higher standard of conduct. Sexual assault has no place in the military.

Top Line Observations
Reports of Sexual Assault Increased at All Three Academies in APY 18-19
In APY 18-19, the MSAs received 149 total reports of sexual assault involving a cadet or
midshipman as a victim and/or subject, up from 117 reports received the year prior. Of these
149 reports, 122 were made by academy students who reported a sexual assault that occurred
during military service. In addition, 8 reports were made by active duty Service members or
civilians who reported a sexual assault that involved a currently enrolled cadet or midshipman,
or occurred at the academies within the last four years, and 19 other reports were made. There
were 77 initial Restricted Reports of sexual assault in the past year, of which 21 were converted
to Unrestricted Reports leaving 56 reports remaining Restricted at the end of the APY, reflecting
an increase of 2 conversions from last year.

Rachel E. Morgan, and Barbara A. Oudeker, Criminal Victimization, 2018 (U.S. Department of Justice,
Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2019). Significant differences in methodology
between the NCVS, SAGR, and CCS prevent the Department from making comparisons to collegiate
populations. For example, the NCVS uses the term “rape” to refer to penetrative sex crimes and “sexual
assault” to refer to contact sex crimes. In addition, the data available for review could not be analyzed by
sex and age of respondent. Nevertheless, the NCVS trends in rates generalizable to the U.S. as a whole
and provides important context for understanding the national prevalence of sexual victimization.
10
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Exhibit 2. Sexual Assault Unrestricted and Restricted Reports
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Of the 149 reports received by the Department, 130 reports were made by and/or
against actively enrolled cadets and midshipmen for incidents that occurred during military
Service (the 130 reports came from 122 cadet or midshipmen victims, 5 active duty victims, and
3 civilian victims). As the graph above shows, there were 84 Unrestricted Reports and 46
reports remaining Restricted at the end of APY 18-19. These 130 reports are an increase from
the 103 reports received in APY 17-18. However, this increase in the number of reports is
difficult to interpret as a prevalence survey was not conducted this year. The Department
continues to implement policies that encourage greater reporting of sexual assault to better
connect victims with recovery services and to hold alleged offenders appropriately accountable.
Exhibit 3. Total Reports of Sexual Assault at the Academies
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Exhibit 3 illustrates the number of sexual assault reports involving enrolled cadets and
midshipmen by academy. At USMA, 57 reports of sexual assault were made by and/or against
actively enrolled cadets for an alleged incident that occurred during military service,
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representing an increase of 5 reports since the previous APY. Of these total reports, 40 were
Unrestricted, and 17 remained Restricted at the close of APY 18-19.
At USNA, 33 reports of sexual assault were made by and/or against actively enrolled
midshipmen for an alleged incident occurring during military service, an increase of 5 reports
from the prior year. Among these reports, 22 were Unrestricted, and 11 remained Restricted.
At USAFA, 40 reports of sexual assault were made by and/or against actively enrolled
cadets for an alleged incident occurring during military service, an increase of 17 reports since
previously measured. Of these total reports, 22 were Unrestricted, and 18 remained Restricted.
Detailed statistical data from APY 18-19, and analysis of these data, can be found in
Appendices D and E.
Exhibit 4. Overall Reporting Rates and Reports by Cadets and Midshipmen
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Unfortunately, as no prevalence survey was conducted this APY, it is difficult to
determine if a true increase in reporting occurred rather than an increase in crime. Regardless,
academy reporting rates have not matched the increase in reporting rates seen in the active
duty component over the past decade. In 2018, about 30 percent of the estimated number of
active duty victims reported their alleged incident to a DoD authority. In contrast, about 12
percent of the estimated number of cadet and midshipman victims at the academies reported in
APY 17-18, as shown in Exhibit 4.
Past Efforts to Encourage Greater Reporting
The Catch a Serial Offender Program (CATCH) was implemented this year resulting in
four CATCH-specific reports since its launch in August 2019. This program allows alleged
victims making Restricted Reports to anonymously provide details about their incident or alleged
offender. Should this information match another’s allegation, alleged victims are offered the
opportunity to convert their report to Unrestricted and participate in the military justice process.
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The academies have worked over the years to encourage greater reporting of sexual
assault, ranging from policy changes about collateral misconduct and third-party reporting to
high-profile events for students that underscore the impact sexual assault has on victims and
the military’s mission. In addition, all three academies have peer-led programs to provide and
connect cadets and midshipmen with resources to them help cope with a variety of challenges,
including being a victim of sexual assault. It is difficult to assess the contributions that each of
these programs have made to reporting behavior as none have been formally evaluated for their
ability to increase sexual assault reporting.
In efforts to reduce barriers in sexual assault reporting, USMA established the Sexual
Harassment and Assault Response and Prevention (SHARP) Resource Center. The Center colocated Sexual Assault Response Coordinators (SARCs) and Victim Advocates (VAs) to
improve resource accessibility for cadets. USMA strives to provide cadets with multiple
connection points to the SHARP Team and empower members of the community to support and
assist victims in their decision-making process. They implemented a SHARP and Wellness
West Point mobile application, which makes it possible for someone to review sexual assault
reporting options and resources, and directly connect to support services.
At USNA, several midshipmen used the Leave of Absence program and Midshipman
Development Center support groups, which remain essential tools to encourage midshipmen to
seek short- and long-term care. The Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) Office
and Commandant continue to receive feedback from midshipmen that the Leave of Absence
program represents an improvement to the USNA reporting process. SARCs, VAs, and the
chain of command coordinate when making critical decisions about issues and potential
accountability for misconduct associated with an incident.
USAFA encouraged greater reporting of sexual assault by publishing the Safe-to-Report
policy in response to concerns of punishment for collateral misconduct. USAFA hired new
SAPR staff and increased efforts to perform outreach per Air Force Policy to increase
confidence in the program, and subsequently in reporting sexual assault. In addition, USAFA
implemented the LiveSafe mobile application in APY 18-19. While this has been branded as a
safety app, it includes a SAPR anonymous reporting feature that confidentially directs victims to
SAPR personnel who provide reporting options. USAFA SAPR will continue assessing
outreach efforts on campus, including the Washroom Wisdom program, to increase cadet and
personnel familiarity with the staff and program resources.
Barriers to Greater Sexual Assault Reporting Endure
This year’s focus group feedback found that participants noted some helpful changes at
each academy. However, the Department found little evidence of change in long-standing
attitudes that deter reporting and help-seeking. Sexual assault reporting in the civilian sector
and at the academies continues to be hindered by persistent student concerns, most notably the
fear that reporting will negatively impact their academic and professional careers. They also
endorsed perceived social consequences and concerns of being ostracized or damaging their
reputation as barriers to reporting.
Participants had negative impressions about those they perceive to be making false
reports, and the reporting process in general. Male and female cadets and midshipmen
perceive the impact of false reporting differently: men fear being falsely accused and punished
without the chance to defend themselves, while women noted many peers are quick to assume
the victim is lying. The reporting process in general poses a barrier to cadets and midshipmen
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who indicated that it takes too long, rarely concludes in the victim’s favor, and forces survivors
to re-experience trauma. Focus group findings show that some students either fail to recognize
or are unwilling to recognize behaviors as misconduct, or as risk factors for sexual assault.
Additional analysis of the 2019 SAGR Focus Groups findings are enclosed in Appendix G.

Victim Assistance and Other Resources
Top Line Observations
The Academies’ Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Programs are in Compliance
with Department and Service Policy
This year, the Military Departments oversaw program compliance inspections of the
academy SAPR programs that provide assistance to victimized cadets and midshipmen. The
Services found only minor administrative and procedural discrepancies, which have since been
addressed and resolved. All three MSAs are in compliance with sexual assault, sexual
harassment, and military equal opportunity policy. Academy-specific compliance reports are
enclosed in Appendices A, B, and C.
Academy SAPR and SHARP Offices are Underutilized by Cadets and Midshipmen
Focus group participants provided mixed feedback about victim assistance staff and
offices. Students acknowledged many of the positive changes to encourage greater confidence
in the staff and to reduce concerns about reporting (e.g., mitigating concerns about punishment
for collateral misconduct). However, they also indicated that cadets and midshipmen are
unlikely to go to SAPR or SHARP offices if they experience sexual assault because of their lack
of familiarity with staff. Academy students likened telling a SARC about their experiences to
confiding in a stranger. This feedback is similar to 2019 CCS findings, which indicated that
civilian victims often do not think office resources can help them following a sexual assault.
In addition, while some cadets and midshipmen were unaware of SAPR and SHARP
resources, others feared the lack of confidentiality when using program resources. Some
participants noted that the conspicuous placement of the SAPR and SHARP offices deterred
cadets and midshipmen from accessing victim assistance. Overall, participants indicated that
they preferred to first speak with their peers or military cadre and civilian faculty and staff with
whom they have an established rapport, rather than seeking assistance from the SAPR or
SHARP office for resources. Participants advised that students are not likely to use these
resources when contemplating making a report but would likely go to the SAPR or SHARP
office once they have made the decision to report. In sum, efforts to make victim assistance
more accessible may benefit from additional programs to prepare other trusted members within
the academy environment to refer cadets and midshipmen to sexual assault resources.

Efforts to Reduce and Stop Sexual Assault
Prevention Framework
Estimated rates of unwanted sexual contact (penetrating and contact sexual crimes) at
the MSAs increased in 2018, compared to rates measured in 2014 and 2016. Recent research
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suggests that the increase appears to reflect upward trends in sexual assault victimization at
colleges and universities, and in the U.S. as a whole.11,12 Despite this apparent national upward
trend in sexual assault, the Department holds itself, and the academies, to a higher standard of
behavior. Sexual assault has no place in the U.S. military.
To this end, the Department issued the Prevention Plan of Action (PPoA) in April 2019 to
help drive demonstrable, measurable, and sustainable reductions in sexual assault in the
military. The Plan outlines the prevention process and system elements that comprise the
Department’s framework for sexual assault prevention and related oversight.
System elements that facilitate and accelerate efforts to reduce and stop assault include
an integrator, stakeholders and collaborations. An “integrator” is a dedicated individual or team
who ensures activities are integrated across stakeholders and data are collected and shared for
planning and assessing impact. Stakeholders are leadership, policy and program leads, data
and evaluation analysts, faculty, staff, and student leadership. These stakeholders are not only
engaged and actively collaborating, but also equipped and empowered to select, implement,
and evaluate prevention activities that meet the unique needs of each academy. Collaborations
are forums that synchronize and evaluate cross-cutting prevention activities. Research
indicates that without synchronized activities across all system elements, interventions will not
fully infiltrate the culture and long-term change is difficult to sustain. Graphics of the prior,
baseline assessment, and ideal states of prevention at the academies are below.
Exhibit 5. Prior, Baseline Assessment, and Ideal States of Prevention Activity at the Academies

11 David Cantor et al., Report on the AAU Campus Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Misconduct
(Rockville: Westat, 2019).
12 Rachel E. Morgan, and Barbara A. Oudeker, Criminal Victimization, 2018 (U.S. Department of Justice,
Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2019).
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Green shading indicates positions that are currently staffed and in place, while red
denotes those not yet staffed and/or properly empowered. The outline of the gear indicates the
level of training and skill of staff in place, with red showing not yet fully trained personnel to
implement prevention efforts.

Top Line Observations
Assessment: The Academies are in an Early Phase of Prevention Capability Development
While supporting alleged victims and holding alleged offenders appropriately
accountable are enduring efforts for the Department, sexual assault prevention must receive
equal, if not greater, emphasis if reductions in victimization are to occur. To assess the
academies’ prevention programming, the DoD Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office
(SAPRO) developed and validated a set of best practice prevention criteria, operationalizing
each element of the PPoA. DoD SAPRO employed this framework to develop metrics to
conduct a baseline assessment of MSA prevention capabilities this past summer and will use
the framework to monitor and evaluate progress moving forward. The Department collected
and validated data for these baseline analyses before, during, and after on-site engagements. It
then assessed the alignment of the academies’ prevention efforts with the prevention best
practices in the evaluation criteria.
This year’s baseline assessment found that although a tremendous amount of
momentum exists around using innovative practices and visible senior leadership engagement
in preventing sexual assault on campus and in national discussions, the academies are overall
in an early phase of prevention capability. Academy efforts have yet to produce cohesive,
comprehensive prevention approaches that consider and integrate key contributing factors,
such as alcohol misuse and sexual harassment, limited resources, a lack of consistent training
for individuals performing prevention roles, and siloed efforts among prevention staff. Although
flagship programs were partially or substantially aligned with best practices, the majority of
activities had undetermined effectiveness. The findings help explain why Academy efforts have
had little impact on the estimated prevalence of sexual assault. Academy-specific findings
gleaned from the Department’s baseline assessment are presented below. For more
information on the baseline assessment process, see Exhibit 6.
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Exhibit 6. Baseline Prevention Assessment of the Academies
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Despite Notable Strengths, Similar Limitations Hinder the Impact of Prevention Efforts at
Each Academy
USMA Baseline Prevention Assessment
The Department’s baseline assessment of prevention activities at USMA found several
strengths. USMA leaders are visibly engaged in prevention efforts, and they have fostered
collaborative relationships on campus through the establishment of the cross-cutting “Tiger
Team.” USMA uses data to inform its decision-making processes. They utilize EverFi surveys
to identify needs and track activity progress. USMA has plans to develop a more systematic,
integrated campaign to address key protective and risk factors of sexual assault, including
alcohol misuse.
Despite these strengths, several limitations impact the efficacy, implementation, and
sustainability of USMA’s prevention efforts. USMA lacks a full-time prevention workforce and
formalized training, both initial and iterative sessions, in prevention best practices for individuals
performing prevention roles. Limited time, money, and manpower to develop, implement, and
evaluate evidence-based prevention also hinders the effectiveness of efforts. Although USMA
has made strides with the establishment of its Tiger Team, the collaboration of this group with
other prevention personnel is unclear and its existence is time-limited. A comprehensive
prevention plan targeting multiple risk and protective factors across levels of the social-ecology,
including evidence-based practices, is needed.
USNA Baseline Prevention Assessment
The structure of prevention programs conducted at USNA is a strength of their program.
For over a decade, USNA has conducted Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention Education
(SHAPE), a multi-year education program aligned with the four-year leadership curriculum.
SHAPE is a well-established, multicomponent prevention program that is resourced and
supported by USNA senior leadership. In addition, the Department found evidence of
collaborative relationships among staff and leaders.
USNA has a limited, full-time prevention workforce. These individuals do not receive
formalized initial and ongoing training in prevention best practices. There are limited formal
mechanisms for consistently monitoring implementation, message oversaturation, and
outcomes across prevention activities. Although SHAPE provides a potential structure to
execute a comprehensive approach, it has not been evaluated for effectiveness. Given this, the
sufficiency of SHAPE to prevent sexual assault and its risk and protective factors is
undetermined. Without a systematic prevention plan, the efficacy, implementation, and
sustainability of USNA’s prevention efforts may be hindered. Evaluating the effectiveness of
SHAPE for the prevention of sexual assault, sexual harassment, and alcohol misuse is needed
to determine what elements should be maintained, adjusted, or discontinued.
USAFA Baseline Prevention Assessment
The Department found that USAFA employs multiple capable prevention staff across the
academy. These personnel are using programs that have demonstrated reductions in sexual
assault at the academy or in other settings. USAFA’s Cadet Health Personal Skills training was
studied in a randomized control trial and found to have positive effects. USAFA is planning on
implementing the Enhanced Access, Acknowledge, Act Sexual Assault Resistance program,
which has been shown to decrease sexual assault victimization as well, and an adaptation of
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the Air Force’s Green Dot program. Senior leadership are committed to holistic, evidencebased prevention and evaluation activities, and open to receiving direct feedback from cadets.
Despite these strengths, gaps in the USAFA system remain. The Department found
limited formal mechanisms to consistently monitor program implementation, message
oversaturation, and outcomes across activities at USAFA. Although a well-staffed prevention
workforce exists, there is a lack of coordination and effective integration among multiple
prevention-related groups, resulting in potentially duplicative and disconnected efforts. Lastly,
the Department found that the Commander’s intent may not be consistently understood or
applied across all levels of leadership.
Student Tolerance of Sexually Harassing Behavior and Alcohol Misuse Complicate
Sexual Assault Prevention
Feedback from the 2019 SAGR Focus Groups found that most participants could identify
situations and techniques for bystander intervention of sexual assault. Most MSAs have
employed this approach as a primary focus in preventive efforts.
However, other feedback revealed little impact to themes that have persisted for many
years, including an underlying culture tolerant of sexually harassing behavior and alcohol
misuse, which are risk factors for sexual assault. Female cadets and midshipmen expressed
the perceived need to adapt to social norms to fit in with the “boy’s club.” They noted a number
of behaviors embedded in the “bro” culture, including sexual jokes, making sexual comments,
gestures, or advances, and unwanted touching that they tolerate to be socially accepted.
Participants indicated many of these unwanted, sexually harassing behaviors are not perceived
to be explicitly offensive that would otherwise motivate intervention by other students.
Participants expressed varied opinions of their leaders, noting a general lack of faith in
cadet and midshipmen peer leadership. They indicated peer leaders do not match their
personal behavior to the messages they give about sexual assault and sexual harassment,
sometimes even contributing to the rumor mill surrounding sexual assault cases. Participants
acknowledged the great potential that Tactical Officers (USMA), Company Officers (USNA), and
Air Officers Commanding (USAFA) have to both positively and negatively impact culture and
climate within their units. However, participants said the quality of officers’ leadership on sexual
assault and sexual harassment matters varied considerably, ranging from proactively leading by
example to being noticeably uninvolved. They described a lack of consistency by officer unit
leaders on gender relations as well, as some demonstrate healthy, proactive approaches, and
others handle issues regarding assault and harassment poorly. Across all academies, cadets
and midshipmen participants recognized that senior-most leaders, such as superintendents and
commandants, actively prioritize efforts to address sexual assault and sexual harassment.
These responses show that mitigating alcohol use remains a persistent challenge for the
MSAs. Participants described irresponsible alcohol use by students. They described alcohol
use as a glorified part of the academy culture, with frequent overindulgence and engagement in
binge-drinking, particularly on weekends. According to participants, cadets and midshipmen
view alcohol as an acceptable coping and stress reduction strategy that is endorsed by military
culture. Participants said that training at the MSAs excels in messaging centered on helping
someone in need. However, these trainings could be made more effective, realistic and tailored
to academy life. Participants believed that most cadets and midshipmen view training on
responsible alcohol use as “punishment” administered reactively to an alcohol incident.
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Way Forward
Sexual assault and sexual harassment remain persistent challenges, especially in the
academy environment. Despite the academies’ many attempts to prevent sexual assault, an
underlying culture tolerant of sexually harassing behavior and alcohol misuse remains.
Over the last decade, the Department has made progress combatting sexual assault, but
has seen increases in the last few years in both the active duty and at the academies. Recent
data on national trends, including in colleges and universities, show similar increases since
2015, highlighting this shared challenge. The Department continues to address sexual assault
holistically by focusing on prevention and leaders at all levels, addressing problematic culture,
and promoting reporting options including confidential venues. This years’ report was an
assessment of our programs and policies, and highlights areas of continued concern.
Sexual harassment persists, and findings illustrate that student leaders should continue to
be the cornerstone of our efforts. To address challenges with student culture, the academies
must prepare staff and peer leaders to better assess and address problems within academy
climates. The academies and Department will work together to pilot climate assessments, with
the intent to provide cadet and midshipmen leaders the opportunity for greater responsibility and
accountability for improving academy climate.
Reporting barriers also continue to exist, including student “norms” developed and
promulgated via the rumor mill and informal communications, that undermine the academies’
efforts to increase reporting. To motivate greater sexual assault reporting, the academies must
counter narratives and behavior that impede cadets and midshipmen from greater reporting and
help seeking. In this effort, they will identify key student influencers to help counter narratives
that deter reporting and bystander intervention. The academies will also publicize confidentiality
when implementing their plans for the CATCH Program.
Cadets and midshipmen tell the Department that they are most likely to reach to
resources they know and trust, which deters them from immediately seeking academy services
such as SAPR offices and counseling centers. To promote greater help seeking and victim
assistance, the academies will prepare peer helping groups to ensure cadets and midshipmen
have an accurate understanding of available services and the benefits they provide. Each
academy has a cadre of cadets or midshipmen that it uses to inform and refer students
experiencing problems to helping resources. While applying appropriate supervision, the
academies should provide such groups with sufficient resources and training to help dispel
concerns and facilitate greater contact with all forms of assistance.
The Department has focused greater attention on prevention of the crime. It leveraged
partnerships with experts to develop and apply a prevention framework at each academy to
ensure our interventions have the greatest chance for success. The academies will employ the
Department’s feedback to inform a manpower analysis to determine appropriate academy
staffing, resourcing, and alignment of the full spectrum of prevention efforts. The academies are
critical points of accession from which we draw future leaders – we must get this right.
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Functional Area 4: SARC and SAPR VA Procedures
USNA is in compliance with DoD, DON and OPNAV policy requirements for SARC and SAPR
VA procedures.
The SAPR Response Team at USNA consists of two full-time SARCs, one full-time SAPR VA
( currently being hired), and 29 collateral duty VAs to provide services for the Brigade of
Midshipmen, faculty, and staff. All SARCs and VAs are Defense Sexual Assault Advocate
Certification Program (D-SAACP) certified.
The SARC gives the victim a hard copy of the DD Form 2910 with the victim's signature, and
advises the victim to keep the copy of the DD Form 2910 and the DD Form 2911 in their
personal permanent records. The SARC provides the victim all pertinent information about
confidentiality issues, documentation requirements, eligibility for services and resources
available in the event of retaliation, reprisal, ostracism, maltreatment, or sexual harassment.
The SARC does assist with annual training, but the Director of Prevention Education organizes
and manages training requirements and execution at USNA.
The DoD Safe Helpline and other outreach materials are widely distributed at USNA. In
addition, the SAPR website and internal intranet also serve as important resources for victims
seeking information. The public page provides information on how to get help, how to help a
friend or loved one, reporting options, and the 24-hour response line phone number.

Recommendation
Community Engagement

For more than a year USNA has been operating with two Sexual Assault Response
Coordinators (SARCs) but no permanent staff Victim Advocates (VAs). This has caused the
SARCs to fill the role as VAs. Because of this staffing shortage, SARCs have not had the
opportunity to conduct coordination meetings with outside agencies and organizations that are
part of the response team, such as DoD law enforcement, MCIOs and civilian authorities. Once
the vacant VA position is filled, USNA should resume the practice of conducting regular
engagement with outside agencies.

Functional Area 5: Case Management Group
USNA is in compliance with DoD, DON and OPNAV policy requirements for Case Management
Group (CMG) procedures with one exception.
The Superintendent acts as CMG Chair and conducts monthly meetings to review individual
cases, facilitate monthly victim updates, and direct system coordination, accountability, entry of
disposition and victim access to quality services, and to ensure training, processes, and
procedures are complete for the system coordination. The lead SARC serves as the co-chair of
the C MG. All required CMG members actively participate each month.
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Collateral Duty VA Training

Once the vacant VA position is filled, USNA should resume the practice of conducting quarterly
engagement/training with collateral duty VAs.
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Sexual Harassment Program Summary
The Department of the Navy (DON) and Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations, 2151 Century Sailor Office (OPNAV N17) assessed the United
States Naval Academy's (USNA) policies, procedures and training for Sexual
Harassment Prevention and Response during Academic Program Year (APY)
2018-2019. The Department used the Sexual Harassment Prevention
Program Compliance Assessment Tool to organize its assessment into six
functional areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sexual Harassment Program Policy Requirements
Processing Sexual Harassment Complaints
Responding to Sexual Harassment Complaints
Training
Data Collection and Reporting Requirements
Command Climate Assessments

Overall, USNA is in compliance with the Department's policies regarding sexual harassment.
The Department found sufficient evidence of compliance in all six functional areas. Compliance
in each functional area was determined by comparing USNA's Sexual Harassment Prevention
and Response programs to the requirements outlined in the following instructions:
• DoDI 1020.03, "Harassment Prevention and Response in the Armed Forces," 8 February
2018;
• Department of Defense Directive (DoDD) 7050.06, "Military Whistleblower Protection for
Reprisal," 4 April 2015;
• OPNAVINST 5354.1G, "Navy Equal Opportunity Program Manual," 24 July 2017;
• OPNAVINST 5300.13, "Navy Sexual Harassment Prevention and Response Program
Manual," 24 July 2017.
Additionally, the Department referenced the USNAINST 5354.1 B, "Command Managed Equal
Opportunity Program," 12 February 2019.
The following pages capture observations on USNA's Sexual Harassment Prevention and
Response programs functional areas.
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•

Retaliation complaints associated with complaints of sexual harassment.

Functional Area 6: Command Climate Assessments
USNA is in compliance with DoD, DON, and OPNAV policy requirements for Command Climate
Assessments (CCAs).
The Superintendent's direction to the Commandant of Midshipmen mandates the CCA program
by ensuring the Military Service Academy DEOMI Organizational Climate Survey (MSA
DEOCS) for Brigade of Midshipmen is conducted within 120 days after commander's
assumption of command and annually thereafter. A roll up report plan of action and executive
summary of the survey are provided to the Brigade leadership and company reports are
distributed to respective companies no later than 10 days after completion of a complete
assessment.

Recommendations
Timeliness of Military Equal Opportunity Climate Survey Assessment Report
Upon completion of the MSA DEOCS and climate assessment, the Commandant of
Midshipmen will provide the final assessment and plan of action to company leadership to brief
midshipmen on assessment results and implementation plan no later than 15 January annually.
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DEFINITIONS
This inspection was graded IAW AFI 90-201 and applicable governing guidance.
3 Tier (In Comp-Not in Comp) (CCIP) Item Level grading scale definitions
In Compliance:
The rating given that indicates a program or operation complies with governing directives and supports
mission accomplishment. Deficiencies may exist but do not impede mission accomplishment.
In Compliance with Comments:
The rating given that indicates a program or operation complies with most, but not all, governing directives
and does not meet some mission requirements. Deficiencies exist that impede or limit mission
accomplishment.
Not In Compliance:
The rating given that indicates a program or operation does not comply with key elements of governing
directives; significant deficiencies exist that could result in legal liabilities, penalties, or significant mission
impact.
NONE Org Level grading scale definitions
Not Graded:
The grade given to indicate that no AFI 90-201 grade was adequate.
DEFICIENCIES:
A validated deficiency assessed as CRITICAL, Significant, or Minor.
a. CRITICAL:
Any deficiency that results in, or could result in, widespread negative mission impact or failure.
b. Significant:
A validated deficiency that has or could have negative mission impact.
c. Minor:
A validated deficiency that does not meet the definition of a Critical or Significant Deficiency but
requires corrective action.
RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENT AREA (RIA):
An identified process, product, or capability which could be improved by a suggested course of action.
STRENGTHS:
An area that far exceeds compliance directives or mission requirements and/or expectations.
REPEAT DEFICIENCY:
A deficiency recorded on the most current inspection that still exists from the previous like-inspection. A
deficiency resulting from failure to comply with the same guidance that has been noted on a previous
inspection (including deficiencies from any limited or no-notice inspections) of the same installation/unit.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
08 March 2019
MEMORANDUM FOR HQ USAFA/CC
FROM: HQ USAFA/IG
SUBJECT: 2019 Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) Program Annual By-Law
Inspection Results
HQ USAFA/IG completed an inspection of the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA) SAPR
Program in accordance with AFI 90-201, The Air Force Inspection System, 20 November 2018, and the
USAFA AY18/19 Inspection Plan. The purpose of this inspection is to provide the USAFA Superintendent,
Vice Superintendent, and Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC), an independent assessment of the
By-Law compliance of this program. The Inspection occurred 10 December 2018 to 25 January 2019.
The overall grade for this inspection is IN COMPLIANCE WITH COMMENTS which indicates a
program or operation does not comply with key elements of governing directives; significant deficiencies
exist that could result in legal liabilities, penalties, or significant mission impact. Inspectors observed 14
Significant deficiencies and one Minor deficiency. Two of those deficiencies were repeat findings.
Furthermore, inspectors made three Recommended Improvement Areas findings.
Organizational Management:
The HQ USAFA/SAPR office is still suffering from the effects of an entire change over in staff.
USAFA, as a DRU and also a Military Service Academy with multiple wing-like entities, presents a
challenge for new personnel to have an understanding of USAFA operations and operating procedures.
There is very little evidence that established roles and responsibilities at all levels of the SAPR
program have been established or communicated to staff. Organizational management and strategic
alignment of program from HQ-level to the two SARC offices do not have clear lines of effort or roles and
responsibilities, leading to confusion and to low morale. USAFA leadership has hired and vetted highly
qualified individuals to accomplish SAPR program functions, but have not provide the alignment and
direction in USAFA’s unique construct for these personnel to execute effectively. Offices of the HQ
USAFA/SAPR are not co-located nor private. Additionally, HQ USAFA/SAPR leadership are not provided
consistent and unified guidance to subordinates, resulting in frequent contradiction of each other’s orders.
The HQ USAFA/SAPR office over the past year has gone through several phases of growth: first a
transition team of three professionals; and then a new staff. The transition team performed the duties of nine
positions that were all filled in Spring 2018. When the transitioning staff started, they concluded that they
were starting from nothing because they found the office files to be missing, inaccurate or inadequate along
with no established office policies and procedures to execute the SAPR mission or office administration for
the unique construct of a Military Service Academy and a DRU. The highest priority was to ensure the
continuum of care for victims was being accomplished in accordance with current guidance. They quickly
made the SAPR office operational, but then moved their focus to changing the public perception of the
office to ensure personnel would utilize services. In their haste, and while being over-saturated and under
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resourced, the interim staff did not have time to codify processes or develop SOPs for applying SAPR to a
unique organization with a unique mission. The lack of comprehensive onboarding/training to USAFA
unique mission set further complicated the HQ USAFA/SAPR organizational management.
Exhausted/Fatigue:
Over the 18 months, the HQ USAFA/SAPR program has had to endure a high level of scrutiny
through 11 inspections, assessments and inquiries by DOD, Air Force and local inspectors.
Process Operations:
SAPR continuum of care for victims is accomplished in accordance with laws and instructions with
some discrepancies in documentation. Although documentation discrepancies are still apparent in open cases
in DSAIDS and hard copy paper work, many of the discrepancies are from the previous SAPR office
leadership.
The new staff was charged with changing the perception of the HQ USAFA/SAPR program and
rebuild trust with the USAFA and community; this will continue to take time.
Communication:
Communication up, down and laterally throughout the organizations is not clearly communicated or
disseminated to all levels as evidenced with the following examples: HAF/A1Z has not been provided
curriculum for approval; Superintendent priorities on SAPR are not provided to staff; and inspections
including USAFA/IG By-Law have not been communicated.
Most importantly, communication was not consistently provided up to leadership and to other
helping agencies across USAFA, due to the lack of Community Action Team meetings being held or
attended by the SARC.

GERALD P. SZYBIST, Col, USAF
US Air Force Academy Inspector General
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INSPECTION SUMMARY

Table: United States Air Force Academy Unit Grade / Aggregate Totals

Deficiencies

Org
Abbrev

Inspected
Organization

Unit Grade

USAFA

United States
Air Force
Academy

Not Graded

Severity
Critical Significant
0

14

HHQ/SA Repeat PFW&A

Minor
1

0

2

0

Unit
Identified

Strengths

RIAs

0

0

3

Table: United States Air Force Academy Unit Item Grades / Summary Table
Index

2.7

SII
/
CII

Item

Grade

Deficiencies
Severity
Strengths RIAs
Unit
HHQ/SA Repeat PFW&A
Identified
Critical Significant Minor

Sexual Assault
In Compliance with
Prevention and
Comments
Response Program

0

14

1

0

2

0

0

0

3

Totals:

0

14

1

0

2

0

0

0

3
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INSPECTION RESULTS
United States Air Force Academy
By-Law Reporting
In Compliance with
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Program
Comments
Grade/Summary:
The HQ USAFA SAPR office has been subject to eleven inspections and data calls over the past 18
months (DoD SAPRO three times, Air Force three times, DoD/IG two times, and USAFA/IG two
times) and are preparing for another inspection mandated by DoD SAPRO executed by HAF/A1Z. This
has caused inspection fatigue for the organization and also may be leading to ineffective organizational
management practices throughout the program.
The USAFA Superintendent failed to publish a supplement outlining the duties and responsibilities
associated with the Academy Response Team. While the updated AFI 36-3501, United States Air
Force Academy Operations, 28 December 2018, was released during the inspection, a supplement was
not established for the 10 years since the 2008 version of the AFI.
Deficiencies:
F.97224.4216750:
Severity: Significant
The Installation Commander did not ensure that the SARC participated in Community Action
Board/Community Action Team (CAB/CAT) (formerly CAIB/IDS) meetings hindering senior
leader updates and helping agency integration and collaboration efforts of prevention activities
throughout USAFA. The CAT met four times during CY2018 and the SAPR office attended only
two meetings, and in CY2017 the CAT met five times and the SAPR office attended none.
Furthermore, as annotated in the IG inspection report for the HQ USAFA CAB/CAT 2018, USAFA
fell short of the requirement to hold ten CAT meetings annually. “CABs and CATs are senior leader
driven forums to identify and resolve quality of life issues impacting Total Force readiness. These
forums incorporate and reinforce the CAF framework. They promote collaboration among helping
agencies to reduce redundancies, identify gaps in service, and develop and implement local
solutions to support the Total Force. The Air Force is committed to maintaining mission readiness
through multi-agency collaboration and integration of programs and activities that address
individual, family, and community concerns (e.g., resilience and violence prevention). Community
Action Boards and Community Action Teams at all levels serve as dedicated and integrated forums
that inform leadership of these concerns and identify solutions.” (AFI 90-5001, paras 1.6 and 4.1.)
Reference: AFI 90-6001, Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) Program, para
1.7.1.28.; AFI 90-5001, paras 1.6. and 4.1., and Table 4.1, Installation Community Action Board;
Required Attendees
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OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)
F.97224.4193276:
Severity: Significant
The USAFA Commander did not ensure adequate guidance was provided to the HQ USAFA/SAPR
program to execute its mission. Due to USAFA’s unique mission as a Military Service Academy,
accessions source with cadets and cadet candidates and being a military installation applying the
DOD and Air Force guidance is confusing and requires local procedures to execute in this unique
construct. There is no evidence of clearly communicated or developed local guidance, commander’s
intent, or standardized procedures and processes from the USAFA Superintendent or Vice
Superintendent. Inspectors noted during ATIS-I interviews, the HQ USAFA/SAPR staff collectively
have a large amount of SAPR experience however, applying those same experiences with USAFA’s
unique mission and organizational structure has been difficult and confusing at the mission
execution level. Additionally, interviewees stated they do not know their roles and responsibilities
nor do they know their leadership’s.
Reference: AFI 1-2, Commander’s Responsibilities, paras 3.3., 3.3.5., and 3.3.6.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CV
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193261:
Severity: Significant
The USAFA/CV, HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager and CW SARC have not effectively
communicated or developed their vision, commander's intent or have a long term mission execution
plan resulting in a lack of trust, unit cohesion and low morale. During interviews with all SAPR
members from HQ-level to Victim Advocates (VA), nearly all stated the following: 1. There are no
clear lines of communication up or down the chain of command. Members gave the following
examples: HQ-level personnel contradict each other's guidance; there is no clear leader; they don't
hold personnel accountable for their actions; there is no follow-through; and there are either no clear
or ever changing priorities; 2. The HQ Staff offices are currently geographically separated and are
not in private areas where phone conversations can be held; 3. HAF/A1Z additionally stated there is
a lack of communication with the HQ USAFA/SAPR program.
Reference: AFI 1-2, paras 3., 3.2., and 3.2.1.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)
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F.97224.4193249:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to establish processes and procedures to ensure the
correct naming nomenclature of DD Form 2910_DSAID Control Number (not including hyphens)
for cases when uploading into the DSAID system. Of the 21 cases reviewed, 80% had incorrect
naming nomenclature.
Reference: AFI 90-6001, para 9.2.7.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193169:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manger failed to establish expectations. Multiple staff members
stated that they did not receive any established expectations from SAPR Program Manager. The
SAPR Program Manager led an offsite meeting to conduct training with team members, and
presented then an expectations memo. However, the document was the Civilian Personnel Office
(CPO) memo template for supervisors/commanders to adjust as applicable to their
organizations/units. HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to update the expectations memo
with organization specific pertinent information: no expectation memos were signed or collected
from the meeting. Additionally, on 19 Dec 18, USAFA/IG requested a follow-up for 21 Dec 18 to
review all expectation memos in all SARCs, VAs and VVAs folders/records. On 21 Dec 18, there
were no expectations memos in any SARC, VA or VVA folders/records. Instead, 10 ABW SARC
showed inspectors the routing of all employee appraisal plans that were accomplished in Dec 18
during the inspection: the date signed was 20 Dec 18, which is the day after the request to review
expectations memos in folders/record and day before USAFA/IG came to review.
Reference: DODI1400.25V431_AFI36-1002, Performance Management and Appraisal Program
Administration in the Air Force, para i. (3) (Added)(AF); AFI 1-2, para 3.2.1.; USAFA Program
Manager Position Description, Factor 3, Supervisory and Managerial Authority Exercised
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193212:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to establish office processes or procedures to
ensure that the SARCs provided all victim information for SAIRO reports by an unrestricted report.
Of the 21 unrestricted reports reviewed, 24% were either: missing dates (therefore unable to verify
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report completion within required eight days); missing signatures; or lacking evidence of a SAIRO
report submission.
Reference: AFI 90-6001, paras 3.8.1.1., 3.8.1.2., 3.8.2.2.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193223:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to establish process and procedures that ensure
accuracy and completeness of DSAID data for populations assigned. Upon DSAID review of 36
cases (August 2017 - current) the following deficiencies were noted: 55% were missing
investigation agency information, 35% were missing DoD ID Number, 15% were missing
relationship to subject, 15% were missing subject information, 15% were missing Civilian
Protective Order and Military Protective Order, 15% were missing victim demographics, 15% were
missing relationship to subject, 11% were missing safety assessment, 11% were missing referral
support, and 8% were missing forensic exam completion.
Reference: AFI 90-6001, paras 9.1., 1.5.5.3., 1.5.5.3.5., 2.3.2., and 2.3.2.14.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193290:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager has not provided clear organizational roles and
responsibilities to the personnel of the USAFA/HQ, the USAFA/CW nor the 10 ABW SARC
positions. Additionally, there are no clear lines of effort for functional level (MAJCOM, Wing, and
Unit) accomplishment. The issue is evidenced by confusion over who, at what level, answers
Congressional, DoD, Air Force, and USAFA taskings.
Reference: AFI 1-2, para 3.4.2.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193286:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager has not developed a long term plan to align with
USAFA's authorities and mission requirements so that the organization strives to meet the USAFA
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strategic plan and vision.
Reference: AFI 1-2, para 3.4.1.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193176:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager failed to develop Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) for
nine deficiencies (2016 Inspection), 15 deficiencies (2017 Inspection) and three deficiencies (2018
Inspection) in the Inspector General Evaluation Management System within the required 45 days for
previous SAPR By-Law inspections. Six deficiencies from the 2017 inspection still do not have
CAPs in place.
Reference: AFI 90-201, para 9.6.3.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193266:
Severity: Significant
"REPEAT DEFICIENCY"
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager failed to have SAPR training curriculum content
reviewed and approved from AF/CVS. Confirmed with HAF/A1Z on 25 January 2019.
Reference: AFI 90-6001, Table 7.1. Courses and Requirements, Notes 1 and 6
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193233:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to ensure the original DD Forms 2910 were stored
IAW storage and privacy act laws. On two occasions, only copies of the DD Forms 2910 were being
stored. While original forms are uploaded into DSAID, two original DD Forms 2910 are still
missing from physical filing system.
Reference: AFI 90-6001, para 2.5.6.3.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)
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F.97224.4193205:
Severity: Significant
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to ensure SARCs remove protected information on
sexual assault incidents when reported to the installation commander for restricted and unrestricted
reports using the 24 Hour Notification template. Of the 30 restricted reports reviewed, 23%
contained protected information (victim and/or alleged assailant status).
Reference: AFI 90-6001, paras 3.7.1.1., 3.7.1.1.1.6, and 3.7.1.1.1.7.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193191:
Severity: Significant
"REPEAT DEFICIENCY"
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manger failed to verify military enlisted VVA records were
updated with SEI code 003 following successful VVA training and D-SAACP credentialing
completion. One of six VVA records did not reflect the VVA SEI code 003. The SAPR team
coordinated with HQ USAFA/CSS and has a signed memorandum from CSS stating that six VVAs
have SEI code 003. However, 10 ABW/FSS records review confirmed that one VVA did not have
the SEI code 003. Certified SARCs, VAs and VVA roster was provided by the SAPR staff and
compared to CCS signed memorandum stating six members all have the SEI code in their records,
which was also provided by the SAPR staff. One VVA did not have SEI code in their record.
Reference: AFI 90-6001, para 2.10.2.2.
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)

F.97224.4193196:
Severity: Minor
The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Government Purchase Card (GPC) Approving Official (AO) did
not have copies of initial and refresher training certificates in the approving official personnel file.
Courses CLM003 and CLG 006 are an annual requirement. Courses CLM 023 and CON 237 are an
initial requirement of one time accomplishment. The 10 CONS/GPC Office does not have any
certificates/verification of the SAPR Program AO completing the four courses in their records.
Reference: AFI 64-117, Government Purchase Card Program, para 4.2
OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional / SME OPR: HQ USAFA/CVS
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)
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Recommended Improvement Areas:
Recommend, that the HQ level SAPR personnel are co-located to ensure unity of effort and clear
communication to SAPR offices.
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)
Recommend that the HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager develop a process to annually review
USAFA/CC program intent, develop curriculum and receive approval from HAF/A1Z as prescribed by
the Air Force Instruction.
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)
Recommend that the following positions roles are clearly defined and explained to all levels of the
USAFA SAPR office: Program Manager/Lead SARC, Deputy Program Manager, Program Analyst,
and Deputy SARC.
Functional Area: A1 (Manpower, Personnel and Services)
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REPLY INSTRUCTIONS
USAFA/CVS is responsible for accomplishing the following by the dates provided:
- 14 Mar 19: Appoint Inspector General Evaluation Management System (IGEMS) Administrator (One year
retainability and access to the Organization CC or DS)
-- E-mail HQ USAFA/IG org mail box with your POC's name and contact info (Full Name,
Rank e-mail and Phone)
-- HQ USAFA/IG will provide access forms, training and slides for the IGEMS ADMIN for process
completion
- 28 Apr 19: Update Root Cause Analysis (RCA), Deficiency Cause Codes (DCC), Corrective Action Plans
(CAP) for each deficiency assigned to your unit
- Monthly: Provide updates on CAPs and closure status to the Commander Inspection Management Board
for assigned deficiencies
Note 1: Minor deficiency will be closed at the unit level
Note 2: Significant/Critical deficiencies will be closed by the HQ USAFA/IG and local FAMs
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TEAM COMPOSITION
DRU Inspection Division Chief
DRU Inspection Team Chief
DRU Inspection Team Administrator
DIT Member
DIT Member
DIT Member

Col Gerald Szybist
Mr. Scott Anderson
MSgt Melissa Smith
Maj Carlenn Trunkhill
2nd Lt Benjamin VanDenBroeke
TSgt Richard Mahan
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DISTRIBUTION LIST
HQ USAFA/CC
HQ USAFA/CV
HQ USAFA/DS
USAFA/CW
USAFA/DF
USAFA/AD
USAFA/PL
10 ABW/CC
306 FTG/CC
USAFA/CVS
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KEY PERSONNEL
Lt Gen Jay B. Silveria
Col Huston R. Cantwell
Mrs. Gail B. Colvin
Col Gerald P. Szybist
Dr. Trevin Campbell
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ACRONYMS
AO------------Approving Official
ATIS-I--------Airman to IG Session - Interview
CSS-----------Commander Support Staff
DRU----------Direct Reporting Unit
D-SAACP----Defense Sexual Assault Advocate Certification Program
DSAID--------Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database
GPC-----------Government Purchase Card
IAW-----------In Accordance With
IG--------------Inspector General
IGEMS--------Inspector General Evaluation Management System
SAIRO--------Sexual Assault Incident Response Oversight Report
SAPR---------Sexual Assault Prevention and Response
SARC---------Sexual Assault Coordinator
SEI-------------Special Experience Identifier
VA------------Victim Advocate
VVA----------Volunteer Victim Advocate
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Inspected Organization Inspection Name Inspection Title
Description

Inspection
Start Date

Inspection Inspection
End Date Finalize Date

Deficiency Deficiency Description
Close Date

Deficiency
Status

11‐Jan‐19 The SARC did not ensure that Restricted Report Case Numbers (RRCN) was assigned to all
Closed
restricted cases. Inspectors reviewed 6 case files and no RRCN numbers were assigned. Inspectors
reviewed additional cases and noted that only cases with a Sexual Assault Forensic Exam (SAFE)
Kit had RRCNs assigned to them. Additionally, the RRCN was not updated on the DD Form 2910 or
in the DSAIDS database to ensure that each kit could be easily correlated to the correct victim.

Deficiency
Severity

OPR

Countermea Countermeas Countermeasure
sure ECD
ure OPR
Status

Countermeasure Text

Minor

USAFA/CVS

14‐Feb‐17 USAFA/CVS

Complete

Current Staff has addressed the deficiency and is meeting all requirements as outlined in
the instruction. The SARCs assign RRCNs as the restricted cases come in. The deputy SARC
has created a tracker which is maintained in a secured file located on the O:drive.
Additionally, quarterly inspections are administered to ensure compliance. This is not a
requirement within DSAID to submit an RRCN.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 22‐Aug‐18 The SARC does not provide monthly victim case updates to the MAJCOM SARC and Installation
Commander (Superintendent) as required by Air Force instruction.

Closed

Minor

USAFA/CVS

22‐Aug‐18 USAFA/CVS

Complete

Both installation SARCs conduct a weekly meeting that the MAJCOM/Lead SARC attends
for any updates. These updates will be passed along by the MAJCOM/Lead SARC to the
USAFA/CV during a biweekly meeting that is now regularly scheduled. The SARCs also
provide updates to the USAFA/CC or CV during the Unrestricted CMGs. Additionally the
SARCs conduct a monthly Restricted case CMG prior to the Unrestricted case CMG with
the MAJCOM/Lead SARC to conduct any updates on those cases. Furthermore, the
installation SARCs now attend the 10 ABW and CW weekly staff meetings to relay any
necessary information to the 10 ABW/CC and the Commandant. SARCs comply with para
2.5.4.1 in DSAID. If SARCs do not comply with para 2.5.4.2., they have entered a MFR in
the case folder explaining why they were unable to comply. SARCs ensure all DD 2965s are
shredded after entering data into DSAID. SARCs have had one transfer case and did
comply with para 2.5.4.4.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 22‐Aug‐18 The Case Management Group (CMG) Co‐Chair does not include a list of people who attend the
Closed
CMG in DSAIDS, nor does he/she input issues discussed pertaining to the victim care on each case
in accordance with the SAPR instruction. Currently, only a shell for each month CMG has been
created but there is no data maintained within it.

Minor

USAFA/CVS

22‐Aug‐18 USAFA/CVS

Complete

As of Nov 17, all minutes are now loaded via MFR on the shared drive and also loaded on
DSAID. Staff implemented a SOP to have two full time staff members take notes and
populate the CMG MFR template while the cases are being discussed and then
immediately updating those respective case numbers in DSAID. We can provide IG an
example of the CMG minutes for reference. Paragraph 1 implies what is discussed with
every case during the CMG: "reviewed individual cases, directed system coordination,
assessed victim access to quality services and evaluated installation sexual assault trends".
Paragraph 1.b outlines the cases discussed using DSAID case number, the CC in
attendance and the VA in attendance for each victim.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 12‐Sep‐18 The CMG chair does not ensure that the victim's commander is reporting follow‐up actions (status Closed
of investigative, legal or advocacy items discussed at the CMG) to the CMG Co‐chair within 72
hours of completion of the CMG IAW the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act and
the Privacy Act. This continues to occur even after the SAPR office provides a checklist to victim's
commanders that list what they are required to accomplish within 72 hours of the CMG.

Significant

USAFA/CV

22‐Aug‐18 USAFA/CV

Complete

SAPR staff created a controlled document that is disseminated to pertinent CMG
attendees while discussing a case. The template includes what was discusses pertinent
information regarding each case to include whether or not the CC complied with the 72 hr
follow up with the victim. If the CC did not comply, the SARC will ensure it is verbalized to
the CMG chair and the CC for an on the spot correction. Currently all CCs are complying
and there are no repeat non compliance issues, but if so, the CMG chair and co‐chair
would notify the CC's immediate supervisory chain. Additionally the CMG co‐chair still
provides a checklist as a friendly reminder to the CCs following the case discussion.
Furthermore, the staff keeps all email responses from CCs for tracking purposes in the
USAFA/SAPR email folder.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 12‐Sep‐18 Respondents rated office morale, focusing upon July‐ September 2016, on a scale from 1‐10 with 1 Closed
being low morale to 10 being high morale: the average rating was 2. Respondents attributed the
low morale to a lack of leadership oversight and accountability of peers. Respondents stated that
leadership does not make timely decisions and allows problems to fester until the office is going
in different directions. Additionally, many respondents stated the work environment was
unprofessional and disliked or were fearful of coming to work due to a perceived hostile work
environment. Respondents also rated office morale, focusing upon October‐ December 2016, on a
scale from 1‐10 with 1 being low morale to 10 being high morale: the average rating was 4.2.
Respondents still attributed the low morale to a lack of leadership oversight and accountability of
peers. However, most stated that there has been an improvement in morale due to a recent
leadership change. Additionally, respondents believe the problems are deep‐rooted due to years
of a negative environment and are uncertain of how to implement a long‐term solution.

Significant

USAFA/CV

3‐Dec‐18 USAFA/CV

Complete

In addition to a new staff on board, USAFA/CVS recently submitted a response to the most
recent Board of Visitors (BoV) and part of it was a SAPR climate oversite plan. Within this
plan the staff recommended quarterly off sites for external team development assistance
as well as team bonding lunches (TBLs). The staff also recommended a climate review of
the office bi‐annually with USAFA/IG. Additionally, the staff would like to look into
coordinating with the Office of People Analytics (OPA) for the inclusion feedback
questions that involve the perceptions and experiences with the SAPR program in the
Service Academy Gender Relations survey that happens every other spring. Finally the
staff would like to explore the idea of incorporating a survivors experience survey at the
conclusion of a survivor's work with SAPR.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
74771
Inspection
Academy

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 12‐Sep‐18 Without exception, the entire SAPR office felt no collaboration between SARC, VA, and VVAs. This Closed
discord was worsened by the absence of routine after action reviews/hot washes as well as no
forums to discuss lessons learned from unique case(s) or circumstance(s).

Significant

USAFA/CVS

3‐Dec‐18 USAFA/CVS

Complete

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 12‐Sep‐18 The SARC did not ensure that the SAPR program was sufficiently publicized to the installation.
Closed
Inspectors also conducted interviews with a variety of Mission Element officers, enlisted
members, civilians, and cadets (all class years) focusing on general USAFA SAPR Program
awareness. Inspectors noted the following results: 38/53 respondents did not know the SARC
hotline number; 26/53 respondents did not know where the SAPR office was located; 18/53
respondents were not sure who could seek services; 2/53 respondents stated that they would not
feel comfortable using SAPR services; and 5/53 were unsure if they would or not use SAPR
services.

Significant

USAFA/CVS

30‐Aug‐18 USAFA/CVS

Complete

New staff is in place. Additionally the SARCs have a weekly meeting to discuss cases and
admin. There is a weekly staff meeting that also includes HQ staff to discuss any taskers,
admin or specific cases as necessary. Would also refer to deficiency #F.74771.3114837
since a lot of the causal factors for the disorganization with prior staff resulted from a
poor work climate.
SAPR has a flyer that they coordinated with safety to disseminate to all CC boards along
with the safety info (currently working on a new one with base graphics for the
community center office). Additionally, SAPR created a bimonthly newsletter titled
washroom wisdom to help get the word out regarding the new staff and how to contact
us. Also, the SAPR staff is sending out quarterly reminders to the entire base to conduct
CC talking points which also briefs the unit on mandatory topics to include where the staff
is, who they are, how to call, how to report, etc. Moreover, SAPR is now handing out
helping agency cards at every mandatory brief we conduct as well as any time we have a
booth at an event. Finally, SAPR has invested in outreach and awareness items that will all
contain the hotline phone number for USAFA.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 18‐Sep‐18 SAPR paperwork (DD Form 2910, Victim Reporting Preference Statement and data input into the Closed
DSAID database was reviewed over a 6 month period. The inspector noted a definite improvement
in DD Form 2910 completion/thoroughness documentation and input over the period covering
October 2016 ‐ December 2016, yet there is still major progress required due to forms being
illegible, sloppy and incomplete. The inspector stated that some of these documents should be re‐
accomplished. The DD Form 2910 is also utilized by victims to seek benefits/services once they
leave the military. If these documents are not appropriately completed or legible, victims may
encounter difficulty obtaining future services.

Significant

USAFA/CVS

30‐Aug‐18 USAFA/CVS

Complete

SAPR created a VVA on call checklist to help standardized filling out all required
forms/documents when completing an intake. Staff also reviewed and standardized how
forms will be organized and a process to follow up with missing items within a case file.
Staff reviewed all case files for the last three academic years to annotate missing
documents and standardized where able.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2016 By‐Law
Academy
74771
Inspection

5‐Dec‐16

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

9‐Dec‐16

25‐Jan‐17 12‐Sep‐18 During interviews of SAPR office employees, inspectors discovered the following: employees felt
that there is unclear/inconsistent handling of employee discipline; leadership does not hold
personnel accountable for their actions nor do they see a change in the person's behavior and
performance when actions are taken; there is little senior leadership presence or visits; and there
is uncertainty of the HQ Staff SAPR roles and responsibilities.

Closed

Significant

USAFA/CV

31‐Mar‐17 USAFA/CV

Complete

In addition to a new staff on board, USAFA/CVS recently submitted a response to the most
recent Board of Visitors (BoV) and part of it was a SAPR climate oversite plan. Within this
plan the staff recommended quarterly off sites for external team development assistance
as well as team bonding lunches (TBLs). The staff also recommended a climate review of
the office bi‐annually with USAFA/IG. Additionally, the staff would like to look into
coordinating with the Office of People Analytics (OPA) for the inclusion feedback
questions that involve the perceptions and experiences with the SAPR program in the
Service Academy Gender Relations survey that happens every other spring. Finally the
staff would like to explore the idea of incorporating a survivors experience survey at the
conclusion of a survivor's work with SAPR.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18 19‐Sep‐19 In July 2017, a temporary SARC was assigned. Upon arrival, the temporary SARC found 222
Closed
unrestricted and restricted cases entered in the Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSIAD)
that were incomplete or inaccurate. During the temporary SARC's four months in the office, 147
cases were updated and corrected with assistance from OSI and the Military Personnel Section.
The 75 remaining open cases are still awaiting closure and obtaining the information to close the
cases is not as readily available.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

11‐Feb‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

To address the deficiency that was found in July 2017 by the temporary SARC that was
assigned. Upon arrival, the temporary SARC found 222 unrestricted and restricted cases
entered in the Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSIAD) that were incomplete or
inaccurate. During the temporary SARC's four months in the office, 147 cases were
updated and corrected with assistance from OSI and the Military Personnel Section. The
75 remaining open cases are still awaiting closure and obtaining the information to close
the cases is not as readily available. As of 11 FEB 2019 the initiative to close cases in
DSAID is still in progress. 25/75 cases have been closed. The CW SARC is continues
coordinating efforts between OSI, JA and the AF DSAID contract representative. Expected
date of completion is May 2019. Update SAPR is moving forward with the process to close
cases. Currently, SAPR has about 9 cases left to close before this deficiency has been
completely addressed. SAPR is working HAF to address the remaining open cases.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

17‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

Current SAPR SARCs ensure compliance as required per AFI 90‐6001, para. 1.4.13. Systems
have been established to ensure compliance is met per AFI requirements. Four cases since
July 2017 were inspected and it was confirmed all cases were opened in DSAIDs within the
48 hour timeline. SARCs currently ensure that all cases are created in DSAID within the
48hr timeline.Per AFI 90‐6001, para. 1.4.13. For previous cases that missed the 48hr
timeline requirement, an MFR has been developed and the record is kept in the individual
case file. Record reviews have been established on a quarterly basis to ensure compliance
requirements have been met.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18 19‐Sep‐19 SAPR program guidance requires the CMG review monthly open individual unrestricted cases.
However, only 10 of the 85 active open unrestricted cases are being discussed monthly at the
CMG. The 75 cases not being discussed have all been determined to be closed by the CMG.
However, due to documentation being inaccurate or incomplete, the SAPR office is unable to
physically close these cases in DSAIDs since they do not meet the specified program parameters.

Closed

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

11‐Feb‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

This deficiency is still being resolved. The Deputy SARC now tracks how many cases are
actually open for discussion in the CMG. CMG meeting minutes document an accurate
account of cases. Minutes can be found in DSAID and via monthly memos on the SAPR O:
Drive. This deficiency should be resolved with the closure of the remaining 50 cases in
DSAID. SAPR currently has 9 cases left to officially close in DSAID. An MFR has been
drafted with the cases that are not being discussed in the CMG. USAFA SAPR is working
closely with HAF to close the remaining cases. This deficiency is ready to close with SAPR
continuing to work with HAF/A1Z to close the remaining 9 cases.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

30‐Jan‐19 The CMG Co‐Chair did not ensure that the VVA's attended or provided verbal updates at the
monthly CMG from Jan ‐ Jun 2017. At least one VVA has attended every month from July to
November 2017. All VVAs with open cases are required to attend the CMG monthly, however not
all VVAs have attended the CMG or provided case updates to the SARC to be briefed.

Closed

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

17‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

28‐Jan‐19 The CMG Co‐Chair, prior to July 2017, did not maintain CMG meeting minutes or place them in
Closed
DSAIDs as prescribed by SAPR guidance. Also, minutes from the March 2017 and April 2017 CMGs
were not taken. For May 2017 and June 2017, there were paper copies of the minutes, but they
were not uploaded into DSAIDs.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

15‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

This significant deficiency has been corrected by utilizing a new version of CMG minutes
MFR. In addition, the DSAID database will reflect whether or not the VVA attended. The
CMG Meeting minutes will also include if the verbal update was given. Please see example
titled CMG Meeting Min ‐ Jul which shows what is loaded into DSAID for each respective
case.
This deficiency from the previous staffs lack of attention to detail has been resolved by
SAPR staff implementing a SOP to the CMG MFR template wile the cases are being
discussed. SAPR staff then follow up by uploading required CMG minutes to DSAID as
prescribed SAPR guidance. This is verified by quarterly records review.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

17‐Jan‐19 Prior to July 2017, the SARC failed to ensure all restricted reports were assigned a RRCN and did
not annotate the DD Form 2910s. HQ USAFA/IG inspectors found 10 files for AY2017, 21 files for
AY2016 and 17 files for AY2015 without a RRCN assigned.

Closed

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

16‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

17‐Jan‐19 The SARC office could not provide evidence that they are meeting with the VVAs primary
supervisor annually to ensure the VVA's roles are not negatively impacting their duty
performance.

Closed

Minor

HQ USAFA/CVS

17‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

Minor

HQ USAFA/CVS

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

13‐Jan‐19 Prior to July 2017, the SARC did not submit required documentation to the Military Personnel
Closed
Section on VVAs who have received their D‐SAACP certification to update their Special Experience
Identifier in MILPDS. 4 of 5 VVA's do not have an SEI in MILPDS.
9‐Jul‐19 The VVAs records were incomplete or no records were found for those VVAs who were screened, Closed
trained and certified prior to July 2017.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

13‐Feb‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

30‐Jan‐19 HQ USAFA/IG inspectors found that from January to June 2017, 7 of the 8 cases reviewed were
Closed
not loaded into DSAIDs within the mandatory 48 hours. Inspectors also reviewed 4 cases since July
2017 and found all cases were opened in DSAIDS within the 48 hour timeline.

New SAPR staff reviewed the past three academic years for DD 2910s with RRCNs
annotated. If it was annotated, we updated the label with the RRCN as well. All AY17‐18
and AY 18‐19 cases have an RRCN if applicable on the case file label and DD 2910. We will
not add RRCNs to DD 2910s that we had no documentation on due to the potential
conflict it may create with conflicting RRCNs that may have been assigned if a SAFE kit
was accomplished. Additionally, that same number is used for the OSI database. If we
were to go back and arbitrarily assign RRCNs at this point, we may be doing more harm
than good. We will remain in compliance since the new staff came into place as of Jul
2017.
Due to the previous SAPR staff's lack of attention to detail, the SARC office could not
provide evidence that they are meeting with the VVAs primary supervisor annually to
ensure the VVA's roles are not negatively impacting their duty performance. To correct
this deficiency, current SAPR staff have developed an MFR for SAPR Volunteer Victim
Advocate Annual Supervisor review that is completed per AFI guidance. This process is
completed annually as required. Record reviews are completed on a quarterly basis to
ensure that this requirement is met.

SAPR VVA records that were incomplete and lost prior to July 2017 can't be recovered.
The current SAPR staff have developed procedures to meet AFI 90‐6001 SAPR VVA policy
requirements. Potential SAPR VVA's fill out an application, a supervisor agreement, proof
of required background check before receiving the required SAPR VVA forty hour training.
After successful completion of training and an interview conducted by SAPR staff, DD
Form 2950 is completed by the applicant and submitted for D‐SAACP certification by
NOVA as required by AFI 90‐6001 and DODI 6495.02 instructions. After D‐SAACP
certification and before utilization as a USAFA SAPR VVA an SEI code secured and a follow
up meeting by SAPR staff is required. USAFA SAPR staff maintain records of certification
and additional training on the O;drive.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

1‐Aug‐19 Prior to July 2017, the SARC did not ensure that all SAPR VVA's were screened appropriately. HQ
USAFA/IG inspectors found a firefighter who was accepted and received credentialing as a VVA;
however, firefighters are not allowed to serve as VVAs due to the potential of legal, professional
or community conflicts of interest.

Closed

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

30‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

To address the this deficiency, current SAPR staff have developed a process to ensure that
potential SAPR VVA's are screened appropriately. This includes an interview by the SARC
prior to initial SAPR VVA training. This interview addresses the potential SAPR VVA's
appropriateness for the SAPR program. An application is completed and a statement of
understanding is signed by the SAPRR VVA's supervisor. To meet DOD 6592.02 and AFI 90‐
6001requirements, D‐SAACP certification is required prior to assuming SAPR VVA duties.
SAPR staff addressed the deficiency that HQ USAFA/IG inspectors found on the firefighter
who was accepted and received credentialing as a VVA. This correction was handled by a
waiver that was submitted and approved by HAF/A1Z. The waiver is on file on the SAPR O;
drive. The waiver was verified by HQ USAFA IG during the DEC 2018 inspection.

1‐Feb‐18

3‐Jul‐19 Inspectors could not verify that courses from Table 7.1, Courses and Requirements were reviewed Closed
by AF/CVS as required by Air Force guidance. Specifically, Line item 22 in reference to USAFA
Preparatory School, Line item 23 in reference to USAFA Basic Cadet or Line item 24 in reference to
USAFA Cadet 1‐4.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

11‐Feb‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

9‐Jul‐19 The last USAFA/CVS File Plan with a date modified of 27 Feb 17 is incomplete and only contains
Closed
File 1, Files Maintenance and Disposition. Without a File Plan, the office can not verify the
following: a. is access restricted on electronic folders containing sensitive/Privacy Act (PA) data
using controlled password and/or group permissions, b. records are managed IAW the Records
Disposition Schedule, c. the office file plan is maintained within AFRIMS or if electronic and paper
records are established, d. files have been reviewed at least annually, cutoff according to the
records disposition schedule, and separated active from inactive; d. thorough office‐wide searches
for all data calls to include active and inactive, physical and electronically sorted final and draft
documentary materials both classified and unclassified has been accomplished, e. a review of
permissions on the O:Drive files and folders and f. if the office has essential records and a disaster
response plan.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

4‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Long Term

To address this significant deficiency, the USAFA SAPR Program Manager and SAPR staff
are currently working with AF/CVS to have all course material and requirements from
Table 7.1, reviewed by AF/CVS as required by Air Force guidance. Specifically, Line item 22
in reference to USAFA Preparatory School, Line item 23 in reference to USAFA Basic Cadet
or Line item 24 in reference to USAFA Cadet 1‐4. Table 7.1. This is currently an ongoing
process.
The USAFA SAPR office is currently in the process of transitioning to a new Records
Custodian. A new File Plan has been submitted and requires the incoming Records
Custodian to be fully trained to approve the new File Plan and adhere to all record‐
keeping requirements. The training was accomplished 27 MAR 19. Group permissions are
currently utilized to limit access to electronic records folders. All files are being
maintained per instructions AFMAN 33‐363, para 6.1.1.4.6.2, 4.4., and 2.1.2.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

30‐Jan‐19 Training requirements listed in AFI 90‐6001, Table 7.1. that are required to be accomplished by
Closed
the SAPR office, could not be validated by inspectors. Training rosters for the past two years were
not retained by the SAPR office. This training includes but is not limited to; Annual, Accessions,
FTAC, Newcomers, Commanders, Post Deployment, Responders, CMG, Prep School & SAPR
VA/VVA training.

Critical

HQ USAFA/CVS

10‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

While the previous training records can not be provided or recovered. The new SAPR staff
have implemented measures to address this deficiency. The 10ABW SARC has ensured
that all training listed on AFI 0‐6001, Table 7.1 has been accomplished. The training is
tracked using a documentation tool available on the SAPR drive, all facilitators have the
ability to document/track personnel trained. When applicable, training rosters have been
provided by a POC and saved on the SAPR drive. Quarterly records checks are
implemented and documented. Furthermore, HAF SAPRO requires that training data be
sent to their office on a quarterly rotation. The USAFA SAPR program is within compliance
and has provided all requested training rosters/data for verification.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18 14‐May‐19 The HQ USAFA/CC did not ensure annual SAPR Training (Green Dot & SAPR Talking Points) were
Closed
provided in its entirety to USAFA. The 12 Months of Commanders talking points for CY2017 were
not administered throughout USAFA to meet mandatory annual training guidance in DoDI 6495.02
and AF/CVS. Additionally, there is no documented waiver excluding the annual SAPR training for
Cadets and Cadet Candidates; inspectors found both these populations did not receive any of the
annual SAPR training.

Critical

HQ USAFA/CC

4‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CC

Complete

The USAFA SAPR office has ensured that Commanders Talking Points/SAPR Annual
Training have been administered to USAFA permanent personnel. A tracking tool located
on the USAFA SharePoint was created by the office. This tool allows Commander's and
their units the ability to update the SAPR office upon completion. Commanders are sent
quarterly reminders via TMT. ‐USAFA Resource guide has been reviewed to ensure
compliance with both policy and law. This resource includes commander's talking points
for commanders and AOC to utilize. HAF/A1Z and legal are currently reviewing the USAFA
Resource guide to ensure that it meets compliance on all required points. The USAFA
Resource Guide will be utilized as reference to help Commander s and AOC meet
Commander's Talking Point requirements. ‐ USAFA cadets have also received SAPR annual
training which is outlined in table 7.1. The offices collects training rosters and all
attendance numbers are updated utilizing another tracking tool located on the SAPR
drive. Prior to 2017, approved Green Dot curriculum had not been provided for Cadets to
meet this requirement. HAF A1Z will be here on 11/12 APR 2019 for final review and
approval on Alteristic previously known as Green Dot training. This approved and required
training will be utilized for the upcoming academic year. Cadet Candidates receive annual
Alteristic training previously known Green dot training as required to meet requirements.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. SAPR Dec 2017 By‐Law
Academy
86592
Inspection.

4‐Dec‐17 15‐Dec‐17

1‐Feb‐18

Closed

Critical

HQ USAFA/CC

13‐Jan‐19 HQ
USAFA/CC

Complete

This deficiency has been rectified. The USAFA SAPR Program Manager/ Lead SARC position
description was corrected and implemented to be directly supervised by the installation
commander. This was immediately corrected in 2018 in conjunction with the USAFA
civilian personnel office (CPO). The USAFA SAPR Program Manager/ Lead SARC position
description was corrected in 2018 in conjunction with input and assistance from the
USAFA civilian personnel office (CPO). A copy of the job description has been provided. In
addition, the USAFA SAPR organizational chart has been provided to IG to highlight the
correction.
To address this deficiency, SAPR Program Manager will provide updated SAPR Personnel
Expectations Memo with SAPR office specific information to all staff members. A signed
copy of expectations memo from each employee will be placed in respective employees'
folder. The SAPR Personnel Expectations memo covers; SAPR/VPI CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE
EXPECTATIONS / PHILOSOPHIES /WAY AHEAD. Current staff members will be required to
sign and it will be placed in their personnel files. The supervisor will review with each
employee. The SAPR Personnel Expectations Memo will be given to and reviewed with
new employees upon in processing. Copy of SAPR Personnel Expectations Memo has been
forwarded to IG.

16‐Jan‐19 The SARC is not directly supervised by the Installation Commander or the Deputy Installation
Commander IAW DODI 6495.02. The USAFA SARC is currently supervised by the SAPR Program
Manager.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 24‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manger failed to establish expectations. Multiple staff members
Closed
stated that they did not receive any established expectations from SAPR Program Manager. The
SAPR Program Manager led an offsite meeting to conduct training with team members and
presented then an expectations memo. However, this document was the Civilian Personnel Office
(CPO) memo template for supervisors/commanders to adjust as applicable to their
organizations/units. HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to update the expectations memo
with organization specific pertinent information: no expectation memos were signed or collected
from the meeting. Additionally, on 19 Dec 18, USAFA/IG requested a follow‐up for 21 Dec 18 to
review all expectation memos in all SARCs, VAs and VVAs folders/records. On 21 Dec 18, there
were no expectations memos in any SARC, VA or VVA folders/records. Instead, 10 ABW SARC
showed inspectors the routing of all employee appraisal plans that were accomplished in Dec 18
during the inspection: the date signed was 20 Dec 18, which is the day after the request to review
expectations memos in folders/record and day before USAFA/IG came to review.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

25‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 19‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager failed to develop Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) for nine
deficiencies (2016 Inspection), 15 deficiencies (2017 Inspection) and three deficiencies (2018
Inspection) in the Inspector General Evaluation Management System within the required 45 days
for previous SAPR By‐Law inspections. Six deficiencies from the 2017 inspection still do not have
CAPs in place.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

24‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

Closed

To address this deficiency, the HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager has initiated processes
to track and address IG deficiencies. To ensure that Corrective Action Plans (CAPS) are
developed within the required 45 day timeline, the HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager
has appointed the 10ABW/Prep School SARC as the lead in working with the HQ USAFA/
SAPR Program and HQ USAFA/IG to develop appropriate Corrective Action Plans (CAPS).
All previous deficiencies now have a Corrective Action Plan (CAP) in place and the most
current deficiencies will have Corrective Action Plans (CAPS) submitted within the 45 day
timeline as required.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 19‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manger failed to verify military enlisted VVA records were updated Closed
with SEI code 003 following successful VVA training and D‐SAACP credentialing completion. One
of six VVA records did not reflect the VVA SEI code 003. The SAPR team coordinated with HQ
USAFA/CSS and has a signed memorandum from CSS stating that six VVAs have SEI code 003,
however 10 ABW/FSS records review confirmed that one VVA did not have the SEI code 003.
Certified SARCs, VAs and VVA roster was provided by the SAPR staff and compared to CCS signed
memorandum stating six members all have the SEI code in their records, which was also provided
by the SAPR staff. One VVA did not have SEI code in their record.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

30‐Aug‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

To address this deficiency, the HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manger has instituted processes
to verify military enlisted VVA records were updated with SEI code 003 following
successful VVA training and D‐SAACP credentialing completion. Once a VVA is successfully
trained and D‐SAAACP certified and the HQ USAFA/SAPR Program is ready to utilize that
SAPR VVA's services as a volunteer victim advocate, the SAPR team will then coordinate
with the HQ USAFA/CSS to ensure that the VVAs records reflect the VVA SEI code 003. To
ensure that all active HQ USAFA/SAPR VVAs have been coded with the SEI code 003, the
appointed SAPR Records Manger will conduct annual checks with HQ USAFA/CSS.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 23‐Apr‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Government Purchase Card (GPC) Approving Official (AO) did not
have copies of initial and refresher training certificates in the approving official personnel file.
Courses CLM003 and CLG 006 are an annual requirement. Courses CLM 023 and CON 237 are an
initial requirement of one time accomplishment. The 10 CONS/GPC Office does not have any
certificates/verification of the SAPR Program AO completing the four courses in their records.

Closed

Minor

HQ USAFA/CVS

23‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

All records have been updated. HQ USAFA/ SAPR office has a new trained SAPR Program
AO. The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Government Purchase Card (GPC) Approving Official
(AO) did not have copies of initial and refresher training certificates in the approving
official personnel file. Courses CLM003 and CLG 006 are an annual requirement. Courses
CLM 023 and CON 237 are an initial requirement of one time accomplishment. The 10
CONS/GPC Office does not have any certificates/verification of the SAPR Program AO
completing the four courses in their records. Copies of records have been forwarded to
the 10 CONS/GPC office.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 30‐Aug‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to ensure SARCs remove protected information on
sexual assault incidents when reported to the installation commander for restricted and
unrestricted reports using the 24 Hour Notification template. Of the 30 restricted reports
reviewed, 23% contained protected information (victim and/or alleged assailant status).

Closed

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

30‐Aug‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager addressed this deficiency by conducting additional
training. The HQ USAFA SAPR Program Manger emphasized the importance of following
required guidance in ensuring that protected information for both victim and/or alleged
assailant status was not disclosed on the 24 Hour Notification template. In addition,
quarterly records checks are being conducted to ensure that 24 Hour Notification
templates are in compliance as required by DOD and AFI instructions

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 19‐Aug‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to establish office processes or procedures to
Closed
ensure that the SARCs provided all victim information for SAIRO reports by an unrestricted report.
Of the 21 unrestricted reports reviewed, 24% were either missing dates (therefore unable to
verify report completion within the required eight days); missing signatures; or lacking evidence of
SAIRO report submission.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

23‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager has developed office processes and procedures to
address this deficiency. The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager has a process in place
from the time that the initial report comes. As SAIRO preparation is a SAPR responsibility
and SAIRO submission is the appropriate commander's responsibility, the process includes
an email from SAPR staff to the responsible commander with instructions to accurately fill
out SAIRO, expectations and timeline on when the SAIRO is due to USAFA/CC and
USAFA/CVS Program Manager. SAPR staff are included in all correspondence and have
visibility of the SAIRO as it moves through the appropriate parties. The HQ USAFA/SAPR
Program Manager is the last person in the chain to review for accuracy and ensures on
time submission of the SAIRO report or an MFR from the commander explaining untimely
submission rationale. The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager maintains copies of all
SAIROS for verification of dates, signatures, and proof of on time report submission.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 24‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to establish process and procedures that ensure
Closed
accuracy and completeness of DSAID data for populations assigned. Upon DSAID review of 36
cases (August 2017 ‐ current) the following deficiencies were noted: 55% were missing
investigation agency information, 35% were missing DoD ID Number, 15% were missing
relationship to subject, 15% were missing subject information, 15% were missing Civilian
Protection Order and Military Protection Order, 15% were missing victim demographics, 15% were
missing relationship to subject, 11% were missing safety assessment, 11% were missing referral
support, and 8% were missing forensic exam completion.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

23‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager has established processes and procedures to
ensure accuracy and completeness of DSAID data. The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager
is utilizing the monthly report that is sent out by HAF/A1Z to review open DSAID cases
under his AOR. Timelines for corrective action are communicated to the CW and
10ABW/Prep School SARCS. Additional guidance and expectations are covered in weekly
staff meetings on expectations of updating DSAID data. HAF/ A1Z sent an email that
states the following "As far as the MSA report for APY 18‐19, DoD SAPRO sends out
Relevant Data Not Available (RDNA) Validation Reports that have to be updated prior to
the final data call. All validations for APY 18‐19 were completed." Additional comments
were "the MSA report (recently completed all validations).The primary focus at this time
is on developing a plan for the Way Ahead to minimize missing data. We will consult with
USAF to maintain monthly data compliance." Email available for verification.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 19‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to ensure the original DD Forms 2910 were stored Closed
IAW storage and privacy act laws. On two occasions, only copies of the DD Forms 2910 were being
stored. While original forms are uploaded into DSAID, two original DD Form 2910s are still missing
from physical filing system.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

23‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

Understanding that DSAIDs is the official record, in the future, the SAPR staff will ensure
that all original DD Form 2910s are collected and stored for victims who report to USAFA
SAPR staff per instructions. HAF/A1Z has provided guidance directly pertaining to this
issue and would be willing to provide input regarding the use of official DSAIDs records if
necessary. Out of ordinary circumstances, such as a victim who already has an established
report from another location and that transfers to USAFA, will require use of the
electronic version of the DD2910 that will be found in the DSAIDs official record.
Circumstances similar to the one described, resulted in the deficiency that the HQ
USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to ensure the original DD Forms 2910 were stored
IAW storage and privacy act laws. On two occasions, copies of the DD Forms 2910 were
required for storage. While original forms are uploaded into DSAID, two original DD Form
2910s are still missing from physical filing system. In the first instance, a SAPR client filled
out and submitted the DD Form 2910 remotely through encrypted electronic means. In
the second instance, the SAPR case was reopened from another AOR. This resulted in
SAPR staff only having access to the original copy of the DD Form 2910 that was stored in
DSAID per DOD and AFI regulations.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 30‐Aug‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager failed to establish proceses and procedures to ensure the
correct naming nomenclature of DD Form 2910_DSAID Control Number (not including hyphens)
for cases when uploading into the DSAID system. Of the 21 cases reviewed, 80% had incorrect
naming nomenclature.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

23‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager provided additional training to correct the
incorrect DSAID naming nomenclature process. The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager
had the 10ABW/Prep School SARC go into DSAID and correct all incorrect naming
nomenclatures. Review of DSAID cases are being conducted to ensure that incorrect
DSAID naming nomenclatures is not repeated in the future.

Closed

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 24‐Sep‐19 The USAFA/CV, USAFA SAPR Program Manager and CW SARC have not effectively communicated
or developed their vision, commander's intent, or have a long term mission execution plan
resulting in a lack of trust, unit cohesion and low morale. During interviews with all SAPR
members from HQ level to Victim Advocates (VA), nearly all stated the following: 1. There is no
clear lines of communication up or down the chain of command. Members gave the following
examples: HQ‐level personnel contradict each other's guidance; there is no clear leader; they
don't hold personnel accountable for their actions; there is no follow‐through; and there are
either no clear or ever changing priorities; 2. The HQ Staff offices are currently geographically
separated and are not in private areas where phone conversations can be held; 3. HAF/A1Z
additionally stated there is a lack of communication with the HQ USAFA/SAPR program.

Closed

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

25‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

USAFA CV has conducted a strategic planning meeting outlining commander's intent and
vision with HQ SAPR Leadership. A USAFA SAPR Strategic Plan will be updated and
provided to all SAPR personnel. SAPR strategic plan will be published on the SAPR
webpage and other publications for wider dissemination. 1. A USAFA SAPR staffing
communication flow chart will be developed and incorporated into the SAPR expectations
memo to show proper communication channels, opportunities for correcting
communication and accountability expectations. 2. Office space with 3 office spaces have
been consolidated into one office for HQ Staff. New office space allows a private office
space for private conversations. 3. Communication plan between HQ SAPR staff and
HAF/A1Z includes USAFA Program Manager and A1Z newly signed Division Chief for Policy,
Operations and Training (Maritza Sayle‐Walker) remaining in direct contact with one
another on issues affecting USAFA, thus allowing Ms. Sayle‐Walker to direct her staff
members accordingly. The USAFA SAPR Personnel Expectations Memo includes the
communication flow chart and is available for review. The SAPR Strategic Plan will be
posted on the SAPR website. Additionally, the USAFA SAPR Strategic Plan and the USAFA
SAPR Personnel Expectations Memo will be reviewed with all staff members.
Documentation will be maintained in personnel files.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19

Closed

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

30‐Aug‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager has had content of SAPR training curriculum
content reviewed and approved from AF/CVS. HAF/A1Z has reviewed curriculum and
made suggestions for changes. Changes have been made. The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program
Manager has email confirmation that SAPR training curriculum has been approved.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19

Significant

HQ USAFA/CV

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 24‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager has not developed a long term plan to align with USAFA's Closed
authorities and mission requirements so that the organization strives to meet the USAFA strategic
plan and vision.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

20‐Sep‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

HQ USAFA/SAPR Program Manager will update a USAFA SAPR Strategic Plan outlining
commander's intent, mission and vision as well as align a long term plan consistent with
USAFA's overall mission and vision. SAPR strategic plan will be published on the SAPR
webpage and other publications for wider dissemination. The USAFA SAPR Strategic Plan
is available for review. The USAFA Strategic Plan will be reviewed with all staff.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 24‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager has not provided clear organizational roles and
Closed
responsibilities to the personnel of the USAFA/HQ, the USAFA/CW nor the 10 ABW SARC
positions. Additionally, there are no clear lines of effort for functional level (MAJCOM, Wing, Unit)
accomplishment. This issue is evidenced by confusion over who at what level answers
Congressional, DoD, Air Force, USAFA taskings.

Significant

HQ USAFA/CVS

20‐Sep‐19 HQ
USAFA/CVS

Complete

HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager will provide staff members with roles and
responsibilities for USAFA/HQ staff, USAFA 10ABW/Prep School SARC and USAFA/CW
SARC. Roles and responsibilities for these aforementioned positions will be published in
the SAPR Personnel Expectations Memo for dissemination and acknowledgement by staff
members. The diagram of the communication flow chart is also included on the last page
of the USAFA SAPR Personnel Expectations Memo for staff clear understanding.

United States Air Force DRU:CCIP.USAFA. Sexual Assault
Academy
97224
Prevention (By‐Law)

10‐Dec‐18

25‐Jan‐19

12‐Mar‐19 19‐Sep‐19 The Installation Commander did not ensure that the SARC participated in Community Action
Closed
Board/Community Action Team (CAB/CAT) (formerly CAIB/IDS) meetings hindering senior leader
updates and helping agency integration and collaboration efforts of prevention activities
throughout USAFA. The CAT met four times during CY2018 and the SAPR office attended only two
meetings and in CY2017 the CAT met five times and the SAPR office attended none. Furthermore,
as annotated in the IG inspection report for the HQ USAFA CAB/CAT 2018, USAFA fell well short of
the requirement to hold ten CAT meetings annually. "CABs and CATs are senior leader driven
forums to identify and resolve quality of life issues impacting Total Force readiness. These forums
incorporate and reinforce the CAF framework. They promote collaboration among helping
agencies to reduce redundancies, identify gaps in service, and develop and implement local
solutions to support the Total Force. The Air Force is committed to maintaining mission readiness
through multi‐agency collaboration and integration of programs and activities that address
individual, family, and community concerns (e.g. resilience and violence prevention). Community
Action Boards and Community Action Teams at all levels serve as dedicated and integrated forums
that inform leadership of these concerns and identify solutions." (AFI 90‐5001, para 1.6 and 4.1)

Significant

HQ USAFA/CV

23‐Apr‐19 HQ
USAFA/CV

Complete

The USAFA SAPR office is now fully staffed with a USAFA SAPR Program Manager, CW
SARC and 10ABW/Prep School SARC. The SAPR office has made it a priority from
leadership to participate in 100% of the CAB/CAT meetings at all levels. In addition, HQ
USAFA has an Interim Community Support Coordinator in place to ensure that HQ USAFA
CAB/CAT meet requirements as outlined in AFI 90‐5001, para 1.6 and 4.1 Instructions.
Records to support of participation are collected at each meeting and maintained by the
Community Support Coordinator. Two CAB/CAT GTO working groups have been formed to
address HQ USAFA/ Installation concerns and plan of action.

5‐Sep‐19 The HQ USAFA/SAPR Program manager failed to have SAPR training curriculum content reviewed
and approved from AF/CVS. Confirmed with AF/A1Z on 25 January 2019.

The USAFA Commander did not ensure adequate guidance was provided to the HQ USAFA/SAPR Cancelled
program to execute its mission. Due to USAFAs unique mission as a Military Service Academy,
accessions source with cadets and cadet candidates and being a military installation applying the
DOD and Air Force guidance is confusing and requires local procedures to execute in this unique
construct. There is no evidence of clearly communicated or developed local guidance,
commanders intent, or standardized procedures and processes from the USAFA Superintendent or
Vice Superintendent. Inspectors noted during ATIS‐I interviews with the HQ USAFA/SAPR staff
collectively have a large amount of SAPR experience however, applying those same experiences
with USAFAs unique mission and organizational structure has been difficult and confusing at the
mission execution level. Additionally, Interviewees, stated they do not know their roles and
responsibilities nor do they know their leaderships.
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Appendix D: Statistical Data on Sexual
Assault and Sexual Harassment
Introduction
The Department of Defense’s (DoD) sexual assault data captures Restricted and Unrestricted
Reports of sexual assault involving cadets, midshipmen, or prep school students (“Academy
students”) as victims and/or subjects in allegations made during the 2018-2019 Academic
Program Year (APY 18-19). These reports may include:




Sexual assaults alleged by Academy students against Academy students
Sexual assaults alleged by Academy students against non-Academy students (i.e.,
Service members, civilians/foreign nationals, or unknown subjects)
Sexual assaults alleged by non-Academy students (i.e., Service members, civilians/foreign
nationals, adult military dependents) against Academy students

The number of sexual assaults reported to DoD authorities in APY 18-19 is not necessarily
indicative of the number of sexual assaults that may have occurred, as estimated by scientific
surveys of Academy students. DoD and civilian research indicate that a small fraction of people
who experience sexual assault report the crime to law enforcement. Additionally, only an
investigation can determine whether a sexual assault incident occurred. The Department
employs a measure of unwanted sexual contact (USC) that covers a range of activities
prohibited by the Uniformed Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), which provides a reliable estimate
of the sexual assault crimes addressed by the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response
(SAPR) program. The share of Academy students who experienced USC and reported their
incident remained steady between 2016 and 2018.

Restricted Reports
As Service members, Academy students can make Restricted Reports to specified individuals
(i.e., Sexual Assault Response Coordinators (SARCs), SAPR Victim Advocates (VAs), or
healthcare providers), who facilitate care and response services while maintaining
confidentiality.1 Given that people who choose Restricted Reports have a strong desire for
confidentiality, DoD does not investigate this type of report, nor does it obtain extensive details
about the incident.2 Rather, SARCs record limited data about the person making the report and
the alleged incident in the Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSAID) but do not
request or maintain the identities of the alleged perpetrator. Additionally, a person can choose
to convert a Restricted Report to an Unrestricted Report at any time.
DoD policy also allows adult military dependents to make a Restricted Report involving
allegations against Academy students. In addition to sexual assault incidents reported to a
SAPR office, DoD has included in this report sexual assault incidents reported to the Family

1

A change to DoD policy in 2012 allowed military dependents (aged 18 and over) to make Restricted
Reports of sexual assault.
2
Use of the term “victim” or “subject” does not convey any presumption about the guilt or innocence of the
alleged offenders, nor does the term “incident” substantiate the occurrence of sexual assault.
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Advocacy Program (FAP) by an Academy student. FAP offers victims of abuse both restricted
and unrestricted reporting options.3

Unrestricted Reports
Unlike Restricted Reports, Unrestricted Reports involve command notification and a referral for
investigation by a Military Criminal Investigative Organization (MCIO). MCIO information
systems comprise the systems of record for alleged subjects in Unrestricted Reports. An
interface between MCIO information systems and DSAID incorporates information about the
subject of the investigation and investigative case into SAPRO’s database. SARCs enter
additional victim and incident data directly into DSAID.
One Unrestricted Report includes only one victim but may still include multiple subjects
and/or allegations. DoD’s sexual assault reporting statistics include data about completed and
attempted sexual contact and penetrative crimes between adults, as defined in Articles 120 and
80 in the UCMJ, as amended in 2019. When a report falls under a criminal offense category
(e.g., rape, sexual assault, aggravated sexual contact, abusive sexual contact), it means the
crime in that category was the most serious of the infractions reported by the victim or
investigated by the MCIO. The crime alleged does not necessarily reflect the final findings of the
investigators or the final disposition of the allegation.
Case Dispositions
MCIOs initiate an investigation for each Unrestricted Report of sexual assault that falls within
their investigative purview. MCIOs and Judge Advocate personnel report each investigation’s
outcome/disposition to the Department. The Department may only take disciplinary action
against individuals subject to the UCMJ. Academy students are Service members subject to the
UCMJ.4 When a Service member commits an offense within a civilian jurisdiction (e.g., state,
county, or municipality), civilian authorities may also prosecute that Service member. The
civilian authority may choose not to exercise jurisdiction over the case. Service member
prosecutions by civilian authorities are decisions made on a case-by-case basis, and such
actions may not yield the same level of case or disposition detail obtained from the military
justice system.5
MCIOs provide reports to military leadership upon the conclusion of an investigation. The
subject’s military commander in consultation with the servicing staff judge advocate (SJA)
reviews available evidence and considers legal action, as appropriate. However, for crimes of
rape, sexual assault, nonconsensual sodomy, and attempts to commit these crimes, a senior
3

DoD Instruction 6400.06 (Domestic Abuse Involving DoD Military and Certain Affiliated Personnel)
defines “domestic abuse” as domestic violence or a pattern of behavior resulting in
emotional/psychological abuse, economic control, and/or interference with personal liberty that is directed
toward a person who is: a current or former spouse; a person with whom the abuser shares a child in
common; or a current or former intimate partner with whom the alleged abuser shares or has shared a
common domicile. Sexual assault occurring within the context of this definition of domestic abuse is
referred to the Family Advocacy Program (FAP) for comprehensive safety planning, victim advocacy and
support, and treatment when appropriate. Such cases are included at the end of this Appendix.
4
Military staff at the military service academies are also subject to the UCMJ.
5
An accused civilian or foreign national is not often subject to the UCMJ, and DoD cannot court-martial or
prosecute these persons under the military justice system, except in rare circumstances (e.g., a civilian
accompanying the force in the field in a contingency operation). A host nation’s ability to prosecute a
Service member may be subject to a Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) between the U.S. and a foreign
government. SOFAs vary from country to country. Academy students are rarely involved in cases
investigated and/or tried by a foreign government.
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military officer who is at least a special court-martial convening authority (SPCMA) and in the
grade of O-6 (Colonel or Navy Captain) or higher retains initial disposition authority.
The SPCMA is responsible for determining initial disposition action. This includes whether
action is warranted and, if so, whether the matter should be resolved by court-martial,
nonjudicial punishment (NJP), administrative discharge, or some other adverse administrative
action. At the Military Service Academies (MSAs), the Superintendent (a Lieutenant General or
a Vice Admiral) is the initial disposition authority. Military attorneys assist commanders in
identifying charges and appropriate means of addressing misconduct and disposition options
based on the available evidence.
Each year there are cases in which disciplinary actions are precluded (i.e., not possible) due to
legal issues or evidentiary problems. For example, when the investigation fails to show sufficient
evidence of an offense for command action or when the victim declines to participate in the
justice process, a commander may be precluded from taking disciplinary action against a
subject.
In the data that follow, when more than one disposition action is involved (e.g., when an
administrative discharge follows nonjudicial punishment), only the most serious disciplinary
action taken is reported. These actions, in descending order, include preferral of court-martial
charges, nonjudicial punishment, administrative discharge, and other adverse administrative
actions. At the MSAs, adverse administrative actions include the cadet/midshipman disciplinary
system.
Case Timelines
For this report, the Department uses the time period of the Academic Program Year (APY).
Some investigations extend across APYs, as it often takes several months to investigate a
report of sexual assault thoroughly. Therefore, investigations opened near the end of the APY
typically continue into the next APY. Likewise, case disposition actions can extend across
APYs. SAPRO marks dispositions as “pending” if they have not been completed or reported at
the end of the APY. SAPRO tracks pending dispositions and requires the Military Services to
report on them in subsequent years’ reports.
Under DoD’s SAPR policy, a Service member can report a sexual assault to a SARC or MCIO
at any point, regardless of the amount of time between the incident and the report. As a result,
DoD may receive reports for incidents that occurred in previous years. DoD also receives
reports submitted for sexual assaults that occurred prior to a cadet/midshipman’s military
service. When a report of this nature occurs, DoD provides care and services to the victim, but
may not be able to hold the alleged offender appropriately accountable if the alleged offender is
not subject to military law. DoD authorities may assist the victim in contacting the appropriate
civilian or foreign law enforcement agency to address his or her allegation if requested to do so.

Data Sources
Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSAID)
DSAID became the system for data collection and reporting by the MSAs in APY 14-15. Since
DSAID is a real-time data-gathering tool, not all data points are immediately available for this
report. Data provided in this report represent the state of DSAID data at the time of the DoD’s
final query of the database in August 2019. Despite best efforts by DoD and the Services to
enter data accurately and expediently, some information may be incomplete at the time of the
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DSAID data pull. Therefore, some demographic or case-related information presented below is
categorized as “relevant data not available.”6
In addition, data may change over time and may differ from data previously reported by DoD.
Updates, changes, and corrections occur as a standard, continuous process of DSAID case
management. SAPRO works with the Academies and Service SAPR program managers to
validate entries, identify errors, and make corrections throughout the year. The investigative
process may also uncover additional information. For example, an investigation may clear some
subjects of an allegation and/or implicate others. Data presented here reflect this process.

APY 18-19 Overall Reporting Data on Sexual Assault
In APY 18-19, the Department received a total of 149 sexual assault reports that involved
cadets/midshipmen/prep students as victims and/or alleged perpetrators—an increase of 32
reports from the previous APY. Department policy permits cadets and midshipmen to report
sexual assaults and receive assistance, even when the reported incident occurred prior to entry
into military service. Additionally, DoD accounts for reports made by non-cadets/midshipmen
who allege a sexual assault against an academy student.
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Exhibit 1: Reports of Sexual Assault by Academy, APY 07-08 to 18-19

At the request of the MSAs, the Department has broken these total reports down to better
demonstrate the number of sexual assault reports by cadets and midshipmen that reflect the
MSAs’ current conditions. Specifically, the Department deployed DSAID to identify just the
reports involving actively-enrolled cadets and midshipmen for incidents that occurred during
military service. This analysis subtracts the reports the Department received for incidents that
involved:


Currently-enrolled cadets or midshipmen reporting an incident that occurred prior to
military service;

6

For DoD to classify a victim or subject accurately as a cadet, midshipman, or prep school student,
demographic data must be completed in DSAID. This report uses the term “relevant data not available”
when these data fields are missing or unavailable.
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Active Duty Service members or current civilians who delayed reporting (by more than
four years) an academy-based sexual assault until they were no longer enrolled at the
MSA; and
Prep school students (who are not on the MSAs’ campuses).

This analysis narrows the focus to reports that involved an actively-enrolled cadet or
midshipman, including:




Currently-enrolled cadets or midshipmen reporting an incident that occurred during their
military service;
Active Duty Service members reporting an incident that occurred within four years of the
report date, either at a MSA or while they were a cadet or midshipman; and
Civilians reporting an incident against an actively-enrolled cadet or midshipman.

Table 1 provides the breakdown of the 149 total reports into these two overarching categories.
Table 1: Sexual Assault Reports by Victim and Military Status, APY 18-19

All Academy-related Reports
 Reports involving actively-enrolled cadets/midshipmen
at the time of incident and/or report
‒ Cadets/midshipmen
‒ Active Duty Service Members
‒ Civilians
 All Other Reports
‒ Cadets/midshipmen reporting an incident that
occurred prior to military service
‒ Active Duty Service Members or current civilians who
delayed reporting an Academy-based sexual assault
until they were no longer enrolled at the Academy
‒ Prep School Students7
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Reports
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3
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7

Reports by and/or against Academy Students Actively Enrolled at the Time of Report and
Incident
In APY 18-19, DoD received 130 sexual assault reports in APY 18-19 involving an activelyenrolled cadet or midshipman at the time of incident and/or report. This is an increase from 103
reports last APY. Specifically, reports increased by 5 at the U.S. Military Academy (USMA), 5 at
the U.S. Naval Academy (USNA), and 17 at the U.S. Air Force Academy (USAFA).8

7

One prep school student made a report for an incident that occurred prior to military service.
Reports made prior to APY 14-15 when DSAID standardized data collection may not be directly
comparable.
8

7
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USAFA

Exhibit 2: Reports by and/or against Academy Students Actively Enrolled at the Time of Report and Incident by
Report Type, APY 05-06 to 18-19

Exhibit 2 illustrates the number of sexual assault reports made by and/or against Academy
students actively enrolled at the time of the report and incident. Additionally, Exhibit 2 includes
civilians who alleged an incident against a cadet/midshipman who was actively enrolled at the
time of the report. Compared to APY 17-18, the total number of sexual assault reports made in
APY 18-19 increased by 27 reports. Table 2 breaks out in greater detail the number and types
of sexual assault reports made by actively enrolled cadets/midshipmen at each MSA in APY 1819.
Table 2: Reports by and/or against Academy Students Actively Enrolled at the Time of Report and Incident by
Academy and Report Type, APY 18-19

Academy

Total Reports

U.S. Military Academy
U.S. Naval Academy
U.S. Air Force Academy
Total Reports

57
33
40
130

Unrestricted
Reports
40
22
22
84

Restricted Reports
Remaining
17
11
18
46

Reports Involving Cadets and Midshipmen who made a Report of Sexual Assault that
Occurred Prior to Military Service
Exhibit 3 below shows only those assaults that were made by cadets/midshipmen who were
enrolled at the Academy at the time of the report. Of the 131 cadets/midshipmen who made a
report in APY 18-19, 9 made reports for an incident that occurred prior to academy
enrollment/military service (6 Unrestricted and 3 Restricted Reports).
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9
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120
100

8
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8
5

60
40
20
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3
28

4
7
21

57

33

13

58

11
53

2
53

72

9

12

122
92

92

61

07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19
Academic Program Year
Total Cadet/Midshipman Reports for Incidents PRIOR to Military Service
Total Cadet/Midshipman Reports for Incidents DURING Military Service
Exhibit 3: Total Reports to the MSAs by Academy Students Occurring Prior to and During Military Service, APY 07-08
to 18-19

All Other Reports Made in APY 18-19
Every APY, the Department receives reports made by non-cadets/midshipmen alleging an
assault against an academy student. As displayed in Exhibit 4, of the total 149 incidents
reported to DoD this year that involved academy students as a victim and/or alleged perpetrator:





9

7 reports were made by prep school students
‒
5 prep school students alleged an assault by another prep school student or a
cadet/midshipman
‒
2 prep school students alleged an assault by an active duty Service member
2 reports were made by active duty Service members who delayed reporting an
academy-based sexual assault until they were no longer enrolled at the academy
1 report was made by a civilian who delayed reporting an academy-based sexual assault
until they were no longer enrolled at the academy
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Number of Reports by nonCadets/Midshipmen
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4
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17-18
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Prep School Students

Active Duty Service Members
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Exhibit 4: All Other Reports Made, APY 14-15 to 18-19

APY 18-19 Military Justice Outcomes
The flow chart in Exhibit 5 depicts all reports made to the Department in APY 18-19. Each point
in the flow chart corresponds to a letter in the subsequent text. Academy students were involved
in 149 reports of sexual assault, as victims and/or subjects (Exhibit 5, Point A).
Of the 149 reports received, 93 were Unrestricted Reports involving Academy students as either
the victim or subject of a sexual assault investigation (Exhibit 5, Point B). Of the 93 Unrestricted
Reports, 6 reports were made by cadets or midshipmen for alleged incidents of sexual assault
that occurred prior to entering military service, and 78 Unrestricted Reports were made by
cadets/midshipmen for alleged incidents that occurred during military service. Noncadets/midshipmen made the remaining 9 Unrestricted Reports.9
DoD and civilian investigative agencies opened 76 investigations associated with 80
Unrestricted Reports this APY. The remaining 13 Unrestricted Reports did not move forward in
the investigative process for a variety of reasons (e.g., allegations fell outside the MCIOs’
authority to investigate, no covered sexual assault offense alleged, investigation opened in APY
19-20, investigative information not yet available at the time of data retrieval).

9

Of the 9 reports that were made by non-Academy students, 3 reports were made by Active Duty Service
members, 3 reports were made by prep school students, and 3 were made by civilians.
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Exhibit 5: Reports of Sexual Assault, Investigations, and Dispositions Completed in APY 18-19
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APY 18-19 Sexual Assault Prevalence Estimates and Reporting Data
DoD conducts a survey every even-numbered year to estimate the prevalence of unwanted
sexual contact at the academies. Although DoD did not conduct a prevalence survey this year,
the 2018 Service Academy Gender Relations Survey (2018 SAGR)10 estimated that in 2018,
15.8 percent of female Academy students and 2.4 percent of male Academy students
experienced USC, a statistically significant increase from 2016 estimated prevalence rates (12.2
percent for women and 1.7 percent for men).11

DoD Military Service Academies
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700
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Men: 1.9%
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Men: 1.2%
Men: 1.4%
~322
~361

Women: 12.2%
Men: 1.7%
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Women: 8.2%
Men: 1.1%
~327

300

200

(~13%)

(~6%)

(~8%)

(~16%)

(~11%)

(~12%)

(~12%)

122
100

0

42

40

28

21

33

57

58

53

53

72

92

Estimated number
of cadets and
midshipmen
experiencing
unwanted sexual
contact in the past
year
Cadets and
midshipmen in
Unrestricted and
Restricted Reports
of sexual assault for
events occurring
during military
service
% Estimated
percentage of
cadets and
midshipmen
accounted for in
Unrestricted and
Restricted Reports

Women: 15.8%
Men: 2.4%
~747

92

61

05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19

Academic Program Year
Exhibit 6: Estimated Cadets and Midshipmen Experiencing USC Based on Past-Year Prevalence Rates versus
Number of Cadets and Midshipmen in Reports of Sexual Assault Made during the Academic Program Year, for
Incidents Occurring During Military Service, APY 05-06 to 18-1912

10

The 2018 SAGR is available online:
https://www.sapr.mil/sites/default/files/public/docs/reports/MSA/SAGR1801_Report_1.29.2019_FINAL.pdf
11
The Office of People Analytics (OPA) estimates the number of cadets/midshipmen who experienced
USC by multiplying the weighted estimated USC prevalence rate across men and women at the MSAs
(~5.8 percent) and the Academy student population at the time of the survey. SAGR prevalence is only an
estimation. DoD uses these estimates to measure the scope of sexual assault and the degree of
underreporting at each Academy.
12
Bars around survey point estimates represent margins of error. 2018 SAGR estimates that the number
of academy students who experienced past-year USC fell between 717 and 777 with a midpoint of 747.
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Reports of sexual assault made to DoD authorities provide only partial insight into the overall
occurrence of sexual assault at the MSAs. As previously discussed, sexual assault in both the
civilian and military sectors is underreported, meaning that sexual assaults estimated to occur
using scientific surveys of a given population outnumber official reports made to the authorities.
Exhibit 6 compares the estimated number of cadets and midshipmen13 who experienced pastyear USC to the number of cadets and midshipmen who made a report of sexual assault in the
APY. Therefore, this graph excludes reports made by prep school students, Active Duty Service
members, and civilians (Table 1). Results from the 2018 SAGR estimate that about 747 cadets
and midshipmen experienced some form of USC in the past-year, compared to 92 reports of
sexual assault received by DoD from cadets and midshipmen for an incident that occurred
during military service. Using these figures, DoD estimates that last year’s reporting rate was
about 12 percent. That is, about 12 percent of the estimated cadets and midshipmen who
experienced USC in 2018 made an official report of sexual assault to a DoD authority. Since
DoD did not conduct a prevalence survey this year, DoD will publish the next estimated
reporting rate in early 2021.

APY 18-19 Unrestricted Reports of Sexual Assault
In APY 18-19, 93 Unrestricted Reports of sexual assault involved Academy students as either
the subject and/or victim of a sexual assault investigation.
DoD policy requires that the allegation be referred to an MCIO for investigation once a person
makes an Unrestricted Report of sexual assault. An investigation can take a few weeks to
several months to complete depending upon the complexity of the alleged crime. Consequently,
not all reports made in a given APY are completely investigated by the end of that APY.




Of the 80 criminal investigations initiated during APY 18-19, 51 investigations were
completed in APY 18-19. DoD will report the outcomes of the other 29 investigations in
forthcoming years’ reports (Exhibit 5, Points D and E).
MCIOs also completed 24 investigations of sexual assault initiated in reporting periods
prior to APY 18-19 (Exhibit 5, Point E).
In sum, MCIOs completed 75 investigations of sexual assault (Exhibit 5, Point E) involving
82 subjects (Exhibit 5, Point E) during APY 18-19 for reports made in the current APY or
prior APYs.

MCIOs investigate each alleged violation of military law alleged by a person making an
Unrestricted Report of sexual assault. SAPRO categorizes Unrestricted Reports by the most
serious sexual assault offense alleged. Exhibit 7 shows the sexual assault offenses alleged for
the 93 Unrestricted Reports made in APY 18-19. The offense charged or addressed with
disciplinary action may not always reflect the offense investigated. For example, if the crime of
“rape” is alleged, but MCIO agents only discover evidence for the crime of “aggravated sexual
contact” during the investigation, then only “aggravated sexual contact” can be charged.

13

In APYs 13-14 and prior, DoD received aggregated data from the Academies and could not separate
prep school students from the total reports received, as depicted by the red line in Exhibit 6. Beginning in
APY 14-15, DSAID gave DoD analysts the ability to separate reports made by prep school students from
the total number of reports, resulting in a more accurate comparison between sexual assault reporting
and USC survey estimates.
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Exhibit 7: Sexual Assault Crimes Investigated in Unrestricted Reports, APYs 16-17 and 17-18 vs. APY 18-19

Note: In APY 17-18, the Academies received 69 Unrestricted Reports, however, the exhibit excludes 17
reports due to missing data on the investigated offense. Similarly, in APY 18-19, the Academies received
93 Unrestricted Reports, and this exhibit excludes 9 reports due to missing data on the offense
investigated.

Unrestricted Reports

Exhibit 8 illustrates the involvement of Academy students in Unrestricted Reports of sexual
assault. In APY 18-19, 47 of the 93 Unrestricted Reports involved an Academy student alleging
sexual assault by another Academy student.
47
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Exhibit 8: Unrestricted Reports of Sexual Assault by Victim and Subject Status, APYs 16-17 and 17-18 vs. APY 18-19

Disposition of Sexual Assault Reports Adjudicated in APY 18-19
When DoD authorities investigate an Unrestricted Report, the goals of the investigation include
identifying which, if any, crimes have been committed, and if so, who has been victimized, and
who may be held appropriately accountable for the crime. DoD takes action to hold alleged
offenders appropriately accountable when it has the legal authority and sufficient evidence to do
so. As noted above, the allegations reflect a range of penetrative and sexual contact crimes. As
in the U.S. civilian justice system, crimes in the military justice system vary in legal severity and
carry potential penalties that correlate with severity.
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In APY 18-19, 75 criminal investigations were completed, involving 82 subjects. The MSAs also
completed outcomes for an additional 45 subjects in investigations closed in previous APYs for
which disposition information was not yet reported. Of 123 cases with completed investigations
in APY 18-19 or prior, 84 case dispositions were pending determination at the end of the APY.
By the end of APY 18-19, MSAs had completed disposition information for 39 subjects. Exhibit 5
and the information below outlines the disposition information regarding those 39 subjects.
39
-

6
1
0
32

-

0

-

8

-

0
24

Subjects of APY 18-19 investigations and pre-APY 18-19 investigations with disposition
information to report at the end of APY 18-19
Subjects could not be identified, despite a thorough investigation (Exhibit 5, Point K)
Subject was a civilian (Exhibit 5, Point L) and outside of DoD’s legal authority
Subjects with civilian authority exercising jurisdiction over the case (Exhibit 5, Point N)
Subjects under DoD legal authority review for possible action (Exhibit 5, Point O)
Subjects associated with victims who declined to participate in the military justice
process (Exhibit 5, Point T)
Subjects whose investigations yielded insufficient evidence to prosecute an offense
(Exhibit 5, Point T)
Subjects with allegation(s) unfounded by legal review (Exhibit 5, Point U)
Subjects for whom evidence supported command action (Exhibit 5, Point P):

DoD actions taken for sexual assault crimes are as follows (Exhibit 5, Point Q):
16 Subjects had Court-Martial Charge Preferred
0 Subjects received Nonjudicial Punishments
1 Subject received an Adverse Administrative Discharge
3 Subjects received an Adverse Administrative Action, including the Cadet Disciplinary
System or Midshipman Conduct System
DoD actions taken for other misconduct that was discovered during the sexual assault
investigation are as follows (Exhibit 5, Point R):
2 Subjects had Court-Martial Charges Preferred
0 Subjects received Nonjudicial Punishments
2 Subjects received an Adverse Administrative Discharge
0 Subjects received an Adverse Administrative Action, including the Cadet Disciplinary
System or Midshipman Conduct System
Demographics of Unrestricted Reports
SAPRO draws the following demographic information from the 75 investigations of sexual
assault completed during APY 18-19. These investigations involved 79 victims and 82 subjects.
Table 3 displays the sex of victims and subjects in completed investigations of Unrestricted
Reports in APY 18-19. As in previous APYs, most victims in investigations of Unrestricted
Reports are female (90 percent), and most subjects are male (74 percent). Table 4 shows victim
and subject age in completed investigations of Unrestricted Reports in APY 18-19. Most victims
and subjects are between ages 16 and 24 (95 percent of victims and about 70 percent of
subjects).
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Table 3: Gender of Victims and Subjects in Completed Investigations of Unrestricted Reports, APY 18-19

Gender
Male
Female
Sex Unknown/Data Not Available
Total

8
71
0
79

Victims
10%
90%
0%
100%

Subjects
61
74%
1
1%
20
24%
82
100%

Table 4: Age of Victims and Subjects at the Time of Incident in Completed Investigations of Unrestricted Reports,
APY 18-19

Age at Time of Incident

Victims

Subjects

0-15*

1

1%

1

1%

16-19

37

47%

13

16%

20-24

38

48%

44

54%

25-34

1

1%

2

2%

35-49

0

0%

2

2%

50 and older

0

0%

1

1%

Age Unknown/Data Not Available

2

3%

19

23%

Total
79
100%
82
100%
*Note: One Academy student in the “0-15” category reported an incident that occurred prior to military
service.
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APY 18-19 Restricted Reports of Sexual Assault
SAPR personnel collect limited data about the victim and the allegation made in a Restricted
Report due to his or her desire for confidentiality. As with Unrestricted Reports, individuals can
make Restricted Reports for incidents that occurred in prior APYs and/or prior to military
service.
There were 77 initial Restricted Reports of sexual assault in APY 18-19. Of the 77 reports, 21
converted to Unrestricted Reports. At the close of APY 18-19, 56 reports remained Restricted:14
 48 Academy students made a Restricted Report:

3 Academy students made a Restricted Report for a sexual assault allegation that
occurred prior to military service.

45 Academy students made a Restricted Report for a sexual assault allegation that
occurred during military service.
 8 non-Academy students made a Restricted Report against an Academy student:

4 reports were made by Active Duty Service members.

4 reports were made by Prep School students.
The percentage of victims who convert Restricted Reports to Unrestricted Reports at the MSAs
fluctuates yearly. Exhibit 9 shows the Restricted Reports and conversion rates from APY 07-08
through APY 18-19.
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44
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27
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43
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21 (27%)
31
19 (28%)
18
(30%)
27
15
20 16
25
22 10 (27%)
12 (28%)
14
7 (15%)
7 (16%)
5 (19%)
10 6 (27%)
4 (10%)
2 (7%)
1 (7%)
0
07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19
Academic Program Year
22

Initial Restricted Reports

Reports Remaining Restricted

Reports Converted

Exhibit 9: Reports Initially Made Restricted, Reports Remaining Restricted, and Restricted Reports Converted to
Unrestricted, APY 07-08 to 18-19

14

Unrestricted Report data cited earlier includes Restricted Reports that converted to Unrestricted
Reports this year.
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Demographics of Restricted Reports of Sexual Assault
The subsequent information pertains to people who made a Restricted Report that remained
Restricted at the end of APY 18-19. Tables 5 and 6 display data by the reporter’s gender and
age, respectively. As with Unrestricted Reports, females and people aged 16 to 24 comprise
most Restricted Reports at the Academies.
Table 5: Restricted Reports by Gender, APY 18-19

Gender

Count
10
46
56

Male
Female
Total

Share
18%
82%
100%

Table 6: Age of Victims Making Restricted Reports at the Time of Incident, APY 18-19

Age at Time of Incident
0-15*
16-19
20-24
25-34
35 and older
Data not available
Total

Count
1
32
22
0
0
1
56

Share
2%
57%
39%
0%
0%
2%
100%

*Note: One cadet/midshipman who fell into the “0-15” category reported an incident that occurred prior to
military service.

Most Restricted Reports involved Academy students as subjects and victims in APY 18-19, as
depicted in Exhibit 10.
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APY 17-18
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Exhibit 10: Restricted Reports of Sexual Assault by Victim and Subject Status, APYs 16-17 to APY 18-19
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APY 18-19 Data on Sexual Harassment
Complaints of Sexual Harassment

Total Sexual Harassment
Complaints

DoD’s sexual harassment reporting process differs from policies governing sexual assault
reporting; however, DoD considers both behaviors equally unacceptable. Department policy
encourages resolution of situations perceived to involve sexually harassing behaviors at the
lowest interpersonal level,15 but Service members may also elect to address offensive situations
through an informal or formal complaint. In APY 18-19, Academy students made 0 formal
complaints and 17 informal complaints of sexual harassment. As depicted in Exhibit 11, sexual
harassment complaints at the Academies vary widely from year to year but remain low when
compared to survey estimates of sexual harassment.
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Exhibit 11: Total Sexual Harassment Complaints by Academy, APY 11-12 to 18-19

APY 18-19 Reports from the Family Advocacy Program
Reports from the Family Advocacy Program
During Fiscal Year 2019, the DoD Inspector General (IG) conducted an evaluation of how
USAFA handles sexual assault reports involving cadets.16 One of the DoD IG’s key findings
indicated that 11 cadet reports of sexual assault were made to the Family Advocacy Program
(FAP). FAP is the congressionally-mandated program within DoD responsible for supplying
clinical assessment, support, and treatment services in response to incidents of domestic abuse
in military families. Sexual assault occurring within the context of a marriage or intimate partner
relationship (sexual abuse) is a subset of domestic abuse.
DoD Instruction 6400.06, “Domestic Abuse Involving DoD Military and Certain Affiliated
Personnel,” defines “domestic abuse” as domestic violence or a pattern of behavior resulting in

15

DoD Instruction 1020.03, Harassment Prevention and Response in the Armed Forces.
U.S. Department of Defense Inspector General. (2019, September 30). Evaluation of the DoD’s
Handling of Incidents of Sexual Assault Against (or Involving) Cadets at the United States Air Force
Academy. (Report No. DODIG-2019-125). Retrieved from
https://media.defense.gov/2019/Oct/02/2002189371/-1/-1/1/DODIG-2019-125.PDF
16
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emotional/psychological abuse, economic control, and/or interference with personal liberty that
is directed toward a person:




Who is a current or former spouse;
With whom the abuser shares a child in common; or
Who is a current or former intimate partner with whom the abuser shares or has shared
a common domicile.

Sexual assault occurring within the context of the above definition of domestic abuse is referred
to FAP for comprehensive safety planning for the victim, including victim advocacy and support.
Alleged offenders for domestic violence are also subject to UCMJ or other adverse actions, as
appropriate, even when the case is referred to FAP. Starting this year, this report will include a
section documenting cadet/midshipman reports to FAP to better understand all cases of sexual
assault reported by cadets/midshipmen. In APY 18-19, 2 reports of sexual assault at USAFA
were initially made to FAP. There were no reports made initially to FAP at USMA or USNA. The
2 reports at USAFA that were initially made to FAP are not included in the above counts of the
total number of reports made this APY. The Department has since issued new policy to ensure
that all sexual assault reports at the MSAs comply with Congressional reporting requirements.
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Appendix E: Aggregate
Data Matrices and Military
Service Academy Case
Synopses

Unrestricted Reports

DoD MSA
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULTS AT THE UNITED STATES IN THE
ACADEMY
A. APY18-19 REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT (rape, sexual assault, aggravated
sexual contact, abusive sexual contact, forcible sodomy, and attempts to commit
these offenses) BY or AGAINST Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Students.
Note: The data on this page is raw, uninvestigated information about allegations
received during APY18-19. These Reports may not be fully investigated by the end
of the APY.
This data is drawn from Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSAID) based
on Service affiliation of the Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC) who
currently manages the Victim case.
# APY18-19 Unrestricted Reports (one Victim per report)
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in allegations against
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subject
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports in the following categories
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

APY18-19
Totals

87
81
6
0
87
43

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

6

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

9

# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports of sexual assault occurring
# On military installation
# Off military installation
# Unidentified location
# Victim in Unrestricted Reports Referred for Investigation
# Victims in investigations initiated during APY18-19
# Victims with Investigations pending completion at end of 31-MAY-2019
# Victims with Completed Investigations at end of 31-MAY-2019
# Victims with Investigative Data Forthcoming
# Victims where investigation could not be opened by DoD or Civilian Law
Enforcement
# Victims - Alleged perpetrator not subject to the UCMJ
# Victims - Crime was beyond statute of limitations

8
21
87
49
32
6
87
77
24
53
1
9
2
0

# Victims - Unrestricted Reports for Matters Occurring Prior to Military Service
# Victims - Other
# All Restricted Reports received in APY18-19 (one Victim per report)
# Converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report* (report made this year and
converted this year)
# Restricted Reports Remaining Restricted at end of APY18-19

2
5
77
21
56

APY18-19
Totals

B. DETAILS OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS FOR APY18-19

Length of time between sexual assault and Unrestricted Report
# Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
# Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
# Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
# Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault
# Midnight to 6 am
# 6 am to 6 pm
# 6 pm to midnight
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault
# Sunday
# Monday
# Tuesday
# Wednesday
# Thursday
# Friday
# Saturday
# Relevant Data Not Available

1

87
17
5
10
27
23
5
87
36
12
31
3
5
87
14
8
8
8
10
13
21
5

APY18-19
Totals for
Cadet/Midship
man/Prep
School Student
Victim Cases
81
17
5
9
23
22
5
81
31
12
30
3
5
81
12
7
7
8
10
12
20
5

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS (UR) OF SEXUAL ASSAULT - CADET/MIDSHIPMAN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENT STATUS BY GENDER
C. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (VICTIM AND SUBJECT
GENDER)

Male on Female

Male on Male

Female on Male

Female on
Female

Unknown on
Male

Unknown on
Female

Multiple Mixed
Gender Assault

Relevant Data
Not Available

APY18-19
Totals

53

3

2

0

1

6

0

22

87

40

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

43

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

6

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

# Unidentified Subject on
0
0
0
0
1
6
0
0
7
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
22
22
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT BY MATTER INVESTIGATED TYPE (May not reflect what crimes can be charged upon completion of investigation)

UNRESTRICTED REPORTS MADE IN APY1819
D. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (MOST SERIOUS CRIME
ALLEGED, AS CATEGORIZED BY THE
MILITARY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE
ORGANIZATION)

Penetrating Offenses

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

Contact Offenses

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Wrongful
Aggravated
Abusive Sexual
Sexual Contact
Sexual Contact
Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Offense Code
Data Not
Available

APY18-19
Totals

D1. Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School
Student and Non-Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep
School Student Categories for Cases
Reported in APY

7

0

34

0

0

35

0

0

2

9

87

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

16

0

0

26

0

0

1

0

43

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

1

0

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

6

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

1

0

7

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

9

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

7

4

0

0

3

0

0

1

9

22

31

0

0

33

0

0

2

9

81

0

30

0

0

2

6

74

0

3

0

0

0

3

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35
15
4
16
0
0
35
6
4
2
3
4
4
12
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

9
0
2
1
1
5
9
1
0
1
0
2
0
0
5

87
36
12
31
3
5
87
14
8
8
8
10
13
21
5

# Unidentified Subject on
0
0
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
5
0
D2. # TOTAL Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Student Victims Report in Current APY
TOTAL Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School
6
0
Student Victims in APY18-19 Reports

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
6
0
30
0
Victims: Female
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
0
0
1
0
Victims: Male
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
TIME OF INCIDENT BY OFFENSE TYPE FOR UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT MADE IN APY18-19
7
0
34
0
D3. Time of sexual assault
0
0
21
0
# Midnight to 6 am
2
0
4
0
# 6 am to 6 pm
4
0
8
0
# 6 pm to midnight
# Unknown
1
0
1
0
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
7
0
34
0
D4. Day of sexual assault
0
0
7
0
# Sunday
0
0
4
0
# Monday
1
0
4
0
# Tuesday
1
0
4
0
# Wednesday
0
0
3
0
# Thursday
4
0
5
0
# Friday
1
0
7
0
# Saturday
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0

2

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E. SUMMARY OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS WITH INVESTIGATIONS

APY18-19
Totals

E1. Subjects in Unrestricted Reports Made to Your Service with Investigation Initiated During APY18-19
Note: This data is drawn from DSAID based on Service affiliation of the SARC who currently manages the
Victim case associated with the investigation and Subject below.
# Investigations Initiated during APY18-19
# Investigations Completed as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
# Investigations Pending Completion as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
# Subjects in investigations Initiated During APY18-19
# Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Non-Service Member Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Non-Service Member Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service.
# Unidentified Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Unidentified Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service.
# Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
Note: Service Member Subjects are drawn from Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement investigations involving a
Victim supported by your Service.
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service
# Unidentified Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service
# Subject or Investigation Relevant Data Not Available

80
51
29
75
30
28
2
0
0
11
10
1
0
0
18
14
3
0
1
2
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

E2. Service Investigations Completed during APY18-19
Note: The following data is drawn from DSAID and describes criminal investigations completed during the
APY18-19. These investigations may have been initiated during the APY18-19 or any prior APY.
# Total Investigations completed by Services during APY18-19 (Group by MCIO Case Number)
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim
# Of these investigations with more than one Subject
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject

75
4
5
0

# Subjects in investigations completed during APY18-19 involving a Victim supported by your Service

82

# Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Non-Service Member Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your
Service

37
35
2
0
0
8
7
1
0
0
15
12
2
0
1

# Unidentified Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your Service

11

# Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
# Service Member Victims in CID investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
# Service Member Victims in NCIS investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
# Service Member Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Non-Service Member Victims in Service Investigations
# Victim Relevant Data Not Available

3

2

9
79
42
40
2
0
0
15
13
2
0
0
18
18
0
0
0
4
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E3. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by US Civilian and Foreign Agencies during APY18-19
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
# Total Investigations completed by US Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement during APY18-19 (Group by
Civilian Law Enforcement Case Number)
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim
# Of these investigations with more than one Subject
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
# Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations
# Unidentified Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service
# Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
# Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
# Non-Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations in a case supported by
your Service
# Victim Relevant Data Not Available
E4. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by Military Police/Security Forces/Master At
Arms/Marine Corps CID (MPs) during APY18-19 (all organizations regardless of name are abbreviated below
as "MPs")
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
Note: As of 1 Jan 2013, all sexual assault investigations are referred to MCIO for investigation. This section
captures remaining Subjects from investigations opened in prior years by Military Police/Security
Forces/Master At Arms/Marine Corps CID.
# Total Investigations completed by MPs during APY18-19 (Group by MP Case Number)
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim
# Of these investigations with more than one Subject
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
# Service Member Subjects investigated by MPs
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
# Non-Service Member Subjects in MPs
# Unidentified Subjects in MPs
# Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
# Service Member Victims in MP investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
# Non-Service Member Victims in MP Investigations
# Victim Relevant Data Not Available

4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

F. DEMOGRAPHICS ON VICTIMS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY1819
Note: The information below is drawn from
all investigations that were closed during
APY18-19, Victims drawn from E2, E3 and
E4.

Victim Data From Investigations Completed during APY18-19

Penetrating Offenses
Aggravated
Sexual Assault
Sexual Assault (After Jun12)
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Rape
(Art. 120)

F1. Gender of Victims
# Male
# Female
# Relevant Data Not Available
F2. Age of Victims
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Relevant Data Not Available
F3. Victim Type
# Service Member
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian (including NG Title 32)
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Relevant Data Not Available
F4. Grade of Service Member Victims
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
F5. Service of Service Member Victims
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Relevant Data Not Available
F6. Status of Service Member Victims
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available

Contact Offenses

7
0
7
0
7
1
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
7
6
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
6
1
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
6
2
2
0
2
0
0
6
0
1
0
5
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

38
4
34
0
38
0
16
22
0
0
0
0
0
38
36
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
36
1
0
0
1
0
31
3
0
36
20
8
0
8
0
0
36
2
0
0
31
3
0

Wrongful
Aggravated
Abusive Sexual
Sexual Contact
Sexual Contact
Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5

29
2
27
0
29
0
15
14
0
0
0
0
0
29
28
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
28
1
0
0
0
0
27
0
0
28
20
2
0
6
0
0
28
1
0
0
27
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
2
1
1
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

3
1
2
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
2
0
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
3
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

79
8
71
0
79
1
37
38
1
0
0
0
2
79
75
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
75
3
0
0
1
0
68
3
0
75
42
15
0
18
0
0
75
3
1
0
68
3
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

G. DEMOGRAPHICS ON SUBJECTS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY1819 (Investigation Completed within the
reporting period. These investigations may
have been opened in current or prior
Academic Years)

Subject Data From Investigations completed during APY18-19

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
Sexual Assault (After Jun12)
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Rape
(Art. 120)

G1. Gender of Subjects
# Male
# Female
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G2. Age of Subjects
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G3. Subject Type
# Service Member
# Drill Instructors/Drill Sergeants
# Recruiters
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G4. Grade of Service Member Subjects
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G5. Service of Service Member Subjects
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G6. Status of Service Member Subjects
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available

6
6
0
0
0
6
1
1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
4
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
4
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

37
28
1
7
1
37
0
7
19
2
1
0
1
0
7
37
29
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
1
29
1
0
0
2
1
25
0
0
0
29
17
6
0
6
0
0
0
29
4
0
0
25
0
0
0

Wrongful
Aggravated
Abusive Sexual
Sexual Contact
Sexual Contact
Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

29
26
0
3
0
29
0
4
21
0
1
0
0
0
3
29
26
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
26
1
0
0
1
0
24
0
0
0
26
18
1
0
7
0
0
0
26
2
0
0
24
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
1
0
1
8
10
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

82
61
1
11
9
82
1
13
44
2
2
0
1
0
19
82
60
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
11
9
60
2
0
0
3
1
54
0
0
0
60
38
8
0
14
0
0
0
60
6
0
0
54
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

H. FINAL DISPOSITIONS FOR SUBJECTS IN COMPLETED
APY18-19 INVESTIGATIONS
# Subjects in Unrestricted Reports that could not be
investigated by DoD or Civilian Law Enforcement
Note: These Subjects are from Unrestricted Reports referred
to MCIOs or other law enforcement for investigation during
APY18-19, but the agency could not open an investigation
based on the reasons below.
# Subjects
# Subjects
# Subjects
Service
# Subjects

APY1819
Totals

1
0

- Other

2

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19
# Total Subjects with allegations unfounded by a Military
Criminal Investigative Organization
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects (including
civilians) with allegations unfounded by MCIO
# Unidentified Subjects with allegations unfounded by MCIO
# Subjects with Subject data not yet available and with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
# Total Subjects Outside DoD Prosecutive Authority
# Unknown Offenders

1

87

# Victims in investigations completed in APY18-19

79

32

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19

49

3

# Total Victims associated with MCIO unfounded allegations
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in
MCIO unfounded allegations

3
0

# Victims with Victim data not yet available and involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations

0
9

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports

8

1

0

# Service Member Subjects where Victim declined to participate in
the military justice action
# Service Member Subjects whose investigations had insufficient
evidence to prosecute
# Service Member Subjects whose cases involved expired statute
of limitations
# Service Member Subjects with allegations that were unfounded
by Command
# Service Member Subjects with Victims who died before
completion of military justice action
# Subjects disposition data not yet available

Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining
Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports against a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student who is
being Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority

# Service Members Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority

# Total Command Action Precluded or Declined for Sexual
Assault

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports with a deceased or deserted Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in remaining
reports with a deceased or deserted Subject

0

2
1

0

4
3
0
1
0

0
0
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# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who declined to
participate in the military justice action
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in investigations
having insufficient evidence to prosecute
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims whose cases
involved expired statute of limitations
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims whose allegations
were unfounded by Command
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who died before
completion of the military justice action

1
7
0
0
0

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved
in reports with Subject disposition data not yet available

61

# Subjects for whom Command Action was completed as of
31-MAY-2019

6

# APY18-19 Service Member Subjects where evidence
supported Command Action

6

# APY18-19 Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
in cases where evidence supported Command Action

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
Courts-Martial preferrals against Subject
# Service Member Subjects: Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
UCMJ)
Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15) against Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
# Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges
0
Administrative discharges against Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
# Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative
1 Other administrative actions against Subject (including Cadet
actions(including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
# Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred for
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
non-sexual assault offense
Courts-Martial preferrals for non-sexual assault offenses
# Service Member Subjects: Non-judicial punishment for non# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
sexual assault offense
Nonjudicial punishment for non-sexual assault offenses
# Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges for non# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
1
sexual assault offense
administrative discharges for non-SA offense
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
# Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative actions
0 Other administrative actions for non-SA offense (including Cadet
for non-sexual assault offense (including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
* Restricted Reports that convert to Unrestricted Reports are counted with the total number of Unrestricted Reports
# Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred

3

0

# US Civilians or Foreign National Subjects not subject to the UCMJ

# Subjects who died or deserted

APY1819
Totals

4

- Not subject to the UCMJ
- Crime was beyond statute of limitations
- Matter alleged occurred prior to Victim's Military

# Subjects in investigations completed in APY18-19
Note: These are Subjects from Tab1b, Cells B29, B59, B77.

H1. ASSOCIATED VICTIM DATA FOR COMPLETED APY18-19
INVESTIGATIONS

4

7

1
7
0
0
0
54

6
4
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

I. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the
outcomes of Courts-Martial for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19
# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a Sexual Assault Charge Pending Court
Completion
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment

APY18-19
Totals
16
7
9
0
0
0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15 acquittal

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Officer Subjects who were allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a sexual assault charge
# Subjects Acquitted of Charges
# Subjects Convicted of Any Charge at Trial
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving confinement
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor

0
1
1
0
7
4
3
1
0
0
2
2
0
0
2
0
0
0

# Subjects to be processed for administrative discharge or separation subsequent to sexual assault conviction

0

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Convicted Subjects with a conviction under a UCMJ Article that requires Sex Offender Registration
J. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes of
nonjudicial punishments for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19

0
0
0
0
2
APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a Sexual Assault Charge in APY18-19

0

# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving correctional custody
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects receiving a reprimand
# Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a sexual
assault charge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by General administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Uncharacterized administrative discharge

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

K. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN. This section reports other disciplinary action taken for Subjects who were investigated for
sexual assault. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

1

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a sexual assault offense

0

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a sexual assault offense

0
0
0
0
1
3

8

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

L. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports
the outcomes of Courts-Martials for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence
there was only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category
listed in Sections D and E above.

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

2

# Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
acquittal
# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0
2
0
0
0
0
0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment
# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial for a non-sexual assault offense
# Officer Subjects who were officers that where allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a non-sexual assault offense
# Subjects Acquitted of Charges
# Subjects Convicted of Any Non-Sexual Assault Charge at Trial
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving confinement
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to conviction at trial
# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
M. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Non-Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes
of nonjudicial punishments for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence
there was only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category
listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

0

# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment for a non-sexual assault offense
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving correctional custody
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects receiving a reprimand
# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a non-sexual assault
charge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by General administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Uncharacterized administrative discharge

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

N. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports other disciplinary action taken for
Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there was only probable cause for
a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

1

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a non-sexual assault offense

1

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a non-sexual assault offense

0
1
0
0
0
0
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Restricted Reports

DoD MSA
APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
A. APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
# TOTAL Victims initially making Restricted Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Reports
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Report involving a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
School Student Subject
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victims who reported and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in the APY1819*
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in APY1819
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victim reports remaining Restricted
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Remaining Restricted Reports involving Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Students in the following
categories
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student (entitled to a RR by DoD
Policy)
# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
B. INCIDENT DETAILS
# Reported sexual assaults occurring
# On military installation
# Off military installation
# Unidentified location
# Relevant Data Not Available
Length of time between sexual assault and Restricted Report
# Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
# Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
# Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
# Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault incident
# Midnight to 6 am
# 6 am to 6 pm
# 6 pm to midnight
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault incident
# Sunday
# Monday
# Tuesday
# Wednesday
# Thursday
# Friday
# Saturday
# Relevant Data Not Available
C. RESTRICTED REPORTING - VICTIM SERVICE AFFILIATION
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
# Army Victims
# Navy Victims
# Marines Victims
# Air Force Victims
# Coast Guard Victims
# Relevant Data Not Available

10

APY18-19
Totals
77
69
5
3
21
18
0
3
56
51
5
0
56
28
11
5
12
0
APY18-19
Totals
56
15
30
6
5
56
7
5
2
14
18
10
56
13
8
20
13
2
56
7
6
6
3
1
9
14
10
APY18-19
Totals
53
16
17
0
20
0
0

Restricted Reports (continued)

DoD MSA
APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
D. DEMOGRAPHICS FOR APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
Gender of Victims
# Male
# Female
# Relevant Data Not Available
Age of Victims at the Time of Incident
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Relevant Data Not Available
Grade of Service Member Victims
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
Status of Service Member Victims
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
Victim Type
# Service Member
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# Non-Service Member
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Relevant Data Not Available

APY18-19
Totals
56
10
46
0
56
1
32
22
0
0
0
0
1
55
0
0
0
3
1
47
4
0
55
4
0
0
47
4
0
56
55

1

E. RESTRICTED REPORTING FOR A SEXUAL ASSAULT THAT OCCURRED PRIOR TO JOINING SERVICE
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making a Restricted Report for Incidents Occurring Prior
to Military Service
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making A Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred Prior to Age 18

APY18-19
Totals

0

4
3

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making a Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred After Age 18

1

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Choosing Not to Specify
# Relevant Data Not Available

0
0

F. RESTRICTED REPORTS CONVERSION DATA (DSAID USE ONLY)
Mean # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
Standard Deviation of the Mean For Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
Mode # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted

APY18-19
Totals
45.74
51.26
1

APY18-19
G. TOTAL VICTIMS WHO REPORTED IN PRIOR YEARS AND CONVERTED FROM RESTRICTED REPORT TO
UNRESTRICTED REPORT IN THE APY18-19
Totals
Total Victims who reported in prior years and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
6
the APY18-19
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in APY186
19
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
0
APY18-19
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
* The Restricted Reports are reports that converted to Unrestricted Reports are counted in the total number of
Unrestricted Reports listed in Worksheet 1a, Section A.
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Support Services

DoD MSA APY18-19 SUPPORT SERVICES FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

NOTE: Totals of referrals and military protective orders are for all activities during the reporting period, regardless of
A. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS TO CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENTS VICTIMS FROM
UNRESTRICTED REPORTS:
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
# MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam
# Military Victims making an Unrestricted Report for an incident that occurred prior to military service

APY18-19
Totals
186
17
36
42
36
39
16
0
14
0
0
0
0
1
13
0
9
0
4

B. APY18-19 MILITARY PROTECTIVE ORDERS (MPO)* AND EXPEDITED TRANSFERS - UNRESTRICTED
APY18-19
REPORTS
TOTALS
14
# Military Protective Orders issued during APY18-19
0
# Reported MPO Violations in APY18-19
0
# Reported MPO Violations by Subjects
0
# Reported MPO Violations by Victims of sexual assault
0
# Reported MPO Violations by Both
*In accordance with DoD Policy, Military Protective Orders are only issued in Unrestricted Reports. A Restricted Report cannot be made
# Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault
# Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied

0
0

# Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault

0

# Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied
C. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS FOR MILITARY VICTIMS IN RESTRICTED REPORTS
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
# MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam

0
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APY18-19
TOTALS
154
16
32
32
27

29
10
8
13
1
0
0
1
2
9
0
3
0

Unrestricted Reports

ARMY MSA
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULTS AT THE UNITED STATES IN THE
ACADEMY
A. APY18-19 REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT (rape, sexual assault, aggravated sexual
contact, abusive sexual contact, forcible sodomy, and attempts to commit these
offenses) BY or AGAINST Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Students.
Note: The data on this page is raw, uninvestigated information about allegations
received during APY18-19. These Reports may not be fully investigated by the end of
the APY.
This data is drawn from Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSAID) based on
Service affiliation of the Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC) who currently
manages the Victim case.

APY18-19
Totals

# APY18-19 Unrestricted Reports (one Victim per report)
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in allegations against
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subject
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports in the following categories

41
38

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

22

3
0
41

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

3

  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports of sexual assault occurring
  # On military installation
  # Off military installation
  # Unidentified location
# Victim in Unrestricted Reports Referred for Investigation
  # Victims in investigations initiated during APY18-19
    # Victims with Investigations pending completion at end of 31-MAY-2019
    # Victims with Completed Investigations at end of 31-MAY-2019
  # Victims with Investigative Data Forthcoming
  # Victims where investigation could not be opened by DoD or Civilian Law
Enforcement
    # Victims - Alleged perpetrator not subject to the UCMJ
    # Victims - Crime was beyond statute of limitations

2
8
6
41
28
13
0
41
35
8
27
0
6
1
0

    # Victims - Unrestricted Reports for Matters Occurring Prior to Military Service
    # Victims - Other
# All Restricted Reports received in APY18-19 (one Victim per report)
  # Converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report* (report made this year and
converted this year)
  # Restricted Reports Remaining Restricted at end of APY18-19

2
3
24
6
18

APY18-19
Totals

B. DETAILS OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS FOR APY18-19

Length of time between sexual assault and Unrestricted Report
  # Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
  # Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault
# Midnight to 6 am
  # 6 am to 6 pm
  # 6 pm to midnight
  # Unknown
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault
  # Sunday
  # Monday
  # Tuesday
  # Wednesday
  # Thursday
  # Friday
  # Saturday
  # Relevant Data Not Available

13

41
6
2
2
15
16
0
41
20
3
16
2
0
41
9
7
2
0
4
6
13
0

APY18-19
Totals for
Cadet/Midship
man/Prep
School Student
Victim Cases
38
6
2
2
13
15
0
38
18
3
15
2
0
38
7
7
2
0
4
6
12
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS (UR) OF SEXUAL ASSAULT - CADET/MIDSHIPMAN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENT STATUS BY GENDER
C. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (VICTIM AND SUBJECT GENDER)

Male on Female

Male on Male

Female on Male

Female on
Female

Unknown on
Male

Unknown on
Female

Multiple Mixed
Gender Assault

Relevant Data
Not Available

APY18-19
Totals

24

3

0

0

1

6

0

7

41

19

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

22

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
0
0
0
0
1
6
0
0
7
School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
7
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT BY MATTER INVESTIGATED TYPE (May not reflect what crimes can be charged upon completion of investigation)

UNRESTRI CTED REPORTS M ADE I N APY1819

D. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (MOST SERIOUS CRIME ALLEGED,
AS CATEGORIZED BY THE MILITARY
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE ORGANIZATION)

Penetrating Offenses

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

Contact Offenses

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)

Aggravated
Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

Abusive Sexual
Contact
(Art.120)

Wrongful
Sexual Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Offense Code
Data Not
Available

APY18-19
Totals

D1. Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School
Student and Non-Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep
School Student Categories for Cases
Reported in APY

1

0

15

0

0

23

0

0

0

2

41

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

5

0

0

17

0

0

0

0

22

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

7

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

7

0

0

22

0

0

0

2

38

0

0

19

0

0

0

0

32

0

0

3

0

0

0

2

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

23
10
2
11
0
0
23
4
4
0
0
3
3
9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

41
20
3
16
2
0
41
9
7
2
0
4
6
13
0

# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
0
0
4
School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
4
D2. # TOTAL Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Student Victims Report in Current APY
TOTAL Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School
0
0
14
Student Victims in APY18-19 Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims:
0
0
13
Female
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims:
0
0
1
Male
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
TIME OF INCIDENT BY OFFENSE TYPE FOR UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT MADE IN APY18-19
D3. Time of sexual assault
1
0
15
# Midnight to 6 am
0
0
10
# 6 am to 6 pm
0
0
1
# 6 pm to midnight
1
0
3
# Unknown
0
0
1
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
D4. Day of sexual assault
1
0
15
# Sunday
0
0
5
# Monday
0
0
3
# Tuesday
0
0
1
# Wednesday
0
0
0
# Thursday
0
0
0
# Friday
0
0
3
# Saturday
1
0
3
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0

14

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E. SUMMARY OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS WITH INVESTIGATIONS

APY18-19
Totals

E1. Subjects in Unrestricted Reports Made to Your Service with Investigation Initiated During APY18-19
Note: This data is drawn from DSAID based on Service affiliation of the SARC who currently manages the Victim
case associated with the investigation and Subject below.
# Investigations Initiated during APY18-19
  # Investigations Completed as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
  # Investigations Pending Completion as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
# Subjects in investigations Initiated During APY18-19
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Non-Service Member Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service.
  # Unidentified Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Unidentified Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service.
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
Note: Service Member Subjects are drawn from Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement investigations involving a
Victim supported by your Service.
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service
  # Unidentified Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported by
your Service
  # Subject or Investigation Relevant Data Not Available

39
28
11
39
30
28
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E2. Service Investigations Completed during APY18-19
Note: The following data is drawn from DSAID and describes criminal investigations completed during the APY1819. These investigations may have been initiated during the APY18-19 or any prior APY.
# Total Investigations completed by Services during APY18-19 (Group by MCIO Case Number)
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim
  # Of these investigations with more than one Subject
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject

45
0
2
0

# Subjects in investigations completed during APY18-19 involving a Victim supported by your Service

46

  # Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your
Service

37
35
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

  # Unidentified Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your Service
  # Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
  # Service Member Victims in CID investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
  # Service Member Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
  # Service Member Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
  # Non-Service Member Victims in Service Investigations
  # Victim Relevant Data Not Available

15

0
9
0
45
42
40
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E3. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by US Civilian and Foreign Agencies during APY18-19
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
# Total Investigations completed by US Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement during APY18-19 (Group by
Civilian Law Enforcement Case Number)
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim
  # Of these investigations with more than one Subject
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations
  # Unidentified Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service
  # Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
  # Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
  # Non-Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations in a case supported by
your Service
  # Victim Relevant Data Not Available
E4. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by Military Police/Security Forces/Master At
Arms/Marine Corps CID (MPs) during APY18-19 (all organizations regardless of name are abbreviated below
as "MPs")
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
Note: As of 1 Jan 2013, all sexual assault investigations are referred to MCIO for investigation. This section
captures remaining Subjects from investigations opened in prior years by Military Police/Security
Forces/Master At Arms/Marine Corps CID.
# Total Investigations completed by MPs during APY18-19 (Group by MP Case Number)
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim
  # Of these investigations with more than one Subject
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in MPs
  # Unidentified Subjects in MPs
  # Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
  # Service Member Victims in MP investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
  # Non-Service Member Victims in MP Investigations
  # Victim Relevant Data Not Available

16

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

F. DEMOGRAPHICS ON VICTIMS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY18-19
Note: The information below is drawn from
all investigations that were closed during
APY18-19, Victims drawn from E2, E3 and
E4.

Victim Data From Investigations Com pleted during APY18-19

Penetrating Offenses
Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

F1. Gender of Victims
# Male
# Female
# Relevant Data Not Available
F2. Age of Victims
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Relevant Data Not Available
F3. Victim Type
# Service Member
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian (including NG Title 32)
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Relevant Data Not Available
F4. Grade of Service Member Victims
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
F5. Service of Service Member Victims
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Relevant Data Not Available
F6. Status of Service Member Victims
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available

3
0
3
0
3
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Contact Offenses

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)
21
3
18
0
21
0
10
11
0
0
0
0
0
21
20
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
1
0
18
1
0
20
20
0
0
0
0
0
20
1
0
0
18
1
0

Wrongful
Abusive Sexual
Aggravated
Sexual Contact
Contact
Sexual Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17

21
2
19
0
21
0
9
12
0
0
0
0
0
21
20
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
20
1
0
0
0
0
19
0
0
20
20
0
0
0
0
0
20
1
0
0
19
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

45
5
40
0
45
0
21
24
0
0
0
0
0
45
42
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
42
1
0
0
1
0
39
1
0
42
42
0
0
0
0
0
42
2
0
0
39
1
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

G. DEMOGRAPHICS ON SUBJECTS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY18-19
(Investigation Completed within the
reporting period. These investigations may
have been opened in current or prior
Academic Years)

Subject Data From I nvestigations com pleted during AP Y18-19

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)
G1. Gender of Subjects
# Male
# Female
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G2. Age of Subjects
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G3. Subject Type
# Service Member
  # Drill Instructors/Drill Sergeants
  # Recruiters
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G4. Grade of Service Member Subjects
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G5. Service of Service Member Subjects
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G6. Status of Service Member Subjects
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available

3
3
0
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)
22
16
0
6
0
22
0
4
11
0
1
0
0
0
6
22
16
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
16
0
0
0
0
1
15
0
0
0
16
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
1
0
0
15
0
0
0

Wrongful
Aggravated
Abusive Sexual
Sexual Contact
Sexual Contact
Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

18

21
18
0
3
0
21
0
2
15
0
1
0
0
0
3
21
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
18
1
0
0
0
0
17
0
0
0
18
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
1
0
0
17
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

46
37
0
9
0
46
0
6
29
0
2
0
0
0
9
46
37
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
37
1
0
0
0
1
35
0
0
0
37
37
0
0
0
0
0
0
37
2
0
0
35
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

H. FINAL DISPOSITIONS FOR SUBJECTS IN COMPLETED
APY18-19 INVESTIGATIONS
# Subjects in Unrestricted Reports that could not be
investigated by DoD or Civilian Law Enforcement
Note: These Subjects are from Unrestricted Reports referred
to MCIOs or other law enforcement for investigation during
APY18-19, but the agency could not open an investigation
based on the reasons below.

APY1819
Totals

H1. ASSOCIATED VICTIM DATA FOR COMPLETED APY18-19
INVESTIGATIONS

3

   # Subjects - Not subject to the UCMJ
   # Subjects - Crime was beyond statute of limitations

1
0

   # Subjects - Matter alleged occurred prior to Victim's Military Service

1

   # Subjects - Other

1

# Subjects in investigations completed in APY18-19
Note: These are Subjects from Tab1b, Cells B29, B59, B77.
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19
# Total Subjects with allegations unfounded by a Military
Criminal Investigative Organization
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
   # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects (including
civilians) with allegations unfounded by MCIO
   # Unidentified Subjects with allegations unfounded by MCIO
   # Subjects with Subject data not yet available and with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
# Total Subjects Outside DoD Prosecutive Authority
   # Unknown Offenders

   # US Civilians or Foreign National Subjects not subject to the UCMJ

47

# Victims in investigations completed in APY18-19

45

18

   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19

25

3
3
0

0
8
8

0

   # Service Members Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority

# Total Command Action Precluded or Declined for Sexual
Assault

   # Service Member Subjects where Victim declined to participate in
the military justice action
   # Service Member Subjects whose investigations had insufficient
evidence to prosecute
   # Service Member Subjects whose cases involved expired statute of
limitations
   # Service Member Subjects with allegations that were unfounded by
Command
   # Service Member Subjects with Victims who died before completion
of military justice action
# Subjects disposition data not yet available

# Total Victims associated with MCIO unfounded allegations
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations
   # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in
MCIO unfounded allegations

0

2
1

   # Victims with Victim data not yet available and involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports

Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining
Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports against a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student who is being
Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports with a deceased or deserted Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in remaining reports
with a deceased or deserted Subject

0
4
3
0
0
0

0
0

4
0
4
0
0
0
27

# Subjects for whom Command Action was completed as of
31-MAY-2019

5

# APY18-19 Service Member Subjects where evidence
supported Command Action

5

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
participate in the military justice action
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
having insufficient evidence to prosecute
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
involved expired statute of limitations
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
were unfounded by Command
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
completion of the military justice action

Victims who declined to
Victims in investigations
Victims whose cases
Victims whose allegations
Victims who died before

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in
reports with Subject disposition data not yet available

# APY18-19 Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
in cases where evidence supported Command Action

   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
Courts-Martial preferrals against Subject
   # Service Member Subjects: Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
UCMJ)
Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15) against Subject
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
   # Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges
0
Administrative discharges against Subject
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
   # Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative
0 Other administrative actions against Subject (including Cadet
actions(including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
   # Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred for non   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
sexual assault offense
Courts-Martial preferrals for non-sexual assault offenses
   # Service Member Subjects: Non-judicial punishment for non-sexual
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
assault offense
Nonjudicial punishment for non-sexual assault offenses
   # Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges for non   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
1
sexual assault offense
administrative discharges for non-SA offense
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
   # Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative actions for
0 Other administrative actions for non-SA offense (including Cadet
non-sexual assault offense (including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
* Restricted Reports that convert to Unrestricted Reports are counted with the total number of Unrestricted Reports.
   # Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred

3

0

0

   # Subjects who died or deserted

APY1819
Totals

4

19

0
3
0
0
0
28

4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

I. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the
outcomes of Courts-Martial for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19
# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a Sexual Assault Charge Pending Court
Completion
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
   # Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment

APY18-19
Totals
10
5
5
0
0
0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0
0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment
# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Officer Subjects who were allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a sexual assault charge
# Subjects Acquitted of Charges
   # Subjects Convicted of Any Charge at Trial
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving confinement
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor

0
0
1
1
0
3
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

# Subjects to be processed for administrative discharge or separation subsequent to sexual assault conviction
# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Convicted Subjects with a conviction under a UCMJ Article that requires Sex Offender Registration
J. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes of
nonjudicial punishments for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19

0
0
0
0
0
1
APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a Sexual Assault Charge in APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
  # Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving correctional custody
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects receiving a reprimand
# Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a sexual
assault charge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by General administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Uncharacterized administrative discharge
K. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN. This section reports other disciplinary action taken for Subjects who were investigated for
sexual assault. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

0

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a sexual assault offense
# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a sexual assault offense

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
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Unrestricted Reports (continued)

L. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports the
outcomes of Courts-Martials for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there
was only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category listed in
Sections D and E above.

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

2

   # Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
   # Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
   # Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
   # Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment

0
2
0
0
0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15 acquittal

0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment

0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial for a non-sexual assault offense
   # Officer Subjects who were officers that where allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
   # Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a non-sexual assault offense
   # Subjects Acquitted of Charges
# Subjects Convicted of Any Non-Sexual Assault Charge at Trial
   # Subjects with unknown punishment
   # Subjects with no punishment
   # Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
   # Subjects receiving confinement
   # Subjects receiving reductions in rank
   # Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
   # Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
   # Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
   # Subjects receiving extra duty
   # Subjects receiving hard labor
   # Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to conviction at trial
     # Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
     # Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
     # Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
     # Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
M. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Non-Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes of
nonjudicial punishments for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there was
only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category listed in Sections
D and E above.

0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

0

   # Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
   # Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment for a non-sexual assault offense
   # Subjects with unknown punishment
   # Subjects with no punishment
   # Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
   # Subjects receiving correctional custody
   # Subjects receiving reductions in rank
   # Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
   # Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
   # Subjects receiving extra duty
   # Subjects receiving hard labor
   # Subjects receiving a reprimand

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

   # Subjects receiving an administrative discharge subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a non-sexual assault charge

0

    
    
    
    

#
#
#
#

Subjects
Subjects
Subjects
Subjects

who
who
who
who

received
received
received
received

NJP
NJP
NJP
NJP

followed
followed
followed
followed

by
by
by
by

UOTHC administrative discharge
General administrative discharge
Honorable administrative discharge
Uncharacterized administrative discharge

N. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports other disciplinary action taken for
Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there was only probable cause for a
non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

1

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a non-sexual assault offense

0

   # Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
   # Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
   # Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
   # Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a non-sexual assault offense

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Restricted Reports

ARMY MSA
APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
A. APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
# TOTAL Victims initially making Restricted Reports
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Reports
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Report involving a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
School Student Subject
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victims who reported and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in the APY18-19*
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in APY1819
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victim reports remaining Restricted
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Remaining Restricted Reports involving Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Students in the following
categories
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student (entitled to a RR by DoD
Policy)
  # Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
B. INCIDENT DETAILS
# Reported sexual assaults occurring
  # On military installation
  # Off military installation
  # Unidentified location
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Length of time between sexual assault and Restricted Report
  # Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
  # Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault incident
  # Midnight to 6 am
  # 6 am to 6 pm
  # 6 pm to midnight
  # Unknown
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault incident
  # Sunday
  # Monday
  # Tuesday
  # Wednesday
  # Thursday
  # Friday
  # Saturday
  # Relevant Data Not Available
C. RESTRICTED REPORTING - VICTIM SERVICE AFFILIATION
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
  # Army Victims
  # Navy Victims
  # Marines Victims
  # Air Force Victims
  # Coast Guard Victims
  # Relevant Data Not Available
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APY18-19
Totals
24
22
2
0
6
6
0
0
18
16
2
0
18
12
2
2
2
0

APY18-19
Totals
18
4
9
5
0
18
2
1
0
8
3
4
18
5
1
4
8
0
18
2
3
0
0
0
2
7
4
APY18-19
Totals
16
16
0
0
0
0
0

Restricted Reports (continued)

D. DEMOGRAPHICS FOR APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
Gender of Victims
  # Male
  # Female
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Age of Victims at the Time of Incident
  # 0-15
  # 16-19
  # 20-24
  # 25-34
  # 35-49
  # 50-64
  # 65 and older
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Grade of Service Member Victims
  # E1-E4
  # E5-E9
  # WO1-WO5
  # O1-O3
  # O4-O10
  # Cadet/Midshipman
  # Academy Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Status of Service Member Victims
  # Active Duty
  # Reserve (Activated)
  # National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Academy Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Victim Type
  # Service Member
  # DoD Civilian
  # DoD Contractor
  # Other US Government Civilian
  # Non-Service Member
  # Foreign National
  # Foreign Military
  # Relevant Data Not Available

APY18-19
Totals
18
5
13
0
18
0
7
11
0
0
0
0
0
18
0
0
0
2
0
15
1
0
18
2
0
0
15
1
0
18
18

0

E. RESTRICTED REPORTING FOR A SEXUAL ASSAULT THAT OCCURRED PRIOR TO JOINING SERVICE
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making a Restricted Report for Incidents Occurring Prior
to Military Service

APY18-19
Totals

0

0

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making A Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred Prior to Age 18

0

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making a Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred After Age 18

0

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Choosing Not to Specify
  # Relevant Data Not Available

0
0

F. RESTRICTED REPORTS CONVERSION DATA (DSAID USE ONLY)
  Mean # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
  Standard Deviation of the Mean For Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
  Mode # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
G. TOTAL VICTIMS WHO REPORTED IN PRIOR YEARS AND CONVERTED FROM RESTRICTED REPORT TO
UNRESTRICTED REPORT IN THE APY18-19
Total Victims who reported in prior years and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in the
APY18-19
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in APY1819
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
  # Relevant Data Not Available
* The Restricted Reports are reports that converted to Unrestricted Reports are counted in the total number of
Unrestricted Reports listed in Worksheet 1a, Section A.
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APY18-19
Totals
44.83
37.86
42
APY18-19
Totals
3
3
0
0

Support Services

ARMY MSA APY18-19 SUPPORT SERVICES FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

N OTE: Totals of referrals and m ilitary protective orders are for all activities during the reporting period, regardless of
A. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS TO CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENTS VICTIMS FROM
UNRESTRICTED REPORTS:
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
    # MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
    # CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam

APY18-19
Totals
14
1
0
5
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0

# Military Victims making an Unrestricted Report for an incident that occurred prior to military service

1

B. APY18-19 MILITARY PROTECTIVE ORDERS (MPO)* AND EXPEDITED TRANSFERS - UNRESTRICTED
APY18-19
REPORTS
TOTALS
# Military Protective Orders issued during APY18-19
7
# Reported MPO Violations in APY18-19
0
  # Reported MPO Violations by Subjects
0
  # Reported MPO Violations by Victims of sexual assault
0
  # Reported MPO Violations by Both
0
*In accordance with DoD Policy, Military Protective Orders are only issued in Unrestricted Reports. A Restricted Report cannot be made
# Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault

0

  # Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied

0

# Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault
  # Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied
C. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS FOR MILITARY VICTIMS IN RESTRICTED REPORTS
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
    # MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
    # CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam
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0
APY18-19
TOTALS

0
8
0
1
1
3
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Report Case Synopses: ARMY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 1
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

E-7

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

RDNA

Q2 (JanuaryMarch)

Courts-Martial
charge
preferred for
nonsexual
assault offense

None

Assault (Art.
128)

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Convicted

RDNA

None

RDNA

Failure to obey
order or
regulation (Art.
92)
Alcohol Use

Case Synopsis Note
Courts-Martial discharge:
None; Confinement: Yes;
Confinement Type: Less Than
Life; Confinement (Months): 1;
Forfeiture of Pay and
Allowances: No; Fine: No;
Restriction: No; Reduction in
rank: Yes; Pay Grade Reduced
To: E-6; Hard Labor: No;
Reprimand: Yes
Notes: Victim initially denied
any misconduct on the part of
the subject but later alleged
subject hugged her from
behind and she felt subject's
erect penis against her back.
Pending referral to GCM,
offense charged as Art. 128,
PHO recommended no
probable cause for this offense
due to insufficient evidence.
Convicted of an Inappropriate
relationship, and Adultery at a
GCM. Sentence imposed on
15 May 2018. Red E-6, 29
days Confinement.

RDNA
No. 2
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Case Synopsis Note

Rape (Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

C-2

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Courts-Martial discharge:
Dismissal; Confinement: Yes;
Confinement Type: Less Than
Life; Confinement (Months):
24; Forfeiture of Pay and
Allowances: No; Fine: No;
Restriction: No; Reduction in
rank: No; Hard Labor: No;

Q4 (JulySeptember)

Courts-Martial
Charge
Preferred

Rape (Art. 120)

None

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Rape (Art. 120)

None

Yes

Other

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Convicted

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable
RDNA

Alcohol Use
Involved but not specified
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Notes: Victim alleges subject
entered Victim's barracks room
and sexually assaulted (bodily
harm) Victim by penetrating
Victim's vulva with his finger,
tongue, and penis. Convicted
of Rape at a GCM. 2 years
confinement, Dismissal.

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Report Case Synopses: ARMY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 3
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral Waiver
Accession?

Army

O-4

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious Other
Offense Charged

Other

Q3 (AprilJune)

Courts-Martial
Charge
Preferred

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)

Failure to Obey Lawful
General Order, Prohibited
Relations During
Recruiting and EntryLevel Training (Art. 92)

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register as Sex
Offender

Submitted post-trial
Resignation for the
Good of the
Service

RDNA

RILO disapproved;
Convicted

Failure to Obey
Lawful General
Order, Prohibited
Relations During
Recruiting and
Entry-Level
Training
Alcohol Use

RDNA

Case Synopsis
Note
Notes: Victim
alleged consensual
fraternization with
Subject and that
final sexual
encounter was nonconsensual.
Insufficient
evidence to
prosecute nonconsensual act.
Charges referred to
GCM. RILO
approved.

No
No. 4
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral Waiver
Accession?

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious Other
Offense Charged

RDNA

RDNA

Offender is
Unknown

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32 Hearing,
if Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Alcohol Use
Involved but not specified
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Case Synopsis
Note
Notes: Victim
alleged sexual
assault by
Unknown Subject.

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Report Case Synopses: ARMY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available

No. 5
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

RDNA

RDNA

Offender is
Unknown

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Case Synopsis Note
Notes: Victim alleged sexual
assault by Unknown Subject.

Alcohol Use
Involved but not specified
No. 6
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

C-2

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Other

Q3 (AprilJune)

Cadet/Midship
man
Disciplinary
System Action

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

None

RDNA

RDNA
Alcohol Use
Involved but not specified
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Case Synopsis Note
Adverse Administration Action
Type: Cadet/Midshipman
Disciplinary System;
Notes: Victim alleged subject
dry-humped Victim while
sleeping in his bed. Referred to
Formal Misconduct
Investigation pursuant to AR
210-26. Allegations
unsubstantiated. Cadet
discipline: enrolled in
mentorship program.

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Report Case Synopses: ARMY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 7
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

RDNA

RDNA

Offender is
Unknown

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Case Synopsis Note
Notes: Victim alleged sexual
assault by Unknown Subject

Alcohol Use
Involved but not specified
No. 8
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

C-2

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Other

RDNA

Cadet/Midship
man
Disciplinary
System Action

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Alcohol Use
RDNA
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Case Synopsis Note
Adverse Administration Action
Type: Cadet/Midshipman
Disciplinary System;
Notes: Victim reports subject
touched Victim's hips and tried
to pull Victim's underwear
down while in bed. Referred to
Formal Misconduct
Investigation pursuant to AR
210-26. Board found
allegations not substantiated.

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Report Case Synopses: ARMY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 9
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

Army

Prep School
Student

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

E-4

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Other

Q2 (JanuaryMarch)

Courts-Martial
Charge
Preferred

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)

Attempted
Sexual Assault
(Art. 80)

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Convicted

RDNA

None

Yes

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)
Alcohol Use

Case Synopsis Note
Courts-Martial Discharge: BadConduct; Confinement: Yes;
Confinement Type: Less Than
Life; Confinement (Months):
24; Forfeiture of Pay and
Allowances: No; Fine: No;
Restriction: No; Reduction in
Rank: E-1; Hard Labor: No.
Notes: Victim alleged subject
touched Victim's vagina without
Victim's consent. Charges
referred to a GCM.

Involved but not specified
No. 10
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

C-2

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Other

Q1 (OctoberDecember)

Courts-Martial
Charge
Preferred

Abusive Sexual
Contact (Art. 120)

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Acquitted

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA
Alcohol Use
RDNA
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Case Synopsis Note
Notes: Victim alleged subject
digitally penetrated Victim's
vulva without consent. Charges
referred to a GCM. Acquitted of
all charges on 13 July 2018.

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Report Case Synopses: ARMY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 11
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Army

Prep School
Student

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

E-7

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Other

Q2 (JanuaryMarch)

Courts-Martial
charge
preferred for
nonsexual
assault offense

RDNA

Assault (Art.
128)

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Convicted

RDNA

None

RDNA

Failure to obey
order or
regulation (Art.
92)
Alcohol Use

Case Synopsis Note
Courts-Martial discharge:
None; Confinement: Yes;
Confinement Type: Less Than
Life; Confinement (Months): 1;
Forfeiture of Pay and
Allowances: No; Fine: No;
Restriction: No; Reduction in
rank: Yes; Pay Grade Reduced
To: E-6; Hard Labor: No;
Reprimand: Yes
Notes: Victim initially denied
any misconduct on the part of
the subject but later alleged
subject hugged her from
behind and she felt subject's
erect penis against her back.
Pending referral to GCM,
offense charged as Art. 128,
PHO recommended no
probable cause for this offense
due to insufficient evidence.
Convicted of Article 92
violations, and Adultery on 15
May 2018 at GCM. Red E-6,
29 days confinement.

Involved but not specified
No. 12
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Case Synopsis Note

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

Army

Cadet/Midshipman

Male

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Army

C-2

Female

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Notes: Victim 1 alleged Subject
bit Victim on the lip. Victim 2
alleged Subject sexually
assaulted Victim in Victim's
barracks room. Article 32
Investigation completed.
Charges referred to a GCM.
RILO Approved 8 June 2018
with a General Discharge.

Other

Q1 (OctoberDecember)

Courts-Martial
Charge
Preferred

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)

Assault (Art.
128)

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Discharge or Resignation in
Lieu of Courts-Martial

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Alcohol Use
Unknown
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Unrestricted Reports

NAVY MSA
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULTS AT THE UNITED STATES IN THE
ACADEMY
A. APY18-19 REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT (rape, sexual assault, aggravated sexual
contact, abusive sexual contact, forcible sodomy, and attempts to commit these
offenses) BY or AGAINST Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Students.
Note: The data on this page is raw, uninvestigated information about allegations
received during APY18-19. These Reports may not be fully investigated by the end of
the APY.
This data is drawn from Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSAID) based
on Service affiliation of the Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC) who
currently manages the Victim case.
# APY18-19 Unrestricted Reports (one Victim per report)
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in allegations against
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subject
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports in the following categories

APY18-19
Totals

21
19
2
0
21

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

9

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

2

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports of sexual assault occurring
# On military installation
# Off military installation
# Unidentified location
# Victim in Unrestricted Reports Referred for Investigation
# Victims in investigations initiated during APY18-19
# Victims with Investigations pending completion at end of 31-MAY-2019
# Victims with Completed Investigations at end of 31-MAY-2019
# Victims with Investigative Data Forthcoming
# Victims where investigation could not be opened by DoD or Civilian Law
Enforcement
# Victims - Alleged perpetrator not subject to the UCMJ
# Victims - Crime was beyond statute of limitations

1
0
9
21
8
9
4
21
20
10
10
1
0
0
0

# Victims - Unrestricted Reports for Matters Occurring Prior to Military Service
# Victims - Other
# All Restricted Reports received in APY18-19 (one Victim per report)
# Converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report* (report made this year and
converted this year)
# Restricted Reports Remaining Restricted at end of APY18-19

0
0
23
5
18

APY18-19
Totals

B. DETAILS OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS FOR APY18-19

Length of time between sexual assault and Unrestricted Report
# Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
# Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
# Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
# Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault
# Midnight to 6 am
# 6 am to 6 pm
# 6 pm to midnight
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault
# Sunday
# Monday
# Tuesday
# Wednesday
# Thursday
# Friday
# Saturday
# Relevant Data Not Available
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21
7
1
2
3
3
5
21
11
2
3
0
5
21
2
1
4
3
4
1
1
5

APY18-19
Totals for
Cadet/Midship
man/Prep
School Student
Victim Cases
19
7
1
2
1
3
5
19
9
2
3
0
5
19
2
0
3
3
4
1
1
5

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS (UR) OF SEXUAL ASSAULT - CADET/MIDSHIPMAN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENT STATUS BY GENDER

C. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
Male on Female
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (VICTIM AND SUBJECT GENDER)

Male on Male

Female on Male

Female on
Female

Unknown on
Male

Unknown on
Female

Multiple Mixed
Gender Assault

Relevant Data
Not Available

APY18-19
Totals

10

0

2

0

0

0

0

9

21

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
9
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT BY MATTER INVESTIGATED TYPE (May not reflect what crimes can be charged upon completion of investigation)

UNRESTRICTED REPORTS MADE IN APY1819
D. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (MOST SERIOUS CRIME
ALLEGED, AS CATEGORIZED BY THE
MILITARY CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE
ORGANIZATION)

Penetrating Offenses

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

Contact Offenses

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Wrongful
Abusive Sexual
Aggravated
Sexual Contact
Contact
Sexual Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Offense Code
Data Not
Available

APY18-19
Totals

D1. Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School
Student and Non-Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep
School Student Categories for Cases
Reported in APY

1

0

8

0

0

5

0

0

1

6

21

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

6

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

9

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

6

9

0

4

0

0

1

6

19

0

4

0

0

1

5

18

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
4
1
0
0
0
5
1
0
1
2
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

6
0
1
0
0
5
6
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
5

21
11
2
3
0
5
21
2
1
4
3
4
1
1
5

# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
0
0
0
0
School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
1
0
0
0
D2. # TOTAL Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Student Victims Report in Current APY
TOTAL Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School
1
0
7
0
Student Victims in APY18-19 Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
1
0
7
0
Victims: Female
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
0
0
0
0
Victims: Male
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
TIME OF INCIDENT BY OFFENSE TYPE FOR UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT MADE IN APY18-19
D3. Time of sexual assault
1
0
8
0
# Midnight to 6 am
0
0
7
0
# 6 am to 6 pm
0
0
0
0
# 6 pm to midnight
1
0
1
0
# Unknown
0
0
0
0
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
D4. Day of sexual assault
1
0
8
0
# Sunday
0
0
1
0
# Monday
0
0
1
0
# Tuesday
0
0
3
0
# Wednesday
0
0
1
0
# Thursday
0
0
1
0
# Friday
1
0
0
0
# Saturday
0
0
1
0
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
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Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E. SUMMARY OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS WITH INVESTIGATIONS

APY18-19
Totals

E1. Subjects in Unrestricted Reports Made to Your Service with Investigation Initiated During APY18-19
Note: This data is drawn from DSAID based on Service affiliation of the SARC who currently manages the
Victim case associated with the investigation and Subject below.
# Investigations Initiated during APY18-19
# Investigations Completed as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
# Investigations Pending Completion as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
# Subjects in investigations Initiated During APY18-19
# Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Non-Service Member Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Non-Service Member Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service.
# Unidentified Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Unidentified Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service.
# Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
Note: Service Member Subjects are drawn from Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement investigations involving a
Victim supported by your Service.
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service
# Unidentified Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service
# Subject or Investigation Relevant Data Not Available

19
7
12
11
0
0
0
0
0
11
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E2. Service Investigations Completed during APY18-19
Note: The following data is drawn from DSAID and describes criminal investigations completed during the
APY18-19. These investigations may have been initiated during the APY18-19 or any prior APY.
# Total Investigations completed by Services during APY18-19 (Group by MCIO Case Number)
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim
# Of these investigations with more than one Subject
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject

12
3
1
0

# Subjects in investigations completed during APY18-19 involving a Victim supported by your Service

17

# Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
# Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
# Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
# Non-Service Member Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your
Service
# Unidentified Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your Service
# Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
# Service Member Victims in CID investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
# Service Member Victims in NCIS investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
# Service Member Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
# Non-Service Member Victims in Service Investigations
# Victim Relevant Data Not Available
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0
0
0
0
0
8
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8
15
0
0
0
0
0
15
13
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E3. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by US Civilian and Foreign Agencies during APY18-19
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
# Total Investigations completed by US Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement during APY18-19 (Group by
Civilian Law Enforcement Case Number)
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim
# Of these investigations with more than one Subject
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
# Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
# Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations
# Unidentified Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service
# Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
# Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
# Non-Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations in a case supported
by your Service
# Victim Relevant Data Not Available
E4. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by Military Police/Security Forces/Master At
Arms/Marine Corps CID (MPs) during APY18-19 (all organizations regardless of name are abbreviated below
as "MPs")
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
Note: As of 1 Jan 2013, all sexual assault investigations are referred to MCIO for investigation. This section
captures remaining Subjects from investigations opened in prior years by Military Police/Security
Forces/Master At Arms/Marine Corps CID.
# Total Investigations completed by MPs during APY18-19 (Group by MP Case Number)
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim
# Of these investigations with more than one Subject
# Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
# Service Member Subjects investigated by MPs
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
# Non-Service Member Subjects in MPs
# Unidentified Subjects in MPs
# Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
# Service Member Victims in MP investigations
# Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
# Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
# Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
# Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
# Non-Service Member Victims in MP Investigations
# Victim Relevant Data Not Available
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

Victim Data From Investigations Completed during APY18-19

F. DEMOGRAPHICS ON VICTIMS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY18-19
Note: The information below is drawn from
all investigations that were closed during
APY18-19, Victims drawn from E2, E3 and
E4.

Penetrating Offenses

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

F1. Gender of Victims
# Male
# Female
# Relevant Data Not Available
F2. Age of Victims
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Relevant Data Not Available
F3. Victim Type
# Service Member
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian (including NG Title 32)
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Relevant Data Not Available
F4. Grade of Service Member Victims
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
F5. Service of Service Member Victims
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Relevant Data Not Available
F6. Status of Service Member Victims
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available

2
0
2
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Contact Offenses

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)
8
1
7
0
8
0
2
6
0
0
0
0
0
8
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
1
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
8
0
8
0
0
0
0
8
1
0
0
7
0
0

Wrongful
Aggravated
Abusive Sexual
Sexual Contact
Sexual Contact
Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35

2
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

2
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

15
3
12
0
15
0
5
7
1
0
0
0
2
15
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
2
0
0
0
0
13
0
0
15
0
15
0
0
0
0
15
1
1
0
13
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

G. DEMOGRAPHICS ON SUBJECTS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY18-19
(Investigation Completed within the
reporting period. These investigations may
have been opened in current or prior
Academic Years)
Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

G1. Gender of Subjects
# Male
# Female
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G2. Age of Subjects
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G3. Subject Type
# Service Member
# Drill Instructors/Drill Sergeants
# Recruiters
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G4. Grade of Service Member Subjects
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G5. Service of Service Member Subjects
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G6. Status of Service Member Subjects
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available

APY18-19
Totals

Subject Data From Investigations completed during APY18-19

1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)
6
5
1
0
0
6
0
1
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
1
0
5
0
0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
0
0
5
0
0
0

Wrongful
Aggravated
Abusive Sexual
Sexual Contact
Sexual Contact
Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

36

1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
9
0
0
1
8
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17
7
1
1
8
17
0
2
6
0
0
0
0
0
9
17
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
8
8
0
0
0
1
0
7
0
0
0
8
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
8
1
0
0
7
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

H. FINAL DISPOSITIONS FOR SUBJECTS IN COMPLETED
APY18-19 INVESTIGATIONS
# Subjects in Unrestricted Reports that could not be
investigated by DoD or Civilian Law Enforcement
Note: These Subjects are from Unrestricted Reports referred
to MCIOs or other law enforcement for investigation during
APY18-19, but the agency could not open an investigation
based on the reasons below.
# Subjects
# Subjects
# Subjects
Service
# Subjects

- Not subject to the UCMJ
- Crime was beyond statute of limitations
- Matter alleged occurred prior to Victim's Military
- Other

# Subjects in investigations completed in APY18-19
Note: These are Subjects from Tab1b, Cells B29, B59, B77.
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19
# Total Subjects with allegations unfounded by a Military
Criminal Investigative Organization
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects (including
civilians) with allegations unfounded by MCIO
# Unidentified Subjects with allegations unfounded by MCIO
# Subjects with Subject data not yet available and with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
# Total Subjects Outside DoD Prosecutive Authority
# Unknown Offenders

# US Civilians or Foreign National Subjects not subject to the UCMJ

APY1819
Totals

H1. ASSOCIATED VICTIM DATA FOR COMPLETED APY18-19
INVESTIGATIONS

0

0
0
0
0
20

# Service Member Subjects where Victim declined to participate in
the military justice action
# Service Member Subjects whose investigations had insufficient
evidence to prosecute
# Service Member Subjects whose cases involved expired statute
of limitations
# Service Member Subjects with allegations that were unfounded
by Command
# Service Member Subjects with Victims who died before
completion of military justice action
# Subjects disposition data not yet available

8

0

# Total Victims associated with MCIO unfounded allegations

0

0
0

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in
MCIO unfounded allegations

0
0

0
0

# Victims with Victim data not yet available and involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations

0

0
0

0

0

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports

Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining
Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports against a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student who is
being Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports with a deceased or deserted Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in remaining
reports with a deceased or deserted Subject

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

3
0
3
0
0
0
16

# Subjects for whom Command Action was completed as of
31-MAY-2019

1

# APY18-19 Service Member Subjects where evidence
supported Command Action

1

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who declined to
participate in the military justice action
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in investigations
having insufficient evidence to prosecute
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims whose cases
involved expired statute of limitations
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims whose allegations
were unfounded by Command
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who died before
completion of the military justice action

0
4
0
0
0

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved
in reports with Subject disposition data not yet available

9

# APY18-19 Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
in cases where evidence supported Command Action

2

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
Courts-Martial preferrals against Subject
# Service Member Subjects: Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
UCMJ)
Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15) against Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
# Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges
0
Administrative discharges against Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
# Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative
1 Other administrative actions against Subject (including Cadet
actions(including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
# Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred for
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
non-sexual assault offense
Courts-Martial preferrals for non-sexual assault offenses
# Service Member Subjects: Non-judicial punishment for non# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
sexual assault offense
Nonjudicial punishment for non-sexual assault offenses
# Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges for non# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
sexual assault offense
administrative discharges for non-SA offense
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
# Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative actions
0 Other administrative actions for non-SA offense (including Cadet
for non-sexual assault offense (including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
* Restricted Reports that convert to Unrestricted Reports are counted with the total number of Unrestricted Reports.
# Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred

15

3

# Service Members Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority

# Total Command Action Precluded or Declined for Sexual
Assault

# Victims in investigations completed in APY18-19
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19

0

# Subjects who died or deserted

APY1819
Totals

0

37

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

I. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the
outcomes of Courts-Martial for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19
# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a Sexual Assault Charge Pending Court
Completion
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment

APY18-19
Totals
2
0
2
0
0
0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15 acquittal

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment
# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Officer Subjects who were allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a sexual assault charge
# Subjects Acquitted of Charges
# Subjects Convicted of Any Charge at Trial
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving confinement
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

# Subjects to be processed for administrative discharge or separation subsequent to sexual assault conviction

0

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Convicted Subjects with a conviction under a UCMJ Article that requires Sex Offender Registration
J. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes of
nonjudicial punishments for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19

0
0
0
0
1
APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a Sexual Assault Charge in APY18-19

0

# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving correctional custody
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects receiving a reprimand
# Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a sexual
assault charge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by General administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Uncharacterized administrative discharge

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

K. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN. This section reports other disciplinary action taken for Subjects who were investigated for
sexual assault. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

0

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a sexual assault offense

0

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a sexual assault offense

0
0
0
0
1
1
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Unrestricted Reports (continued)

L. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports
the outcomes of Courts-Martials for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence
there was only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category
listed in Sections D and E above.

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

0

# Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
acquittal
# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment
# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial for a non-sexual assault offense
# Officer Subjects who were officers that where allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a non-sexual assault offense
# Subjects Acquitted of Charges
# Subjects Convicted of Any Non-Sexual Assault Charge at Trial
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving confinement
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to conviction at trial
# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
M. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Non-Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes of
nonjudicial punishments for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there
was only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category listed in
Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

0

# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment for a non-sexual assault offense
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
# Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving correctional custody
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects receiving a reprimand

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a non-sexual assault charge
#
#
#
#

Subjects
Subjects
Subjects
Subjects

who
who
who
who

received
received
received
received

NJP
NJP
NJP
NJP

followed
followed
followed
followed

by
by
by
by

0

UOTHC administrative discharge
General administrative discharge
Honorable administrative discharge
Uncharacterized administrative discharge

N. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports other disciplinary action taken for
Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there was only probable cause for a
non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

0

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a non-sexual assault offense

0

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a non-sexual assault offense

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Restricted Reports

NAVY MSA
APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
A. APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
# TOTAL Victims initially making Restricted Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Reports
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Report involving a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
School Student Subject
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victims who reported and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in the APY1819*
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in APY1819
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victim reports remaining Restricted
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
# Relevant Data Not Available
# Remaining Restricted Reports involving Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Students in the following
categories
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student (entitled to a RR by DoD
Policy)
# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
B. INCIDENT DETAILS
# Reported sexual assaults occurring
# On military installation
# Off military installation
# Unidentified location
# Relevant Data Not Available
Length of time between sexual assault and Restricted Report
# Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
# Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
# Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
# Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
# Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault incident
# Midnight to 6 am
# 6 am to 6 pm
# 6 pm to midnight
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault incident
# Sunday
# Monday
# Tuesday
# Wednesday
# Thursday
# Friday
# Saturday
# Relevant Data Not Available
C. RESTRICTED REPORTING - VICTIM SERVICE AFFILIATION
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
# Army Victims
# Navy Victims
# Marines Victims
# Air Force Victims
# Coast Guard Victims
# Relevant Data Not Available
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APY18-19
Totals
23
19
3
1
5
4
0
1
18
15
3
0
18
8
3
3
4
0
APY18-19
Totals
18
4
6
3
5
18
1
4
0
0
7
6
18
1
3
7
5
2
18
1
1
2
1
0
3
4
6
APY18-19
Totals
17
0
17
0
0
0
0

Restricted Reports (continued)

D. DEMOGRAPHICS FOR APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
Gender of Victims
# Male
# Female
# Relevant Data Not Available
Age of Victims at the Time of Incident
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Relevant Data Not Available
Grade of Service Member Victims
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
Status of Service Member Victims
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
Victim Type
# Service Member
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# Non-Service Member
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Relevant Data Not Available

APY18-19
Totals
18
3
15
0
18
1
11
5
0
0
0
0
1
17
0
0
0
1
1
12
3
0
17
2
0
0
12
3
0
18
17

1

0

E. RESTRICTED REPORTING FOR A SEXUAL ASSAULT THAT OCCURRED PRIOR TO JOINING SERVICE
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making a Restricted Report for Incidents Occurring
Prior to Military Service

APY18-19
Totals
2

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making A Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred Prior to Age 18

1

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making a Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred After Age 18

1

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Choosing Not to Specify
# Relevant Data Not Available

0
0

F. RESTRICTED REPORTS CONVERSION DATA (DSAID USE ONLY)

APY18-19
Totals
77.25
89.09
2
APY18-19
Totals

Mean # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
Standard Deviation of the Mean For Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
Mode # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
G. TOTAL VICTIMS WHO REPORTED IN PRIOR YEARS AND CONVERTED FROM RESTRICTED REPORT TO
UNRESTRICTED REPORT IN THE APY18-19
Total Victims who reported in prior years and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
the APY18-19
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
# Relevant Data Not Available
* The Restricted Reports are reports that converted to Unrestricted Reports are counted in the total number of
Unrestricted Reports listed in Worksheet 1a, Section A.
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2
2
0
0

Support Services

NAVY MSA APY18-19 SUPPORT SERVICES FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

NOTE: Totals of referrals and military protective orders are for all activities during the reporting period, regardless of
when the sexual assault report was made.
A. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS TO CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENTS VICTIMS FROM
UNRESTRICTED REPORTS:
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
# MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam
# Military Victims making an Unrestricted Report for an incident that occurred prior to military service

APY18-19
Totals
90
8
19
19
19
16
9
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
1
0
1

B. APY18-19 MILITARY PROTECTIVE ORDERS (MPO)* AND EXPEDITED TRANSFERS - UNRESTRICTED
APY18-19
REPORTS
TOTALS
5
# Military Protective Orders issued during APY18-19
0
# Reported MPO Violations in APY18-19
0
# Reported MPO Violations by Subjects
0
# Reported MPO Violations by Victims of sexual assault
0
# Reported MPO Violations by Both
*In accordance with DoD Policy, Military Protective Orders are only issued in Unrestricted Reports. A Restricted Report cannot be made
# Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault
# Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied
# Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault
# Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied
C. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS FOR MILITARY VICTIMS IN RESTRICTED REPORTS
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
# MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
# Medical
# Mental Health
# Legal
# Chaplain/Spiritual Support
# Rape Crisis Center
# Victim Advocate
# DoD Safe Helpline
# Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam
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0
0
0
0
APY18-19
TOTALS
72
10
14
12
14
7
8
7
11
1
0
0
0
2
8
0
1
0

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Synopses Report: NAVY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 1
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Navy

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Navy

C-1

Male

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

RDNA

Q3 (AprilJune)

Courts-Martial
Charge
Preferred

Abusive Sexual
Contact (Art. 120)

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Convicted

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Unlawful Entry
(Art. 134-54)
Alcohol Use

Case Synopsis Note
Notes: Victim reported Subject
entered her room twice while
she was sleeping and kissed
her and groped her breasts
without consent. NCIS
investigated. SA-IDA referred
the case to a General CourtMartial for Art 120 (contact),
Art 129 (burglary), and Art 134
(unlawful entry). Subject was
convicted of unlawful entry and
acquitted of all other charges.
Punishment is unknown.

Both Victim and Subject
No. 2
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Case Synopsis Note

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

Navy

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Navy

C-3

Male

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Courts-Martial discharge: DD Dishonorable Discharge;
Confinement: Yes;
Confinement Type: Less Than
Life; Confinement (Months):
30; Forfeiture of Pay and
Allowances: No; Fine: No;
Restriction: No; Reduction in
rank: No; Hard Labor: No;

RDNA

Q1 (OctoberDecember)

Courts-Martial
Charge
Preferred

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

Convicted

RDNA

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)

RDNA

Yes

Alcohol Use

Both Victim and Subject
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Notes: Victim reported that she
returned to her barracks room
intoxicated and then fell
asleep. Victim reported having
sporadic memories of Subject.
Subject, who had not
previously been with the Victim
that night, acknowledged he
came to her room and had
sexual intercourse with her.
Subject alleged that the sex
was consensual. NCIS
investigated. SA-IDA referred
charges to a General CourtMartial. Subject was found
guilty of violating Article 120
(sexual assault) at a General
Court-Martial.

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Synopses Report: NAVY
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 3
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation
Subject is Investigated
For
Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

United States

Navy

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Navy

C-1

Male

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

RDNA

Q4 (JulySeptember)

Cadet/Midship
man
Disciplinary
System Action

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32 Hearing,
if Applicable

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Alcohol Use

Case Synopsis Note
Adverse Administration Action
Type: Cadet/Midshipman
Disciplinary System;
Notes: Victim reported
Subject entered her barracks
room and kissed her without
consent. Victim reported
Subject entered her room a
second time while her
roommate was asleep and
would not leave until Victim
gave him a kiss. NCIS
investigated. Subject stated
he and Victim consensually
made out on several
occasions, but admitted he
entered her room without
permission and kissed her
without permission on one
occasion. Subject was
disciplined through the
Midshipmen Conduct System.

RDNA
No. 4
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation
Subject is Investigated
For
Aggravated Sexual
Assault (Art. 120)

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

RDNA

Navy

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Unknown

RDNA

Unknown

No

No

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Offender is
Unknown

RDNA

RDNA

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome
RDNA

Q4 (JulySeptember)
Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32 Hearing,
if Applicable
RDNA

Alcohol Use
RDNA
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Case Synopsis Note
Notes: Victim reported a preservice sexual assault. NCIS
investigated. Subject was not
identified. No further action
taken due to unknown
Subject.

Unrestricted Reports

AIR FORCE MSA
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULTS AT THE UNITED STATES IN THE
ACADEMY
A. APY18-19 REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT (rape, sexual assault, aggravated sexual
contact, abusive sexual contact, forcible sodomy, and attempts to commit these
offenses) BY or AGAINST Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Students.
Note: The data on this page is raw, uninvestigated information about allegations
received during APY18-19. These Reports may not be fully investigated by the end of
the APY.
This data is drawn from Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database (DSAID) based
on Service affiliation of the Sexual Assault Response Coordinator (SARC) who
currently manages the Victim case.
# APY18-19 Unrestricted Reports (one Victim per report)
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in allegations against
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subject
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports in the following categories
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

APY18-19
Totals

25
24
1
0
25
12

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

1

  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

6

  # Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Unrestricted Reports of sexual assault occurring
  # On military installation
  # Off military installation
  # Unidentified location
# Victim in Unrestricted Reports Referred for Investigation
  # Victims in investigations initiated during APY18-19
    # Victims with Investigations pending completion at end of 31-MAY-2019
    # Victims with Completed Investigations at end of 31-MAY-2019
  # Victims with Investigative Data Forthcoming
  # Victims where investigation could not be opened by DoD or Civilian Law
Enforcement
    # Victims - Alleged perpetrator not subject to the UCMJ
    # Victims - Crime was beyond statute of limitations

0
6
25
13
10
2
25
22
6
16
0
3
1
0

    # Victims - Unrestricted Reports for Matters Occurring Prior to Military Service
    # Victims - Other
# All Restricted Reports received in APY18-19 (one Victim per report)
  # Converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report* (report made this year and
converted this year)
  # Restricted Reports Remaining Restricted at end of APY18-19

0
2
30
10
20

APY18-19
Totals

B. DETAILS OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS FOR APY18-19

Length of time between sexual assault and Unrestricted Report
  # Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
  # Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault
# Midnight to 6 am
  # 6 am to 6 pm
  # 6 pm to midnight
  # Unknown
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault
  # Sunday
  # Monday
  # Tuesday
  # Wednesday
  # Thursday
  # Friday
  # Saturday
  # Relevant Data Not Available
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25
4
2
6
9
4
0
25
5
7
12
1
0
25
3
0
2
5
2
6
7
0

APY18-19
Totals for
Cadet/Midship
man/Prep
School Student
Victim Cases
24
4
2
5
9
4
0
24
4
7
12
1
0
24
3
0
2
5
2
5
7
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS (UR) OF SEXUAL ASSAULT - CADET/MIDSHIPMAN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENT STATUS BY GENDER
C. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (VICTIM AND SUBJECT GENDER)

Male on Female

Male on Male

Female on Male

Female on
Female

Unknown on
Male

Unknown on
Female

Multiple Mixed
Gender Assault

Relevant Data
Not Available

APY18-19
Totals

19

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

25

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
APY18-19 UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT BY MATTER INVESTIGATED TYPE (May not reflect what crimes can be charged upon completion of investigation)

UNRESTRI CTED REPORTS M ADE I N APY1819

D. UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL
ASSAULTS BY OR AGAINST
CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL
STUDENTS (MOST SERIOUS CRIME ALLEGED,
AS CATEGORIZED BY THE MILITARY
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE ORGANIZATION)

Penetrating Offenses

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

Contact Offenses

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)

Aggravated
Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

Abusive Sexual
Contact
(Art.120)

Wrongful
Sexual Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Offense Code
Data Not
Available

APY18-19
Totals

D1. Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School
Student and Non-Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep
School Student Categories for Cases
Reported in APY

5

0

11

0

0

7

0

0

1

1

25

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

5

0

0

6

0

0

1

0

12

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on NonCadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

# Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on
Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student

1

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

6

0

0

7

0

0

1

1

24

0

0

7

0

0

1

1

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
1
1
5
0
0
7
1
0
1
1
0
1
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

25
5
7
12
1
0
25
3
0
2
5
2
6
7
0

# Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
0
0
0
School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
4
0
0
D2. # TOTAL Cadets/Midshipmen/Prep School Student Victims Report in Current APY
TOTAL Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School
5
0
10
Student Victims in APY18-19 Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims:
5
0
10
Female
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims:
0
0
0
Male
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
TIME OF INCIDENT BY OFFENSE TYPE FOR UNRESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT MADE IN APY18-19
D3. Time of sexual assault
5
0
11
# Midnight to 6 am
0
0
4
# 6 am to 6 pm
2
0
3
# 6 pm to midnight
2
0
4
# Unknown
1
0
0
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
D4. Day of sexual assault
5
0
11
# Sunday
0
0
1
# Monday
0
0
0
# Tuesday
1
0
0
# Wednesday
1
0
3
# Thursday
0
0
2
# Friday
3
0
2
# Saturday
0
0
3
# Relevant Data Not Available
0
0
0
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Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E. SUMMARY OF UNRESTRICTED REPORTS WITH INVESTIGATIONS

APY18-19
Totals

E1. Subjects in Unrestricted Reports Made to Your Service with Investigation Initiated During APY18-19
Note: This data is drawn from DSAID based on Service affiliation of the SARC who currently manages the Victim
case associated with the investigation and Subject below.
# Investigations Initiated during APY18-19
  # Investigations Completed as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
  # Investigations Pending Completion as of APY18-19 End (group by MCIO #)
# Subjects in investigations Initiated During APY18-19
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Non-Service Member Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service.
  # Unidentified Subjects in Service Investigations
Note: Unidentified Subjects are drawn from all CID, NCIS and AFOSI investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service.
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
Note: Service Member Subjects are drawn from Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement investigations involving a
Victim supported by your Service.
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian or Foreign Law
Enforcement
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim
supported by your Service
  # Unidentified Subjects in Civilian or Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported by
your Service
  # Subject or Investigation Relevant Data Not Available

22
16
6
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
14
3
0
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

E2. Service Investigations Completed during APY18-19
Note: The following data is drawn from DSAID and describes criminal investigations completed during the APY1819. These investigations may have been initiated during the APY18-19 or any prior APY.
# Total Investigations completed by Services during APY18-19 (Group by MCIO Case Number)
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim
  # Of these investigations with more than one Subject
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject

18
1
2
0

# Subjects in investigations completed during APY18-19 involving a Victim supported by your Service

19

  # Service Member Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by CID
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by CID
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by NCIS
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by NCIS
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by AFOSI
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by AFOSI
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your
Service

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
12
2
0
1

  # Unidentified Subjects in completed Service Investigations involving a Victim supported by your Service
  # Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
  # Service Member Victims in CID investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in CID investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in CID investigations
  # Service Member Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in NCIS investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in NCIS investigations
  # Service Member Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in AFOSI investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in AFOSI investigations
  # Non-Service Member Victims in Service Investigations
  # Victim Relevant Data Not Available
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2
1
1
19
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
18
0
0
0
1
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

E3. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by US Civilian and Foreign Agencies during APY18-19
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
# Total Investigations completed by US Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement during APY18-19 (Group by
Civilian Law Enforcement Case Number)
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim
  # Of these investigations with more than one Subject
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by Civilian and Foreign Law
Enforcement
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations
  # Unidentified Subjects in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations involving a Victim supported
by your Service
  # Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in investigations completed during APY18-19, supported by your Service
  # Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement
investigations
  # Non-Service Member Victims in Civilian and Foreign Law Enforcement Investigations in a case supported by
your Service
  # Victim Relevant Data Not Available
E4. Subjects and Victims in Investigations Completed by Military Police/Security Forces/Master At
Arms/Marine Corps CID (MPs) during APY18-19 (all organizations regardless of name are abbreviated below
as "MPs")
Note: This data is entered by your Service SARC for cases supported by your Service.
Note: As of 1 Jan 2013, all sexual assault investigations are referred to MCIO for investigation. This section
captures remaining Subjects from investigations opened in prior years by Military Police/Security
Forces/Master At Arms/Marine Corps CID.
# Total Investigations completed by MPs during APY18-19 (Group by MP Case Number)
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim
  # Of these investigations with more than one Subject
  # Of these investigations with more than one Victim and more than one Subject
# Subjects in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
  # Service Member Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects investigated by MPs
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Subjects investigated by MPs
  # Non-Service Member Subjects in MPs
  # Unidentified Subjects in MPs
  # Subject Relevant Data Not Available
# Victims in reports made to your Service and Investigations completed during APY18-19
  # Service Member Victims in MP investigations
    # Your Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
    # Your Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
    # Other Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in MP investigations
    # Other Service Member (non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student) Victims in MP investigations
  # Non-Service Member Victims in MP Investigations
  # Victim Relevant Data Not Available
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

F. DEMOGRAPHICS ON VICTIMS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY18-19
Note: The information below is drawn from
all investigations that were closed during
APY18-19, Victims drawn from E2, E3 and
E4.

Victim Data From Investigations Com pleted during APY18-19

Penetrating Offenses
Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)

F1. Gender of Victims
# Male
# Female
# Relevant Data Not Available
F2. Age of Victims
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Relevant Data Not Available
F3. Victim Type
# Service Member
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian (including NG Title 32)
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Relevant Data Not Available
F4. Grade of Service Member Victims
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available
F5. Service of Service Member Victims
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Relevant Data Not Available
F6. Status of Service Member Victims
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Relevant Data Not Available

2
0
2
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Contact Offenses

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)
9
0
9
0
9
0
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
9
8
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
6
2
0
8
0
0
0
8
0
0
8
0
0
0
6
2
0

Wrongful
Abusive Sexual
Aggravated
Sexual Contact
Contact
Sexual Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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6
0
6
0
6
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

19
0
19
0
19
1
11
7
0
0
0
0
0
19
18
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
18
0
0
0
0
0
16
2
0
18
0
0
0
18
0
0
18
0
0
0
16
2
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

G. DEMOGRAPHICS ON SUBJECTS IN
INVESTIGATIONS COMPLETED IN APY18-19
(Investigation Completed within the
reporting period. These investigations may
have been opened in current or prior
Academic Years)

Subject Data From I nvestigations com pleted during AP Y18-19

Aggravated
Sexual Assault
(Oct07-Jun12)

Rape
(Art. 120)
G1. Gender of Subjects
# Male
# Female
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G2. Age of Subjects
# 0-15
# 16-19
# 20-24
# 25-34
# 35-49
# 50-64
# 65 and older
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G3. Subject Type
# Service Member
  # Drill Instructors/Drill Sergeants
  # Recruiters
# DoD Civilian
# DoD Contractor
# Other US Government Civilian
# US Civilian
# Foreign National
# Foreign Military
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G4. Grade of Service Member Subjects
# E1-E4
# E5-E9
# WO1-WO5
# O1-O3
# O4-O10
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G5. Service of Service Member Subjects
# Army
# Navy
# Marines
# Air Force
# Coast Guard
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available
G6. Status of Service Member Subjects
# Active Duty
# Reserve (Activated)
# National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
# Cadet/Midshipman
# Academy Prep School Student
# Unknown
# Relevant Data Not Available

2
2
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sexual Assault
(After Jun12)
(Art. 120)
9
7
0
1
1
9
0
2
3
2
0
0
1
0
1
9
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
7
1
0
0
1
0
5
0
0
0
7
1
0
0
6
0
0
0
7
2
0
0
5
0
0
0

Wrongful
Aggravated
Abusive Sexual
Sexual Contact
Sexual Contact
Contact
(Oct07-Jun12)
(Art. 120)
(Art.120)
(Art. 120)

Forcible
Sodomy
(Art. 125)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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7
7
0
0
0
7
0
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
1
0
6
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
7
1
0
0
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Indecent
Assault
(Art. 134)
(Pre-FY08)

Attempts to
Commit
Offenses
(Art. 80)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Offense Code
Data Not
Available
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

19
17
0
1
1
19
1
5
9
2
0
0
1
0
1
19
15
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
15
1
0
0
2
0
12
0
0
0
15
1
0
0
14
0
0
0
15
3
0
0
12
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

H. FINAL DISPOSITIONS FOR SUBJECTS IN COMPLETED
APY18-19 INVESTIGATIONS
# Subjects in Unrestricted Reports that could not be
investigated by DoD or Civilian Law Enforcement
Note: These Subjects are from Unrestricted Reports referred
to MCIOs or other law enforcement for investigation during
APY18-19, but the agency could not open an investigation
based on the reasons below.
   # Subjects
   # Subjects
   # Subjects
Service
   # Subjects

- Not subject to the UCMJ
- Crime was beyond statute of limitations
- Matter alleged occurred prior to Victim's Military
- Other

# Subjects in investigations completed in APY18-19
Note: These are Subjects from Tab1b, Cells B29, B59, B77.
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19
# Total Subjects with allegations unfounded by a Military
Criminal Investigative Organization
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
   # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Subjects (including
civilians) with allegations unfounded by MCIO
   # Unidentified Subjects with allegations unfounded by MCIO
   # Subjects with Subject data not yet available and with allegations
unfounded by MCIO
# Total Subjects Outside DoD Prosecutive Authority
   # Unknown Offenders

   # US Civilians or Foreign National Subjects not subject to the UCMJ

APY1819
Totals

H1. ASSOCIATED VICTIM DATA FOR COMPLETED APY18-19
INVESTIGATIONS

3

1
0
0
2
20

# Victims in investigations completed in APY18-19

19

11

   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in
investigations opened and completed in APY18-19

16

0
0
0

0
1
0

1

   # Service Members Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority

# Total Command Action Precluded or Declined for Sexual
Assault

   # Service Member Subjects where Victim declined to participate in
the military justice action
   # Service Member Subjects whose investigations had insufficient
evidence to prosecute
   # Service Member Subjects whose cases involved expired statute
of limitations
   # Service Member Subjects with allegations that were unfounded
by Command
   # Service Member Subjects with Victims who died before
completion of military justice action
# Subjects disposition data not yet available

# Total Victims associated with MCIO unfounded allegations
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations
   # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved in
MCIO unfounded allegations

0

0
0

   # Victims with Victim data not yet available and involved in MCIO
unfounded allegations
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Unknown Offender Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
Civilian/Foreign National Subject Reports

Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining
Victims in substantiated
Victims in remaining

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports against a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student who is
being Prosecuted by a Civilian or Foreign Authority
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in substantiated
reports with a deceased or deserted Subject
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims in remaining
reports with a deceased or deserted Subject

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
18

# Subjects for whom Command Action was completed as of
31-MAY-2019

0

# APY18-19 Service Member Subjects where evidence
supported Command Action

0

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
participate in the military justice action
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
having insufficient evidence to prosecute
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
involved expired statute of limitations
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
were unfounded by Command
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
completion of the military justice action

Victims who declined to
Victims in investigations
Victims whose cases
Victims whose allegations
Victims who died before

# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved
in reports with Subject disposition data not yet available

# APY18-19 Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
in cases where evidence supported Command Action

   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
Courts-Martial preferrals against Subject
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15) against Subject
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
   # Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges
0
Administrative discharges against Subject
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
   # Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative
0 Other administrative actions against Subject (including Cadet
actions(including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
   # Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred for
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
non-sexual assault offense
Courts-Martial preferrals for non-sexual assault offenses
   # Service Member Subjects: Non-judicial punishment for non-sexual
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
assault offense
Nonjudicial punishment for non-sexual assault offenses
   # Service Member Subjects: Administrative discharges for non   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
0
sexual assault offense
administrative discharges for non-SA offense
   # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims involved with
   # Service Member Subjects: Other adverse administrative actions
0 Other administrative actions for non-SA offense (including Cadet
for non-sexual assault offense (including Cadet Disciplinary System)
Disciplinary System)
* Restricted Reports that convert to Unrestricted Reports are counted with the total number of Unrestricted Reports.
   # Service Member Subjects: Courts-Martial charge preferred

0

0

0

   # Subjects who died or deserted

APY1819
Totals

0

   # Service Member Subjects: Nonjudicial punishments (Article 15
UCMJ)
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1
0
0
0
0
17

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unrestricted Reports (continued)

I. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the
outcomes of Courts-Martial for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19
# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a Sexual Assault Charge Pending Court
Completion
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
   # Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
   # Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment

APY18-19
Totals
4
2
2
0
0
0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15 acquittal

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment

0

# Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Officer Subjects who were allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a sexual assault charge
# Subjects Acquitted of Charges
   # Subjects Convicted of Any Charge at Trial
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving confinement
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor

0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

# Subjects to be processed for administrative discharge or separation subsequent to sexual assault conviction

0

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Convicted Subjects with a conviction under a UCMJ Article that requires Sex Offender Registration
J. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes of
nonjudicial punishments for sexual assault crimes completed during APY18-19

0
0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a Sexual Assault Charge in APY18-19

0

# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
  # Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment
# Subjects with unknown punishment
# Subjects with no punishment
# Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
# Subjects receiving correctional custody
# Subjects receiving reductions in rank
# Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
# Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
# Subjects receiving extra duty
# Subjects receiving hard labor
# Subjects receiving a reprimand
   # Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a sexual
assault charge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by General administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects who received NJP followed by Uncharacterized administrative discharge

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

K. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN. This section reports other disciplinary action taken for Subjects who were investigated for
sexual assault. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

1

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a sexual assault offense

0

# Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
# Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a sexual assault offense

0
0
0
0
0
0
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Unrestricted Reports (continued)

L. COURTS-MARTIAL ADJUDICATIONS AND OUTCOMES (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports the
outcomes of Courts-Martials for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there
was only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category listed in
Sections D and E above.

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Courts-Martial Charge Preferred for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

0

   # Subjects whose Courts-Martial action was NOT completed by the end of APY18-19
   # Subjects whose Courts-Martial was completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose Courts-Martial was dismissed
   # Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer
   # Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15
punishment

0
0
0
0
0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed subsequent to recommendation by Art. 32 hearing officer followed by Art. 15 acquittal

0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial

0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 punishment

0

   # Subjects in Charges dismissed for any other reason prior to Courts-Martial followed by Art. 15 acquittal
# Subjects who resigned or were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial for a non-sexual assault offense
   # Officer Subjects who were officers that where allowed to resign in lieu of Courts-Martial
   # Enlisted Subjects who were discharged in lieu of Courts-Martial
# Subjects with Courts-Martial charges proceeding to trial on a non-sexual assault offense
   # Subjects Acquitted of Charges
# Subjects Convicted of Any Non-Sexual Assault Charge at Trial
   # Subjects with unknown punishment
   # Subjects with no punishment
   # Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
   # Subjects receiving confinement
   # Subjects receiving reductions in rank
   # Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
   # Subjects receiving a punitive discharge (Dishonorable, Bad Conduct, or Dismissal)
   # Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
   # Subjects receiving extra duty
   # Subjects receiving hard labor
   # Subjects processed for an administrative discharge or separation subsequent to conviction at trial
     # Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
     # Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
     # Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
     # Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
M. NONJUDICIAL PUNISHMENTS IMPOSED (Non-Sexual Assault Charge). This section reports the outcomes of
nonjudicial punishments for Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there was
only probable cause for a non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in this category listed in Sections
D and E above.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

APY18-19
Totals

# Total Subjects with Nonjudicial Punishment (Article 15) for a non-sexual assault offense in APY18-19

0

   # Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment action was completed by the end of APY18-19
   # Subjects whose nonjudicial punishment was dismissed
# Subjects administered nonjudicial punishment for a non-sexual assault offense
   # Subjects with unknown punishment
   # Subjects with no punishment
   # Subjects with pending punishment
   # Subjects with Punishment
   # Subjects receiving correctional custody
   # Subjects receiving reductions in rank
   # Subjects receiving fines or forfeitures
   # Subjects receiving restriction or some limitation on freedom
   # Subjects receiving extra duty
   # Subjects receiving hard labor
   # Subjects receiving a reprimand

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

   # Subjects receiving an administrative discharge subsequent to nonjudicial punishment on a non-sexual assault charge

0

    
    
    
    

#
#
#
#

Subjects
Subjects
Subjects
Subjects

who
who
who
who

received
received
received
received

NJP
NJP
NJP
NJP

followed
followed
followed
followed

by
by
by
by

UOTHC administrative discharge
General administrative discharge
Honorable administrative discharge
Uncharacterized administrative discharge

N. OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN (Non-sexual assault offense). This section reports other disciplinary action taken for
Subjects who were investigated for sexual assault, but upon review of the evidence there was only probable cause for a
non-sexual assault offense. It combines outcomes for Subjects in these categories listed in Sections D and E above.

0
0
0
0
APY18-19
Totals

# Subjects whose administrative discharge or other separation action was not completed by the end of APY18-19

0

# Subjects receiving an administrative discharge or other separation for a non-sexual assault offense

1

   # Subjects receiving UOTHC administrative discharge
   # Subjects receiving General administrative discharge
   # Subjects receiving Honorable administrative discharge
   # Subjects receiving Uncharacterized administrative discharge
# Subjects whose other adverse administrative action was not completed by the end of APY18-19
# Subjects receiving other adverse administrative action for a non-sexual assault offense

0
1
0
0
0
0
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Restricted Reports

AIR FORCE MSA
APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
A. APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
# TOTAL Victims initially making Restricted Reports
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Reports
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making Restricted Report involving a Cadet/Midshipman/Prep
School Student Subject
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victims who reported and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in the APY18-19*
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in APY1819
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Total Victim reports remaining Restricted
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victim reports remaining Restricted
  # Relevant Data Not Available
# Remaining Restricted Reports involving Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Students in the following
categories
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student on Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student (entitled to a RR by DoD
Policy)
  # Unidentified Subject on Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
B. INCIDENT DETAILS
# Reported sexual assaults occurring
  # On military installation
  # Off military installation
  # Unidentified location
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Length of time between sexual assault and Restricted Report
  # Reports made within 3 days of sexual assault
  # Reports made within 4 to 10 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 11 to 30 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made within 31 to 365 days after sexual assault
  # Reports made longer than 365 days after sexual assault
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Time of sexual assault incident
  # Midnight to 6 am
  # 6 am to 6 pm
  # 6 pm to midnight
  # Unknown
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Day of sexual assault incident
  # Sunday
  # Monday
  # Tuesday
  # Wednesday
  # Thursday
  # Friday
  # Saturday
  # Relevant Data Not Available
C. RESTRICTED REPORTING - VICTIM SERVICE AFFILIATION
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims
  # Army Victims
  # Navy Victims
  # Marines Victims
  # Air Force Victims
  # Coast Guard Victims
  # Relevant Data Not Available
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APY18-19
Totals
30
28
0
2
10
8
0
2
20
20
0
0
20
8
6
0
6
0

APY18-19
Totals
20
7
13
0
0
20
4
0
2
6
8
0
20
7
4
9
0
0
20
4
2
4
2
1
4
3
0
APY18-19
Totals
20
0
0
0
20
0
0

Restricted Reports (continued)

D. DEMOGRAPHICS FOR APY18-19 RESTRICTED REPORTS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT
Gender of Victims
  # Male
  # Female
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Age of Victims at the Time of Incident
  # 0-15
  # 16-19
  # 20-24
  # 25-34
  # 35-49
  # 50-64
  # 65 and older
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Grade of Service Member Victims
  # E1-E4
  # E5-E9
  # WO1-WO5
  # O1-O3
  # O4-O10
  # Cadet/Midshipman
  # Academy Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Status of Service Member Victims
  # Active Duty
  # Reserve (Activated)
  # National Guard (Activated - Title 10)
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student
  # Academy Prep School Student
  # Relevant Data Not Available
Victim Type
  # Service Member
  # DoD Civilian
  # DoD Contractor
  # Other US Government Civilian
  # Non-Service Member
  # Foreign National
  # Foreign Military
  # Relevant Data Not Available

APY18-19
Totals
20
2
20
0
20
0
14
6
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
20
0
0
0
20
0
0
20
20

0

E. RESTRICTED REPORTING FOR A SEXUAL ASSAULT THAT OCCURRED PRIOR TO JOINING SERVICE
# Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims making a Restricted Report for Incidents Occurring Prior
to Military Service

APY18-19
Totals

0

2

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making A Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred Prior to Age 18

2

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Making a Restricted Report for an Incident that Occurred After Age 18

0

  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Choosing Not to Specify
  # Relevant Data Not Available

0
0

F. RESTRICTED REPORTS CONVERSION DATA (DSAID USE ONLY)
  Mean # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
  Standard Deviation of the Mean For Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
  Mode # of Days Taken to Change to Unrestricted
G. TOTAL VICTIMS WHO REPORTED IN PRIOR YEARS AND CONVERTED FROM RESTRICTED REPORT TO
UNRESTRICTED REPORT IN THE APY18-19
Total Victims who reported in prior years and converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in the
APY18-19
  # Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in APY1819
  # Non-Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims who converted from Restricted Report to Unrestricted Report in
APY18-19
  # Relevant Data Not Available
* The Restricted Reports are reports that converted to Unrestricted Reports are counted in the total number of
Unrestricted Reports listed in Worksheet 1a, Section A.
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APY18-19
Totals
32.33
36.63
1
APY18-19
Totals
1
1
0
0

Support Services

AIR FORCE MSA APY18-19 SUPPORT SERVICES FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

N OTE: Totals of referrals and m ilitary protective orders are for all activities during the reporting period, regardless of
A. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS TO CADETS/MIDSHIPMEN/PREP SCHOOL STUDENTS VICTIMS FROM
UNRESTRICTED REPORTS:
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
    # MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
    # CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam
# Military Victims making an Unrestricted Report for an incident that occurred prior to military service

APY18-19
Totals
82
8
17
18
14
18
7
0
4
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
5
0
2

B. APY18-19 MILITARY PROTECTIVE ORDERS (MPO)* AND EXPEDITED TRANSFERS - UNRESTRICTED
APY18-19
REPORTS
TOTALS
# Military Protective Orders issued during APY18-19
2
# Reported MPO Violations in APY18-19
0
  # Reported MPO Violations by Subjects
0
  # Reported MPO Violations by Victims of sexual assault
0
  # Reported MPO Violations by Both
0
*In accordance with DoD Policy, Military Protective Orders are only issued in Unrestricted Reports. A Restricted Report cannot be made
# Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault
  # Unit/Duty expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied
# Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims of sexual assault
  # Installation expedited transfer requests by Cadet/Midshipman/Prep School Student Victims Denied
C. SUPPORT SERVICE REFERRALS FOR MILITARY VICTIMS IN RESTRICTED REPORTS
# Support service referrals for Victims in the following categories
    # MILITARY Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate/Uniformed Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
    # CIVILIAN Resources (Referred by DoD)
      # Medical
      # Mental Health
      # Legal
      # Chaplain/Spiritual Support
      # Rape Crisis Center
      # Victim Advocate
      # DoD Safe Helpline
      # Other
# Cases where SAFEs were conducted
# Cases where SAFE kits or other needed supplies were not available at time of Victim's exam
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0
0
0
0
APY18-19
TOTALS
71
6
16
18
10
18
3
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Synopses Report: AIR FORCE
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 1
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

Air Force

Cadet/Midshipman

Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Air Force

C-1

Male

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Q3 (April-June)

CourtsMartial
Charge
Preferred

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)

RDNA

Most
Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome
Acquitted

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32 Hearing,
if Applicable
RDNA

Case Synopsis Note
Notes: Witness 1 and 2
reported Subject penetrated
Victims vagina with his penis
while she incapacitated by
alcohol. After receiving the
report of investigation and
consulting with the Staff
Judge Advocate, the
commander preferred a
charge for sexual assault.
Subject was acquitted of
sexual assault.

Alcohol Use
Both Victim and Subject
No. 2
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Case Synopsis Note

Sexual Assault (Art. 120)

United States

N/A

US Civilian

Male

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Air Force

C-1

Male

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

Notes: Victim reported
Subject digitally penetrated
his anus while he was asleep
and unable to consent. After
receiving the report of
investigation and consulting
with the staff judge advocate,
the commander preferred
charges. Subject was
acquitted at court martial.

RDNA

Q2 (JanuaryMarch)

CourtsMartial
Charge
Preferred

Sexual Assault
(Art. 120)

RDNA

Most
Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

RDNA

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome
Acquitted

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32 Hearing,
if Applicable
RDNA

Alcohol Use
RDNA
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APY 18-19 Service Member Sexual Assault Synopses Report: AIR FORCE
*Note: RDNA reflects variables with relevant data not available
No. 3
Most Serious Sexual
Assault Allegation Subject
is Investigated For

Incident
Location

Victim
Affiliation

Victim Pay Grade

Victim Gender

Case Synopsis Note

Abusive Sexual Contact
(Art. 120)

United States

Air Force

Cadet/Midshipman

Multiple Victims
- Female

Subject Affiliation

Subject Pay
Grade

Subject
Gender

Subject: Prior
Investigation for
Sex Assault?

Subject: Moral
Waiver
Accession?

Air Force

C-1

Male

RDNA

RDNA

Subject Referral Type

Quarter
Disposition
Completed

Case
Disposition

Most Serious
Sexual Assault
Offense Charged

Most Serious
Other Offense
Charged

RDNA

Q1 (OctoberDecember)

Administrative
discharge for
non-sexual
assault offense

Notes: Victim 1, 2 and 3
reported Subject touched
them inappropriately. All three
victims declined to participate
in the military justice system.
After reviewing the report of
investigation and consulting
with the staff judge advocate,
the commander initiated
disenrollment proceedings.
The Subject received a LOR
and an administrative
discharge.

RDNA

RDNA

Most Serious
Offense
Convicted

Administrative
Discharge Type

Must Register
as Sex
Offender

RDNA

General

RDNA

Court Case or Article 15
Outcome

RDNA

Reason
Charges
Dismissed at
Art 32
Hearing, if
Applicable
RDNA

Alcohol Use
RDNA
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Appendix F: List of
Acronyms
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Appendix F: List of Acronyms

Appendix F: List of Acronyms
AOC
APY
CO
DoD
DSAID
FAP
MCIO
MSA
NCO
NJP
OPA
OSI
SAGR
SARB
SARC
SAPR
SAPRO
SEL
SH
SHAPE
SHARP
SJA
SOFA
SPCMCA
SVC
UCMJ
USAFA
USD(P&R)
USC
USMA
USNA
VA

1

Air Officers Commanding
Academic Program Year
Commissioned Officer or Company Officer
Department of Defense
Defense Sexual Assault Incident Database
Family Advocacy Program
Military Criminal Investigative Organization
Military Service Academy
Non-Commissioned Officer
Nonjudicial Punishment
Office of People Analytics
Office of Special Investigations
Service Academy Gender Relations
Sexual Assault Review Board
Sexual Assault Response Coordinator
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office
Senior Enlisted Leader
Sexual Harassment
Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention Education
Sexual Harassment/Assault Response and Prevention
Staff Judge Advocate
Status of Forces Agreement
Special Court-Martial Convening Authority
Special Victims' Counsel
Uniform Code of Military Justice
United States Air Force Academy
Undersecretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness
Unwanted Sexual Contact
United States Military Academy
United States Naval Academy
Victim Advocate
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Executive Summary
The 2019 Service Academy Gender Relations Focus Groups (2019 SAGR) study is a part of an
assessment cycle at the Military Service Academies (MSAs) that started in 2005, focusing on
gender relations including sexual assault, sexual harassment, and Academy culture. The cycle
alternates annually between a qualitative (focus groups) and quantitative (survey) assessment.
The goal of the survey is to provide statistical information about prevalence rates of unwanted
gender-related behaviors and student perceptions on gender relations and Academy culture,
while the focus groups provide a deeper insight and understanding of the climate and culture at
each Academy. Combined, these assessments help Academy leaders and Service policy makers
assess the effectiveness of programs and identify opportunities for improvement.
This report uses data from focus groups to explore perception of issues related to sexual assault,
sexual harassment, and other gender-related topics at the Department of Defense (DoD) MSAs
(U.S. Military Academy ([USMA], the U.S. Naval Academy [USNA], the U.S. Air Force
Academy [USAFA]). 1 Results provided in this report are qualitative in nature and cannot be
generalized to the full population of MSA students. Themes should be considered the attitudes
and opinions of focus group participants only and not the opinions of all MSA students, faculty,
and staff.

Focus Group Methodology
A total of 30 focus groups were conducted in the spring of 2019 with 268 cadets/midshipmen
and 24 faculty and staff at the three DoD MSAs. Sessions were conducted by trained focus
group moderators over 90 minutes in closed-door conference rooms or classrooms on each of the
three Academy campuses.
Using a focus group guide and protocol, the moderator led a discussion covering topics related to
Academy culture, prevention of sexual assault and sexual harassment, reporting of such
incidents, and alcohol use. Using analytic induction,2 major themes were identified and coded
into key categories. Findings from the analysis are summarized and presented with quotations
throughout the report.

Summary of Themes
The perspectives of the cadets and midshipmen as well as the faculty and staff are invaluable in
assessing and understanding the policies and programs addressing sexual assault and sexual
harassment, along with the culture at the MSAs. Key themes from these discussions are
highlighted below.

1

Focus groups were also conducted at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy and U.S. Merchant Marine Academy; results
for these groups are reported separately.
2
Analytic induction is a strategy used in qualitative research that involves collecting data and developing assertions
that capture findings. Subsequently, assertions are modified as more data is collected and analyzed, taking into
account the extent to which assertions are supported or contradicted.
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Academy Culture
Focus group participants identified a number of factors that impact relationships among students
across the Academy including gender, the ratio of men to women, and class year. Consistent
with past years, cadets and midshipmen in the focus groups noted that students generally have
close relationships, including with students of the opposite sex. Due to the tight-knit community
at the Academies, cadet and midshipman participants identified the rumor mill as being a
prominent feature of Academy life. Rumors start and spread quickly, and can easily impact the
reputations of cadets and midshipmen. Participants noted their reputation at the Academy will
likely follow them not just through their time at the Academy, but also into their Service career.
Thus, protecting and maintaining one’s reputation is highly important for cadets and
midshipmen.
Participants discussed the presence of a “bro culture,” which was described as behaviors
springing out of the predominately male Academy environment, including “locker room talk”
and sexual language or jokes. Female participants often described these behaviors as being
uncomfortable or offensive to female cadets and midshipmen, but also seen as normal Academy
culture by both male and female participants. Focus group participants described a culture of
tolerance for these behaviors, which are typically classified as, or potentially lead to, sexual
harassment. In particular, women described tolerating these behaviors in order to fit in and
maintain their reputation. However, tolerance for these behaviors could contribute to increased
risk for sexual assault, as prior research at the Academies (e.g., Barry et al., 2017a, Davis et al.,
2019) and in the active duty (e.g., Breslin et al., 2019) has found that experiencing sexual
harassment increases the odds of experiencing sexual assault.
When asked about official rules that impact gender relations, cadet and midshipman participants
identified dormitory door closure policies and fraternization policies. The participants noted that
the door closure policies often caused a divide between male and female students that often led
to exclusion of female students from social activities or development of rumors around physical
relationships. The students also said that the fraternization policies dictated how they could
interact with each other, but were often ignored in private where romantic relationships still
exist. In addition to these policies, participants noted that differences in physical standards for
men and women often lead to a divide between male and female students. Many participants
also discussed the belief in a gender quota within cadet/midshipman leadership, such that the
Academy sets aside a set number of student leadership roles for women. As a result, female
participants noted that women at the Academy often need to work harder to have their
accomplishments recognized by their peers. When discussing unofficial rules, cadet and
midshipman participants identified unofficial rules surrounding dating, such as male cadets and
midshipmen being discouraged from dating women at the Academy or within their company by
their fellow male peers. As identified by the participants, many of the official and unofficial
rules create a divide between the genders, whether or not this is the intention.
Cadet and midshipman participants indicated they learned these unofficial rules from the
experiences of their peers, with freshmen also indicating they learned unofficial rules from
upperclassmen. Cadet and midshipman participants also discussed how certain cultures are
passed down through specific companies or squadrons. In addition to peers, participants
indicated unofficial rules and culture were also passed down through mid-level leadership (e.g.,
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Tactical Officer, Non-Commissioned Officer, Air Officer Commanding) who were described as
being important influences for cadets and midshipmen. While they play an important role in
setting culture at the Academies, participants expressed that the quality of mid-level leaders
varies, ranging from those who promote a healthy environment around gender relations to those
who are apathetic and sometimes allow or even promote toxic unhealthy behaviors.
Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment Prevention at the Academies
In previous years, cadets and midshipmen described some behaviors as falling into “the gray
area” where it is difficult to know whether and how to intervene. The 2019 SAGR focus groups
sought to better understand what types of behaviors cadets and midshipmen consider to be in the
gray area. When given a list of behaviors that ranged from roughhousing or horseplay to
committing an act of sexual assault, cadets and midshipmen largely responded that they were
comfortable intervening in severe behaviors, would not intervene in behaviors perceived as
normal at their Academy (even though these behaviors could be negative or harmful), and were
hesitant toward intervening in situations where consent was unclear and/or they had little
contextual information. Contextual information included the relationships between the people
involved, other situational cues, and the location of the event in question (e.g., on or off campus).
Most participants indicated their current intervention training does not resonate with them—the
majority of cadets and midshipmen were unable to discuss or recite specific intervention
techniques taught in these trainings, and some discussed how they were trained to overcome the
bystander effect, but not necessarily equipped with how to do it.
The 2018 SAGR survey found that most students believed Academy Senior Leaders were making
honest and reasonable efforts to stop sexual harassment and sexual assault, while only slightly
more than half of students believed their cadet/midshipman leaders were making such efforts
(Figure 1). Building on this finding, focus group discussions indicated that leaders play an
important role in prevention efforts at the Academies., Specifically, senior leadership was seen as
effectively prioritizing sexual assault as an Academy issue, messaging zero tolerance for
offenses, and displaying a genuine approach to addressing the problem, but many students
indicated wanting to see more concrete results from their senior leaders’ efforts. Specifically,
students in the focus groups wanted a better understanding of policies that had been implemented
and the impact of those changes.
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Figure 1.
MSA Student Perceptions of Leadership (2018 SAGR)

In contrast to perceptions of Academy Senior Leaders, participants had mixed perceptions
regarding student peer leadership’s role in prevention, with some participants perceiving cadet
and midshipman leaders as doing well, and some perceiving them as needing improvement.
Many participants questioned what the right role was for peer leaders when it came to sexual
assault prevention and the issues around it. Some recommended requiring peer leaders to
participate in organizations like Trust, Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention Education
(SHAPE), and Personal Ethics and Education Representative (PEER) programs to help better
equip them to handle these topics. Finally, participants discussed the importance of mid-level
leaders at the Academies regarding prevention, identifying how these mid-level leaders were in a
position to set the tone for cadet and midshipman units due to their relatability and close working
relationships with students.
Resources and Reporting
When discussing the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) and Sexual Harassment
and Assault Prevention and Response (SHARP)3 offices at the three MSAs, cadets and
midshipmen across the Academies discussed a lack of familiarity with the staff and resources
available. Students in the focus groups commented that the office staff had not built lasting
rapport with most students, and therefore a victim might feel more comfortable going to a peer,
military cadre member, or faculty member whom they trust and see on a day to day basis over
the SAPR or SHARP personnel. The SAPR/SHARP office was seen as the last stop in the

3

The Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention and Response (SHARP) office is only at the U.S. Military
Academy.
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reporting process if someone has decided to report a sexual assault and not as a broader resource
for assistance in navigating problematic situations.
As found in prior focus groups and survey results, barriers to reporting sexual assault and sexual
harassment persist. Participants identified these barriers as including: fears of reprisal from
leadership, not being believed, social ostracism, the lengthy and rigorous reporting process, and
the stigma associated with reporting. Participants also expressed a desire to protect their peers’
reputations and future careers, including that of an alleged perpetrator. This protective barrier to
reporting points to a sense of toxic loyalty and obligation to Academy peers due to a shared
Academy experience that can trump a sense of loyalty to the institution. To increase reporting,
cadets and midshipmen suggested adding more anonymous options and resources.
Alcohol Use and Training
Students at all three MSAs spoke of alcohol use as a way cadets and midshipmen released stress,
often referring to the culture around alcohol use as binge-drinking. When asked about the
trainings provided around alcohol use, participants stated they are unrealistic and not always
helpful in creating behavior change or promoting responsible alcohol choices. Students
discussed the need for training that promotes responsibility over abstinence and should be taught
by trainers students can relate to, such as recent graduates or young officers.

Synopsis
The focus group findings align and add context to the 2018 SAGR survey results. Participants
highlighted parts of the culture at the Academies that could hinder the promotion of healthy
relationships, including the tolerance of lower level behaviors that could lead to an increase risk
of sexual assault for cadets and midshipmen. Cadets and midshipmen are taught to handle many
of these sexually harassing behaviors at the lowest level—however, many of these lower level
behaviors were identified by focus group participants as falling in the “gray area,” an area where
students often do not know how to intervene or solve the issue at the lowest level. Often
participants identified these lower level behaviors as not rising to the level of intervention or
even tolerated as an everyday part of Academy life.
Results from the focus groups also aligned with survey results regarding the role of leadership in
making honest and reasonable efforts to stop sexual assault and sexual harassment, with senior
leadership perceived more favorably than mid-level and student leadership. While participants
felt confident in senior leadership’s ability to address sexual assault and sexual harassment, midlevel leaders and peer leadership have the most influence on day-to-day Academy life. The
attitudes and influence of mid-level leaders are a key component of the prevention effort,
however, participants spoke to a lack of consistency in the quality of mid-level and peer leaders
and their implementation of senior leadership messaging.
Finally, participants recommended improvement to both their bystander intervention and alcohol
trainings. Cadets and midshipmen expressed current trainings are not resonating and are often
seen as unrealistic. Across both types of training, students in the focus groups expressed a desire
for relatable training facilitators, realistic scenarios, and small group discussions.
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The body of this report contains a wealth of information on these topics. While this report alone
cannot answer all questions about unwanted behaviors experienced by students at the
Academies, it is a powerful source of insight from the students and faculty themselves.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction
The Military Service Academies (MSA) strive to provide a safe environment for their students’
education and leadership development. Working with their Service’s Headquarters and the
Department of Defense (DoD) Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office (SAPRO), the
Academies have implemented programs to prevent, and respond to, instances of sexual assault
and sexual harassment. A recurring evaluation of these programs through ongoing mixedmethods research (i.e., surveys and focus groups) informs the development of improvements to
policies, procedures, and trainings aimed at reducing sexual assault and sexual harassment and
advancing care. Both focus groups and representative surveys are used to gain qualitative and
quantitative feedback from students and personnel at the Academies. This introductory chapter
provides background and history on these focus groups, a review of the methodology used to
administer the 2019 Service Academy Gender Relations Focus Groups (2019 SAGR), an
overview of the report, and an introduction to key terms.

Study Background
The Health and Resilience (H&R) Research Division within the Office of People Analytics
(OPA) has conducted congressionally mandated gender relations assessments at the Academies
since 2005.4 Title 10, United States Code (U.S.C.), Sections 4361, 6980, and 9361, as amended
by Section 532 of the John Warner National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for Fiscal Year
2007, codified an assessment cycle at the Academies that consists of alternating surveys and
focus groups. This requirement applies to the DoD Service Academies (U.S. Military Academy
[USMA], U.S. Naval Academy [USNA], and U.S. Air Force Academy [USAFA]).
This report presents findings from the 2019 SAGR, a source for exploring general attitudes
regarding the gender relations environment at the Academies. This is the seventh administration
of gender relations focus groups at the Academies.5 The 2018 Service Academy Gender
Relations (2018 SAGR) survey found that estimated rates of unwanted sexual contact6 increased
for women at USMA and USAFA and men at USMA compared to 2016, resulting in some of the
highest estimated rates since measurement began in 2005 (Figure 2). Estimated rates of
reporting of sexual assault remained largely stagnant.7 Estimated rates of sexual harassment also
increased for men at USMA and women and men at USNA. These findings have prompted
significant concern and calls to action from across the MSAs, Military Services, Department of
Defense, Congress, and the public. The 2019 SAGR focus groups were conducted approximately
two months after the 2018 SAGR findings were reported to Congress and are a crucial next step
4

The first assessment in this series was conducted in 2004 by the DoD Inspector General (IG). Details are reported
in the Office of the Inspector General of the Department of Defense (2005).
5
Previous surveys were administered in 2005, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018, and previous focus
groups were conducted in 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015, and 2017.
6
Unwanted sexual contact (USC) is the metric used to assess behaviors in line with sexual assault, including
penetrative, non-penetrative, and attempted penetration, on the SAGR survey
7
Reporting rates are estimated using the number of students estimated to have experienced USC per the 2018 SAGR
and the actual number of official reports of sexual assault each Academy received within the same timeframe
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in understanding the climate at the Academies to inform efforts to shore up prevention and
bolster reporting.
Figure 2.
Estimated Past Year Unwanted Sexual Contact Rate, by Academy and Gender

Methodology
OPA conducted 30 focus groups on gender relations with cadets, midshipmen, faculty, and staff
across all DoD Academies from April 1, 2019, to April 19, 2019. Each group was conducted in
90-minute sessions with a moderator trained in sensitive topic facilitation. In total, 268
Academy students and 24 faculty, coaches, activity leaders, and military cadre participated in the
groups. Participation in the focus groups was voluntary.
The focus group guides (see Appendix A and B) for each Academy were developed to provide
insights into recent efforts made by the Academies in four areas of focus from a June 20, 2017,
DoD issued memorandum. The memorandum directed the Academies to increase attention in
four areas (Department of Defense, 2017):


enhancing a culture of respect,



reinvigorating prevention through integrating sexual harassment and hazing and bullying
prevention efforts with efforts to prevent sexual assault,



improving sexual assault and harassment reporting, and



promoting responsible alcohol choices.
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Action plans for each MSA on these efforts were submitted to the DoD the summer before the
2018–2019 academic school year.
Procedures for selecting participants, developing the questions, conducting the groups, and
analyzing the data are described below. The focus group procedures were reviewed by a DoD
Human Subjects Protection Officer as part of the DoD information collection approval and
licensing process.
Participants
Study participants were from the general population at each Academy, and they may or may not
have had direct experience with sexual assault and/or sexual harassment. Those who were
recruited volunteered to participate in one of 10 focus groups: nine student focus groups and one
group comprising faculty, staff, and military cadre members. Student groups were broken out by
gender and class year, with the exception of one mixed-gender and mixed-class year group that
was made up of students who participate in their Academy’s student-led organization that is
focused on gender-related issues. See Table 1 for a detailed layout of the groups that were
conducted.
Table 1.
Focus Group Participant Composition
Class Year/Category
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Freshmen
Student Group
Faculty and Staff

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male

Female
Female
Female
Female
Mixed
Mixed

Participants were initially recruited via e-mail. To select participants for student groups, each
Service Academy supplied OPA with a roster of all cadets/midshipmen. After randomizing each
list within clusters defined by gender and class year, rosters were returned to each Academy.
Each Service Academy was responsible for recruiting the first available 12 students to participate
in the appropriate session, with an even split of female and male cadets/midshipmen for the
mixed-gender group. Each Academy was required to emphasize that participation was voluntary
and that participants were able to exit the study at any time. For this reason, the size of the
sessions varied.
For the faculty sessions, Academy officials advertised the sessions through the most appropriate
forum for their Academy and solicited volunteers. The breakout for each Academy can be seen
in Table 2.
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Table 2.
Participants by Academy
Academy
U.S. Military Academy
U.S. Naval Academy
U.S. Air Force Academy

Date
4/1–4/3/2019
4/15–4/19/2019
4/8–4/12/2019

Student
Participants
92
90
86

Faculty
Participants
9
10
5

Development of the Guides
The focus group discussion guides (i.e., the protocol) were designed to elicit insights on
important issues identified in the 2018 SAGR and to obtain actionable information relevant to the
four lines of effort spelled out in the 2017 DoD memorandum. OPA drafted the initial guides
and then worked with DoD SAPRO, DoD Office of Diversity Equity and Inclusion (ODEI), DoD
Office of Force Resiliency (OFR), each Service SAPR/SHARP office, and each Academy to
incorporate their feedback before finalizing guides.
The guides included multiple sections identified as high priority by the stakeholders mentioned
above, including culture, official and unofficial rules, leadership, bystander intervention, and
barriers to reporting. The student and faculty guides can be found in Appendix A and B,
respectively. The protocols also included several activities and handouts designed to encourage
discussion and to foster thought beyond top-of-mind responses. Table 3 shows the different
activities used throughout the focus groups. The handouts that were provided to participants can
be found in Appendix C.
Table 3.
Focus Group Activities
Activity
Leadership
Assessment

Group Type
All groups

Bystander
Students groups
Intervention

Campus
Mapping8

8

Student groups if
time allowed.

Description
Participants were asked to grade different levels of
leadership on their handling of issues related to sexual
assault. Moderators probed around the reason behind the
grade and what leaders could do to improve their grade.
Participants were asked to place a range of behaviors on a
handout to indicate if they would or would not intervene to
stop the behavior. Participants were also given the option to
place the sticker on a third option, the “gray area.”
Participants were asked to map where alcohol use occurs
and “gets out of hand” on and around campus.

Due to time constraints, most groups were unable to complete the campus mapping activity.
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Each section of the protocol has the goal of prompting a guided discussion around key topics of
interest. The student guide was divided into eight parts, the goals of which are specified below.


Part 1: Introduction to the Focus Groups
In this section of the protocol, the focus group moderator set the ground rules for
participation in the discussion and encouraged dialogue through a warm-up question.
The aim of this section was to create an environment for maximum participation.



Part 2: Gender Relations at the Academy, Leadership, and Resources
Section two sought to better understand the environment around support and resources
for sexual assault and sexual harassment prevention and response at the Academy.
Participants were asked to provide both positive and constructive feedback on different
levels of leadership and their role in gender relations at the Academy through a
prompting activity (see Table 3). The discussion also included targeted questions about
the SAPR/SHARP office in order to better understand trust in the office and with whom
students are most comfortable interacting on these topics.



Part 3: Rules and Culture at the Academy
Part three asked participants to think about Academy rules and culture in an effort to
better understand how to enhance a culture of respect at the Academy as prioritized by
the Secretary’s 2017 memorandum. Questions in the section sought to understand the
official and unofficial (i.e. informal) rules of the Academy, their effects on issues related
to sexual assault and sexual harassment, and if these rules applied to class years and
genders in different ways. The discussion also focused on who was communicating these
rules to students (e.g., other students, alumni, faculty).



Part 4: Boundaries and Intervention
This section of the protocol was aimed at better understanding how to reinvigorate
prevention efforts with a particular emphasis on understanding what behaviors students
saw as areas where they would intervene if they witnessed a problematic situation. Using
an activity (Table 3) students were asked to classify behaviors in which, as a bystander,
they would and would not intervene and when they would be unsure. The goal of this
discussion was to understand why students made the choices they made in the activity to
better understand gaps in trainings around bystander intervention.



Part 5: Reporting
Part five focused on improving sexual assault and harassment reporting, as directed by
the Secretary’s 2017 memorandum. Questions and probes in this portion of the guide
focused on generating ideas on how Academies could close the gap between the number
of students who experience an instance of unwanted sexual contact or sexual harassment
and those who make an official report. The moderator asked follow up questions to
better understand the unique barriers to reporting that may exist at the MSAs.
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Part 6: Alcohol
In order to understand how to promote responsible alcohol choices as directed in the 2017
memorandum, part six of the protocol asked students questions about alcohol use at and
around the Academy. Questions in this section touched on differences between class
years, when alcohol use gets out of hand, and what types of trainings students receive on
alcohol. Students were asked for suggestions on how to make training more effective.



Part 7: Risky Behaviors
In the penultimate section, students were asked to discuss the types of risky behaviors
(e.g., sexual jokes, sexual harassment, gawking) that occur on campus using a map as an
aid. Most focus group sessions did not include this activity due to time constraints.



Part 8: Conclusion
To end the groups, participants were asked one last open-ended question to ensure that if
a participant had a major point they were unable to express during the group, there was
an opportunity to raise this point before the session ended.

The faculty guide used a similar format to understand the same concepts. Faculty were not asked
to complete the Bystander Intervention activity or the campus mapping activity.
Conducting the Focus Groups
Focus groups were conducted on site at each Academy in closed-door conference rooms or
classrooms. Experienced facilitators trained in focus group moderation and sensitive topics led
the sessions. Gender-specific groups were led by facilitators of the same gender (i.e., male
groups were led by a male facilitator, female groups were led by a female facilitator). For
mixed-gender groups, the facilitator was either male or female. Focus groups were audiorecorded and transcribed. All audio recordings were destroyed 90 days after transcription was
completed.
Analysis
Data from the focus groups were analyzed using a multistep analytic induction method
(Erickson, 1986). First, the data were organized by Academy, removing any personally
identifiable information (PII) or other identifying information. Next, using qualitative analysis
software (NVivo), the team coded data into key themes, and analysts developed assertions,
which stated possible findings. Transcripts were coded and verified by two independent analysts
to avoid individual bias. Once the data were compiled for each assertion, researchers determined
whether to keep, revise, or eliminate the findings based on the support, and contradictions for the
assertion. If an initial finding did not have evidence of support, it was eliminated as a potential
assertion. Assertions that were retained are summarized in the subsequent chapters of this report.
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Quotes that exemplify key findings found through the analytic induction process are included
throughout the report.9
Findings for each Academy are presented in separate chapters:


Chapter 2 provides a summary of findings from the U.S. Military Academy.



Chapter 3 provides a summary of findings from the U.S. Naval Academy.



Chapter 4 provides a summary of findings from the U.S. Air Force Academy.



Chapter 5 provides a discussion of major themes from across the Military Service
Academies.

Terminology
Throughout the report, uses of the phrases “sexual assault” or “sexual harassment” do not
indicate that the actions met the definition under the Uniform Code of Justice (UCMJ). Terms
such as “offender,” “perpetrator,” or “victim” are not intended to convey any presumption
concerning sexual assault allegations; references to perpetrator/offender throughout this report
should be interpreted as “alleged perpetrator” or “alleged offender.” Without knowing the
specific outcomes of particular allegations, the presumption of innocence applies unless there is
an adjudication of guilt. References to “retaliation,” “reprisal,” “ostracism,” or “maltreatment,”
or perceptions thereof, are based on the negative behaviors as reported by the focus group
participants; without knowing more about the specifics of particular cases or reports, this data
should not be construed as substantiated allegations of reprisal, ostracism, or maltreatment.
Therefore, no legal conclusions can be drawn on whether behaviors meet the definition of an
offense having been committed.
Glossary. Throughout the report, quotations are used to highlight key themes and findings.
Within quotations, participants may use slang and terminology specific to the military, their
Service, or their Academy. Please use the glossary in Appendix D as a guide.

Strengths and Limitations of Focus Groups as a Methodology
Qualitative research is an important tool in understanding the student experience at the Service
Academies on topics related to gender relations, sexual harassment, and sexual assault. Focus
groups provide an interactive and dynamic process for exploring the Service Academy student
experience. Indeed, focus groups enable researchers to collect data on topics of interest and
better understand themes that often cannot be explored fully using surveys—and are often used
to generate new survey content. The protocol development process allows for the focus of the
discussion to adapt from year to year based on the changes in the environment, policy office
priorities, and issues highlighted in the reporting of SAGR survey results. Due to the dynamic
nature of the methodology and the discussion-based data collection, focus group data is limited
in its ability to examine changes over time, provide frequencies of themes, or compare one group
For clarity, throughout the report, filler words (e.g., “like,” “um,” “you know,” “yeah”) were removed from
quotations, and explicit words are indicated by [explicit] where they have been removed.
9
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precisely to another group. In addition, results from focus groups cannot be generalized to the
entire population at the Service Academies. Data collection is discussion-based; therefore,
although many subjects are addressed, not all questions are asked in all groups and not all
participants are able to answer each question. However, focus groups offer a deep and nuanced
understanding of topics of interest that is difficult to glean through surveys. Accordingly, OPA’s
mixed methods approach of alternating focus groups and surveys provides a comprehensive
understanding of gender relations at the Academies.
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Chapter 2:
U.S. Military Academy
The United States Military Academy (USMA) is located in West Point, NY, a relatively isolated
area approximately two hours’ drive north of New York City, NY. USMA is home to
approximately 4,300 cadets with a gender ratio of three males to every one female. The Corps of
Cadets is organized into a brigade, which is further organized into four regiments. Each
regiment has three battalions, each with three companies. Ten 90-minute focus groups were
conducted at USMA between April 1 and April 3, 2019. These focus groups included 92 cadets
and nine faculty members. Of the 10 focus groups, nine groups were conducted with student
participants and one group was conducted with faculty and staff participants. Of the focus
groups with student participants, four groups comprised all male cadets by class year, four
groups comprised all female cadets by class year, and one group comprised cadets (both male
and female) who were involved with the on-campus Trust program.

Academy Culture
USMA is the oldest of the U.S. Service Academies and acceptance is considered an extremely
high honor. Cadets who participated in focus groups discussed how both of these aspects
contribute to the Academy culture. They expressed great pride and a sense of duty to their
country as a result of their attendance, but they also spoke about the challenges that are
compounded by their isolation.
Culture is an important aspect of Academy life affecting everything cadets do, ranging from their
day-to-day interactions with their peers and instructors to their broad views on a variety of
topics. The focus groups explored several cultural topics, including general culture and
interaction between cadets; cultural beliefs about gender; the official and unofficial rules that
govern the lives of cadets and the enforcement and effects of those rules on cadets; how these
beliefs, perceived policies, and guidelines are passed down through the Corps; and how all of
these cultural factors affect sexual assault and sexual harassment prevention at USMA.
Life at the Academy
Participants were asked to describe their perceptions on what life is like at the Academy. Many
participants described a distinct feeling of pride in the Academy and comradery between their
peers that is often tempered by fierce competition. Further, some cadets described their time at
the Academy as immensely challenging and cited their inability to leave campus as a stressor.
Competition and Stress
Competition is common, especially between male and female cadets. According to participants,
students are continuously in competition with each other despite the sense of comradery. Cadets
are ranked according to their performance, which affects future career outcomes and
opportunities. The cadets in the focus groups expressed that this competitive atmosphere is
beneficial in that it drives many cadets to be their best.

U.S. Military Academy
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“We’re all competitive here, so it’s like we compare ourselves to an academic
standard or a physical standard, and there are some differences there that are
innate to being men or women.” —Sophomore, Female
However, male and female participants also spoke about how the competitive atmosphere also
creates some negativity in the Corps. Cadets in the focus groups expressed a level of cynicism
about their difficult and sometimes monotonous studies. This feeling is further compounded by
a lack of leave privileges, especially among more junior students who do not have the option to
leave campus as frequently as their more senior peers. The constant scrutiny and inability to
escape the professional environment creates stress.
“Whenever you can leave West Point, do it… saying if it's a free pass that
weekend, take it. Or don't ever sit on your passes. Or if your friend's on a sports
team, take a sport pass or whatever… as plebes, we only can leave-- we only have
one base pass, and we can earn two more passes on top of that. So that makes a
maximum of three times you can leave. Whereas with upperclassmen, it's
progressively more.” —Freshman, Male
Rumor Mill
Several cadet participants expressed that many rumors are spread at the Academy. As a result of
the small, largely isolated nature of the Academy, information and misinformation travels fast,
especially when there is ambiguity around an event. Some male cadets expressed a feeling of
discomfort around their peers because they are unsure whether they can be trusted not to spread
damaging rumors.
“A lot of times, stuff happens. That happens, and there’s no answer as to what
actually went down, and rumors start spreading, people talk…That has an effect
on company morale and stuff because then like, ‘Oh, can I trust walking around
my own company and can I trust people in my own company?’”
—Sophomore, Male
Relationships
There are a number of relationship dynamics at play at West Point. Cadets were asked how they
interact with each other and how gender and class year might influence those interactions. Many
cadets expressed that they feel like their classmates are family, but they also discussed how
gender and class year can impact how people are treated.
General Relationships
By and large participants in the focus groups discussed a sense of comradery and support among
cadets. The unique circumstances of being in a military setting and at the Academy create tightknit relationships. Many cadets believed the difficulties associated with life at West Point leads
cadets to lean on each other for help; there is a sense that if they are not united, they will fail.
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“I know I try to describe West Point to my family, and the easiest way to say it or
describe it is like growing up with a bunch of extra siblings. That’s honestly what
it feels like because you live together, you eat together, you see each other every
day, and you kind of grow up in the same environment, so you see them as peers
and as teammates or as brothers and sisters. I think it’s very different from what
a normal college experience would be where you’re friends or not.”
—Sophomore, Female
Female cadets expressed a sense of equality with male cadets from the outset. Some expressed
that “Beast”—the intensive training that occurs at the beginning of the first year at the
Academy—introduced them to an environment where they felt close to their peers. However,
this perception lessened as the school year went on and female and male cadets became
increasingly more distant from each other.
“When we came in here for Beast, I was like, ‘Okay, everyone is—I’m not feeling
any type of sexism or anything like that.’ Not that I had an expectation to, but just
general reflection of it. And I remember thinking, ‘This is going to—we’re all so
close, and we’re going through the same things.’ And, all of us were pretty
athletic, so there wasn’t any really—that really weak link, and she’s a female.
There wasn’t really any of that in my platoon, which might’ve been an anomaly
situation, but we just worked really hard and we had a good leadership, so it was
a good experience. But as the school year came and we scrambled from our
companies and weren’t with them anymore, I definitely saw a lot more separation
between the guys and girls. Just both naturally because we’re not rooming with
guys, you can’t talk outside of your room, you can’t talk outside. And so there’s
less interaction that you can have in that way. And then also just seeing a little
bit of boy’s clubs start to form.” —Senior, Female
How Gender Affects Relationships
Academy gender ratio There are relatively few female cadets at the Academy compared to male
cadets, and many cadet participants discussed the gender imbalance at the Academy. Some
female cadet participants expressed that this imbalance drives female cadets to view many of
their relationships with male cadets as particularly competitive due to the drive to outperform
men and earn their place.
“The ratio here is like five to one, male to female. So it’s definitely always
competing. You’re always competing with the male here.” —Freshman, Female
Several male cadets viewed the gender ratio difference in a different light. They tended to think
in terms of potential romantic partners and how the relative ratio of male to female cadets means
that it is often common knowledge who a female cadet has sexual or romantic relationships with.
In fact, some male cadets expressed that female cadets who have many romantic relationships
are viewed negatively, with some using the term “Barracks Bunny” in reference to female cadets
who are considered promiscuous.

U.S. Military Academy
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Class Year Relationships
Cadet participants described class year relationships in much simpler terms than relations
between men and women. Many stated that upperclassmen tend to have a level of authority over
more junior students at the Academy, although this dynamic is only strictly respected if cadets
are in the same chain of command. Cadet participants described the most extreme of this
hierarchy existing for freshman cadets, or plebes, who are forbidden from interacting with
students other than other freshmen unless it is for a professional reason. Some upperclassmen
expressed that they expect more junior students, and specifically freshmen, to address them by
rank at all times.
“I don’t see a real difference between someone above me or below me, unless
they’re in my chain of command, and I have to give them respect because it’s
expected of me. But plebes, that’s far more strict. It’s private. They don’t end
something with rank. It’s kind of, ‘What? You might want to try that again.’”
—Junior, Male
Gender Beliefs at the Academy
Many cadet participants described a “bro culture” in which inappropriate language and behaviors
are often tolerated. Both male and female cadets expressed a need to try to fit in with this
culture. Female cadet participants also expressed that gender plays a role in how the
accomplishments of female cadets are perceived and that they feel they need to accomplish more
to get similar recognition.
Bro Culture
The gender imbalance at West Point has a large impact on how male and female cadets interact
and the beliefs that cadets hold regarding gender. Participants commented on a stereotypical
masculine culture at USMA that includes roughhousing, using sexually charged language, and
making jokes that mixed company would find offensive. Female cadets are expected to adapt—
both female and male cadets expressed that female cadets are encouraged to act like one of the
“bros.” Being a “bro” means adopting more stereotypical male interests and allowing
problematic behaviors like “locker-room talk” and roughhousing to slide under the radar.
“I feel like the girly-girls outgroup themselves a little bit and then the more
tomboyish girls kind of blend and mesh better than everybody else. And that’s not
to say the girly-girls don’t blend some, but I think you can see a more noticeable
divide. The more feminine you want to be, the more isolated you might be from
the general male group.” —Senior, Male
“I think we have a lot of pressure to be a bro and be okay with sort of the lockerroom talk and the way that guys kind of interact. And it’s like well, if you’re not
cool with us saying that, then you’re not cool, and you’re not one of the bros.
And I think a lot of guys have this sort of perception that they need to make the
women here more like them, instead of just having a more cohesive, ‘We’re
different, but we’re still together and equal.’” —Junior, Female
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Despite this idea of being one of the “bros,” female cadets are often not given the same level of
respect by male cadets across a variety of domains. One striking example of this inequity is the
way female cadets are treated when it comes to romantic or sexual relationships. The relatively
small number of female cadets means that they often individually receive much more attention
from many more male cadets (compared to the amount of attention male cadets receive from
female cadets). Male participants expressed a perception that when female cadets have multiple
sexual partners, other cadets are aware, and those female cadets are looked down upon. Further,
both male and female cadets spoke about the idea that if a female cadet is friendly with a male
cadet frequently, others are quick to assume that a more serious romantic or sexual relationship
exists despite a lack of concrete evidence.
“But based off the ratios of males to females here, the odds are if you’re a guy in
the Corps of Cadets and you’re dating another girl in the Corps of Cadets, they
have probably slept with somebody else in the Corps of Cadets, and so it seems
like that girl’s a ho. But then if that guy is sleeping with the equal amount of
people that aren’t here necessarily, then they’re all fine. And, it kind of projects
this factor like the girls are sleeping around significantly more than the guys, and
I think that might not be the case.” —Senior, Male
Similarities in Gender Beliefs Among Men and Women
Many participants expressed a belief that female cadets are seen as just as capable as male cadets
or that female cadets do not need any help in order to succeed at the Academy. In addition,
many cadets expressed that they view their peers, both male and female, in a professional way;
as colleagues they will have to work with at the Academy and throughout their career. Although
inclusion is not universal, it is something that female participants often recognized.
“I’ve had a female superior to me, and it’s the same as a guy, honestly. They do
the same job and, I guess in retrospect, I never thought of them, as like, ‘Oh, this
is a female in charge of me versus a male in charge of me.’ I didn’t see a
difference. It’s still the rank. It’s still the person. They’re still both professional,
and they’re still doing what they’re supposed to do.” —Freshman, Male
Differences in Gender Beliefs Between Men and Women
Female cadet participants said they believe that they must work harder to prove themselves at the
Academy. This often takes the form of taking their duties much more seriously, fear of making
mistakes, and pushing themselves to higher limits beyond what they believe is expected of their
male counterparts. Some female cadet participants expressed the belief that gender quotas for
leadership positions undermine the perception of validation for female cadets who hold them.
Further, some female participants stated that male cadets experience discomfort when competing
with female cadets for the same roles.
“…She said proving yourself. And I think that’s something that I think we face a
lot, is a male will come into some situation and just sort of be assumed to be
competent or capable, whereas a female coming into the role, you’re always
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going to have to prove yourself. You’re always going to have to go above and
beyond what that male could do, or whatever, in order to even be seen as maybe
equal.” —Junior, Female
Male cadet participants expressed that they feel they need to self-censor themselves in order to
avoid getting in trouble. Avoiding places where they could accidently offend a female cadet
with words or actions was a common theme among male cadets. Simultaneously, some male
cadets said they feel that female cadets are allowed to get away with problematic behaviors that
they consider sexual harassment without any repercussions.
“I realized it’s possible for girls as well to do stuff that could be considered
sexual harassment, or sexual assault, very easily. Which isn’t really something
I’d considered coming here. I know there’s this one girl that’s on a team of mine
who consistently makes really weird sexual comments and stuff like that. And a
lot of people have a problem with it. And it’s noticeable on the team, in our
company. But she kind of gets a pass because people just write it off as her being
a [female cadet].” —Sophomore, Male
Official and Unofficial Rules Around Gender
Cadet participants were asked about rules that impact gender relations, including the official
rules—or the rules laid out by the Academy that they have to follow—and the unofficial rules—
or rules they learn from others at the Academy that are not strictly codified.
Official Rules
Cadet participants cited a number of rules that govern how male and female cadets interact at the
Academy. Many of the policies that cadets indicated are official Academy rules involve policies
surrounding fraternization. When asked about official rules, many cadets referenced keeping
doors open if more than one person who are not roommates are in a room, avoiding sharing a
horizontal surface with others, particularly with others of the opposite gender, and having sex in
the barracks. Differences in physical training (PT) standards were often discussed as well.
The door closure policy dictates that if more than one cadet who are not roommates are in the
same room in the barracks, the door to the quarter must remain open. Some cadets believed that
this was only true if it was a male and female cadet, but others suggested that the rule had
changed to be gender neutral. Cadets said that the horizontal surface rule was in place to keep
two cadets from lying in bed or on a couch together and was used to maintain a professional
setting. These two rules seemed related to the rules against having sex in the barracks and other
fraternization rules, in that if there was no privacy and physical closeness, the likelihood of
sexual activity is lower. Further, the fraternization policies were perceived as especially explicit
in regard to interactions with plebe cadets. Most participants stated that sophomores, juniors,
and seniors are to not have any interaction with freshmen outside of their professional duties.
PT standards are different for female and male cadets. Many male cadets believe that the female
standards are too easy compared to male standards. Female cadets expressed that they are aware
that the standards for PT scores are lower than for men, but that due to physical differences
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between men and women, these differences makes sense and women should not be punished for
them.
Unofficial Rules
Unwritten rules tended to take the form of candid advice they have received or more granular
behaviors that male cadets thought could get them into Sexual Harassment/Assault Response and
Prevention (SHARP)-related trouble. Cadet participants stated that romantic relationships
between cadets, especially within company, are discouraged. Male cadets expressed that they
are told to keep their hands to themselves, not to go out in bathrobes, and to make sure they are
conscious when entering rooms or walking through certain areas.
“I would say, it’s informal. It’s not like upperclassman sits you down, and it’s
like, ‘Don't do this.’ It’s just something that you hear from everyone else, and it’s
like it’s common knowledge that you don’t date in company and cadating10 is a
bad idea.” —Junior, Male
Enforcement and Perception of Rules
Both male and female cadets who participated in the focus groups noted that there is selective
enforcement of both official and unofficial rules. Many cadets admitted that official Academy
policies sometimes go unenforced. Some rules such as those surrounding plebe cadets are more
consistently enforced. Other cadets talked about how enforcing certain rules like the PT
standards cause difficulties.
Fraternization
Cadet participants expressed that official rules are selectively enforced or often completely
unenforced. Many cadets said they believe that the fraternization policy is seldom enforced and
that dating among cadets remains frequent. Cadets noted that this creates problems for people
down the line after a breakup.
However, most cadets agreed that the rules protecting plebes from relationships with older
students are enforced frequently, and many cadets expressed they find these relationships to be
unacceptable.
“It’s pretty strongly reported…Because your plebes are—I don’t know how you
guys view them, but most of my company views them as little siblings or subchildren, basically. So, when somebody breaks a rule around them, it’s pretty
visceral.” —Senior, Male
“If I see you chatting up a plebe girl, I’m like, ‘Dude, you’re being a creep right
now.’” —Junior, Male

10

Cadating is a term used by cadets to describe romantic relationships between cadets. It is a portmanteau of the
words “Cadet” and “Dating.”
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This special protection of the youngest students could be having unintended consequences.
Some cadet participants mentioned a belief that when freshman are graduated to sophomores,
they are seen as viable romantic partners. During this time, female cadets can experience
overwhelming attention and can be potentially targeted, since they are no longer considered
untouchable.
“There’s also a common phrase, ‘a thirsty brass brings yuck11 [EXPLETIVE].’
So, because they used to be freshmen. Now, they’re sophomores and they’re on
the market now. It’s almost predatory, all the people that have been eyeballing
them all year.” —Senior, Male
Sports teams are a unique area where cadet participants indicated the fraternization rules are
applied differently. Focus group participants shared that interactions between genders and class
years are subject to less policing within sports teams. More specifically, there is more leeway for
interactions among cadets on the same team, which makes it possible for senior and junior cadets
to develop more casual relationships than they would otherwise. Some cadets expressed that this
has occasionally led to problems, causing teams to change policies about who can participate in
certain roles, such as banning female managers on male sports teams.
“And, there's also fraternization rules. You can’t date or be friends with
upperclassmen, and there’s kind of gray areas on teams. Because the team rules
are different, because you can technically be friends with them, but still be kind of
professional.” —Junior, Male
Door Closure Policy
Some cadet participants stated that open door rules that are in place to attempt to protect cadets
and ensure a safer environment are seen as overly intrusive or inconvenient and are often ignored
or skirted in some way.
“I feel like the open door though—if you keep your door at 90 degrees when
somebody’s in your room, first of all, nobody in my company actually does that,
but if you keep the door wide open, it’s like, first of all, that’s really weird, and
second of all, you’re notifying essentially the whole company that that person’s in
your room. It just feels super uncomfortable to me, and if you’re sitting there
doing homework, a lot of people are going to come in if your door’s open. So, if
there’s somebody else in there, like if you guys are sitting down watching a movie,
even though your door’s open, it’s still like, ‘Oh, you guys are watching a
movie.’” —Sophomore, Female
“We have not adjusted policy to a female population that is now a quarter of the
corps of cadets, which means – males and females together want to relate, and
they have to be in a room with an open door together. They can’t be in a room
together with a door closed. And so it’s this pre-step to bigger problems because

11

A “yuck” is a Sophomore student at USMA.
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the baseline rules are not being enforced. But the baseline rules are antiquated,
right? I mean, these kids want to be social.” —Faculty Member
Being forced to keep doors open also contributes to the rumors that frequently follow female
cadets at the Academy. Some female cadets suggested that if they had a male cadet in their
room, everyone would know.
“I don't think it's really the official rules that a lot of this comes from. I think it's
more of like if somebody sees a guy in your room, it's not an official rule, but
everybody's going to know about it. Somebody sees a girl in your room, nobody's
going to blink an eye really. I think it more comes from the social implications of
being close to guys versus close to girls.” —Sophomore, Female
Some members of the Trust Committee also spoke about experiences with the door closure rules.
They expressed the opinion that the policy was often unequally enforced when cadets of different
genders were involved. This led some female cadets to feel like they were being treated
differently.
“Now it depends on if your company enforces it or not, but as a plebe, I had a
team leader, and then he had-- I had a plebe twin, so he had two plebes, and the
other one was a guy. And our rooms were all very close together, so whenever
he'd come in my room, he'd put the trash can in the door and come and talk to me
about whatever. And he never did that with the other one. People can interpret it
different ways, and I don't think his intention was malicious or-- but I don't know.
It kind of felt like I wasn't part of it. And just because there are more guys, you see
that kind of, but there's people that do that no matter whatever gender. There's a
lot of different things. But I just felt kind of outside of it a little bit.”
—Trust Committee Member
Physical Training Standards
PT standards were another topic of interest. Male and female participants stated that differences
in these standards cause a strain on relationships between male and female cadets. As noted
previously, many male cadets expressed that they view the female standards as easier and feel
that male cadets have to work much harder to simply pass. Female cadets expressed
understanding that the differences frustrate male cadets, but they did not believe they should be
blamed for the policy. Female participants said that this dynamic causes female cadets to feel
like their accomplishments are undervalued and that they are often seen as a burden where
physical challenges are concerned.
“I know that there’s a lot of frustration with guys at least because of the different
physical standards for girls. The girls’ pass time on the [Indoor Obstacle Course
Test (IOCT)] is the same as our fail time. Or their max time is the same as our
fail time, and that’s something that comes up a lot in discussions like these. And I
think that all of those things—girls are inherently different, right? And I think
that a lot of people get frustrated with the fact that they get benefits on these
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things—perceived benefits on these things, and so there’s a lot of sexism that’s a
result of that.” —Freshman, Male
“My relationship with men here has stemmed from a lot of the physical standards.
For example, when we take the [Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT)], there’s a
different level of what women score rather than men. And I know that’s a huge
point of, I don’t know, contention I guess. A lot of people, a lot of men that I’ve
spoken to, they’re like, ‘Oh, well, of course you maxed the APFT. Your standard
is so easy. It’s so much easier.’ And it’s the same with our obstacle course, the
IOCT. There’s a different standard for women. So, I think a lot of what they were
bringing up, it’s like that system, that there is a different standard for women,
makes people think, ‘Oh, well, yeah. They have an easier standard. They’re
lesser than us,’ I think. And so I think that’s where a lot of the ideas come, that
they’re like, ‘Oh, women are lesser in a sense, physically.’” —Senior, Female
Passing Down Rules and Culture
The cadet participants mentioned a number of sources from which they learned many of these
cultural beliefs and rules. Specifically, participants believed that many of the rules were passed
down from cadets, especially upperclassmen, while others pointed to military members in
middle-level leadership roles. In the faculty groups, participants talked about the role social
media plays.
Upperclassmen
The culture at West Point is shaped by interactions among cadets. Peers, as well as
upperclassmen, impart beliefs to each other through their frequent interactions. Upperclassmen
pass down company-specific cultural beliefs, either positive or negative. Younger cadets may
learn some toxic beliefs about gender from older students, especially when it comes to views on
sexual harassment and sexual assault. Some younger cadets who participated in the focus groups
stated that upperclassmen frequently make jokes or try to make the issues sound less severe.
However, others said they believe that upperclassmen also play a large role in fostering the sense
of community and togetherness.
“The upperclassmen—me, specifically—just hearing them talk at the lunch table
and stuff, the only thing I’ve really learned from them is that they’re immature
and haven’t really grasped the full depth of this problem, because they’re still
making jokes about stuff and they’re still talking about it like it’s not a problem
and it’s not something that needs to be dealt with. And, blaming the
[superintendent] and stuff and the comm and everything for losing privileges and
stuff. Everything that might happen.” —Freshman, Male
Middle-Level Military Leaders
Military staff members, such as Company Tactical (TAC) officers and other military members at
the Academy, also play a role in influencing culture. However, TACs vary in their own
experiences and beliefs and can have a positive or negative effect on cadets. Cadet participants
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expressed that many TAC officers impart knowledge that they learned while serving in the U.S.
Army and set good examples regarding the issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment. Other
TAC officers set poor examples and inadequately engage their cadets when it comes to sexual
assault and sexual harassment.
“I kind of want to take it back to in Beast and when we’re picking out our
branches and stuff, and there’s kind of female branches and then there’s male
branches. And it’s all support and logistics and stuff like that. And, a particular
instance that I had is one of my teachers is an [Adjutant General (AG)] officer
and is a male. And during his introduction he’s like, ‘Ha, ha, ha. I’m AG. Bet
you didn’t expect that. Never seen a male.’ And he said that to the class, and I
was like, ‘What do you mean? Anyone can be an AG officer.’ It doesn’t matter
that you’re a male. But kind of along with the physical fitness thing, it’s like
people don’t expect girls in certain roles, and there’s a lot of women here that
want to be infantry...” —Junior, Female
“It comes down to the professionalism of TAC. So my TAC's really professional to
cadets, and he draws a hard line with this. So I think he would handle it well. But
I know some friends' TACs, they're just kind of creepy, where they're socially
awkward or what. And so they definitely wouldn't trust them as much to handle
these properly.” —Junior, Male
Social Media
Social media usage is also one way that beliefs are perpetuated. Anonymous platforms, such as
Jodel, allow the people of West Point to publicly discuss many topics. Many faculty and staff
participants said they worry that students do not recognize the implications of their online
communications.
“Well, I think it numbs them to how to treat people because there’s this interface
between them and a person all the time. So, they interact through some kind of
device whether it’s an iPod or iPad or phone or something. They don’t have
personal contact. And so, they share these explicit things. Certainly, on a
number of boards of misconduct and things like that where when you start looking
at their Instagram accounts and the information that they’re sharing with each
other, it’s explicit and it’s graphic and there is reciprocation from one party to
the other in the explicit nature of it. And I think that, a lot of times, can make
people think and do things that they infer things from that that aren’t appropriate
a lot of times.” —Faculty Member
Perceptions of Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
Cadets expressed that the “boy’s club” and the being “one of the bros” mentality helps normalize
casual sexual harassment, such as “locker-room talk” and offensive gestures, as something that
should be accepted. Further, some cadets suggested that the lack of rule enforcement on door
closure, professionalism, and fraternization by Academy peers and middle-level leadership
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creates an environment where behaviors such as inappropriate touching, gestures and, language,
that are not considered truly harmful are allowed to continue.
“I think the one thing we struggle with though is conversations, table talk, lockerroom talk, whatever you want to call it. Demeaning, maybe not at people, right,
but publicly enough with our friend-groups maybe. Everybody I think has heard
or been a part of a conversation, potentially, where there's something that,
definitely, other people would find sexually charged and offensive if they were to
have heard it. And I think that would be our one major and proof that sometimes
we don’t necessarily place ourselves upon as much.” —Senior, Male
Perceptions Held by Female Cadets
Female cadet participants indicated feeling like they have to remain vigilant around male cadets
to protect themselves from ending up in a situation that could lead to sexual assault or sexual
harassment while simultaneously needing to protect their social standing. They are expected to
act a certain way—they simultaneously have to conform to traditional gender norms by smiling
and acting friendly, but when they show too many feminine traits, they are degraded or shunned.
“And it was a weekend this past year, and I was wearing a sundress. I was going
out to brunch. And your TAC officer came up to me very angrily and was like,
‘Why are you in this building?’ I was like, ‘Excuse me, sir?’ And he was like,
‘Are you a cadet?’ And I was like, ‘Yes, sir.’ And he was like, ‘Then what
company are you in?’ ...And I was like, ‘Sir, I’m a cadet. Do you want to see my
CAC?’ And so, then he turned [to] your TAC too, and he was like, ‘I did not think
she was a cadet. She looks too pretty.’” —Junior, Female
Perceptions Held by Male Cadets
Male cadets stated that within this environment, male cadets learn to be afraid of being accused
of SHARP violations through rumor and confusion on what is considered appropriate. While the
“bro culture” remains a prominent feature of Academy culture, some male cadets also expressed
being hyper vigilant around female cadets to avoid doing something that could be considered
offensive and often treat the female cadets with caution or try to limit their interactions as much
as possible. A tension exists at the Academy as students try to balance adapting to a “bro
culture” while being sensitive to gender-related issues. In some cases, this results in male cadets
avoiding female cadets rather than navigating the nuances of appropriate opposite-sex
relationships.
“When I was a team leader and I had a—plebe was a girl. I definitely have been
told to, ‘Be careful how you act around them, but not the same way when you talk
to male plebes.’ But yet, they’re like, ‘Just be sensitive. Don’t be going to their
room too often. Stay away from them as much as you can. Just kind of be handsoff approach,’ which is not always the best approach.” —Junior, Male
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Conclusions on Academy Culture
The culture at USMA is one that accepts and normalizes lower level unwanted gender-related
behaviors that are by definition behaviors in line with sexual harassment. While previous focus
group findings suggested that the telling of sexual jokes and unwanted touching in the form of
horseplay were persistent at the Academy, this year the cadets gave this culture a name. This
“bro culture” creates a hostile environment for female cadets in which they feel that they must
accept these unwanted behaviors from their peers or be shunned. Additionally, gender
discrimination is common. Many male cadets believe that female cadets have an easier time at
the Academy that comes largely from the differing PT scores and the belief that leadership
quotas are placing female cadets in undeserved positions of power. This creates an atmosphere
where female cadets are less respected and their accomplishments are minimized. Prior research
points to the link between sexual harassment, gender discrimination, and sexual assault by way
of the continuum of harm (Davis et al., 2017; Davis et al., 2019; Breslin et al., 2019). The
culture of accepting sexual harassment as a reality of being a cadet at West Point and negative
attitudes toward female cadets may contribute to a higher risk for experiencing sexual assault.
These views are perpetuated by more senior cadets and middle-level leaders who have
internalized beliefs that may be contrary to the values espoused by Academy senior leaders and
taught in SHARP trainings.

Prevention at the Academy
Prevention efforts are an important priority for the DoD and the Service Academies in reducing
the occurrence of unwanted gender-related behaviors. Participants were asked about sexual
assault and sexual harassment prevention efforts at the Academy. While discussing prevention,
participants in the groups participated in a bystander intervention activity, discussed the
bystander training they receive, and provided perceptions on senior leaders’, peer leaders’, and
middle-level leaders’ involvement in prevention efforts.
Bystander Intervention and Training
During the course of the focus groups, cadet participants were asked to identify whether or not
they believe they would intervene in a number of problematic behaviors they could potentially
witness between a variety of people. Participants were also given the option to identify these
behaviors as being in the “gray area,” a term used to indicate that the participant was unsure how
they would react. Participants were given a set of stickers representing a range of behaviors
aligned with, or increasing risk for, sexual assault and sexual harassment and were asked to place
them on a continuum where one end signified “would definitely intervene,” the other end
signified “would definitely not intervene,” and the middle of the spectrum signified a “gray area”
where intervention was uncertain. The behaviors ranged in severity from verbal jokes and
comments to sexually assaulting someone. Because cadet opinions differed on the choice to
intervene, the behaviors could appear in multiple categories. Participants then discussed specific
situations that they would or would not intervene in, what contributes to the decision to
intervene, and the techniques they use when intervening. Figure 3 displays where cadets at
USMA indicated behaviors they would and would not intervene in as well as which behaviors
fell in the “gray area.” Cadets were asked to discuss their rationale for placing behaviors where
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they did on the continuum. The resulting discussions illuminated several factors that contribute
to reasons for intervening and not intervening in risky behaviors.
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Figure 3.
Bystander Intervention Activity at the U.S. Military Academy
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Cadets Would Intervene
Cadet participants place behaviors they perceived to be clearly unwanted, severe, lacking
consent, or violating the agency of the victim into the category of “would intervene.” These
behaviors included sharing sexual pictures and/or videos of another cadet, repeated attempts at
an unwanted relationship, taking advantage of someone who is passed-out or drunk, and sexually
assaulting someone. Cadet participants described these behaviors as obvious situations, pointing
to the obvious malicious intent of these behaviors, often citing that they are illegal and clearly
wrong.
“Regardless, someone can’t give consent if they’ve drank too much and passed
out, so. If you’re taking advantage of someone, obviously, I’m gonna step in and
make sure that that person’s okay. And hopefully, they get to a safe place,
because I don’t know that person. And that person might know them, but I don’t.
And from what I’ve seen, I’d rather myself help that person than somebody else
that I don’t trust.” —Sophomore, Male
Many cadets discussed methods that they would use to intervene. Those methods included
verbally calling out inappropriate behavior, pulling peers aside who were doing something they
did not approve of, asking people that looked uncomfortable if they were okay, and physically
separating two people involved in a risky situation.
Cadets Would Not Intervene
Cadet participants placed behaviors they perceived to be less serious, harmless, a part of the
Academy culture, or as none of their business into the category of “would not intervene.” First,
the behavior that the participants most often agreed they would not intervene in was horseplay
and roughhousing, and this was the case for both male and female participants. Horseplay seems
to be a common occurrence among cadets, especially among male cadets. Many cadets
expressed that they think horseplay is just innocent fun and there is no reason to get involved.
“But horseplay and roughhousing is the only thing I would definitively not
intervene on just thinking they’re buddies [EXPLETIVE] around.”
—Senior, Male
Members of the Trust Committee also talked about this tolerance of roughhousing or horseplay,
but did suggest that they are less accepting of these behaviors now than in the past. However,
they expressed that these behaviors are very common and often construed as an expression of
affection among cadets.
“You just see that a lot. I have so many videos of just-- and it probably sounds
bad, but just drunk cadets coming back and because we have the combatives
company teams coming back and wrestling in the corner, and I remember there's
times where I've been like, ‘Okay, is that necessary?’ And then it just-- it doesn't
seem like any foul play. That's just kind of seen as-- and a lot of people in
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company use that as closeness. That's how they hang out.”
—Trust Committee Member
Unique to freshmen that participated, they expressed that they did not think someone sharing
explicit pictures of themselves with someone else was a behavior that they would intervene in.
Participants in both groups of freshmen expressed that they would not stop a cadet from sharing
sexual images of themselves with someone else. They indicated that they believe that it is either
none of their business or that a consenting person of age is free to share sexually explicit images
of themselves as long as the recipient is also a consenting adult.
“The ‘Sharing sexual pictures of yourselves’ once again, that’s your own
prerogative. If that’s what you choose to do, then that’s what you chose to do.”
—Freshman, Female
The “Gray Areas”
Cadet participants indicated that a large number of the problematic behaviors they were asked
about would tend to fall into the “gray area.” Frequently, both male and female cadet
participants stated the need for more information to make decisions on whether or not to
intervene in situations such as seeing someone touch another cadet or hearing a cadet make a
sexual joke or gesture. Two major factors that were frequently discussed were the context in
which the behavior occurs and the reactions of the target of these behaviors.
The role of context. Many participants agreed that contextual factors surrounding the interaction
are the most important part of how they could determine if they would or would not intervene in
a situation. Several factors were mentioned, including where the interaction takes place, how
well they know the people involved, whether or not they are in uniform, the presence of others,
and the gender of the people involved.
One major factor of consideration was where these behaviors take place. Many participants
indicated that if they were to see or hear an interaction between two cadets occurring in their
quarters in the barracks versus in the mess hall or on the campus grounds, they may have very
different reactions. This was often related to the other people around who might overhear or see
the behaviors. Male cadets expressed practicing and expecting more restraint in more public
areas and being a bit more willing to let things slide in more private settings.
“I think the environment also changes though. When I’m with just my roommates
in our room, I’m going to say things to them I’m not going to say at the lunch
table, where there’s mixed classes and genders.” —Junior, Male
The topic of uniforms and regulations was brought up by some female cadet participants. Some
expressed that they have found it easier to intervene in situations that they know are against
Academy rules such as seeing a cadet do something that they believe is problematic while in
uniform.
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“A lot of this would also be dependent on whether or not they’re both wearing
their uniform. And I think that the line of whether or not you’re wearing the
uniform because it’s an Army regulation, you’re not allowed to just—PDA is
against Army regulation. It’s a lot easier for cadets to justify intervening in a
sense that you’re breaking a reg. Knock it off. If they’re both in a relationship
and touching, whatever on the scale of PDA they were doing, I’d be like, ‘Hey,
you’re in uniform. Don’t do that. Even if you don’t think you’re being watched,
people are noticing.’ If they’re in a relationship at the Firstie12, if they were just
sitting close to each other, I don’t think I’d intervene per se, knowing that they’re
in a relationship, but it’s in civilian clothing. But I mean, it’s still an Army
regulation because we’re at a military installation, you’re not supposed to be
doing it, but personally, I wouldn’t see the harm in people in a relationship with
arms flung around each other.” —Senior, Female
Other participants mentioned that knowing the people involved in the situation could affect their
willingness to intervene as well. Some said that knowing those involved would allow them to
better know when the boundaries for what is acceptable have been crossed.
“I would [be] more likely to intervene with some of my friends, because I’m like,
‘Dude, you’re a better person than that. Hold yourself to a higher standard. Stop
talking like that. Stop taking advantage of that person. Stop making jokes like
that.’—And so, I would be more likely to call my friends out because I hold them
to a higher standard, I know they hold themselves to a higher standard of
behavior. So, it’s really important to me that I do my part in helping them be a
better person.” —Freshman, Female
Others disagreed and said that it would be harder to step in if someone they know well is
involved. Some participants expressed concerns about potentially alienating friends and facing
negative social repercussions as reasons they would be hesitant to step into a situation in which
someone they know well is involved.
“I’d probably be more likely to go up to somebody I didn’t know, because then
there’s no repercussion in my mind. I’m not going to have to deal with them ever
again. I might never even see them again. Whereas it’s my friend, I’m going to
probably let them like, ‘Okay, whatever. I don’t want to make things weird
between us, since I’d probably see you 10 minutes from now. I don’t want to
make it awkward.’” —Junior, Male
Finally, some male cadets who participated in the focus groups expressed that interactions
between one male cadet and another male cadet are viewed differently than interactions between
a male cadet and a female cadet. Some of the sexually charged jokes and gestures are seen as
humorous when two male cadets are involved but would be seen as inappropriate if a male cadet
were to do the same thing with a female cadet.

12

The Firstie is what cadets call one of the on-campus bars at the Academy.
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“Between two guys, it’s usually pretty common.… It’d be a little creepy, I don’t
know, not creepy. I just know that it’d probably be between a guy and a girl. I
don’t know, out in public, especially.” —Sophomore, Male
The role of non-verbal cues. A second major factor cadet participants thought would impact
their decision to act in a “gray area” situation was the reaction of the potential victim.
Frequently, the cadets talked about the topic of looking at a person’s facial features or body
language to determine whether or not they were receptive to an interaction. If the cadets could
determine that the victim appeared to be comfortable, they would not step in, but if they thought
the victim looked uncomfortable, they would intervene.
“I think it’s still situationally dependent. Read body language. If one of them
looks super uncomfortable, then it’s probably not a good situation. Or if one of
them is falling over drunk, then maybe it’s not a good situation. But if they both
seem into it and seem fine, then I don’t think you need to intervene.”
—Senior, Female
Bystander Intervention Training
The participants were asked about their perceptions on the training they received on bystander
intervention at the Academy. Many were able to cite training programs and techniques that they
remembered and felt were helpful. Others said they thought their training was either nonexistent or lacking in many ways. One topic that came up frequently was the concept of consent,
how it could be misunderstood, and how cadets thought they needed more clarity. A second
topic was fear of mislabeling a situation as problematic and attempting to intervene when the
people involved did not want or need them too.
Well-trained areas. Many of the participants were able to identify specific things they thought
the training they received had taught them well. Some male cadets expressed that they felt the
training they received did a good job of pointing out to them how they could intervene in a risky
situation. Some male participants specifically referenced the role-playing training on bystander
intervention as informative and a good use of time. They expressed that getting hands-on
practice with these types of scenarios was helpful and would make them more likely to intervene
in a real-life situation.
“But they did do a good job talking about bystander methods. Like, ‘Oh. Hey,
yo. Go say that—hey, you got to help the girl find someone.’ Or pull them apart
from each other and work as a team to do that. Or go say that someone was
looking for them and that way you can get an excuse to bring them away from
you, or away from a guy that’s talking too much or something.”
—Sophomore, Male
Several female cadet participants echoed this sentiment, stating the training they received
prepared them to step into situations they assessed as dangerous in ways that would keep both
the potential victim and themselves safe. They talked about removing people from dangerous
situations, giving a potential victim “an out” by talking to him or her while a potentially
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unwanted interaction was occurring, using other cadets as back up, and staying in groups if out at
a party.
“Let’s say at the end, just not being afraid in a situation to walk up to somebody
and say, ‘Hey, how are you doing?’ Or maybe not necessarily as obvious, or ‘Are
you okay?’ because you might not want to alert a perpetrator with that but just,
‘Hey, how's it going? How is your day?’ …And then just kind [of] check-in, not
be afraid to do that.” —Sophomore, Female
Areas to improve training. Many cadet participants said they felt the training they were given
did not adequately engage them, if they remembered receiving training at all. According to some
of the participants, one of the main training methods for bystander intervention at the Academy
is a mandatory online program. Several participants mentioned that the program allowed them to
just click through or to put it on in the background while doing other work, which results in
failure to absorb the information it is meant to portray.
“The very briefest thing they do is there was an online thing that they made us
start doing last year where they list a bunch of different methods that you can go
through and then there’s a video that is mandatory to watch. But I would say
most cadets do what I did when I did that training, where I have another thing
that I was working on while that training was running in the background and then
I would check it and click next to fill the box.” —Senior, Male
Some participants indicated they felt the training they received was focused too much on
preventing a final act of sexual assault instead of teaching people to address problematic
behaviors early in order to prevent people from being in situations in which sexual assault is a
possibility. They indicated they believe that if the Academy empowered people to step in early
to shift the way their peers think, sexual assault could be better prevented.
“If it gets to the point where it’s like, ‘Hey, this is something that happens inside
of society, that if you don’t say something, then it goes down the line.’ Because
nobody just decides to be a rapist one day. It’s realizing that you can get away
with it over the course of progressive actions. That then leads to that final event.
And we’re only addressing it at that watershed moment of, ‘Did you ask for
consent?’ rather than, ‘Hey, did you take steps to change the culture, change
what’s acceptable?’ Empower people to say, ‘Hey, maybe you shouldn’t make a
hot or not list of girls in your company. You shouldn’t make, Best Looking
Plebes.’--The fact that that happened, that I know it’s happened, and I’ve heard it
happen, and I haven’t said anything, not because I wasn’t empowered, but
because it didn’t even cross my mind to say something. The training should focus
on pushing that intervention.” —Junior, Male
Clarifying consent. Consent was discussed as an area of training that could be improved.
Female participants often mentioned that male cadets at the Academy frequently do not
recognize what constitutes consent and what does not, especially when alcohol is involved.
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“I think that, in terms of sexual assault and sexual harassment at West Point, this
is one of the most important ones. Taking advantage of someone who drank too
much. Because I think generally the guys here agree rape is bad. The problem is
they don’t really understand the nuances of consent and rape. So, I feel if you ask
most guys, you’re like, ‘Oh, is it okay to have sex with someone if they’re drunk?’
They’ll be like, ‘Okay, yeah.’ And then we don’t talk enough about well, what is
actually consent? If someone is drinking too much, should you maybe not try and
hook up with a drunk girl? Is that wrong? And I feel like we don’t teach that
enough. We don’t talk about—we just look at consent as black and white. Like
well, I’m not raping her because I’m not physically restraining her. Or she’s not
being like, ‘No,’ so it’s okay. I feel like this is something that I think, of the sexual
assault at West Point, I would say happens a lot.” —Junior, Female
Some male participants validated the beliefs held by some female cadets by expressing their own
misunderstanding of what constitutes sexual assault. Some male cadets in the focus groups
indicated they feel that much of what is considered sexual assault comes from a misreading of
signals or a misinterpretation of the ability to consent.
“I’m going to be brutally honest. I don’t know the statistics all that well of how
much sexual assault wasn’t misunderstanding versus how much was a malignant
sexual assault. I would say though that any training that they would give us
would be how can we stop a malignant sexual assault. A sexual assault where a
predator goes out and says, ‘I’m going to sexually assault somebody tonight.’ I
would say that that’s not prevalent at the Academy. I would say it’s more likely to
be a misunderstanding between peers of what messages are being sent. And I
would say that you can’t really train that. You can’t really sit down and say,
‘Okay, Corps, if she touches your arm, if she touches your hand, you’ve got to
ask’—I don't think that would be effective.” —Freshman, Male
Addressing fears about misreading risky situations. Another reason cadet participants said they
are hesitant to intervene revolved around the idea of misinterpreting a situation and intervening
when not appropriate. Male and female participants both seemed to feel that they could damage
their social standing or make things potentially uncomfortable if they misread a situation. Some
expressed that they need to be taught to better recognize when they need to step in.
“I feel like a lot of the time the intervention techniques that I would feel
comfortable using are more along the lines of trying to figure out if intervention
needs to happen. Like sometimes I see stuff like, ‘Oh hey, are you ready to go?’
All the girls are leaving and then the girl’s like, ‘What are you even talking
about?’ I’ve asked somebody if they were okay and if they needed help and they
were like, ‘This is my boyfriend, and this is just how we act with each other.’ So,
it was kind of like I was the weird one and if I did something like ask if they were
ready to leave it would be even kind of weirder. So, that puts you in a potential
situation of being super uncomfortable.” —Sophomore, Female
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Some faculty members echoed this hesitance to address potential misconduct among peers. They
framed this as cadets being unclear about what is right and difficulty knowing when a
conversation crosses a line that they should address.
“I think a lot of times though the feedback on the behavior is your lack of
confidence in what you're doing yourself, right? I think people don't want to turn
people in because they know that they're not doing things perfectly, kind of like
somebody who drives over the speed limit. You're technically breaking the law, so
now we're going to turn somebody else in as breaking a law that may be more
severe but they're going to turn around and say, ‘Well, you're breaking the law
too. You saw me while you were speeding.’ And so a lot of these things, I think,
there's this lack of—‘I don't know what right is,’ a lot of times. And so they're
afraid to challenge what [is] right…” —Faculty Member
Leadership and Prevention
Another important factor in preventing sexual assault and sexual harassment is cadets’
perceptions on how leadership at all levels address these issues. Cadets were asked about their
perceptions on how their peer, senior, and middle-level leadership handle issues of sexual assault
and sexual harassment. Unique to USMA, a Stand-Down Day was called for after the release of
the results of the 2018 SAGR survey. Many opinions of the cadets on their leadership were
greatly influenced by this event.
Results from the 2018 SAGR survey detailing students’ perceptions of the extent of these leaders
making “honest and reasonable efforts to stop sexual harassment and sexual assault” at their
Academy supplement the findings from these discussions. The 2018 SAGR results are illustrated
in Figure 4 and provide a baseline of how USMA cadets perceived cadet leaders, Academy
senior leaders, and middle-level leaders in 2018. Because the 2019 SAGR collected data through
qualitative focus groups, findings regarding perceptions of leadership cannot be quantified.
However, the data in Figure 4 were collected from the 2018 SAGR survey and are available for
further review in the 2018 SAGR report.
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Figure 4.
USMA Cadet Perceptions of Leadership (2018 SAGR)

Senior Leadership
Senior leaders are top policy makers at the Academy and set the tone for the entire Corps. Their
roles are very impactful and they are often in the cadet and public eye. Cadets were asked to
specifically consider the Superintendent, Commandant, Vice/Deputy Commandant, and the Dean
in their discussions.
What they do well. Many cadet participants expressed a belief that senior leaders take sexual
harassment and sexual assault very seriously and are on the right track to make positive changes.
Some participants referenced senior leader’s total support for the SHARP program as a clear sign
that these issues are very important. Some cadets noted that senior leadership has become
increasingly focused on sexual harassment and sexual assault over time.
“Especially the past two months from the senior leadership, and I think even over
the course of four years, it’s been unwavering support for the SHARP program.
And they’re very open and honest with us, and I’ve never ever interacted with a
member of the senior leadership who kind of discredited the program or
discredited anyone who is involved with it. I mean, seeing that throughout my
four years just kind of reaffirmed in my mind that they do care, and I never
questioned how much they care. And there is a lot of support for the programs,
and I think that maybe there’s issues with the way that we implement the
programs. And maybe down on the lower levels, things can be miscommunicated
or misconstrued, but at least the broad general strokes of it—from the very
beginnings of my plebe year, have always known that this is a serious topic, and
I’ve visibly seen their support for the program, so.” —Senior, Female
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“I’ve only been here for two years – I’ve worked at other institutions where they
don’t do anything for sexual assault and harassment, like no education on it. I
grew up and went to college and had zero education on it, had no idea. And then
I get here and I’ve learned more about it…than I ever have in my entire life.
That’s pretty cool to me.” —Faculty Member
Areas to improve. Both male and female participants discussed the topic of transparency. Many
said they feel that senior leadership needs to better communicate the number, location, and
results of sexual assault and sexual harassment cases. They also indicated the outcomes of cases
that appear similar in nature are often unclear or unequal, adding to cadets’ desire for more
transparency. Many participants indicated a desire to be more informed about what is happening
as a result of the reporting process.
“I just feel like in terms of the actual punishments, the cases that are like what are
you actually doing? You can talk all you want about, ‘Oh, we care so much about
this.’ But are you actually punishing it when it happens? Are you actually
enforcing what you’re saying?” —Junior, Female
Some participants indicated they believe that senior leadership is too reactive and not proactive
enough. Several mentioned that senior leaders make a large public spectacle because they are
under scrutiny and need to take measures to make improvements without having to wait for
pressure from Congress to force them. Many cadet participants said they want leadership to take
further measures after saying sexual assault and sexual harassment are a top priority—they want
leaders to provide tangible ways forward to address these issues.
“I think for the most part, our time here, they’ve only really just talked about their
briefs to the Corps like, ‘These are your friends and family that you guys are
hurting. Don’t do this.’ It’s not until recently that we started taking it seriously,
after that congressional testimony. There really hadn’t been any policy changes,
significant policy changes that have addressed sexual assault and sexual
harassment. And then now that we had this whole thing going on, we haven’t
seen anything since. Although, it’s been a short time…They know it’s a problem.
They have addressed it. They named it the number one priority. They have done
little actual substantial change to address it though.” —Senior, Male
Many female participants noted that when senior leaders speak on the topic, they are not always
sensitive to victims of sexual assault. Several female cadets mentioned that some of the harsh
language and real-life examples that are pulled to illustrate points are often deeply triggering to
some of their peers, especially those that may have had past experience with being sexually
assaulted.
“… people were supposed to be given a heads-up before the brief that if they
didn’t want to go to it, it was not mandatory for them to show up. If it was
personally going to affect them…There were tons of people that didn’t have this
information, and then to go into that brief and hear rape, rape, rape, it was super
triggering for some people.” —Junior, Female
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Middle-Level Leadership
The cadets were asked for their opinions on how their TAC officers and non-commissioned
officers (NCOs) were handling sexual assault and sexual harassment. TACs play an integral role
in the mentoring of cadets at the Academy and act as a guide for how to act in the Army, as they
are generally the military member that cadets interact with most often. However, some TACs
are perceived as being better leaders and setting the appropriate tone than others.
What they do well. Some cadet participants said that TAC officers and NCOs are easy to talk to
and relatable. Many male cadet participants said they feel that their middle-level leadership does
a good job of taking these issues seriously. Some female cadet participants echoed the open
nature of their middle-level leadership and said that they feel their TAC officers are willing to
listen to their feedback and actually use it to make improvements.
“…our TAC has been much more involved, and he’s much more relatable, and
he’s more—easier conversation compared to—I feel like if you have a TAC that—
they’ve used the excuse in the past, where you don’t feel comfortable in talking
and sharing about certain things with the TAC in the room. That’s why they
pushed for cadet leadership for a bit… this year, with our current TAC, he’s very
relatable and we will talk with him. I feel like he cares for us a lot more.”
—Sophomore, Male
Areas to improve. The most common point of discussion in regard to middle-level leadership
was the varying effectiveness of TAC officers and NCOs. Many participants expressed that they
had great experiences with one leader and terrible experiences with other leaders. Participants
indicated that their TAC’s prior experiences and unit culture heavily influences their leadership
style and stances on issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment and, thus, impacting the
culture and beliefs within the company they lead.
“My TAC, personally, he’s really, really good about it. You can tell that he’s
actually really passionate about it. But I’ve heard from other people their TACs
are way less receptive. When we had the Stand-Down Day, I know one girl who
said that their TAC was in the room with her—or in their room, and someone
shared a really personal story, and he just looked at them, and then walked out
because he was like, ‘I can’t handle this.’ And I think it’s really unfortunate
because one of the chains that you can go through to report these things is the
TACs, and it’s totally dependent upon your TAC’s attitude about SHARP cases,
and just how your TAC feels about it. And it’s kind of really obvious sometimes,
their standpoint on things, and whether they’re going through with Stand-Down
Day in SHARP training because they actually believe in it, or because they’re
being told from higher that they have to.” —Senior, Female
“It comes down to the professionalism of TAC. So, my TAC’s really professional
to cadets, and he draws a hard line with this. So I think he would handle it well.
But I know some friends’ TACs, they’re just kind of creepy, where they’re socially
awkward… And so they definitely wouldn’t trust them as much to handle these
properly.” —Junior, Male
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There was a perception among many cadet participants that the TACs who do a poor job
handling these types of issues are often much less involved in the discussions and training that
the cadets receive on these topics.
“The TACs are really not that involved. We’re doing CCEP and its cadet lab, but
we have a captain right outside the door. Why doesn’t he lead this thing? I
didn’t come here expecting to be an expert on sexual assault, and I don’t think
most cadets are expected to have expertise in that area. So it would kind of be
nice if we had a TAC or a captain who had some experience in that area come
in…” —Sophomore, Male
Further, some female cadet participants expressed that even when TACs are included in their
trainings, they are not always sensitive to the issues they are talking about.
“She was sexually assaulted. And they put her case up on the slides and didn’t
tell her. And she left the room crying. This is the same TAC team. And they
wanted to fast-forward through the slides and be like, ‘We don’t want to read
those.’ So you want to put it up there, completely trigger this girl…”
—Junior, Female
Cadet Peer Leadership
Cadet peer leaders are generally upperclassmen at the Academy. They are cadets who are higher
in the cadet chain of command and may hold formal positions of power over other cadets. They
are often seen as mentors to younger students and those they oversee.
What they do well. Many male cadet participants feel that peer leaders take issues of sexual
assault and sexual harassment seriously. Many said they believe they are doing everything in
their power to make sure that their peers know what is right and make efforts to correct negative
behavior.
"The first is that we’ve been told by really, really highly powerful people around
here that this is our problem that we’re creating, and I feel like part of owning
that is saying that we’re bad at this stuff. But I think, in reality, every cadet...is
very much opposed to this issue, and the context where it’s appropriate to talk
about it, we do. And we talk about it seriously. I know my company definitely
takes it extremely seriously, and my leadership’s been great about expressing
within the context to these situations like, ‘Hey, clearly, this stuff is unacceptable.
We’re out here looking out for each other. This isn’t the kind of stuff that we can
allow to happen.’ —Senior, Male
Female cadet participants were less positive in their perceptions of cadet peer leaders
than men, but some said that peer leaders may be moving in the right direction.
Recognition and willingness to speak up when an inappropriate situation occurs were
seen as positive moves in the recent past.
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“…we had this [Cadet Character Education Program (CCEP)] session where the
mentor said something super [EXPLETIVE] up. And even all the guys in the
room were like, ‘That’s wrong. I want to say something.’ And that was really
positive and encouraging for me, to see that every single male in that room was
like, ‘That’s messed up.’ So it’s still on the lower end, but I hope that we’re
heading in the right direction.” —Junior, Female
Areas to improve. Some male and female participants agreed that oftentimes peer leaders
behave in a way that is inconsistent with the messages they communicate about sexual assault
and sexual harassment. They expressed a belief that peer leaders are not taking the issues as
seriously as they should and often make harmful jokes during trainings or in their private lives.
Cadet peer leaders appear to be more willing to look for another entity to blame for the problems
than to try to fix them themselves.
“We talk about it and they have their discussions and get a talk and then really
they keep making jokes about it or whatever, and they don’t actually see it as an
issue. They blame command. They blame West Point and stuff, and they just—I
don’t see them making much change. And it’s not that it’s so much their fault as
it’s a cultural thing that needs to change at West Point.” —Freshman, Male
“They’ll say what they’re supposed to say during the training, and then at the
lunch table, they’ll say terrible things and just talk about the system and how bad
it is, and say things that are just completely unacceptable. And these are people
who are [Platoon Leaders (PLs)], [Commanding Officers (CO)], in leadership,
cadet leadership positions, and go through the training and everything’s fine, and
then when we’re not in the training, when we’re between classes or at lunch, they
just say terrible things that are completely not okay.” —Senior, Female
Other cadet participants said they believe that peer leaders would be able to do a better job if the
roles were different. Some male cadets in peer leadership said they believe that they are unable
to effectively combat these issues because they have no formal ability to do so.
“I think it’s because I don’t have actual legal authority. I’m just told to lead my
peers. And so certain peer problems are compartmentalized when there’s legal
action involved, which I am not privy to at all. So, I mean, it’s not from a lack of
trying. It’s that things happen all the time, and I’m not entitled to know, therefore
I don’t get to know.” —Senior, Male
Some female cadet participants suggested that a restructuring or redefining of the role would be
helpful in encouraging peer leaders to work harder on the issues of sexual assault and sexual
harassment. Suggestions regarding more support for these types of roles and making them a
graded position that would improve their military career if done well were discussed.
I would say more people, and make it graded positions, and you counsel them,
you do the same kind of things, you do these operational positions in company.
You have your TAC counseling them, they’re counseled by their grader, there’s
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actual grading going on, it’s going in the system, it’s affecting their military
grade, and there’s just more legitimacy. Right now it’s like, do a good job
because it’s the right thing to do, and we need to do this, and if you don’t, you’re
a bad person, but whatever. That’s kind of what it is right now. There’s just not
enough accountability of it.” —Senior, Female
Stand-Down Day at USMA
Following the results of the 2018 SAGR survey, USMA announced a Stand-Down Day to be held
at the Academy on February 25, 2019. During this day, all regular duty was cancelled and the
entire Corps of Cadets were asked to attend a series of briefings and presentations regarding
sexual assault and sexual harassment led by Academy leadership. Breakout sessions were also
scheduled, during which students were able to talk in small groups about the topics of sexual
assault and sexual harassment amongst peers. This day had a profound effect on many cadets at
the Academy.
Cadets who participated in the focus groups expressed that there seemed to be two types of
reactions to this event. The first reaction was one of a broadening of their understanding of
sexual assault and sexual harassment, recognizing the scope and severity of the issue, and
seeking to create positive change. Many male cadets said they were completely unaware of how
serious and severe the issues were at the Academy and the Stand-Down Day helped to put much
of that into perspective for them.
“After the Stand-Down Day happened--after this survey that came out about this
big problem–I realized to myself, ‘This is pretty frigging terrible.’ And so my
view of women has changed—my eyes are more open to it now. Because back
home, did it happen? Yeah. Did I hate it? Most definitely. But here, I think they
put more of a stress on it. Especially with the honor code and everything, living
by—living to be a type of person. So after the Stand-Down Day, I decided that
I’m going to do what I, as an individual, can do to help change.”
—Sophomore, Male
Many participants expressed that the conversations were very helpful and believed that these
kinds of discussions were a much more effective tool for educating people on these issues.
Several participants expressed feeling that now people are much more aware and are able to ask
questions they were not able to before. Further, some expressed that all of the discussions helped
them identify previous interactions as sexual assault or sexual harassment that they were unable
to identify before the Stand-Down Day.
“I think, in general, the discussions that we had on the SHARP Stand-Down Day
were so much more productive than any other cadet development trainings that
you bring a cadet in and you just click through the PowerPoint and talk to us
about it. I thought it was a lot more productive to actually sit down and have a
conversation.” —Sophomore, Female
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“I think that if we talked about what [sexual assault] actually is more, then not
only do people know about it beforehand, but I think that, especially with the
Stand-Down Day, so many people actually understood what happened to them.
It’s kind of like, ‘Okay, I do need to report this.’ Or like, ‘This did happen to me.
I’m validated in the fact that this affected me the way that it did.’”
—Freshman, Female
On the other hand, cadet participants said that some of their peers reacted by making jokes and
continuing to believe that issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment were not that serious.
Male cadets in the focus groups expressed that they heard from some of their peers that the event
was pointless or that it was a joke that should be laughed off.
“I think that a lot of people took the Stand-Down Day and saw it as an
opportunity to create positive change here, and then a lot of other people, in
probably equal number and probably equally vocal, were like, ‘This is the
stupidest [EXPLETIVE] we’ve ever done. Why the [EXPLETIVE] am I wasting a
whole day doing this? I’m not part of the problem. Why the [EXPLETIVE] am
I—why do we have to do this?’ …I think there’s enough people here in
leadership roles that are kind of dismissive about it, and I’ve heard plenty of
upperclassmen, even coming into my room and just kind of making jokes about it
and just being like, ‘So what did you all think about this day? What do you all
think about this?’ in a condescending tone. Just trying to get us to laugh it off.
And to me, that shows that there’s at least some people in leadership positions
that want their subordinates to laugh it off and treat it like a joke.”
—Freshman, Male
Some of the female cadet participants said the messaging was brash and narrow. They expressed
that the language used was purposely inflammatory to get a reaction out of people and that it
could have been delivered with a bit more tact. Some said that everything was far too focused on
eliminating the aggressors at the Academy instead of supporting the victims who need help the
most.
“I think that while the Stand-Down Day was great, and us as a Corps taking
action and having these conversations is a great start, I still feel like it was more
geared towards the—you’ve got to get no more sexual assault, no more rapists in
the Corps, and it was very directed at the aggressor as opposed to supporting the
people that have been victimized by sexual assault/sexual harassment. So I think
there’s room to improve.” —Sophomore, Female
Many participants in the focus groups expressed the desire for more to result from the StandDown Day. They want to continue the conversations to keep the issues at the top of everyone’s
mind and expressed the need to have more events in a similar spirit to the Stand-Down Day.
Some female cadet participants expressed that having more face-to-face discussions help cadets
to connect with those affected by these issues and help them to empathize. They said they
believe that these types of communication are an effective tool in keeping people informed on
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the issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment, inspiring the cadets to make changes and
helping prevention efforts.
“I think having something similar—not a whole Stand Down Day but maybe just
a faculty luncheon monthly or twice a month where the faculty comes and
everyone sits around a table and they give a facilitated discussion or just a free
discussion that cadets totally focused on this particular topic, would be definitely
more helpful as opposed to do twice a month do a training like a slideshow from a
cadet and nobody really wants to be there, and everybody’s got homework to do,
and they’re thinking about other things… It makes it more real, I think, than a
bunch of PowerPoint slides. His video put a face to a bunch of it and people were
like, ‘Oh my god, I know him and I had no idea that that was going on.’ So it
turns it from a paperwork nightmare problem that we just think we’ll have to deal
with Soldiers in the future to something that you look around and you’re like,
‘This could be one of my friends going through this.’ It makes it more real for
people and in that sense, they start to internalize the fact that there needs to be a
change and it can come from them.” —Sophomore, Female
I think just more giving cadets the opportunity to do this stuff in a social
environment might facilitate social change. But I think that it’s also something
that we should spend more than just one minute at the end of big conversation
talking about. And one of the things that I think I’ve been most frustrated with
this is on the Stand-Down Day, we each had a lot of good conversations about
what things we could do to lead to this change, but that was the only time. And I
don’t think we’ve ever talked in-depth, other than a time about what we can do to
change the problem. And I think we need to more of that overall.”
—Junior, Male
Conclusions on Prevention at the Academy
Responses from the bystander intervention activity support the conclusion of the existence of a
“bro culture” from the discussion on culture at the Academy. Cadets often indicated that they
would not intervene in behaviors that they considered lower level sexually harassing behaviors
that are normalized at the Academy. This finding, along with how relatively few cadets could
describe what they would do to intervene in many situations, point to cadets’ limited ability to
handle day to day issues around sexual assault and sexual harassment. The lack of understanding
of bystander intervention contributes to perceptions of leadership treatment of sexual harassment
and sexual assault. Senior leaders are often perceived as taking a serious approach to, and trying
to solve the problems of, sexual assault and sexual harassment. However, their message is lost
as it moves down the chain of command. Some middle-level leaders and cadet peer leaders do
not espouse the same messages coming from senior leadership and continue to see these issues as
either not serious, normal behaviors that are to be expected, or something to mock or make fun
of. With middle-level leaders and cadet peer leaders being the individuals’ cadets interact with
on a day-to-day basis, it is important that they are setting the appropriate tone with regard to how
serious sexual assault and sexual harassment are at the Academy.
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Unique to USMA was Stand-Down Day, which was viewed by many participants as a major
accomplishment by the Academy that deeply affected many cadets and helped some victims
recognize that what they experienced was something that should be reported. While the majority
spoke of the successes of Stand-Down Day, some cadets expressed that some of their peers did
not see the Stand-Down Day as particularly effective and openly made jokes or complaints about
it. Despite these differences, many participants noted they would like to see more events like
Stand-Down Day to keep the conversation going at the Academy.

Reporting Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
Reporting experiences of sexual assault and sexual harassment is an important step toward
ensuring that victims get the support and services they need and that perpetrators are brought to
justice and are prevented from offending in the future. The rate of reporting tends to be much
lower than the rate of experiencing both sexual assault and sexual harassment (Breslin et al.,
2019). Beliefs about the SHARP office and its personnel play a role in cadets’ willingness to
report. Further, a number of barriers to reporting that prevent cadets from coming forward were
discussed in the focus groups. These barriers included many cultural, logistical, and
psychological reasons.
Perceptions of the SHARP Program
The participants expressed a variety of opinions about the SHARP office. They were asked
about their awareness of SHARP resources and the office itself, how much they trust the SHARP
office personnel, and the people they would go to for support if they ever experienced sexual
assault or sexual harassment.
Knowledge of SHARP Office and Resources
Many cadets expressed that the SHARP office does a good job at making sure the resources they
offer are disseminated well. Several participants expressed that there is a requirement to place a
copy of the SHARP resources and phone numbers on the inside of the door to their quarters.
Others expressed that they had been required to physically go to the SHARP office to retrieve a
specific flyer as a homework assignment to make sure they were familiar with where the office is
and to ensure they had the resource information on hand.
“…they force us to print out the sheets… to put on your door that has phone
numbers and everything else on there. It cost nothing to me, and I have to have it
on the back of my door, so whatever. But I’ve actually been in a situation where
I’ve been like, ‘Holy crap. I need to talk to somebody.’ And I’ve looked on
there…” —Sophomore, Male
Other cadets expressed differing opinions. Some did not know who they would go to or call if
they needed information, and several participants mentioned being unsure as to where the office
is located. Participants noted that this lack of knowledge could be related to the location of the
office—its location seemed odd to some with it being far out of the way, having only one
entrance to access it, and appearing uninviting.
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“I feel like the location of the office is also kind of a weird spot. I understand that
it’s meant to be more isolated for folks and it’s kind of above the chaplain’s
office, sort of, but it’s going straight to a stairwell. It’s on the second floor near
the mess hall kind of. It’s not a well-travelled road. It’s a weird location. And
really, the only times I’ve gone through there is when I’m cutting through to get to
the mess hall because they closed another door. I think it’s a weird location as
far as somebody who’s never reported or anything, I still think of that location as
like, ‘This is kind of hide and seek game to me.’” —Senior, Male
Trust in the SHARP Office
There was a distinct divide in the level of trust that cadets had in the SHARP office based on
gender. This seemed to stem largely from the amount of interaction the participants had with the
office themselves or what they learned through the interactions of their peers with the office.
Male participants often indicated that they would trust the office if they ever needed to seek help
for a SHARP-related incident. Some referred to the SHARP office as a place where the
professionals are there to do a job and they had no reason for not using the office.
“I’ve never talked to anyone one of them, but I would feel comfortable bringing
somebody there or a question if I ever came into a situation. I think most people
have never actually spoken with them. There is that implicit trust with that office
that I don’t know how they earned [laughter]. I mean, in my perspective. But I
think they are generally trusted because they are supposed to be the
professionals…” —Senior, Male
Several male cadet participants conceded, however, that there is a stigma surrounding going to
the office. Some mentioned that people often do not go to the SHARP office unless something
very severe has happened that must be addressed. Some expressed that this perception made
them feel that going to the office just for information might not happen as frequently, since
people are afraid it will be assumed that they experienced an unwanted event and contribute to
false information via the rumor mill.
“If you go to the SHARP everyone’s like, ‘Wow, that must be a big deal.’ There’s
no like, ‘Oh, I’m just going to go and get some advice.’ I think as soon as
someone learns that you went to go see someone like that, they automatically,
they assume like, ‘Oh. Something big went down.’ Not that that’s bad, but that’s
just one thing I’ve noticed. One thing I think to myself. Because if I hear
someone went to a counselor, I’m like, ‘Wow, something must’ve really bad
happened.’” —Sophomore, Male
Female participants, however, more often expressed a lower degree of trust. Several female
participants noted they had heard of many instances from peers in which the SHARP office
response was not adequate or helpful. Some said that people were turned away from the office
when they were trying to seek help, while others expressed that cadets simply do not want to go
in the first place, because they believe that the SHARP office will not help them.
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“Not one of my friends, but a friend of a friend went to report a complaint, and
they essentially got told, ‘Can you come back in a month? Because the
investigating officer’s not here.’ And it’s like, ‘What do you mean, come back in
a month?’ That’s just 100% unacceptable. And so I think the faith in the system
is depleted really quickly when you hear stuff like that.” —Senior, Female
“I would say not at all. I have multiple other friends who’ve told me, ‘Oh yeah,
such and such happened to me over the weekend and I’m not going to go to the
SHARP because they’re not going to do anything about it anyway.’”
—Sophomore, Female
Faculty and staff member participants expressed trust in the SHARP office. Although some said
they feel that it could be challenging for a cadet to decide to come forward to get help after
experiencing sexual assault or sexual harassment due to the impact on reputations of the people
involved in the incident, there is still a level of trust from faculty that cadets would get what they
need from the SHARP personnel.
“…sending someone to the SHARP office is like, uh-oh, now you're kind of
putting them up there by themselves on an island, and I think we have to be better
than that and make it discreet—and is that hard to do? Hell, yeah, it's hard to do.
That's wicked hard to do, but if that's how we want to handle this and we want to
make sure that the person claiming that they were sexually assaulted is not
ostracized and doesn't subject themselves to popular opinion or group think or
Jodel or whatever else it is, then I think then you have to be better, you have to
come up with these sophisticated ways to deal with it.” —Faculty Member
Trust in SHARP Staff
Even though many male participants expressed their comfort with the SHARP office, both male
and female cadet participants expressed that SHARP personnel would often not be the first
person they would consult if they were to experience sexual assault or sexual harassment. Many
participants also agreed that their chain of command would not be who they would seek advice
from. Most cadets indicated that the first person they would go to if they needed help would be
one of their peers, most often a close friend or a peer leader they know they could talk to. Some
female participants expressed discomfort in talking SHARP personnel as they do not know them
well or do not have an established relationship with the staff.
“But I think in terms of compassion, about caring, about people that have been
affected by it, I would say that I would be much more likely to tell a peer and
believe that a peer would actually get something done for me, or for any other
victim that, not—this is hypothetical—but if something were to happen to me—I
would much rather go to my peer and be like, ‘Hey, I need help. How do I get
help?’ I’d be more confident in them actually helping me than I would be in a
TAC helping me. Or just by nature of knowing the person more personally, as
well as just having that empathy between, you’re not just a cadet that’s trying to
get attention or whatever it may be. You’re my friend. Even though you’re in a
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leadership position, you respect me as a human. We all have this shared struggle
through our four years here…” —Senior, Female
Many male participants echoed the urge to speak to a friend first. However, for male cadets, it
seemed often to be focused on sorting out the internal strife they may experience after a sexual
assault without having to escalate the situation to an authority. Further compounding this effect,
and similar to female participants, some mentioned they had never seen a Sexual Assault
Response Coordinator (SARC) or Victim Advocate (VA) in person, and they would not feel
comfortable confiding such sensitive information in a stranger.
“…this is something that defines you, in a way. And it’s just really uncomfortable
to talk about, and so you kind of want to keep it internal. Hopefully, talk to your
friend and you can work it out, make yourself feel better. That’s usually the goal
and not prosecuting someone. It’s, ‘How do I comprehend this? How do I just
get my mind around what happened?’” —Junior, Male
Some cadets mentioned they would go to the SHARP office after sorting through their thoughts
and finding out where to go from friends and peers. In fact, some female participants who
decided to report their unwanted experience expressed very positive interactions with the VA.
“I would recommend if any of you have issues, I would try your best to get to the
Victim’s Advocate. Because I think he is the best person in the process here.”
—Freshman, Female
When further prompted for who else they would seek help from, a common response was the
Academy chaplain, often regardless of a cadet’s religion or level of belief. The chaplain was
viewed by participants as a confidential resource that cadets are familiar with, from frequent
interactions and positive relationship building.
“That’s the reason we all liked [the chaplain], is because she had a really big,
good presence. She was always—sometimes she’d bring her dog to the barracks,
and she was always around during formation. So she had a really good, positive
presence that made a lot of people really comfortable around her.”
—Junior, Male
Barriers to Reporting
Rates of reporting are often much lower than rates of experiencing sexual assault and sexual
harassment (Breslin et al., 2019). Cadets were asked to describe some reasons they and their
peers would choose not to make a formal report if they were to experience sexual assault or
sexual harassment.
Sexual Assault
Cadet participants described a number of factors that may prevent them or their peers from
coming forward with a formal report of sexual assault, including damage to social standing,
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damage to their own self-perception, challenges with the reporting process, and Academy
opinions about false reporting and victim blaming.
Social consequences and the rumor mill. Many cadet participants expressed that social stigma
plays a large factor in the reasons they would not report. Rumors and gossip are incredibly
common among cadets, and information travels fast within the Corps. People are quick to take
sides and attempt to construct a narrative of events that may or may not have happened. Some
participants said they feel that victims do not see reporting as an option since it will damage their
social standing.
“So I feel like if one person were to accuse another cadet of sexual harassment or
sexual assault, the accused will probably tell his or her friends about it. It just
becomes common talk. Because whether we’re walking past somebody, you’ll
just point out… ‘Oh, that’s the boy or girl who’s reporting this boy or girl. It’s
total BS.’…‘It’s impossible that happened.’ ‘We all know the guy or the girl. She
wouldn’t do that.’ So it’s all small talk and conversation that would discourage
somebody from going to the SHARP office who already has a problem with
accepting reports.” —Senior, Female
Focus group participants voiced a belief that victims are afraid to report due to serious
consequences for the alleged perpetrator. Many alleged perpetrators are peers who the cadets
know. Some cadets expressed the opinion that social pressure from other cadets forces victims
into silence because they do not want to be the person who ends a peer’s career or sends
someone to prison. This type of protection of peers out of a sense of toxic loyalty and an
obligation due to shared experience, despite the possibility that the alleged offender should be
punished for an alleged offense, is a barrier to reporting.
“So with the rumor mill—it becomes a story line. So we start hearing the little
talks about, ‘Oh, this happened, this accused this.’ But then it always becomes—
there’s just so much at stake… I don’t know how public schools are ran—it
becomes, ‘Oh, yeah. That kid got kicked out. He has to pay back his whole entire
West Point tuition, or he’s going into the Army. Oh, we feel so bad for him. He’s
in jail for the next 20 years.’ I just feel like this atmosphere, we all talk about
team building and everything, so if coming forward to report, it could be hard for
somebody because—they’re upset that it happened, but they know that so much is
on the line for the other person, and that person’s friends know that, ‘Hey,
because you’re reporting this, this person can’t graduate.’ We had a panel
yesterday, and one of the big questions was, ‘this person can’t do air assault.
This person can’t do summer training because he or she is flagged, so it becomes
a whole story because so much is on the line.’ So that’s why it becomes like
pointing fingers.” —Senior, Female
Damage to masculine self-perception. Both female and male participants indicated that damage
to masculine self-image is a major barrier to reporting for male cadets at the Academy. Male
cadet participants cited a number of reasons for this perceived lessening of masculinity,
including that it would make them look weak or unable to protect themselves.
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“It would be almost impossible for a guy to admit they were actually sexually
assaulted. Because in their minds, there is a huge idea that, ‘I am in control of
my body and I’m a strong dude. So nobody can just control me in that way.’ I
think that’s something—I’ve never heard them address that.”
—Sophomore, Male
The gender of the alleged offender impacted participant’s perceptions of how male victims of
sexual assault would respond to their experiences. Participants said that they think a male victim
would go to greater lengths to justify a sexual assault situation as something less severe or even
consensual in the case of a female alleged perpetrator. However, if a male victim were assaulted
by another male, several male cadets stated they would resort to violence against a male
perpetrator before reporting the incident.
“We’re just like, ‘Hey, remember the time that cadet X was at Army–Navy and
blacked out and got [EXPLETIVE] by the girl?’ And it’s like a joke now. And
then on the other side, if it’s a guy who was sexually assaulted by another guy, I
think we’d be too prideful to admit that. I honestly don’t think that I would be
able to testify that it ever happened. Would I try to maybe take some sort of
physical act of retribution? That would be a lot more likely than me reporting it,
I can tell you that.” —Freshman, Male
Female participants acknowledged there is a drive for male cadets to display a hypermasculine,
“macho man,” persona that would be broken by reporting. However, female cadet participants
indicated they do not see gender as a barrier to reporting for female cadets.
“And I feel like that’s a deterrent for men to not report. Definitely not as much of
a deal for women. I think it’s other issues for female cadets to decide not to
report. It’s issues with the system and not so much with the fact they’re women.”
—Sophomore, Female
Fear of consequences from the Academy. Cadet participants discussed collateral misconduct as
a common fear if they were to report a sexual assault. Several participants expressed uncertainty
about whether or not they would get into trouble for reporting a situation during which other
rules were broken, such as drinking (especially under-age drinking) and uniform violations.
“I think education…just knowing to what threshold you’re safe, right?—Who’s
actually going to get in trouble there? Are you safe for underage drinking?
Knowing that and maybe—saying that, ‘Yes, everybody in that will be safe for
whatever happened, whatever underage drinking happened or whatever not in the
right uniform happened,’ just so that we can encourage people to report things
that are actually wrong, so they’re not afraid of getting in trouble, getting 100
hours because they were in a wrong uniform or something like that.”
—Junior, Male
Another barrier surrounded the idea of backlash on cadets who report. Some participants noted
that some of the messaging about zero tolerance for sexual assault and sexual harassment and a
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desire for rates to reflect zero percent left some participants feeling as though they received
mixed messages about whether they should be coming forward.
“It can be potentially toxic when we drive the number zero. Because when you
have a lieutenant general screaming zero in your face, you don’t want to be the
guy that ruined that goal. Okay. He said zero so many times. He mentioned it
once or twice, we won’t share it. So to his credit, he did say, ‘We want you to
report when these things happen.’ But I think that it can be kind of unhealthy
when you emphasize zero.” —Senior, Male
This perception also drives a feeling that reporting unwanted experiences causes undue hardship
and loss of privileges for the cadets.
“But now we see that the—now, us being an honest institution with ourselves and
actually making a fair number of reports, that’s something they inspire for us to
be reviewed congressionally and we need to determine whether the Academy is a
valid way of commissioning people.” —Senior, Male
“‘Oh, we want your report, but if we get more reports, we’re going to take away
privileges.’ And people are like, ‘Well, how does that work? Why is that?
You’re trying to work against us, too.’” —Sophomore, Male
Challenges with the process. Many cadets expressed that they do not know how their reporting
options affect what happens after they report. For example, several cadets did not understand the
role they are expected to play in the investigation process and the steps involved. Many
suggested that if there was more clarity about what the next steps were after making a report,
people would be more comfortable coming forward.
“Well, the brief yesterday, the captain was saying that the victim can choose.
And I guess this is more of a question. But she said that the victim can choose
how involved they’re in. I feel like most people would choose not to be very
involved, but I guess that’s still not the case if a lot of your time is being taken up.
So when do you get to—or what do you get to choose to not be involved in and
how?” —Senior, Male
Members of the Trust Committee shared this sentiment that their peers often could feel like the
investigation process is puzzling. Some members expressed that cadets would be afraid to enter
into a process that they felt was not clearly defined. Further, it seemed that some members
included themselves when talking about confusion around the investigation process despite
members of this committee generally being considered knowledgeable about sexual assault and
sexual harassment concerns by their peers.
“I would also say a barrier to reporting is just how little we know about what
happens afterwards, which is a big reason why we started doing those panels, but
I still think that there's so much that we don't know about investigations and about
what happens to you during that process, and I think a lot of people—they shy
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away from it because we're asking them to jump in into this big, shadowy box
when we ask them to report, and they don't know what's going to happen when
they do.” —Trust Committee Member
Further, many cadets expressed that they perceive the investigation process to be incredibly
stressful and time-consuming. The participants said they believe that the process could be
lengthy, invasive, and requires them to spend more time and resources during an already difficult
time.
“I think part of it is at least the process. There’s a guy in my company right now
that’s going through it. It’s really long and it’s really draining, and you already
have so much on your plate as a cadet. So when one of these things happens to
you, I’m sure it’s a thought process like, ‘Is this worth my life at the moment.’
Like, ‘Is this worth the next three to four months of my life at the Academy when
I’m trying to become one of the next leaders of America? Do I take the time out
of my day, every day, to go down the legal office and do all these interviews? And
do I relive the trauma.’ It’s really long. It’s really invasive, right? I would say
streamlining the process for the victim and not calling them in all the time and
double and triple checking their statements. And then re-interviewing them and
re-making sure four months later that they still remember the events and
everything.” —Senior, Male
This seems to be a commonly shared belief at the Academy. However, some female cadets who
said they went into the process with the belief that it would be stressful and time-consuming
found that the SARCs were accommodating and let the victim take their time to go through the
process.
Many cadets also said that they found problems with the results of their sexual assault or sexual
harassment report. Many cadets said they feel that they did not see any consequences for the
people who were reported for misconduct. Some mentioned that often the people they thought
should be severely punished were just moved, and the issue was swept under the rug. This
perception frequently led participants to express that they do not want to report because nothing
will be done. Worse, some expressed that they believe victims are often forced to continue to
interact with those they accused at the Academy, creating incredibly hostile environments.
“West Point’s also unique in that, apart from the civilian rule, that when a victim
comes forward and reports somebody, they’re not necessarily removed from that
situation. Nowhere else in the civilian world will you find where someone will
report their rapist and then have to encounter them on a daily basis.”
—Junior, Female
False reporting and victim blaming. There is a perception among many cadet participants that
false reporting could be a large problem. For male cadet participants, language around the topic
was much less direct than in prior years, unless they were prompted directly on the topic (Barry
et al., 2017a). Issues such as making sure the investigation process is fair and given the right
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amount of time and the fear of being falsely accused and then punished without ever having a
chance to defend themselves were common themes.
“Yeah, that actually scares me a lot. I feel like the whole SHARP process can just
be used as a weapon. And I feel like I would just never win if anything ever got
brought up. And that mindset is—I was dealing with that in the back of my mind
anytime I ever go and have an interaction with a woman, which isn’t bad, but I
don’t know. I just feel like I would just get wrecked. I feel like I would not have
the chance.” —Junior, Male
On the other hand, female participants frequently expressed that the belief among cadets that
false reporting is a rampant problem is untrue. They did, however, tend to acknowledge that this
widely held belief is pervasive at the Academy and that many of their peers are quick to assume
that the accused is innocent and the victim is lying.
“I think in my experience as well, I think I’ve always heard that they can’t believe
that this person’s being reported…I feel like the initial response to a report is that
the victim is lying, or—not necessarily lying. Or that it didn’t happen, or that the
victim’s perceiving something that happened that actually didn’t.”
—Senior, Female
Female cadet participants said that this lack of belief often deeply affects their confidence in the
system and their willingness to report sexual assault should it ever occur to them.
“Man, if I ever became a victim, this is the [EXPLETIVE] that would pop into my
head. Oh, no one’s going to believe me. Hey, it’s going to take 15 people to
make sure that I’m good. Oh, by the way, once it’s proven—oh, by the way, it
might not be. This is the [EXPLETIVE] that I’ma have to deal with. What? I’m
afraid not only because this might happen but because the entire afterwards.
Hey, there goes my credibility. I can’t be part of a team.” —Junior, Female
Female participants further expressed that victims are met with a loss of credibility and ostracism
by their peers. They said that people who report are accused of lying and then avoided because
they are thought to be the type of person that would falsely accuse a person of a SHARP
violation and would do it again.
“And obviously, the victim shaming thing and people not wanting to be around
somebody who’s mentioned SHARP stuff. If I were to have something like this
happen to me, then—I feel like with the reaction from other stuff that I’ve seen—I
feel like it would put me as an outsider more than it would put my perpetrator,
especially if he was in company.” —Sophomore, Female
Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment is also underreported (Breslin et al., 2019) and is often encouraged to be
handled at the lowest interpersonal level before escalating up the chain to a report. Many of the
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reasons for not reporting sexual harassment were largely similar to the reasons cadets in the
focus groups indicated cadets would not report sexual assault. Fears around social stigmatization
by their peers and that nothing would be done to change the situation even if they decided to
report were mentioned. Unique to sexual harassment were the perceptions that sexual
harassment is not severe enough to report and often harder to identify as a behavior worth
reporting.
Perceived to be less severe. In line with what participants discussed regarding normalization of
lower level sexually-harassing behaviors as part of the “bro culture” at the Academy, a barrier to
reporting sexual harassment is that it is not serious enough to report. This perception was held
by both male and female cadet participants who often compared sexual harassment to sexual
assault in terms of severity and concluded that harassment is not as bad and not as worthy of
reporting. Some cadet participants mentioned that they would be more likely to handle sexual
harassment at the peer level by telling the harasser that he or she had crossed a line.
“…for a sexual harassment, a lot of people don’t feel like they need to report it as
much because it’s not something really—if a harmful comment was made, yes.
But it wasn’t the same thing as a sexual assault, so it’s a lot easier to maybe
confront the person and say, ‘Hey, that made me uncomfortable. Can we not do
that again?’ Or maybe go talk to your friend and say, ‘Hey, could you talk to soand-so about that comment he made and make sure he doesn’t do it again?’ So
you don’t really need to go as far as reporting it because you can handle the issue
yourself.” —Freshman, Male
Harder to identify. Further, it seemed that several cadets had trouble identifying what
constituted sexual harassment. Although many participants said they feel they could definitively
identify sexual assault, it seemed like the threshold to consider something as sexual harassment
was much harder to find.
“…sexual assault, I think, can be a little more explicit. So something you say is
sexual harassment, someone else would be like, ‘Why are you taking it that way?’
If someone touches you—you’re not taking it a certain way if someone touched
you, but I feel like with sexual harassment it can be a little harder to be like,
‘Yeah, that actually was sexual harassment.’” —Freshman, Female
Improvements to Reporting
Cadets expressed a number of ways that reporting rates could be improved. While there was one
common theme, male and female cadets also had different approaches to what they thought
could help.
Improving knowledge. Many cadet participants expressed a need for greater education and
understanding across a number of topics. Some said they think that reporting of sexual assault
could be improved if cadets were more aware of their reporting options. Participants suggested
that if cadets were to have a clear understanding of the differences between an unrestricted and
restricted report, victims would be more comfortable coming forward to get the support they
need.
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“And perhaps it’s that not just driving, though, this is the difference between
restricted and unrestricted reporting, but acknowledging that you don’t have to
pursue an investigation. You can file a restricted report. You get help from
people who care about you. That might be a point of emphasis that we can
pursue.” —Senior, Male
Others said that a better understanding of both sexual assault and sexual harassment would help
people recognize when they should be going to military authorities for help. Specifically, male
participants said they believe that TAC officers with Army experience should start providing
more examples from what they have seen in the field and the downstream effects it had on their
mission.
“I think the TACs could just get more involved because a lot of times—I don’t
know what sexual harassment is, but the TACs have actual examples of how it’s
going to hurt their units and kind of disable trust. So I think if we could—in our
CCEP sessions, get some real TAC expertise in that area, it’d get us to care about
the issues more. And if the court cares about it, it will change so.”
—Sophomore, Male
Female participants suggested more knowledge of what constitutes a sexual assault would help
victims to better understand their circumstances. Some said that they struggled with trying to
understand an unwanted event and did not realize that what had happened to them was
considered sexual assault. Some cadets expressed that the discussions on Stand-Down Day were
an example of a way to disseminate this information.
“I actually didn’t report someone for something that happened until months after
the fact, because I didn’t know I had a case, and nobody really—just simply, the
definition of sexual assault isn’t just full on sexual contact that they say it is. So
maybe just telling people that more. That trying is the same as actually doing and
under the definition. And maybe that’ll help people report it a little bit more.”
—Freshman, Female
Increasing respect. Male participants specifically said they believe that increasing respect
would be a way to close the gap between experiences and reports. They indicated that having
more respect for themselves and others and more respect for what West Point stands for would
encourage people to report. However, cadets involved in the discussion did not offer any
avenues to increase this sense of respect.
“I guess if you have more respect for yourself, you’re going to want to report
that. And if you have more respect for the brand, you want to protect the brand at
West Point from instances like that. And then this also helps as a preventative
measure. If I have more respect for the West Point brand or for somebody at
West Point, I’m not going to sexually assault someone because that lessens the
brand.” —Freshman, Male
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Improving victim support. Female participants said one way to encourage victims to come
forward would be to improve how they are treated after they report. Many female participants
indicated that more resources need to be allocated for cadets who come forward so that they feel
comfortable, are better able to recover from an experience, and to prevent revictimization as they
attempt to reintegrate into the Academy. This suggests that students at the Academy do not think
the current resources are adequate or are unaware of the resources currently available for such
support.
“I’m not sure exactly what happens and what kind of services—the victims get
after they report or whatever. But I feel like there should be some type of
counseling they could get provided or something where they don’t feel like after
they share their story—and I’ve heard they have to share it multiple times over
and over again, which is super emotional. And after that, just going to school the
next thing. And either people know about it, or are talking about them, or people
don’t know about it and they just have to act like everything’s okay when it’s not.
And so I kind of just feel like if something like that were to happen to me or
someone else, they’d be like, ‘Why should I, if I would just have to keep repeating
my horrible story over and over again and then go back to my life that I kind of
hate now because of this?’” —Sophomore, Female
Conclusions on Reporting Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
Many cadet participants noted that the SHARP office does a good job ensuring cadets are aware
of the resources available to them, citing being required to put the resources list on the door to
the barracks. However, cadets in the focus groups indicated they want more face time with
SHARP officials—trust in the SHARP office is minimal due to the perceived lack of rapport the
cadets have with these professionals. Most cadets indicated they would much rather talk to
someone they have an established relationship with first and compared going to the SHARP
office to speaking with a stranger about something that is very personal to them as a victim.
Going to the SHARP office is seen as a last resort that students at the Academy only take if they
have already spoke with other people and have decided to report.
Barriers to reporting sexual assault persist at the Academy and are often contributed to the
perception that victims falsely report and the fear of being ostracized by their peers. False
reporting continues to be a barrier to reporting as heard in prior focus group efforts where
participants in the groups indicated this perception is still held by many at the Academy and
victims may not report because they will be perceived as not being credible or believed. Further,
being ostracized in the tight-knit community at West Point is particularly salient and cadets do
not want to be perceived as the person who will get someone in trouble.
Sexual harassment in and of itself is a “gray area” about which cadets are unsure when unwanted
behavior experienced is sexual harassment and more unsure if it would meet the threshold for
reporting. Having noted that accepting lower level sexually harassing behaviors is part of “bro
culture” where these behaviors are normalized, it is not surprising that one of the main barriers to
reporting sexual harassment is that it is not perceived to be severe enough to report. Cadets at
the Academy are taught to handle sexual harassing behaviors at the lowest interpersonal level,
but lack clarity on what constitutes sexual harassment. This ambiguity, paired with the
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perception that these behaviors are tolerated at the Academy, serve as barriers to getting the help
a victim may need.

Alcohol at the Academy
Despite the many differences West Point has from a civilian college, alcohol and the culture
surrounding it remains prevalent. Cadets were asked about their views on drinking at the
Academy, the training they receive about alcohol, and how training could be adjusted to help
them make more responsible decisions.
Alcohol Use
There were several differing perceptions on how alcohol is used at the Academy and how the
usage of alcohol affects rates of sexual assault and sexual harassment. Irresponsible alcohol
usage in the form of binge drinking was a topic of much discussion, specifically by male
participants. Female participants also expressed opinions on the overall drinking culture at the
Academy and discussed the relationship between alcohol and unwanted behaviors.
Binge Drinking
Drinking at the Academy often takes the form of binge drinking, where cadet participants
reported that when cadets drink, they tend to overindulge. Many students mentioned that they
are not given adequate opportunities to leave the confines of the Academy grounds, which results
in students drinking much more and much more recklessly when given the opportunity since they
view it as a rare occasion.
“You are just stuck at the Academy for a while. And it’s really difficult to drink
because it’s the work week. And then something comes up that you’re looking
forward to, like a class weekend or a home football game, and then, when you
have the opportunity to drink, cadets just go all out. Like, ‘Oh, my god. It’s
Saturday night. This is my only chance to drink.’” —Sophomore, Male
Some male participants pointed to cultural factors that contribute to binge drinking at USMA.
Stereotypical views of what it means to be a soldier in the Army, such as perceptions of
manliness and an unwillingness to be thought of as weaker than their peers, were referenced as
reasons some cadets may drink heavily.
“‘We’re soldiers. We’re the heart of this. Not going to be a [EXPLETIVE] and
have two beers.’ You’re going to get a whole pitcher and do shots, and you’re
going to take it like man.” —Junior, Male
Female participants in the focus groups did not tend to talk about binge drinking as explicitly as
their male counterparts. Some female cadets, however, still noted that it is a commonly held
belief that if a cadet is going out to drink, their intention is to get drunk. At the same time, there
is recognition about how dangerous these problematic drinking behaviors can be.
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“It’s something that makes me really, really nervous because everyone knows
when we go—when people go out to drink, especially if you’re from West Point,
you go to drink. And I know in high school I had a friend that got very, very sick
from alcohol poisoning. I just think we need a little something about that, to
mention stuff like that. What to do when someone passes out on the floor. What
you should do with him instead of leaving them in the bathroom and stuff like
that.” —Junior, Female
Despite the culture of heavy drinking, some cadet participants said they believe that they have
developed a community that watches out for each other. Many suggested that they would try to
help a fellow cadet if they drank too much by making sure they get back to their rooms safely
and not allow them to do anything that could harm someone else.
“I know people who drink at West Point who are of age who don’t go out to the
bars—or to the bar or the Firstie, and they go to tailgates, when they come back,
there’ve been issues before with people being super loud and obnoxious in the
hallways. But then people will realize, ‘Oh, no. They’re being drunken fools,’
and they’ll go in and shepherd them back to their rooms and keep them there so
that they don’t piss people off or do something stupid.” —Sophomore, Male
The Role of Alcohol in Unwanted Events
Many cadet participants said they believe that alcohol plays a role in the rates of sexual assault
but that it is not the root cause of the problem. As such, many participants simultaneously said
that banning alcohol on campus would not solve any of the problems.
“I feel like alcohol really just magnifies the ignorance we all have on sexual
assault and harassment. It’s not like, take away the alcohol and you take away
the problem because it’s people deciding to drink, it’s people deciding to—it’s all
people. It’s not alcohol walking up and doing it. So that’s something that we
definitely are still figuring out here.” —Sophomore, Female
At USMA, there are two on-campus bars that the cadets referred to as the O-Club and the Firstie.
They were specifically mentioned as a good outlet for cadets of drinking age to do so safely.
When cadet participants talked about fears around banning alcohol, they often said closing these
bars would create more problems. Many participants said they believe that if these bars were to
close and the campus were to be declared dry, cadets would find ways to circumvent the rules
and smuggle contraband into the Academy. Closing the on-campus bars would result in more
drinking in the barracks, behind closed doors, and in less regulated ways. Cadet participants said
they believe that drinking in the barracks is much more dangerous and that sexual assault is
much more likely to happen in these kinds of private drinking forums.
“I don’t think that would change anything, to be honest. Because I mean, at least
for my diagram here, I have all the issues of drinking being in the barracks
because that’s where a lot issues happen. I can’t say in general, but I’d be
willing to bet not a lot of sexual assaults happen in the Firstie or in the O-club. A
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lot of them happen back in the barracks. And so many people, so many people
are drinking in the barracks. And to think that if you made this a dry campus that
that would change, but I don’t think so. I think it would be offsetting. It would
happen more, just because those people right, the only thing holding them back is
they’re realizing, ‘I can [go] down to the Firstie or the O-club.’ Maybe they’re
not going to have a handle under their bed, but people who can’t do that do.”
—Junior, Male
“Alcohol in the barracks is definitely the most dangerous. Because if you have
alcohol in barracks, you definitely have your door closed and probably have
other people with you. It’s more likely where you have a bed right there. That’s
the most private area that something can go wrong with cadet.” —Junior, Male
Additionally, members of the Trust Committee expressed concerns that the alcohol trainings do
not adequately prepare underage cadets to navigate potentially dangerous situations. The Trust
members expressed that underaged drinkers are an especially vulnerable population because they
tend to drink in less regulated and safe settings and may be afraid to report sexual assault that
happens when they are drinking because of fear of collateral misconduct.
“I feel like there's this hesitation to talk about alcohol realistically, including
people who drink underage here. And there's a lot of them, and I think that
population in particular is in danger more than the people that drink of age
because they're not trying to hide anything. They're not worried about getting in
trouble. But people who drink underage, especially during class weekends, are
going together to houses and stuff. I think that's where we have a lot of problems
with alcohol and sexual assault, not necessarily alcohol that's served on post or in
public areas, because people are a little less responsible, and if something
happens - like we were talking about collateral misconduct - I think that's a huge
inhibitor, I guess. But also, there's a hesitation, like I said, to talk about like that
and talk about drinking, drinking responsibly to underclassmen, which leads to
problems not only while they're underage but also when they get older.”
—Trust Committee Member
Alcohol Training
Cadets had many perceptions on training they receive during their time at the Academy on
alcohol use. These opinions ranged from training being almost non-existent and inadequate to
being overbearing, unrealistic, or punitive in nature. Cadets also expressed several ideas on how
training could be improved to better resonate within the Corps.
Views on Current Training
Many cadet participants felt that the training they receive on alcohol is not realistic and often
focused on abstaining from alcohol consumption. They indicated that as college-aged students,
they are going to drink and that training that is centered on not drinking or characterizing people
who drink at all as alcoholics does not resonate. They viewed the trainings as answering the
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correct choices to a series of questions in order to meet a requirement, not something they
actually internalize or learn from.
“We get trainings and you’re supposed to say the right thing, and everyone knows
the right answer. And it’s an hour, and you walk out, and you forget it and you
go do homework. We don’t have realistic settings where it’s like, ‘Okay. We
know you’re going to drink. We know you’re going to have sex.’ We don’t talk
about those things. We just put ourselves in this little box, and we’re like ‘Okay,
so should you drink more than two beers?’ ‘No.’ ‘All right, everyone. Bye.’”
—Junior, Female
Additionally, cadet participants said they feel that West Point differs vastly from a normal
college experience and that they need training tailored to the West Point environment. They
indicated that the settings and situations in which cadets use alcohol are different than what a
civilian college student would experience. For example, cadet drinking does not take place at a
house party on a weekday like it might at civilian schools, and cadets believe that training that is
more representative of drinking situations at West Point would resonate more.
“We get the same training as you would get at a regular school. Every freshman
college orientation fills out the same alcohol EDU thing. And the fact that we’re
not the same as other schools, people aren’t going out on weekdays and drinking
so it’s not really the same as when you get questions on the thing you’re like, ‘Oh,
you’re at a house party and this happened’—that’s not what happens here.”
—Sophomore, Female
Areas to Improve
Cadets expressed two major avenues for improvements to alcohol-related training that they
believe could help them be more responsible with alcohol. These ideas include a more realistic,
discussion-based training and providing cadets with more opportunities to drink in controlled
social situations.
Discussion-based training. Several cadet participants mentioned that the stock training they are
given emphasizes facts about the size of a standard drink and how many drinks they can have in
a certain time period, which does not resonate with them. They said they find these trainings to
be unrealistic, useless, and view them as a way to check a box to say that they received training.
To remedy this, some cadets suggested that trainings should take the form of discussions. They
said that they want to hear firsthand experience from their peers and leaders about how drinking
affected their missions.
“My TAC and CO, he just went through a situation like when he was younger and
what he did, and how it related to drinking. And he was like, ‘Oh yeah, you guys
aren’t supposed to be drinking. But if something occurs, this is what would
happen and how to deal with it.’ So I just thought that was something we hadn’t
gotten before. Especially since it was his own personal story. I mean, it’s easier
to understand personal stories. Things like that or it’s more casual, just like a
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discussion and just talking about options and what you could do if something
were to arise. It was just really useful, and I never had it before here so
something like that.” —Sophomore, Female
Responsible drinking opportunities. As previously mentioned, many cadets indicated they
believe that problematic drinking occurs because they feel they need to make the most of the
opportunity to drink whenever they have the rare chance. Cadets said that they believe that one
of the ways to improve perceptions about alcohol is to allow cadets more opportunities to drink,
and by doing so, they may be able to better recognize their drinking limits.
“I think it’d be interesting to see alcohol training in the sense of, you have a beer,
or the equivalent of one standard drink, and then you chat with your classmates
for 30 minutes, then you take a breathalyzer test. Then you have another drink,
and then you wait a determined time, and then you take a breathalyzer test.
Because a lot of people I think that get themselves into more gray area—Is it
harassment? Is it assault? A lot of the people I know that might put themselves in
that situation probably just don’t understand how drunk they are, and because
they’re so drunk, they don’t understand that they're not getting consent, or they’re
not understanding that maybe the person that isn’t involved is like, ‘Okay, it’s just
easier to let this happen than it is to let—than to keep pushing them off.’ So I
think it’d be interesting to see people understand legally how drunk they are, even
if they feel fine.” —Senior, Female
Specifically, cadet participants mentioned the idea of “21st birthday training” as something that
the Academy used to do and no longer does. Cadets expressed that these types of controlled
drinking environments are useful tools to teach them how to handle drinking and how to properly
socialize.
“Also, when we were plebes, they used to have 21st birthday training, which most
of us were probably too young to do. But basically, they would take you to a First
Officer’s Club, and you’d drink until you got drunk. Then you’d know what your
limit was. Maybe a little sketchy, but also kind of teach your limits. And they do
wine tastings and mixology classes, which are supposed to teach you social
drinking. But the problem is you can’t go until you’re 21. And some companies,
even if you’re of age [inaudible] yuk or plebe, you can’t go still. So it’s in our
first year, you get to learn how to socially drink.” —Junior, Male
Conclusions on Alcohol at the Academy
As heard in previous focus groups, binge drinking culture at the Academy remains an issue.
Many cadets expressed that the largely abstinence-based training they currently receive does not
resonate with them. Given the stressors at the Academy and their full schedules, cadets rarely
spend time off campus grounds. This may lead to drinking to excess in an effort to relieve stress
during the short amount of free time provided to cadets. They suggest more discussion-based
trainings that provide information on how to drink safely and responsibly and would like to hear
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first-hand from military members and peers about how drinking can impact themselves and their
mission.
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Chapter 3:
U.S. Naval Academy
The United States Naval Academy (USNA) is located in Annapolis, MD, approximately 30
miles east of Washington, DC, and is the home to more than 4,400 midshipmen. The Brigade of
Midshipmen is organized into six battalions, with five companies within each battalion, totaling
30 companies. The Academy is a predominately male environment with a 3:1 ratio of male to
female midshipmen. Between April 15 and April 19, 2019, ten 90-minute focus groups were
conducted at USNA. Of the 10 focus groups, nine groups were conducted with student
participants and one group was conducted with faculty and staff for a total of 90 student
participants and 10 faculty and staff participants. Of the focus groups with student participants,
four groups comprised all male midshipmen by class year, four groups comprised all female
midshipmen by class year, and one group comprised midshipmen (men and women) who were
involved with the on-campus Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention Education (SHAPE)
program.
Midshipman participants are identified by four class levels. Students in their first year at the
Academy are “fourth class,” “plebe,” or “freshman”; students in their second year at the
Academy are “third class” or “sophomore”; students in their third year at the Academy are
“second class” or “junior”; and students in their fourth and final year at the Academy are known
as “first class,” “firsties,” or “senior.” The student class levels are an important layer in
understanding the structure of the student hierarchy and relationships and are a factor in
understanding the differences in perceptions of Academy culture by class year.

Academy Culture
Participants were asked to describe the general culture at the Academy. The responses included
various perspectives on daily life at the Academy and the relationships that exist among
midshipmen. Midshipman participants were also asked to identify the official and unofficial
rules regarding gender relations at the Academy, including how rules are enforced, the perceived
impacts of the rules, and how the rules are passed down. Moreover, midshipman participants
discussed the general perceptions they have of sexual assault and sexual harassment at the
Academy.
Life at the Academy
Participants described life at the Academy and what it is like to be a midshipman, including the
stress they experience, living in a competitive environment, and the impact of the rumor mill.
Competition and Stress
Midshipman participants described life at the Academy as being stressful, highly regimented,
and organized. Due to the strict schedule that the students follow, midshipmen said they feel
they are left with little free time outside of classes and extracurricular obligations. The Academy
environment was also described as being competitive, high speed, and challenging. Participants
frequently expressed that many midshipmen have “Type A” personalities; however, although
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there is competitiveness between midshipmen, they are like-minded people helping each other to
meet their goals. Academy faculty and staff had similar perceptions of daily life for the
midshipmen. Faculty and staff participants remarked that the midshipmen’s main goals consist
of standard readiness–acknowledging the need for midshipmen to be aware of standards for both
men and women in order to be prepared for life outside of the Academy.
“I would say, it’s super straightforward here. I mean, what do you have to do to
be successful? You have to run faster. You have to study harder. There’s never a
question on, ‘How do I do better here?’ It’s always just very clear-cut. You just
have to do more… It’s pretty competitive here, so there’s definitely a lot of
pressure to perform all the time. That was something to adjust to for sure.”
—Senior, Female
“Barring the very selective worker communities here, everyone’s working toward
a common purpose… everyone’s usually trying to help each other out.”
—Senior, Male
Although midshipmen described a competitive atmosphere and similarities in personality, they
also described the culture as elementary and immature. Specifically, midshipmen said they feel
that they are socially immature due to limited social interactions.
“I think the indoctrination13 and plebe process reverts some people to more
immature ways of interacting, or you don’t get that freshman year experience of
trial-by-fire social interactions. So, I think that’s why much later in your time at
the Academy, people behave in [a] way that might be considered socially
immature, and there’s a lot of nuance to that.” —Junior, Female
Participants acknowledged that the ranking system creates a point of contention in interactions
among midshipmen. Midshipmen described not wanting to interact with other midshipmen who
are ranked low in the system and creating a separation between “bros” and “joes.” “Bros” are
defined as midshipmen who put forth an effort to maintain a good ranking and receive good
grades, whereas “joes” are defined as midshipmen who only do what is necessary to stay out of
trouble.
The Rumor Mill
Midshipman participants described the culture at the Academy as tight knit but with an active
rumor mill. Information, as well as misinformation, travels quickly among midshipmen.
According to participants, the rumor mill often has a heightened impact on female midshipmen.
Female midshipmen explained that due to the small number of women at the Academy, they are
often under a microscope, noting that often everyone knows who they are and what they do.
Midshipmen who transfer companies are also subjected to the rumor mill, as rumors spread and
other midshipmen speculate that they have done something wrong to be transferred.
“Indoctrination” refers to the process of being inducted as a plebe into USNA. This process occurs at the
conclusion of the summer training that incoming midshipmen must attend. The training in the summer before
Academy attendance is referred to as “plebe summer” or “plebe process.”
13
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“I’ve also noticed that you can be really good friends with guys, and other guys
will always start rumors about you dating. So, I know we’ve had problems with
that in my company all the time.” —Sophomore, Female
“In general as women, because there’s a lot less of us, people always kind of
know who you’re talking to, who you’ve been with.” —Freshman, Female
Relationships
Participants were asked to describe how men and women interact at the Academy. The
conversations brought forth perceptions of how gender sometimes impacts relationships (both
platonic and romantic) between men and women and the relationships between class years.
How Gender Affects Relationships
Midshipman participants described their relationship with midshipmen of the opposite gender as
fraternal and protective, viewing each other as brothers and sisters. However, there were
different opinions when they described relationships with other midshipmen of their gender and
relationships between class years.
With only a few women to interact with and to live with, female participants described
complicated relationships with other women and that they either develop really close bonds with
each other or have negative experiences. In addition to complicated relationships, female
midshipman participants described women as occasionally being the harshest critics of other
female midshipmen. Female participants said they feel they are already under pressure to not be
seen as weak. Because of this, they described that some women are more critical of other female
midshipmen. However, in doing so, they are sometimes seen as feeding the stigma that female
midshipmen are weaker than male midshipmen.
“It’s like a family… Compared to high school and other colleges, you have the
cliques every now and then. But you can just relate to anyone here with all
you’ve been through once you got here…” —Freshman, Male
“As a detailer over Plebe Summer, I had three girls in my squad and all three of
them were really big criers. And even me as a female, I hate to say it, but I almost
looked down on them for that. I was like, ‘Wow. They really shouldn’t be crying.
They need to kind of toughen up a little bit’... I think that’s pretty easy to fall into,
looking at a female and thinking, ‘Oh. Well, she’s naturally going to be slower or
more emotional.’ And, you really want to try to not fall into that.”
—Senior, Female
Class Year Relationships
Lower class midshipmen, particularly freshmen, described having a strictly professional
relationship with upperclassmen. This was primarily attributed to freshman fraternization
restrictions that limit social interactions between freshman and upperclassman. Among
upperclassmen, there are more casual relationships. Some upperclassman midshipmen observed
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that once they gained more liberties to explore and go out into the local area of downtown
Annapolis, they were in an environment to have more casual interactions with other
upperclassman midshipmen. As a result, upperclassmen described being more comfortable with
each other. However, this comfort between midshipmen was later described as paving a way for
problematic behaviors to occur, such as unwanted touching, when midshipmen are engaging in
alcohol-related activities in downtown Annapolis.
“You’re talking about going from the place where everybody has really short hair
and can only wear uniforms to, now, everyone’s got longer hair. They’re in
civvies, and they’re in a more relaxed environment. And you can call each other
by your first name. It completely sets up people for different interactions and
different relationships entirely.” —Senior, Male
Gender Beliefs at the Academy
Participants were asked to describe gender relations at the Academy. Midshipmen and faculty
identified gender-related perceptions as impacting Academy culture and interactions, including
experiences in a predominately male environment, and similarities and differences in gender
perceptions (i.e., beliefs about men and women) held by male and female midshipmen.
Bro Culture
Among midshipmen, there is a perception that USNA is a “boy’s club,” where female
midshipmen are on the outside and need to adapt to fit in with their male counterparts.
Midshipman participants identified aspects of the Academy culture that contribute to what they
call the “bro culture.” “Bro culture” refers to the social environment that is centered on male
midshipmen culture and behaviors. For female midshipmen, “bro culture” encompasses an
overarching level of acceptance from male midshipmen as being “one of the guys.”
Locker-room talk. One aspect that midshipmen attributed to the predominately male
environment is the presence of “locker-room talk.” “Locker-room talk” is described as jokes,
both sexual and nonsexual in nature, among male midshipmen. These jokes are made openly
during conversations at meals, in social settings, and in the privacy of rooms or text message
group chats. In general, male midshipmen perceive these jokes to be harmless. Although
midshipmen who encounter these jokes often dismiss them, some midshipmen expressed
discomfort with the locker-room talk that occurs.
In addition to locker-room talk, female midshipman participants identified additional behaviors
that they perceive to be embedded in the bro culture that cross boundaries, including making
sexual comments and unwanted touching. However, female midshipman participants remarked
that they choose to put up with the behaviors in order to be socially accepted in the “bro culture.”
Female midshipmen expressed discomfort when it comes to speaking up on problematic
behaviors in “bro culture,” hoping to avoid social retribution and being labeled as someone that
midshipmen must watch their language around.
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“Sometimes I’ll hear conversations and stuff that are like locker-room talk. And
you just don’t know them, so you don’t really want to speak up or say anything,
especially when they’re upper class.” —Freshman, Female
“A good part of girls trying to be part of bro culture is we’ll put up with stuff
that’s actually sexual harassment, because we don’t want to not be one of the
guys. And that’s why people don’t report it, because it’s like, ‘Oh, he touched me
inappropriately, but he touches all the guys like that.’” —Sophomore, Female
Similarities in Gender Beliefs Among Men and Women
When discussing gender relations, there were some similar perceptions that male and female
midshipmen identified as impacting gender relations and interactions among midshipmen,
including perceptions of quotas and the ratio of male to female midshipmen.
Equity in expectations. Most midshipman participants indicated men and women at the
Academy are perceived as equal. Some female midshipman participants remarked feeling
included and that they are viewed as “one of the guys,” despite there being fewer female than
male midshipmen.
“I’m thinking in almost all aspects of the Academy, men and women are equal in
terms of the academics and military aptitude, their ability to be a good leader.”
—Sophomore, Female
Imbalanced gender ratio. Due to the gender imbalance, midshipman participants said they
believe the ratio of men to women influences the interactions they have. Midshipmen expressed
the perception that female midshipmen receive more attention from men (compared to the
amount of attention males receive from females) because there are only a few of them for men to
pursue.
“I think it’s pretty much understood that girls here know that they get a lot of
attention. They know the ratio.” —Junior, Male
“There has been times where I have stepped back from attempting to get to know
someone in that manner just because I feel like girls get a lot more—I don’t want
to say the word harassed but they get pursued a lot more because there are more
guys than girls.” —SHAPE member
Perception of a quota. Midshipman participants frequently mentioned a perception of there
being a quota for women admitted to the Academy and for women in leadership positions. Male
and female midshipmen alike recognized the perception of a quota feeds into the belief that some
female midshipmen are at the Academy in order to fulfill a quota and not because they deserve to
be there. Faculty and staff also indicated encountering and trying to curtail this perception of a
quota among midshipmen.
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“We’ve had representation of male or female, different racial diversity on the rate
of midshipmen staff and in staff roles here—despite that, sometimes there’s a kind
of counterculture of snide comments like, ‘That person only got it because they
met this quota.’ That’s a rumor that I actively have to work to dispel amongst the
midshipmen.” —Faculty and staff
Differences in Gender Beliefs Among Men and Women
In addition to similarities, there were differences between male and female midshipmen’s gender
beliefs that impact gender relations and interactions at the Academy. These differences include
how men perceive women, how women perceive men, and how they both perceive their gender’s
experiences at the Academy.
Perceptions of women. Midshipman participants said they feel women are treated and perceived
differently than men. They also described a divide between men and women, particularly
regarding the perception that women are physically inferior and less competent than men. There
is an assumption that although a male midshipman can do anything that is asked of him, a female
midshipman needs to prove herself. Moreover, midshipman participants described stereotypes
for women that do not exist for men, including stereotyping women as “femids,” which
combines the terms “female” and “midshipmen,” or stereotyping women into one of three
categories: “b****,” “butch,” or “slut.”
Similar observations were described as existing for female midshipmen in leadership positions.
Female participants expressed that female midshipmen in leadership roles are under more
scrutiny than their male peers, stemming from a belief that there is a gender quota for leadership
positions. There is also a belief among male midshipmen that the ratio of men to women should
guide how many midshipmen per gender should be fulfilling command positions rather than a
perceived quota. Female midshipman participants also expressed that women in leadership
positions walk a fine line between being perceived as a pushover and unnecessarily harsh—a line
male midshipman leaders do not need to walk.
“One of the girls told me… the upper-class females are basically like, ‘There are
three categories of women here. And it’s butch, [EXPLETIVE], and slut. And
you choose what category you’re going to be in, and that’s what category you
are.” And I think that’s really harsh but that was said by a female midshipman to
a bunch of underclassman female midshipmen.” —Senior, Male
“I feel like when girls are in leadership positions, they’re much more critical.
And so, if a girl does something and then a guy would do the same thing, they
would judge the girl more for doing it than they would the guy.”
—Sophomore, Female
Perception of entitlement. A perception held by male midshipman participants is that female
midshipmen think more highly of themselves than women outside of the Academy. Male
midshipman participants also expressed the belief that female midshipmen are selective of the
romantic relationships they form with male midshipmen due to the scarcity of female
midshipmen and perceived entitlement female midshipmen have.
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“I think girls here definitely have a higher opinion of themselves than maybe girls
outside of here… I think the girls feel like they can pick and choose, which they
kind of can.” —Sophomore, Male
Faculty and staff beliefs. Faculty had mixed perceptions on the Academy’s progress over the
years with respect to gender relations. Although some faculty and staff participants said they
feel the Academy is ahead of the curve on gender-related issues and that it needs to realign
expectations on gender relations, other faculty and staff participants said they feel the Academy
is behind on addressing attitudes toward gender relations due to longstanding institutions of the
Academy. Faculty also expressed the belief that there is a need for more gender representation.
“You look at what buildings are named and things like that—you don’t really see
any females at the forefront, even though there’s plenty of females that we’ve had
from the Naval Academy that have gone on to do great things. It’s not like we’ve
done anything to kind of shift and show female midshipmen while they’re here
that they can be successful once they leave here, both in the military and outside
of it.” —Faculty and staff
Official and Unofficial Rules Around Gender Relations
Participants were asked about rules that impact gender relations, including official rules at the
Academy and unofficial rules among midshipmen. Several rules were identified that relate to
formal policies on midshipman interactions, as well as unwritten rules that guide midshipman
culture.
Official Rules
The rule on door closure was mentioned frequently as an important rule for midshipman
interactions. This rule requires midshipmen to keep their doors open at 90 degrees whenever
there is someone of the opposite gender in the room. Fraternization rules were also important for
midshipmen. Freshmen are not permitted to have romantic or platonic relationships with other
class years, public displays of affection are not allowed, and midshipmen in any class year are
not allowed to have romantic relationships with midshipmen in their company. Midshipmen
who have romantic relationships with other midshipmen in their company must make a formal
request to switch companies, which are referred to colloquially as a “love chit.” A “love chit” is
not an official process, but rather a term that midshipmen use to refer to formal requests for
company transfers for romantic reasons.
“The first [official rule] that comes to mind is you can’t be in the same room, like
in Bancroft Hall, with the doors shut. That’s probably the biggest one, I think,
that affects interactions.” —Senior, Male
“You can’t have a relationship within your company, male or female, I guess.
But you also can’t date a plebe.” —Senior, Female
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Unofficial Rules
Midshipmen claimed an unwritten rule for men is to not date female midshipmen. There is a
stigma attached to dating female midshipmen that is attributed to the “femids” perception and to
the fear of social consequences following a break-up or the fear of being reported for assault.
However, several midshipmen stated that some men do not follow this rule. Midshipmen also
claimed an unwritten rule for women is to not date or flirt with multiple male midshipmen and to
keep their dating life private in order to avoid a bad reputation or rumors being spread about
them.
“Yeah, I also heard from other people—this wasn’t a lesson, just some
upperclassmen talking—you don’t want to sleep with a woman here sometimes,
because a lot of times people have been turned in or something for rape or
something like that. And so, it’s just better to avoid it than to do it, so that’s
something that I’ve heard at least.” —Freshman, Male
Midshipman participants also explained an unwritten rule that is passed down is “perception is
reality”: What midshipmen perceive to be true will be seen as reality. Midshipmen expressed
having to watch what they say and do because other midshipmen may perceive it the wrong way
or make an incorrect assumption.
“If we have someone’s number, just do [yourself] a favor and don’t text them. If
you really want to talk to them, just email them, truthfully, because it’ll save you
so much more trouble. Because here, sadly, perception is reality, and one bad
text can ruin everything. Even if it’s not anything as bad as you think it is, other
people might perceive it the wrong way.” —Freshman, Female
Enforcement and Perception of Rules
Midshipman participants explained how official rules are enforced at the Academy. The official
rules that midshipmen mentioned were criticized for the impacts they have on interactions
between men and women.
Fraternization
At the conclusion of plebe year, freshman midshipmen participate in the plebe recognition
ceremony,14 which marks their official transition to sophomores. Midshipman participants
explained the freshman fraternization rules create an environment for “Shark Week” to occur,
during which sophomore midshipmen receive overwhelming attention when the restrictions are
lifted. They also said they feel the freshman fraternization rules create a dynamic in which
freshman midshipmen feel uncomfortable receiving comments perceived as flirtatious from
upperclassmen.
The plebe recognition ceremony, also referred to as “Herndon,” is the event in which freshman midshipmen climb
the Commander William Lewis Herndon monument in order to replace a plebe hat atop of the monument with an
upperclassman’s hat, marking their transition from freshman midshipmen to sophomore midshipmen and the lifting
of freshman-specific restrictions.
14
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“I think that adds another aspect in terms of sexual harassment. Because
comments that, if you receive them from a guy in another situation, would be
harmless flirting. But then coming from an upper class, it makes it not okay. And
makes you uncomfortable too, knowing that that’s not okay in that you’re
receiving that from them. So, I think it adds another dimension.”
—Freshman, Female
Door Closure Rule
Midshipman participants viewed the door closure rules with contempt. They labeled them as
ineffective and harmful, explaining that the door closure rules segregated midshipman genders
and prevented them from maturing socially. Moreover, midshipmen said they feel the door
closure policy encourages the rumor mill. When midshipmen of the opposite gender are seen in
a room, it becomes a spectacle in which midshipmen assume that the two midshipmen are in a
relationship or engaging in sexual activities, even if they are not.
“I think that [the door closure rule] actually adds to any sort of perceived divide
because suddenly here’s a class of people that you can’t even have in your room,
like a normal human.” —Junior, Male
“[The door closure rule] just reinforces a stereotype that if a guy and a girl are
hanging out together that it’s obviously sexual in nature.” —Junior, Female
Physical Training Standards
The enforcement of physical readiness standards is also perceived to be divisive between male
and female midshipmen. Midshipman participants described frustrations surrounding a
perceived need for the same physical standards between men and women, as well as the
stereotypes surrounding female midshipmen as not having the same physical capabilities as men.
Some participants said they feel that male midshipmen prefer to pick other male midshipmen for
team activities over female midshipmen.
“I’ve definitely heard some people say like, ‘Oh, well the physical standards for
men and women should be the same because it’s not about your personal
standard but it’s about what you can actually do what you can actually
contribute.’” —Junior, Male
Passing Down Rules and Culture
When asked how culture and unofficial rules are passed down to midshipmen, participants
claimed that learning unspoken rules is mostly accomplished by trial and error and exposure to
Academy life. Additionally, midshipman participants acknowledged having other influences in
their culture and the traditions they follow.
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Other Midshipmen
Upperclassmen are significant influencers to underclassmen. Participants described
upperclassmen as passing down lessons learned from their own experiences at the Academy.
Male freshman participants noted that sophomores are the most influential in regard to any direct
teaching. Both male and female midshipmen also learn how to conduct themselves from
observing other midshipmen and through the experiences of their peers.
Company Culture
Rules and traditions are also passed down through the companies. Midshipman participants
explained that certain companies have varying cultures and reputations, including companies that
are known for being lenient on fraternization policies and companies that are stricter on
fraternization policies. Some companies also have longstanding unofficial traditions that are
passed down year to year.
“There was this incident in my company where there’s this tradition that you
present a brick to the person that hooked up with or slept with the ugliest female.
So that happened last year, and we didn’t really say anything because we were
plebes.” —Sophomore, Female
The company “brick” tradition was a point of frustration for female midshipmen who said they
feel that the company tradition is inappropriate but that their concerns are not met with
seriousness from the company.
“But just the fact that the company commander and some people didn’t think [the
brick tradition] was a big deal just because of prior traditions, speaks to the fact
that they’re not open-minded enough, or they might see sexual harassment as one
thing, right, as a party and alcohol and stuff. But this is another aspect, another
facet in which they just couldn’t wrap their brains around.”
—Sophomore, Female
Leadership, Alumni, and Other Instructors
Midshipmen also learn unofficial rules from others in their lives, such as parents, alumni, and
older military members. At the Academy, military cadre (e.g., chiefs, senior enlisted leaders),
academic instructors, and sports coaches are significant influencers for midshipmen because of
their close working and academic relationships. Outside of the Academy, midshipmen learn
unofficial rules from parents, alumni, and other Service members in their lives.
“My mom was [service] enlisted, so she wasn’t in for very long. But she was
really beautiful, so she taught me how to be really careful and how to tone down
everything feminine about you to try and fit in better. And I’ve spent a lot of my
time trying to undo that, but at the same time, it’s also a super valuable lesson.”
—Sophomore, Female
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“I got talked to by a colonel…And she was like ‘Honestly, you’re probably going
to have to change some things about yourself. Like as a girl in the military, you
probably won’t be able to wear really cute gym clothes to the gym on the base.
And you probably won’t—because Marines and Sailors are going to be there.
They’re going to see you…She said there’s some limitations that you’re going to
have to accept being a female in the military.” —Sophomore, Female
Perceptions of Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
While discussing sexual assault and sexual harassment, midshipman participants discussed the
presence of stigmas, peer gossip in cases of sexual assault, victim blaming, and the fear of being
accused.
A term that midshipman participants mentioned that is used frequently is to “SAPR” someone.
There is a negative connotation associated with the use of “SAPR” as a verb and is described as
an action of accusing someone of sexual assault or sexual harassment. The use of “SAPR” as a
verb was identified as creating negative stigmas toward the use of the SAPR office and as a
barrier to reporting.
“SAPR is a verb here. So, the first thing that someone will say is, ‘Did you hear
that he SAPR’d her? Did you hear that she SAPR’d him?’ And that’s negative.
That’s negative connotation socially.” —SHAPE member
Midshipman participants also explained that when information regarding sexual assault travels
through the rumor mill, midshipmen begin to discuss the people involved and who they believe
is telling the truth. Midshipmen are described as choosing sides, discussing the characteristics of
the alleged offender and whether it is likely they were involved, and being critical of the victim
and discussing whether or not the sexual assault even occurred. These discussions are attributed
to midshipmen having personal relationships with the victims or the alleged offenders involved.
“If cases come up, it’d be like, ‘Oh, that’s [EXPLETIVE]. That didn’t happen. I
know he’s a good person. He’d never do that.’ Or people just saying things that
shouldn’t be said whether it’s derogatory towards women or the other way.”
—SHAPE member
“A lot of these cases that come up that we hear about, we don’t know all the
details. But we’re friends with either side. And you tend to use those friendships
to kind of make an assessment without knowing anything.” —Senior, Male
Perceptions of Sexual Harassment
Midshipman participants remarked that sexual harassment is not as clearly defined as sexual
assault and that sexual harassment behaviors are often not perceived to be as serious as sexual
assault. When sexual harassment is mentioned, midshipman participants said they believe
midshipmen associate it with behaviors they believe to be less serious and not requiring
significant attention, such as making sexual jokes and comments. Due to a perceived lack of
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seriousness, midshipman participants also expressed the stigma that bringing up issues of sexual
harassment is associated with sensitivity and weakness.
“Because there are different levels, the term sexual harassment, usually people
think of like, ‘Really? You can’t handle a catcall?’” —SHAPE member
“I feel like it’s kind of that stigma of if you have that big of an issue with it, you
don’t have thick skin and you’re weak.” —Senior, Female
Female midshipman participants discussed the perception that sexual harassment behaviors are a
part of the predominantly male environment at the Academy and they may dismiss them as
behaviors they have to endure and move on from.
“I think that a lot of us write [sexual harassment] off as just living in a glorified
frat house. I feel like it’s just something that happens, and you either hold onto it,
or you just keep rolling.” —Senior, Female
Conclusions on Academy Culture
Several facets of Academy culture have cultivated an environment for sexual assault and sexual
harassment to occur. While behaviors such as telling sexual jokes have been discussed in
previous focus groups, midshipmen now identify a larger culture that exists at the Academy
encompassing sexual harassment behaviors called “bro culture.” Bro culture includes locker
room talk, making sexual comments, and physical touching that are considered typical in the
predominately male environment at the Academy. Though seemingly harmless to male
midshipmen, female midshipmen are uncomfortable with these behaviors, characterizing them as
living in a “glorified frat house.” However, speaking up on these behaviors threatens female
midshipmen’s social standing and peer relationships in an environment where some already
struggle to fit in. As discussed, there are sentiments among the male midshipmen that there are
gender quotas for women at the Academy and in leadership positions that are given, making
female midshipmen feel their accomplishments lack value or as if they do not belong at the
Academy or in leadership positions they receive. In addition to negative perceptions of female
midshipmen, official rules on fraternization and unofficial rules on dating contribute to tension
between male and female midshipmen. Policies dictating door closures and with whom
midshipmen may interact have created social divides among midshipmen. These factors all
contribute to an unhealthy climate for midshipmen at the Academy.
With peer perceptions questioning their belongingness and accomplishments at the Academy and
rules creating gender divides, female midshipmen choose to ignore and to not report behaviors
that make them uncomfortable, including unwanted touching, in order to avoid social reprisal
and ostracism. Because of the active rumor mill, midshipmen are cautious of behaviors that
might give rise to gossip and concerned about or having misinformation about them spread
amongst peers. Unchecked behaviors in bro culture, a culture of social reprisal for speaking up,
and wanting to avoid the rumor mill has allowed the continuation of unwanted behaviors and
prevents midshipmen from having the agency to speak up on the behaviors they experience or
witness.
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Prevention at the Academy
Prevention efforts are an important priority for the DoD and the Service Academies. Participants
were asked about sexual assault and sexual harassment prevention efforts at USNA. While
discussing prevention, participants in the groups participated in a bystander intervention activity,
discussed the bystander intervention training they receive, and provided perceptions on senior
leaders’, peer leaders’, and middle-level leaders’ involvement in prevention efforts.
Bystander Intervention and Training
During the course of the focus groups, midshipman participants were asked to identify whether
or not they believe they would intervene in a number of problematic behaviors they could
potentially witness between a variety of people. Participants were also given the option to
identify these behaviors as being in the “gray area,” a term used to indicate that the participant
was unsure how they would react. Participants were given a set of stickers representing a range
of behaviors aligned with, or increasing risk for, sexual assault and sexual harassment and were
asked to place them on a continuum where one end signified “would definitely intervene,” the
other end signified “would definitely not intervene,” and the middle of the spectrum signified a
“gray area” where intervention was uncertain. The behaviors ranged in severity from verbal
jokes and comments to sexually assaulting someone. Because midshipmen opinions differed on
the choice to intervene, the behaviors could appear in multiple categories. Participants then
discussed specific situations that they would or would not intervene in, what contributes to the
decision to intervene, and the techniques they use when intervening. Figure 5 displays where
midshipmen at USNA indicated behaviors they would and would not intervene in, as well as
which behaviors fell in the “gray area.” Midshipmen were asked to discuss their rationale for
placing behaviors where they did on the continuum. The resulting discussions illuminated
several factors that contribute to reasons for intervening and not intervening in risky situations.
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Figure 5.
Bystander Intervention Activity at the U.S. Naval Academy
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Midshipmen Would Intervene
Midshipman participants placed behaviors they perceived to be clearly unwanted, severe, lacking
consent, or violating the agency of the victim into the category of “would intervene.” These
behaviors included sharing sexual pictures and/or videos of another midshipman, bullying on
social media, repeated attempts at an unwanted relationship, taking advantage of a passed-out
person, taking advantage of a drunk person, and sexually assaulting someone. Midshipman
participants described these behaviors as obvious situations in which they would intervene,
particularly for behaviors that they themselves would want someone to intervene on their behalf
if it were to happen to them or if the midshipman were to feel that the person involved does not
have a voice.
“Taking advantage of someone who’s passed out, taking advantage of someone
who drank too much, sexually assaulting someone, and I probably put making
repeated attempts to establish unwanted romantic relationship. I’d say all four of
those are 100% crossing the line, especially the first three... I think those are
things that most everyone would have a pretty easy time going and doing
something about because it’s clearly wrong, and it’s very noticeable.”
—Sophomore, Male
“It’s one of those things where you just kind of have to put yourself in the
situation and be like, ‘If I was uncomfortable in this situation, what would I want
somebody else to step up and do for me or do on my behalf?’” —Senior, Female
Although described as sometimes being awkward and uncomfortable, midshipman participants
indicated feeling confident intervening in situations they observed. Female midshipmen
described feeling comfortable intervening in situations, but do not always feel they are taken
seriously when they do intervene. One female midshipman participant recounted intervening
when an inappropriate comment was made by another male midshipman, but that it was
disregarded. Additionally, female midshipman participants said they believe they experience
more negative connotations when they intervene than male midshipmen who intervene.
“I kind of feel like if a guy was correcting another guy, it’s like, ‘Oh, he’s a good
midshipman and he’s by the rules’… But a girl does it to a guy, it’s like, ‘Oh,
she’s pretty train-on15.’” —Junior, Female
Midshipman participants indicated using a variety of techniques to intervene in situations they
perceived to be problematic. The techniques ranged from being subtle to more direct verbal
intervention. Midshipman participants described using de-escalation techniques and creating
distractions in order to intervene in situations they have observed. These techniques included
asking the midshipmen involved how they’re doing, drawing attention to something else that
may be going on, spilling a drink, and other subtle statements and actions to stop the behaviors.

The term “train-on” refers to a midshipman who follows rules strictly and is perceived as less approachable. The
term carries a negative connotation.
15
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“If someone’s touching somebody, the other person is uncomfortable, it doesn’t
have to be like, “Hey, dude. Stop touching her,” or whatever. It can just be
like—I’ve done this multiple times where I literally just wedge myself in between
two people and be like, ‘Hey, what’s going on?’ and just kind of shift them the
other way.” —Senior, Male
Some participants described directly addressing the problematic behaviors by speaking up and
discussing why the behaviors are not okay or asking the alleged offender to stop. When
speaking up to intervene, midshipman participants discussed avoiding speaking up in a manner
that seemed like a lecture or parent-like tone.
“With this age group and this environment—I’ve learned what works best is not
to lecture someone… They don’t like to hear about it for the longest time so you
just kind of bring it up in the lightest way possible, even though it’s a serious
situation or topic. And then everyone else around you is listening.”
—SHAPE member
Midshipmen Would Not Intervene
Midshipman participants placed behaviors they perceived to be less serious, harmless, a part of
Academy culture, or as none of their business into the category of “would not intervene.” These
behaviors included horseplay or roughhousing, telling sexual jokes, someone sharing sexual
pictures or videos of themselves, and talking about their sexual activity. Midshipman
participants did not see these activities as crossing the line or, if the behaviors were crossing a
line, the person involved would be capable of disengaging themselves without the need for
intervention.
“Horseplay or roughhousing—to me, that very definition means both parties are
participating freely and willingly. And I know that’s also how I interact with my
friends all the time, so I see nothing wrong with it, but the very way I define that is
both parties playing with each other.” —Junior, Male
“If you’re going to intervene every time someone says a joke that’s off color,
you’re that guy. You’re that person. It’s like, yeah, everyone’s going to tell
inappropriate jokes now and then, and I would say for the most part, people don’t
have a big issue with that.” —Senior, Female
An additional circumstance that contributed to deciding not to intervene was who was involved.
Midshipman participants acknowledged midshipmen in lower classes do not feel comfortable
intervening in situations involving upperclassman midshipmen. Female midshipmen specifically
mentioned being uncomfortable intervening if there’s a male upperclassman involved. Female
upperclassmen acknowledged interfering if they see a problematic situation between a male
upperclassman and a female in a lower class, especially if the female lowerclassman is
uncomfortable speaking up.
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“I’ve run interference before, where there’s an upperclassman guy kind of
lingering around a plebe girl’s room and she’s in uniform after liberty. She
obviously wants to get changed, and she obviously wants to stop talking to him.
But she’s too nice or just too unwilling to tell an upperclassman to go away.”
—Junior, Female
Midshipman participants also identified stigmas and potential social repercussions of intervening
in situations. Participants described the stigma of being a “social justice warrior” for students
perceived as being overzealous to intervene and to call out problematic behaviors. Female
midshipmen identified facing social repercussions for intervening in situations involving male
midshipmen, including ostracism and being perceived as annoying or as someone who will
“SAPR”16 another midshipman. Because of this, female midshipmen expressed choosing not to
speak up about behaviors perceived as less serious in order to be taken seriously when more
offensive behaviors occur.
“I think a lot of the fear of intervening or confronting someone is because you
know it’s going to be unpopular. And having the unpopular opinion is penalized
in the culture. And you don’t want to be the person that’s stopping people from
having fun or making the atmosphere uncomfortable, or you can’t keep up or
hang in with the climate of how people are interacting, right?”
—Junior, Female
“You have to be willing to give up a couple battles with the things that make you
uncomfortable if you want to have enough respect to have a voice when
something really offends you.” —Junior, Female
The “Gray Areas”
Midshipman participants placed behaviors lacking context as to whether the behavior is
unwanted or consensual, normal for those individuals or not, and other relationships between the
individuals in the “gray area” category. These behaviors included touching someone, making
sexual advances, and making sexual gestures. Midshipmen identified context and non-verbal
cues as contributing to the decision to intervene.
“Touching someone, is it a hug? Are they tapping their shoulder? Are they
clapping them on the back? Or even, I guess, sharing sexual pictures of
themselves or making sexual advances, I don’t know the situation. So, if I stepped
in, I could be the good guy, but I could also be the bad guy just stepping in selfrighteous about it.” —Sophomore, Male
The role of context. For midshipman participants, context was an important factor in the
decision to intervene. Touching someone and making sexual advances were described as being
vague and lacking context as to whether the behavior is problematic. When midshipman
participants were asked how their decision to intervene would change if they knew the
Midshipman participants expressed the use of SAPR as a verb, such as to “SAPR” someone represents the action
of accusing someone of sexual assault or sexual harassment.
16
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individuals involved or if they knew the individuals involved were in a relationship, they became
more confident in their assessment of the behaviors and if they would or would not intervene.
Knowing the individuals involved provided midshipman participants with the context to know
whether the person would be okay with the behavior or would require intervention. Knowing
that the individuals are in a relationship made midshipman participants less inclined to intervene
for certain behaviors, including touching someone and making sexual advances. However, some
midshipmen expressed that knowing the individuals are in a relationship would not make them
less likely to intervene, acknowledging sexual assault may still occur between individuals in a
relationship. Midshipman participants also identified location as important piece of contextual
information when deciding to intervene, specifically how telling sexual jokes would be more
inappropriate if it were done in public areas or in front of leadership than if it were done in the
privacy of someone’s room.
“Where are you? What’s happening? What’s the situation? Are they teammates
or is it one first class, one plebe? What’s going on? There are so many things
that could make it go from just completely not worrying about to very not okay.”
—Senior, Male
“I think if people were in a relationship, I would probably not intervene for some
of the stuff like touching someone. If I see people who I know are in a
relationship touching each other, I wouldn’t be like. ‘Hey, you shouldn’t be
touching. You can’t touch her,” or whatever like, “You can’t touch him.”
—Sophomore, Female
The role of non-verbal cues. Midshipman participants described reading non-verbal cues in
situations in which they were unsure whether they required intervention. The techniques
included reading the body language of the midshipmen who were involved to see if they were
uncomfortable and using non-verbal signals to determine if the midshipmen would or would not
like intervention. Depending on the non-verbal cues, midshipman participants said they are able
to make the decision of whether or not to intervene.
“I’ve done the thumbs-up, thumbs-down thing before if it’s somebody I vaguely
know talking to somebody I don’t know super well, so kind of out of the line of
sight of whoever they’re talking to… They just nod or shake their head, etc. It’s
an easy way of not stepping into the situation, not making it weird, but still
checking in on a friend to see if you need to pull them away or something like
that.” —Junior, Male
Bystander Intervention Training
Midshipman participants were asked what bystander intervention training they had received and
what intervention techniques they had learned from training. During the conversations,
midshipman participants identified areas in which they feel they lacked training and areas in
which the trainings could improve.
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Well-trained areas. Midshipman participants said they felt trainings in the form of casual
conversations and trainings including real-life case studies in which they are asked how they
would react or intervene were effective. Male midshipmen stated they found it effective when
the case studies included situations between two male cadets, a scenario they do not often hear
about.
“What I like in the training is that it is kind of laid-back and more of just a
conversation, instead of just a one-way…. And so, I think that is the most
effective way to have a casual conversation with your entire class about either an
intervention or sexual harassment.” —Sophomore, Male
Areas to improve training. Midshipman participants said they felt the bystander intervention
training was sometimes not concrete or not very helpful. Some midshipmen expressed that they
felt they lacked training in specific intervention techniques and that the training videos that were
used were unrealistic. Participants described being trained on intervention techniques that are
not effective or are not realistic for the situations they encounter, as well as mainly receiving
training on more serious situations and not situations that are less serious yet still warrant
intervention.
“I think that they only teach us the serious ones or that’s already happened, not
what you do to help them. I think the small, little events that lead up to actually
when someone can get hurt is like this huge vacuum of education in prevention…
everything could have been like ‘I intervened,’ but I don’t know the tools. I don’t
have the education to intervene in some of those smaller less serious incidents.”
—Sophomore, Female
Leadership and Prevention
Participants were asked to give a letter grade on their peer leadership and their senior leadership
to evaluate how well they handle issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment. In discussing
the grades, participants were asked to explain their grading and to elaborate on their perceptions
of peer and senior leadership.
Results from the 2018 SAGR survey detailing students’ perceptions of the extent of these leaders
making “honest and reasonable efforts to stop sexual harassment and sexual assault” at their
Academy supplement the findings from these discussions. The 2018 SAGR results are illustrated
in Figure 6 and provide a baseline of how USNA midshipmen perceived midshipman leaders,
Academy senior leaders, and middle-level leaders in 2018. Because the 2019 SAGR collected
data through qualitative focus groups, findings regarding perceptions of leadership cannot be
quantified. However, the data in Figure 6 were collected from the 2018 SAGR survey and are
available for further review in the 2018 SAGR report.
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Figure 6.
USNA Midshipman Perceptions of Leadership (2018 SAGR)

Senior Leadership
Participants in the focus groups participated in a grading exercise for their senior leadership at
the Academy, including the Superintendent, the Commandant, the Vice Commandant, and the
Dean. During these conversations, midshipman and faculty and staff participants discussed
senior leadership’s transparency with midshipmen, their messaging, and their ability to take
action on issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment.
What they do well. Midshipman participants said they believe Academy senior leadership take
issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment seriously and are proactive in their messaging and
publicly identify prevention as a priority. Participants also acknowledged senior leadership’s
efforts in promoting conversations about sexual assault and sexual harassment and providing
trainings.
“[Sexual assault]’s very stressed, brought up all the time, and it’s almost like they
make sure we have the right trainings I guess because we have a couple SAPR
trainings a year… They make sure we know about it”—Freshman, Male
“I think [senior leadership] do a good job in terms of at least coming out and
speaking on the issues and making it known that a lot of these things that we deal
with aren’t acceptable.” —SHAPE member
Areas to improve. Midshipman participants indicated that they feel senior leadership is not
transparent on their handling of sexual assault and sexual harassment and treat discussing sexual
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assault as an obligation for the Academy. Midshipman participants also identified senior
leadership as lacking tangible action and implementation of policy changes on issues of sexual
assault and sexual harassment. They explained that although senior leadership may mention
sexual assault as an issue, midshipmen do not see any real changes occurring. When actions are
taken, however, male midshipmen discussed that different punishments are given depending on
the social status of the cadet.
“[Sexual assault] feels like a check in the box almost for leadership. It’s like, ‘All
right. Sexual assault. What can we do? Let’s send [midshipmen] to some
trainings, and let’s do this. Let’s do that. And, it’ll be great.’ It’s like this is a
way for them to brief their higher ups, maybe it’s Congress or whoever they have
to answer to say, ‘Here’s what we’re doing to address it.’ And, I mean, it feels
like that’s the purpose of it, not necessarily to come down and interact with us on
a personal level.” —Senior, Female
With current policies that exist to mitigate sexual assault and sexual harassment, specifically
fraternization rules, some midshipmen said they feel senior leadership is too heavy-handed on
these policies in a manner that is ineffective in combating sexual assault and sexual harassment.
They explained that senior leadership’s enforcement of fraternization policies creates a culture of
assumptions that when two midshipmen of opposing genders are hanging out, it involves
fraternization. Participants in SHAPE provided policy suggestions in the form of proposals and
memos, including adopting the Safe to Report policy17 that was implemented at the U.S. Air
Force Academy and removing the door closure policy. However, SHAPE participants expressed
that they are met with disregard from senior leaders or are rejected with little explanation as to
why.
“There’s kind of this overarching culture that’s kind of given to us by the
leadership directly, ‘Oh, if a guy and a girl are hanging out, and they’re really
good friends, we got to make sure they’re not doing anything, they’re not fratting
or doing anything sexual because we have to make sure that they’re abiding by all
the rules.’ Where you could just be really good friends with someone. And by
some of the rules that the Academy lays out, it’ll be almost suspicious that you’re
hanging out with this person. And you could find yourself in a problem.”
—Sophomore, Male
Faculty and staff perceptions. Faculty and staff participants expressed that senior leadership set
the tone on gender-related issues. Although midshipmen bring with them to the Academy
preexisting ideas on gender relations, faculty and staff said they feel that there are generational
gaps in ideas and biases that exist between midshipmen and the faculty and staff. Faculty and
staff participants viewed some gender biases among older generations within the faculty as
negatively impacting Academy culture. In addition to perceptions of generational bias, faculty
and staff participants stated that leadership does not adequately address gender issues, such as
faculty and staff diversity and midshipmen’s treatment of faculty women and that leadership
dismisses these issues when they are mentioned.
The U.S. Air Force Academy’s Safe to Report policy allows cadets to report sexual assault and to get the help they
need without fear of punishment for minor collateral misconduct, including fraternization and underage drinking.
17
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“For me, personally, the Cold War generation told us [women] would never be
good enough, fast enough. We’ll never be able to fight a war in combat. And 19
years later, now we’re just fine. But it’s always been like that, and that never is
really thought about, but I’ve heard it within Bancroft Hall. I’ve heard it amongst
the staff, ‘Oh, well, this generation—’ and they lay out five or six things that they
speak negatively upon this generation for, instead of realizing that they’re going
to do just fine and step into the roles, just like they always do. And that’s a bias.”
—Faculty and staff
Middle-Level Leadership
Midshipman participants acknowledged the role middle-level leaders, such as senior enlisted
leaders (SEL) and high-level company leadership, have in handling sexual assault and sexual
harassment. Middle-level leadership’s role in sexual assault and sexual harassment prevention
and response was described as unstandardized, operating differently from leader to leader. One
midshipman participant stated that this makes it difficult to report instances of sexual harassment
due to the uncertainty of whether or not it will be taken seriously. Midshipman participants
indicated perceptions of middle-level leadership vary depending on the leadership you have.
Midshipmen may receive an SEL who is perceived as good or an SEL who is perceived as bad,
which can have an important impact on their life at the Academy. Some midshipman
participants also described their middle-level leadership as unapproachable with gender-related
issues, whereas other midshipman participants said their middle-level leadership is very
approachable.
“It’s a little bit of a grayer area as to which things you should let go, when it’s
worth standing up for yourself or confronting it… Then it’s like who do you trust
if you’ve got a teacher that makes comments that are suspicious or a company
officer, an SEL doesn’t always play by black-and-white boundaries of what’s okay
and not okay to say. Then who are you even going to report [sexual harassment]
to?” —Junior, Female
Some midshipman participants did not attribute the lack of effectiveness in how sexual assault
and sexual harassment is handled at the Academy to senior leadership but instead they attributed
it to middle and lower level leadership and their peers. Participants explained that senior
leadership can only make so much of a difference and that middle and lower level leadership and
midshipmen need to buy-in for changes to occur.
“[Senior leadership are] doing what they can. They can’t come to every company
and make sure everything’s running smoothly. They have a job to do and their
job is at that upper level. It is not at the company level. That’s why we have
[commanding officers]. That’s why we have SELs, company commanders,
[executive officers]. That’s their job and they’re failing. It’s not the senior
leadership.” —SHAPE member
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Midshipman Peer Leadership
Midshipman and faculty and staff participants provided grades on midshipman peer leadership.
The conversations about peer leadership brought forth discussions on their effectiveness, how
peer leaders handle conversations about sexual assault and sexual harassment, and ways
midshipman peer leadership can improve handling issues regarding sexual assault and sexual
harassment.
What they do well. Some midshipman participants said they feel peer leadership is effective at
handling issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment. They also said they feel peer
leadership, specifically SAPR Guides and their company peer leadership, take situations
seriously. They described instances in which they alerted peer leadership of an issue regarding
sexual assault or sexual harassment and their peer leadership took adequate action to resolve the
situation, including taking steps to have the alleged offenders removed from the Academy.
“I had an issue my plebe year where a guy went through my underwear when I
wasn’t there, the [Company Mate of the Deck], an upperclassman midshipman.
He also did something to my roommate—not to her, but to all her stuff. So, we
went to our training officer, who was a male, and pretty much everyone in our
company totally supported us, especially the guys. And they’re like, ‘That’s not
tolerated.’ He’s not here anymore.” —Senior, Female
Areas to improve. In general, midshipman participants indicated that they perceive a lack of
faith in their peer leadership. Peer leaders are perceived as sometimes treating sexual assault like
a joke and not recognizing it as a serious issue. Participants also indicated that they perceive
peer leadership as not being knowledgeable or comfortable talking about or confronting issues of
sexual assault and sexual harassment. Midshipmen addressed SAPR Guides directly, expressing
that SAPR Guides do not make their presence known and that many participants had heard of
situations in which SAPR Guides did not take midshipmen’s concerns seriously.
“Something with the peer leadership thing is that a lot of times, the conversation
of sexual assault is turned into a joke, but not intentionally because I think the
brigade as a whole can agree that sexual assault is bad and wrong and stuff. But
it’s just things that you hear, like if you see two people talking or whatever, you’ll
hear someone say, ‘Don’t get SAPR’d’ … You can’t joke around about this stuff
because that, I think, inhibits the conversation.” —Junior, Female
“I have seen a few cases where people do go to some SAPR Guides about
something that happened to them. And yeah, they do come to you and they check
up on you on how you’re doing. But the reason why I gave a D [grade] is just
because they’re not really too open about who they are. And, like I said, I can’t
even name the people in my company who are the SAPR Guides.”
—Freshman, Male
Midshipman participants discussed the role that peer leadership plays in the rumor mill. Similar
to midshipmen’s perceptions of sexual assault and sexual harassment, participants described
instances in which peer leaders engaged in conversations regarding situations of sexual assault or
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sexual harassment. Peer leaders were described as discussing details of cases, discussing
whether or not the alleged offenders were “guilty,” and giving opinions on whether they believe
the people involved told the truth. Midshipman participants stated that they believe peer
leadership should work to end rumors and conversations surrounding cases of sexual assault
instead of engaging or perpetuating potentially harmful language.
“These issues come up and everyone takes a side. And even if they’re trying not
to take a side, you know what side they’re on because a lot of times—they just
have a hard time remaining unbiased and not gossiping about it.”
—Senior, Male
“[Peer leadership] should squash any rumors, squash conversation, negative or
positive, just squash it. And they should be well quipped to help these people to
go to real professionals. Don’t be a listener and just keep it there. You should be
walking them down to the SAPR office.” —Senior, Female
Participants also said they perceive that peer leadership is powerless with regard to sexual assault
and sexual harassment. Midshipman participants said they feel peer leadership has little to no
training or ability to handle situations themselves and instead, merely report incidents up the
chain of command to senior leadership. Midshipman participants attributed powerlessness
among peer leadership to not being allowed to fail in their positions and being “babied” by senior
leadership.
“The higher up you go in [midshipmen chain of command], it’s kind of the less
power you actually have in affecting change because you’re kind of just passing
downward from higher ups. If you’re a squad leader, you have more interaction
one on one with people. But if you’re like reg commander, do you actually enact
that much policy that changes things? Maybe not. I think some people might also
be kind of passive about it just because they’re like, ‘Oh, I’m a midshipman.
What could I actually do to change things?’ So, they might just be content with
just letting things happen.” —Junior, Female
Faculty and staff perceptions. Faculty and staff participants said they feel that the effectiveness
of peer leadership is dependent on the individual. They expressed that peer leaders vary in terms
of their comfort level and ability to effectively discuss and confront sexual harassment and
sexual assault. Similar to midshipman participants, faculty and staff participants also mentioned
the perception that midshipman peer leadership are not allowed to fail or be held accountable,
which some faculty and staff said inhibits them from growing as leaders. Although midshipman
peer leaders are able to address issues on less difficult topics, they often struggle with being able
to address more difficult and serious issues relating to gender and sexual assault.
“You’ve got JV peer leadership, where they’re going peer to peer as their
friend… Gender or biases. Whatever the conversation is. They’re comfortable
with that. They do okay with the JV side. The varsity side is where they will not—
they fail. They will not engage in a difficult conversation, whether that’s in a
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gender conversation, a sexual conversation, or a uniform standard conversation.
They will not engage.” —Faculty and staff
Conclusions on Prevention at the Academy
Midshipmen have the knowledge to intervene in situations of sexual assault and other severe
behaviors, but bystander intervention trainings do not fully inform midshipmen on how to handle
less severe and more routine situations they experience at the Academy such as gender-based
comments, sexual gestures or advances, and other behaviors that overlap with behaviors
identified as part of the “bro culture.” These behaviors are a “gray area” for midshipmen, where
they have difficulty differentiating between the choice to intervene and to not intervene, and
more often than not, they choose not to intervene due to this uncertainty. Situations where the
midshipmen do not know the people involved are particularly conflicting for midshipmen and
they are much less likely to intervene. In addition to knowledge, midshipmen must also have the
comfort to use the intervention techniques they learn. Comfort in intervening is hindered in
situations where class year differences and opposing genders are involved. Having the
confidence and comfort to intervene in these situations despite the class year and gender of those
involved is especially important for midshipmen to be able to intervene in behaviors they
witness, especially when encountering gray area behaviors.
Leadership is an important part of prevention at the Academy, with middle-level leadership
playing a key role in setting the tone for midshipmen. Academy senior leaders are
acknowledged as taking sexual assault and sexual harassment seriously. However, this approach
is not always carried down the chain of command to midshipmen due to a disconnect with
middle-level leaders and peer leaders not being equipped to effectively handle issues related to
sexual assault and sexual harassment. Further, middle-level leaders are not standardized in their
handling of sexual harassment. While one SEL may take a midshipman’s disclosure of sexual
harassment seriously, another SEL may disregard it. The lack of standardization has left some
midshipmen uncertain in the response they may receive when bringing sexual harassment to an
SEL’s attention, and therefore choose to not to disclose their experiences. Peer leaders approach
sexual assault and sexual harassment similarly, often not taking the issues seriously or not having
the concern or ability to effectively confront and discuss these issues. It is important that
midshipmen be able to trust that concerns around sexual harassment will be met with seriousness
no matter the middle-level leader they choose to discuss them with, and peer leaders must be
better prepared and more willing to handle sexual assault and sexual harassment.

Reporting of Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
Improving sexual assault and harassment reporting is a top priority in the efforts to eliminate
sexual assault and harassment at the Academies. Reporting sexual assault and harassment helps
ensure victims receive the support they need and that perpetrators are held accountable for their
actions. Participants were asked about their familiarity with the SAPR office, who they would
go to for issues of sexual assault and sexual harassment, and the perceived barriers to reporting
that exist at the Academy. During the discussions, midshipman participants discussed having a
lack of knowledge of the SAPR office and resources, utilizing the Midshipmen Development
Center (MDC), as well as the perceived barriers to reporting sexual assault and sexual
harassment.
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Perceptions of the SAPR Office
Participants were asked about their awareness of the SAPR office, its location, and how
comfortable midshipmen would be to go to the SAPR office. Midshipman participants indicated
low levels of knowledge about SAPR resources and that they did not typically perceive the
SAPR office as the first stop in dealing with sexual assault.
Knowledge of SAPR Resources
Midshipman participants were asked if they thought most midshipmen knew the SAPR office’s
location. In general, midshipman participants did not know where the SAPR office is located,
and some midshipmen did not know that there is a SAPR office at the Academy. Participants in
SHAPE were aware of the SAPR office’s location but remarked other midshipmen would more
than likely not know the location.
“I think a lot of people don’t know where [SAPR office] is at. Because I don’t.”
—Freshman, Female
Some midshipman participants also discussed not having much knowledge of the SAPR
resources available to them. Although they explained that they perceive the SAPR office as a
place to report sexual assault, and while they know of the existence of unrestricted and restricted
reporting, they were not largely aware of additional resources available, including knowing
which personnel are and are not mandatory reporters.
“I think [SAPR office] is talked about a lot, but I don’t think it’s actually talked
about what they do or how helpful they can be, if that makes sense. And I don’t
mean that in a mean way, because I know I had some friends go through the
SAPR office for various reasons, and they would come back and tell me about the
resources they got. And there were just so many times where I was like, ‘Oh,
wow. I didn’t know you could do that,’ or ‘I didn’t know that’s how that
worked.’” —Senior, Female
Trust in the SAPR Office
Midshipman participants indicated they are not likely to go to the SAPR office in the event of
experiencing sexual assault. In general, midshipman participants indicated that they perceive the
SAPR office as a place where midshipmen go if they want to make an official report, pursue a
legal option, or as the last stop in dealing with sexual assault. Some midshipman participants
said they are uncomfortable with going to the SAPR office due to uncertainty in confidentiality.
Female midshipman participants mentioned that the use of “SAPR” as a verb gives a negative
connotation to the SAPR office and that they believe it makes the SAPR office unapproachable
for midshipmen.
“I feel like the SAPR office is like the last step in that process. You can talk to
your friends. Then maybe they’d tell you to talk to a chaplain. And then maybe
you’d go see a therapist at MDC. And then finally, last step, if you’re fully
comfortable with it, would be to go to the SAPR office. If someone asked me that
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was in that situation, I would not say, ‘Go to the SAPR office right now.’ I
wouldn’t.” —Junior, Female
“[Midshipmen] turned ‘SAPR’ into a verb, like, ‘You’re getting SAPR’d. You’re
getting in trouble.’ You’re getting attacked by the SAPR office almost. It’s not
even you did something wrong. It’s kind of used negatively when it’s used as a
verb instead of looked at as a resource.” —Junior, Female
Trust in the SAPR Staff
Participants identified who midshipmen feel are the go-to people for issues of sexual assault.
Instead of speaking with SAPR office personnel, midshipman participants indicated they are
more likely to speak informally to someone they trust or have a relationship with, such as
friends, midshipman leadership and peers, or teachers. Midshipman participants frequently
mentioned the chaplain as someone they would go to for issues of sexual assault, explaining that
the chaplain is the one person they believed would maintain confidentiality and is perceived as
more approachable. Midshipman participants also explained going to a chaplain meant that they
do not have to be seen going into the SAPR office and can avoid assumptions from other
midshipmen.
“I know, personally, if I had an issue like that the only person I would go to is
probably a chaplain. We know they are 100% confidential. And I know it’s kind
of stressed that they’re the only ones that are 100%. So, I would personally only
go to one of them.” —Freshman, Male
“You have different excuses to like, ‘Oh, why are you going to the chaplain?’ It’s
‘Oh, I had some question about some religious thing,’… whereas if you’re coming
from the SAPR office, it’s kind of harder to play off like, ‘Oh, I was just going to
shoot the breeze.’” —Senior, Female
Faculty and staff participants indicated that they are comfortable with sending midshipmen to the
SAPR office. Similar to perceptions among midshipmen, faculty and staff participants also
acknowledged some midshipmen may prefer to speak with a chaplain or to seek resources at the
MDC instead of going to the SAPR office.
“I think some midshipmen are very comfortable with the SAPR office…Some
midshipmen prefer a chaplain, some prefer an MDC, some prefer kind of more
tough love, and SAPR office is very touchy-feely, in a good way, but that doesn’t
always resonate with midshipmen.” —Faculty and staff
Barriers to Reporting
Participants were asked about the barriers to reporting sexual assault and sexual harassment at
the Academy. Participants identified a variety of barriers to reporting, including gender-specific
barriers among other barriers to reporting sexual assault and reporting sexual harassment.
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Sexual Assault
Midshipman and faculty and staff participants discussed barriers relating to career impacts and
backlash, social repercussions among midshipmen, stigmas surrounding reporting and visiting
the SAPR office, and not identifying experiences as sexual assault.
Negative career impacts. Midshipman participants explained that there are fears that reporting
sexual assault will negatively impact the career of the victim or the alleged offender. More
specifically, midshipman participants expressed fears that reporting sexual assault may affect
their commissioning and their careers after the Academy. The unwillingness to report due to fear
of negative career impacts for the alleged offender demonstrates a level of toxic loyalty, where
being loyal to other midshipmen influences a victim’s willingness to report their experience.
Rather than file a report, midshipmen feel the need to protect their offender on the basis of them
being a fellow classmate and believing they must remain loyal to them.
“You just don’t want to affect anyone’s service selection. And we have so much
at stake being here that a lot of people try to seek out that lowest level possible
because they don’t necessarily want to make a big deal or threaten someone’s
career with something that they may view as fairly insignificant.”
—Junior, Female
Fear of consequences from the Academy. Participants identified the fear of backlash as a
barrier to reporting sexual assault. With respect to Academy leadership, the fear of getting in
trouble with leadership when reporting sexual assault was discussed. The fear is attributed to
perceptions of creating bad publicity for the Academy when reporting instead of handling it at a
lower level. It was further explained that bad publicity from a sexual assault report would anger
Academy leadership.
“Publicity. I think that’s what everyone fears is publicity whether it’s in the
media or within your own company or in the Naval Academy. And I think that’s
what leadership fears too. Sometimes you get the sense that they even get mad at
you if you got someone in trouble, just kind of jumped the gun and got someone in
trouble without keeping it at the lowest level.” —SHAPE member
In order to avoid backlash, midshipman participants indicated choosing not to elevate issues of
sexual harassment. However, midshipman participants also said they believe the Academy urges
handling issues at the lowest level, and midshipmen apply this language to issues of sexual
assault as well. Midshipman participants explained that the perception of handling issues at the
lowest level deters midshipmen from reporting, instead choosing to discuss the situation with
peers or to handle the situation themselves.
“They always tell us, ‘Handle it on the lowest level possible.’ So instead of
maybe reporting, you talk to your friends and maybe you have your friends talk to
the perpetrator as opposed to making it into some sort of official or even
unofficial report.” —Freshman, Male
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Social consequences and the rumor mill. Midshipman participants described a variety of social
repercussions as perceived barriers to reporting sexual assault. Midshipmen identified the rumor
mill as a barrier to reporting and discussed that they fear being a topic of conversation among
other midshipmen if they are seen going into the SAPR office. Moreover, midshipman
participants identified fearing the possibility that details of their report would circulate among
midshipmen and that they would receive poor treatment from peers. They also reported fearing
that their report would create misinformation and fuel speculation that the victim is not being
truthful.
“I feel like a lot of people are afraid to report [sexual assault] and then somehow
everyone hears about it, and everyone has their own story that they heard or that
they tell people and then most of the rumors are half truthful and half just rumors
and stuff. But like everyone hears about it and knows about it.”
—Sophomore, Female
In addition to the rumor mill, midshipman participants identified social retribution and ostracism
as barriers to reporting as well. They identified the perception that midshipmen who report will
be excluded or will lose friends due to perceptions that the victim will report others or had
reported the alleged offender with an intention to hurt them.
“I think just kind of like social ostracization. You’re just the outcast like, ‘Oh,
don’t mess with that person. They might report you for something,’ or ‘They tried
to screw someone over,’ or something like that.” —Senior, Male
False reporting and victim blaming. As previously mentioned in regard to midshipmen’s
perceptions of sexual assault, midshipman participants recounted instances of other midshipmen
blaming the victim for consequences that the alleged offender experiences, and conversations in
which midshipmen speculate whether the victim is telling the truth about the reported sexual
assault. Midshipman participants identified these perceptions among midshipmen as barriers to
reporting for victims of sexual assault.
“There’s going to be friends of the person you’re reporting that are going to be
mad at you, or people that think that you shouldn’t have reported it or that you’re
overplaying the situation. And the worst thing possible I can imagine, if you’re
already a victim of that kind of circumstance is feeling like other people are mad
at you for it.” —Junior, Female
“There are two sides to every story, so let’s say you go report something and then
there’s another side to it and that person’s going around giving their side of the
story. And then now, there’s this big debate and a divide, and that sticks with you
the whole time you’re here because, like I said, it’s a small place and things
spread fast.” —Freshman, Male
The process. The reporting and investigation process were identified as barriers to reporting.
Midshipman participants discussed the strain that victims of sexual assault experience when
reporting and moving forward with the reporting process and how the strain deters midshipmen
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from choosing to report. They described the reporting process as lengthy, sometimes lasting
more than a year, and requiring victims to have to relive their experiences for long periods of
time.
“So, just talking with people that have been sexually assaulted, a lot of them don’t
want to bring it up or talk about it because then they have to deal with it, and not
just deal with it mentally but deal with the whole process like the court martial…
In some people’s minds, the person not being brought to justice does not cost as
much as just them not having to deal with it.” —Senior, Male
Social stigmas. Midshipman participants identified the stigma surrounding gender and seeking
help as a barrier to reporting sexual assault. Female midshipmen expressed that midshipmen
who are seen going to the SAPR office or to the MDC are assumed to be getting help for a
serious issue and that there is a stigma surrounding getting help and being seen as weak.
Previously mentioned as bringing a negative connotation to the SAPR office, female
midshipmen also discussed how the use of “SAPR” as a verb is perceived as a barrier to
reporting for women, as they want to avoid being labeled as someone who will “SAPR” another
midshipman.
“There’s also a weird stigma, too, if you do go [to MDC]… If my friends who
live in eighth wing see me in eighth wing, they’ll always ask what I’m doing there.
And then I’m like, ‘MDC,’ and they freak out. And they just stop asking any
questions, because they just don’t want to know.” —Senior, Female
Midshipman participants described that the stigma around masculinity has created barriers to
reporting sexual assault for men. Participants discussed the perception that men cannot be
sexually assaulted due to differences in physical ability and that men being sexually assaulted
does not fit the bounds of masculinity. Midshipmen also discussed how those perceptions of
masculinity are stronger at the Academy and in the Military, where they feel men are expected to
be particularly strong and able to handle anything.
“I think the strongest stereotype against men reporting is the one that’s always
existed… which is that how can you get raped by a woman? How can you be
assaulted? Was she stronger than you? It’s almost seen as defeat, like how were
you not man enough to resist?” —Junior, Male
“Everybody here is supposed to be so strong and you’re a man in the military.
You should be able to handle everything. I think the problem is just even bigger
here.” —Sophomore, Female
Failure to identify. Midshipman participants indicated that a victim’s failure to identify their
experiences as sexual assault is a barrier to reporting. Male midshipman participants mentioned
how, for men, it is not typical to directly identify their experiences as sexual assault, and
discussing their experience of sexual assault is either dismissed jokingly or met with negative
comments from peers.
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“People hear the words like sexual assault and don’t think it happened to them.
And then when you phrase it in the way of actually what happened, they say, ‘Oh,
yeah. That happened. But I don’t view it as sexual assault,’ … It’s like they
might view themselves as weaker for being the victim or something…”
—Senior, Male
Similarly, female midshipman participants indicated other female midshipmen may downplay
experiences of sexual assault, talking themselves out of identifying their experience as sexual
assault. Female midshipmen said they believe downplaying the severity of their experiences and
the fear of being perceived as overreacting deters midshipmen from reporting sexual assault.
“You might have to talk down a situation. You’re like ‘Well, this happened. This
happened.’ And, almost justify what happened to talk yourself almost out of it
regardless of how you felt, whether you felt uncomfortable or you felt like you
were taken advantage of, to kind of be like, ‘Well, if you look at a situation, we
were both doing this. And this was definitely wanted. I kind of led him on that
way.’ So, it’s kind of like almost justifying it to the point where you’re like, ‘Well,
I’m being unreasonable.’” —Senior, Female
Sexual Harassment
When asked if there are barriers for reporting sexual harassment that do not exist for sexual
assault, midshipman participants described not being able to clearly identify sexual harassment
and don’t see it as severe enough to report.
Harder to identify. Midshipmen discussed not always knowing what behaviors and situations
are considered sexual harassment. They also discussed how sexual harassment behaviors, such
as sexual comments, happen frequently and are embedded in their culture. Because of this,
midshipman participants indicated choosing to dismiss or ignore sexual harassment behaviors
because of the uncertainty and the frequency with which they experience these behaviors.
“Most of the time the guy’s kind of a creep and you’re like, ‘Is this harassment? I
don’t really know if this counts. I don’t really know if anyone can do anything
about it because there’s no proof, really.’ So, most of the time that’s where it
gets—and then after a while the harassment gets kind of normalized.”
—Sophomore, Female
“I feel like sexual assault is pretty easy to recognize, but it’s the sexual
harassment that everyone downplays and doesn’t want to overreact over.”
—Sophomore, Female
Perceived to be less severe. Midshipman participants described the perception that sexual
harassment is less serious than sexual assault and that most midshipmen believe they can handle
sexual harassment themselves by ignoring the behaviors. Due to the perceptions that sexual
harassment is less serious than sexual assault, midshipman participants indicated reporting or
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discussing sexual harassment they’ve experienced can lead to negative comments from peers or
the midshipman being seen as overreacting.
“I think in terms of harassment, it’s like ‘Really? You’re going to make a big
deal about that? Really? It’s not that bad.’ … Things like that, of just feeling
like we’re being told that harassment isn’t a big deal because it’s not assault.
Like we should be grateful that it wasn’t worse. So, I think that harassment is
actually handled much more poorly than assault.” —SHAPE member
“The barrier is almost thicker for harassment, because it can get played off like a
joke more easily than sexual assault can.” —Junior, Male
Improvements to Reporting
While discussing the barriers to reporting, participants elaborated on ways to close the gap
between the number of sexual assaults and the number of official reports. Midshipman and
faculty participants alike expressed that improving midshipmen’s trust in the system may
improve reporting. Midshipman participants explained that reassuring they will not be punished
through the conduct system or honor system, ensuring they will not have to have contact with
their offender, and improving communication between midshipmen and leadership would help
build trust and faith in the system. Faculty expressed improving the ability to adjudicate cases
and the ability to move alleged offenders and victims while the case is under review would help
improve midshipmen’s faith in reporting cases of sexual assault.
“I definitely think they need to find a way to make sure the conduct system and the
honor system aren’t out to get you. I definitely just feel like there’s a stigma that
they’re out to get you. They’re hunting you type of deal.” —Freshman, Male
“The manpower, the money, the ability to quickly adjudicate. What that turns
into is zero faith in the system from the midshipmen, COs, and SELs alike in the
hall because all we see is it takes 6, 9, 12 months for NCIS and the rest of the
adjudicating authorities to get through a case.” —Faculty and staff
Faculty and staff participants also expressed that other ways to get more midshipmen to report
include making reporting more socially acceptable among midshipmen, bringing more awareness
to the reporting options that are available, and bringing more awareness to the personnel who are
not mandatory reporters.
“If we can find a way to make it socially cool or somehow more appealing to
someone—because right now, you’ve got restricted and unrestricted… Then I
think we might see a bridge in the gap there for the numbers of—again, getting
everyone’s buy-in on why it’s important to come forward.” —Faculty and staff
“I also think that the mids have it in their head that there are only a few people
they can talk to. If they aren’t comfortable talking to just anybody, I think they
have to know that it doesn’t have to be just the one person you can go to.”
—Faculty and staff
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Conclusions on Reporting at the Academy
Midshipmen generally have weak, and sometimes non-existent, relationships with the SAPR
office. Many midshipmen do not know the location of the SAPR office and have limited
knowledge of the resources available. In addition, there is a negative connotation associated
with being seen at the SAPR office. Overall, midshipmen do not prefer utilizing the SAPR
office in the event they experience sexual assault or sexual harassment. Midshipmen instead
discuss experiences of sexual assault and sexual harassment with peers, trusted staff members,
and chaplains. Midshipmen have little awareness of who is and who is not a mandatory reporter,
and are choosing to confide in chaplains rather than SAPR personnel because of the known
guarantee the chaplain conversation will remain confidential.
Beyond a lack of rapport with the SAPR office, reporting sexual assault and sexual harassment is
negatively impacted by a perceived emphasis on Academy reputation and handling issues at the
lowest level. Fears of punishment from leaders for creating bad Academy publicity if they report
sexual assault or harassment are pressuring midshipmen to handle sexual assault and harassment
amongst themselves or to never address them at all, and being told by leadership to handle issues
at the lowest level before bringing them up the chain of command is another justification for
doing so. While some sexual harassment behaviors may be handled at the lowest level,
Academy leadership should encourage midshipmen to report incidents of sexual assault to ensure
alleged offenders are held appropriately accountable.

Alcohol at the Academy
Participants were asked to identify the culture surrounding alcohol use at the Academy.
Participants discussed alcohol use, the close proximity of downtown Annapolis, areas where
problematic behaviors occur, and perceptions of the alcohol training they receive. Midshipman
participants also described how Academy pressures coincide with alcohol use, areas of alcohol
training that work well, and areas to improve.
Alcohol Use
Participants identified alcohol use among midshipmen as primarily binge drinking, discussed
Academy pressures and why they engage in binge drinking, and identified the locations on- and
off-campus where alcohol use occurs.
Binge Drinking
When asked to describe the drinking culture at the Academy, midshipman participants described
it as excessive, heavy, and glorified. Midshipman participants explained that binge drinking,
particularly on the weekends, is a part of the general culture at the Academy. Over their time at
the Academy, midshipmen receive more privileges and are allowed to leave the Academy on the
weekend, giving them the opportunity to engage in more social activities outside of the
Academy. Midshipman participants expressed how the alcohol use restrictions—particularly as
a freshman when alcohol use is prohibited—do not allow them to have the same alcohol-related
experiences as other college students who engage in binge drinking and learn lessons about
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alcohol use during their freshman year. Instead, midshipmen engage in binge drinking later in
their Academy years.
“Trying to make up for the whole week and like you’re saying—overtime or like
in three years here—I think that leads people a lot of times, second class and first
year, to turn into binge drinkers, where they just go out not for the purpose of
using alcohol as for social means or have a good time, but really just to black out
and drink as much as possible.” —Junior, Male
“You don’t have that freshman experience… You have a couple bad bingedrinking experiences. And then, it grows old on you, and you kind of clean up
your act and commit yourself to cleaning up the mess you made. You are so
restricted that first year… And then all of a sudden, you’re allowed to have a
small 24-, 48-hour window of freedom, and people all of a sudden don’t know
how to act anymore.” —Sophomore, Female
Alcohol use and Academy pressures. Participants attributed binge drinking on the weekends to
having a regimented and stressful schedule at the Academy. Midshipman participants expressed
that they do not have outlets to release stress during the week. They explained that binge
drinking is midshipmen’s way of dealing with the stress they experience during the week and
their way of releasing this stress in a short-time period before returning to the Academy for
another week of activities, homework, and other pressures of Academy life.
“There’s a lot of stressors here so people rely on that. And then two, you’re
locked up here like a prison for a week, and you get the weekend off, and so, it’s
like, ‘Oh, I got to get all the alcohol from the weekend.’ All your friends go to a
normal college, you see it on social media, and so, you go out and it’s like ‘Oh,
well I got to have a good time too.’” —Freshman, Male
Location of Alcohol Use
Midshipman participants indicated alcohol consumption primarily occurs off-campus in the
downtown Annapolis area (DTA), at bars, at on-campus events when permitted, and at sporting
events. Additionally, midshipman participants indicated that alcohol consumption occurs when
midshipmen visit nearby colleges and universities.
“I feel like the most popular non-Annapolis-related spot for Academy people is
just colleges around the area. And you’ll hear some weird stories about mids that
are not in DTA and go out to these colleges and just have completely outlandish
stories about what they did when they were drunk because they think, like, “Oh,
I’m away from the Navy. We’re not going to get in trouble.”
—Sophomore, Male
Midshipman participants also indicated that alcohol consumption occasionally occurs on campus
in Bancroft Hall and in locker rooms, despite strict rules against it. Some midshipman
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participants attributed alcohol consumption on-campus to the Academy placing restrictions on
alcohol at certain on-campus events, such as the Superbowl party.
“People just go back to the rooms and drink, where they’re not supposed to drink.
So, when you take away these places where they’re supposed to drink and then
restrict that, they just go drink someplace else where they’re not supposed to
drink. And then they get in trouble.” —Senior, Male
The Role of Alcohol in Unwanted Events
Midshipman participants indicated that alcohol plays a significant role in unwanted behaviors,
especially in the surrounding downtown Annapolis area. Female midshipman participants
described a culture of avoiding male upperclassmen during late evenings in which they return to
campus from alcohol-related activities, specifically being told by female upperclassmen to lock
their doors. The culture stems from the idea that male upperclassmen will try to engage with
female underclassmen while intoxicated.
“Certain Naval Academy events where the upperclassmen are allowed to drink
and stuff, the plebe girls are told to lock their rooms at night. So, when the firstie
guys come back they don’t try to mess with you or anything.”
—Sophomore, Female
When identifying places where situations may get out of hand, midshipman participants
identified downtown Annapolis and other nearby cities as locations that are potentially unsafe
and as environments where unwanted behaviors could occur. However, some midshipman
participants attributed the dangers of unwanted behaviors to locations they go to following
alcohol consumption where they are removed from the public eye, including house parties,
sponsored homes,18 and Airbnb’s.
“I think that most of what goes on in terms of, I guess, gender relations, even
dating or unwanted sexual contact, happens outside of the Academy, whether it’s
in [downtown Annapolis area], DC, places that just aren’t here.”
—Sophomore, Male
“Every midshipman is assigned a sponsor family which is like a little family in
Annapolis where it’s just they can go to on the weekend and stay there. And some
people choose to use them more than others. But it’s really just where it ends up
from there…. There’s always somebody downtown, but as soon as you start to
move out from there is where it gets more dangerous.” —Junior, Male
As previously discussed, some upperclassman participants described the downtown Annapolis
area as an environment where midshipmen can have more comfortable interactions with each
other. When describing how the drinking culture may impact gender issues, one midshipman

18

Civilians within a 30-mile radius of the Academy have the opportunity to sponsor a midshipman. Civilian
sponsors provide a home for the midshipman to stay when allotted and serve as an additional support system.
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remarked the level of comfort between midshipmen may contribute to unwanted advances when
engaging in alcohol-related activities.
“I think people here are very comfortable with each other, and we know a lot of
people. And so, when we go out and drink, a lot of people are more comfortable
around each other, which sometimes can lead to unwanted advances, when in the
civilian world—I don’t know. This is just what I’ve observed—people are more
hesitant to approach you and to upset you.” —Senior, Female
Alcohol Training
Participants were asked to describe the alcohol training they receive at the Academy, revealing
positive perceptions of the alcohol training and areas where the training and peer-level efforts
could improve.
Positive Perceptions
Midshipman participants expressed that the alcohol training and messaging centered around safe
alcohol usage and helping someone in need is better received than alcohol trainings focused on
not consuming alcohol. Midshipman participants also explained that an effective method of
promoting responsible alcohol use is companies’ Midnight Teachable Moments, where
midshipmen within a company gather at midnight and engage in discussions on real-life
scenarios, skits, and the impact that alcohol has had in their life or in other’s lives.
“Every company has to do this thing called a teachable moment. And my
company did it a little different this year. Usually, it’s skits that are based on real
scenarios, but my company had people talk about how their lives have been
affected by misuse of alcohol or drugs. So, having real scenarios that have
affected people we know was a lot more effective than these corny skits and then
analyzing them.” —SHAPE member
In addition to Academy trainings, midshipman participants described the Guardian Angel
program and ShipMe resources as particularly helpful for midshipmen. The Guardian Angel
program involves midshipmen who volunteer to be responsible for other midshipmen on liberty
and ensure their safety. ShipMe is a service in which midshipmen within a certain radius can
request transportation back to the Academy.
“We have the Guardian Angel program where they go with ShipMe and they’ll
take you back to your room and make sure you don’t do anything silly on your
way back. So, there’s a lot of resources here. And they definitely teach you a lot
about responsible drinking.” —Freshman, Male
Areas to Improve
In general, midshipman participants indicated that they do not believe midshipmen take the
alcohol training seriously. Midshipmen perceived the alcohol training, specifically referencing
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“0-0-1-3”19 and Alcohol Awareness Week, as ineffective, stating the idea of midshipmen not
drinking at all was unrealistic. Due to perceived unrealistic expectations, midshipman
participants indicated that the alcohol policies are not strictly followed.
“There’s the Alcohol Awareness Week right before spring break, and that kind of
seems like too much. I feel like there’s a lot of stuff that’s just kind of shoved
down our throat… And it’s so much about like, ‘Oh, don’t over drink,’ or ‘These
are the dangers of drinking,’ and all this other stuff, that they almost demonize
it.” —Senior, Female
“I think you could preach that 0-0-1-3 all you want, but we all laughed because
it’s kind of ridiculous.” —Sophomore, Male
Midshipman participants identified areas where they believed alcohol training could improve. In
general, midshipman participants said they believe there should be more of a focus on how to
drink socially and responsibly. Some female midshipmen expressed that binge drinking is not
addressed as being a problematic behavior and that trainings and discussions are centered on
steps to take when drinking gets out of hand. They remarked that alcohol training should address
why binge drinking occurs and should include coping mechanisms for stress. Midshipman
participants expressed not knowing how to manage the stress from Academy pressures and
wanting to receive more training on how to deal with the stress they experience.
“I think the trainings are more garnered towards, ‘Okay, it is a culture of binge
drinking.’ … It’s like, ‘If you need help though, you have my number. Call me
when you’re binge drinking.’ It’s not like we’re not going to try to change the
culture of binge drinking, we’re just trying to cope with it. So maybe something
actually related to the fact that we have a problem instead of how to deal with the
problem we already [have] at hand.” —Freshman, Female
While discussing alcohol training, participants also discussed peer-level areas of improvement
for promoting a safe alcohol culture. Midshipman participants said they perceive upperclassmen
as setting the tone for the alcohol culture at the Academy and believe they should steer the
culture away from binge drinking as a weekend activity. However, some midshipman
participants said they believe underclassmen may perceive upperclassmen as hypocritical when
enforcing rules about underage drinking.
“You want, for example, the plebes to see that the firsties can drink on the yard
and then not be fools stumbling back to their rooms absolutely drunk on the
weekend, because that’s normally what you do see.” —Junior, Female
“There’s like this attitude of the underclassmen of like if you’re an upperclassman
enforcing no underage drinking, you’re a massive hypocrite, and they hate you
for it.” —SHAPE member

The “0-0-1-3” rules refers to a set of rules for responsible drinking. The rules consist of zero drinks if someone is
under 21, zero DUIs, a maximum of one drink per hour, and a maximum of three drinks per night.
19
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Conclusions on Alcohol at the Academy
Binge drinking continues to be the alcohol activity of choice on the weekends for midshipmen.
Locations like Airbnb’s, previously unmentioned locations in prior focus groups, have been
identified as areas when alcohol use and unwanted behaviors occur. Unwanted behaviors do not
always occur at the alcohol-related event, but rather at events and smaller gatherings following
the alcohol-related event. Locations like Airbnb’s give midshipmen the opportunity to leave
public areas, such as bars, and have more private spaces for alcohol use and other activities.
These private off-campus locations are additional potentially dangerous locations where
midshipmen may experience unwanted behaviors since there is no supervision and no public
bystanders. Many aspects of the current alcohol trainings do not resonate with midshipmen, and
do not address how to cope with the Academy pressures and stress midshipmen experience that
drives their binge drinking behaviors. Alcohol trainings are centered on abstaining from alcohol
completely (particularly while underage) rather than drinking responsibly, and are generally
ignored or viewed with contempt. Open conversations regarding alcohol use and the experiences
of others are more positively received by midshipmen than trainings or lectures on abstaining
from alcohol use.
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Chapter 4:
U.S. Air Force Academy
The United States Air Force Academy (USAFA) is located approximately 10 miles north of
Colorado Springs, CO, and is home to over 4,000 cadets. The Cadet Wing is broken into four
groups of approximately 1,000 cadets, which are each then further broken out into approximately
10 squadrons of approximately 100 cadets each. The Academy is a predominately male
environment with a 3:1 ratio of male to female cadets, although the proportion of women
increases with each passing year. Between April 9 and April 12, 2019, ten 90-minute focus
groups were conducted at USAFA. Of the 10 focus groups, nine groups were conducted with
student participants and one groups was conducted with faculty and staff for a total of 86 student
participants and five faculty and staff participants. Of the focus groups with student participants,
eight groups were separated by class year and sex for the purpose of homogenizing groups (i.e.,
female freshmen) to better explore similarities and differences among these groups of cadets, and
one group comprised cadets (men and women) who were involved with the Academy support
and referral program, Personal Ethics and Education Representatives (PEER).

Academy Culture
Participants were asked to describe the general culture at the Academy. The responses included
various perspectives on daily life at the Academy and the relationships that exist among cadets.
Cadet participants were also asked to identify the official and unofficial rules regarding gender
relations at the Academy, including how rules are enforced, the perceived impacts of the rules,
and how the rules are passed down. Moreover, cadet participants discussed the general
perceptions they have of sexual assault and sexual harassment at the Academy.
Life at the Academy
Participants spoke about their perceptions of life at the Academy, touching on the general
culture, day-to-day activities, and how they interact with others.
Competition and Stress
Cadets indicated that everyday life at the Academy is dictated by rigorous scheduling, a high
degree of pressure for strong academic and military performance, and little free time,
culminating in a highly stressful environment. This stress is compounded by cadets’ general
inability to regularly leave the Academy. Cadets noted this inability to leave the Academy as
being isolating and limiting their ability to de-stress and “blow off steam.” Further, some cadets
identified the Academy as occupying multiple roles simultaneously: their home, place of work,
and academic institution. These different settings were perceived to place sometimes conflicting
expectations on cadets. Due to these stressors and their perceived lack of agency, many cadets
endorsed a cynical outlook. Although cadets were generally openly cynical with peers about
Academy events, they were often proud to display their Academy membership to outsiders.
“You just kind [of] work where you sleep, where you relax, where everything is.
There’s no separation here. I wake up. I didn’t come from my home, and I
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walked across the block. It’s just everything is intertwined, and there’s no
separation.” —Senior, Male
“It’s even worse because you can’t escape it… The officers…or the enlisted; they
can be here, work, and then go home, and they’re back in their environment.
They’re at home. We work and live in the same place, and we don’t really get
that distinction.” —Sophomore, Female
Cadet Wing Rumor Mill
Participants claimed that this tight-knit culture also provides a rich environment for the robust
rumor mill that exists within the Cadet Wing. The rumor mill was described by participants as
peers spreading rumors to others rapidly and pervasively, often twisting the truth or being wholly
inaccurate. Many participants remarked on the pervasiveness and speed of the rumor mill, going
so far as to say things one would communicate in the morning would circle back to the
individual by the evening of the same day. Participants noted that the rumor mill affects their
decision-making, as they need to remain cognizant of what information they do not want to be
known by the friends, colleagues, and leaders that they are in constant contact with. Cadets are
not only wary of what their peers may know, but also how the rumor mill may impact their
reputation. Cadets viewed how others perceive them and their reputation in general as
significant to their success at the Academy and their Air Force career as a whole, noting that
individuals’ reputations will often stick throughout an Airman’s career. In addition to a
reputation’s perseverance, many cadets claimed reputations are also established early in one’s
time at the Academy.
“Yeah, [he/she] doesn’t treat this person correctly. You better believe that’s
probably going to make it around the wing very quickly.” —Senior, Male
“With the population being so small, any hit to your reputation is going to be
known by everybody here. And, your reputation plays such an important role in
every aspect of the future in terms of what position you want in squad and what
job you want to work. If people know you have a bad name, you’re not going to
get top position in the squadron. If you want a graduate school program, I mean,
even that can be kind of tarnished if you have a bad reputation because
everyone’s going to know about that.” —Junior, Male
“A lot of this place… is about how you’re perceived by others...It’s a hard lesson
to learn and not one that I necessarily agree with, but unfortunately how you’re
perceived is whether or not you sink or swim here. And with us being girls it’s
especially true in my opinion.” —Junior, Female
Squadron-Specific Culture
Some cadets noted that although the Academy has an overarching culture, positive and negative
experiences with regard to gender relations are also impacted by their squadron culture, which is
referred to by cadets as “squad culture.” Due to the Academy’s highly regimented structure, the
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40 Cadet Wing squadrons20 form basic units in which approximately 100 cadets of all four class
years interact with each other on a close and recurring basis to “live, eat and take part in military
training” (USAFA, 2019c).
“Within our squad, that’s how it is, because I think we have a great culture of
respect between all the members in our squad.” —Sophomore, Female
AOCs Impact on Culture
AOCs are active duty USAF officers attached to Cadet Wing groups and squadrons who are
“responsible for the health, morale, and welfare of each squadron,” according to the USAFA
website (USAFA, 2019a). AOCs serve as role models for cadets and help set the tone for culture
within a squadron, both because of their official designation as a leader in charge but also
because of the respect many cadets have for relatable Active Duty officers. Cadets noted that
AOCs who lead by example help define the culture of their squadron, especially by having zero
tolerance for behaviors aligned with sexual harassment and gender discrimination. However,
some AOCs were said to lack the leadership skills to set a good example for officer behavior, or
even in some instances, AOCs were said to endorse toxic behaviors.
“I know my AOC last M5 actually the second that joke was made immediately
jumped on it and said, ‘No, you’re talking to me after. That was not okay.’… I
didn’t even [know] what the significance was, but my commanding officer knew
and immediately jumped on.” —Sophomore, Male
“It’s really dependent on the individual because our current AOC and AMT21
have been really, really good about it. But our previous AOC got a lot of heat for
the way that she handled sexual assault within our squadron.”
—Sophomore, Male
Relationships
Cadets discussed the varied ways they relate to each other in Academy life, touching on how
they interact as peers, how class year impacts their relationships, the effects of the fraternization
rules, romantic relationships between cadets, and gender differences when it comes to bonding.
General Relationships
When asked about their relationships with other cadets, many participants spoke about the
familial bonds they have within the Cadet Wing, frequently viewing other cadets as brothers and
sisters.
“For me coming here, I didn’t have a strong girl presence in my freshman and
sophomore squadron, so I automatically became friends with a larger group of
guys. And for me, it was like I adopted a hundred new brothers throughout being
20
21

The majority of the squadrons have existed since 1970, but some date back to the founding of USAFA in 1955.
Academy Military Trainers (AMTs) are noncommissioned officer Academy cadre
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here because a lot of the men that I know here would have my back no matter
what.” —Senior, Female
Tight-knit community. Cadets perceived the USAFA community as tight knit because of its
relatively small size of approximately 4,000 cadets and the close quarters in which they live.
The hierarchical structure of the Cadet Wing forces cadets into recurring and close contact with
others in their unit, especially through basic cadet training (BCT) in their first year, which is
referred to as “Beast.” Consequently, cadets often share tight bonds with one another throughout
their time at the Academy and frequently anticipate maintaining these relationships long into
their careers as Airmen.
“This place is a pressure cooker, and there’s a lot of competition… but at the
same time you don’t survive here without someone helping you. You may not get
along with everyone all the time, but when push comes to shove and you need to
come together, you can very easily.” —Freshman, Male
“I just want to be fair about the impression of what I see on a daily basis because
I do see a lot of positive things and I have a tremendous amount of respect for
cadets that are doing the right things and cadets that really care for each other.”
—Faculty/Staff Participant
How Gender Affects Relationships
The majority of participants said that they do not view gender as relevant to their interactions
with other cadets; rather they view each other as equals and treat others of the opposite gender
similarly to those of the same gender. However, the imbalanced proportion of male and female
cadets was perceived to impact how cadets act.
Academy gender ratio. The Cadet Wing’s gender makeup impacts culture at the Academy, as
roughly three-quarters of the cadets are men and one-quarter are women. This imbalanced
gender ratio was described as having a degree of culture shock for some cadets coming from
high schools where the student body was equally composed of male and female students. Some
male cadets remarked on having their first exposure to strong female leaders at the Academy,
and some female cadets commented on their time at the Academy as being their first experience
with being in the gender minority. Further, many women said they feel the need to modify their
behavior in order to get along with male cadets because of the gender ratio. Similarly, some
female cadets believed they needed to work harder to prove themselves to those who believe
women do not belong at the Academy.
“I feel like before I came to the Academy, growing up with some older brothers,
I’m obviously kind of used to being around a bunch of guys. But coming to the
Academy in freshman year, I felt like I had to prove myself 10 times more than
our guy counterparts.” —Senior, Female
Also due to the skewed gender ratio of cadets at the Academy, many women indicated seeking
out friends in a different manner compared to their male peers. Namely, because there are so
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few women, female participants noted making efforts to make connections with other women at
the Academy for the purpose of building a more comprehensive support system.
“I remember looking around and being shocked by the lack of diversity. I knew it
was going to be a lot of white males, but it was still a lot… and really, it hit me…
I had to almost teach them how to interact with a minority female. I had several
people tell me that I’m the first [race] girl that they’ve ever talked to—they’ve
ever seen. And that was really unique for me, because I come from a very diverse
family back home.” —Senior, Female
“Especially in a squadron level, I feel like you have to learn, I guess. There’s a
lot of guys, and so, sometimes you’ll be treated like a guy, just like jokes and
humor and that stuff. And, it’s easy to get used to. It’s just like having a brother
or something but it won’t always be like what you expect. There’s not all your
girlfriends in your hallway. So you’ll just get used to having more influence of
males and kind of how they speak and talk.” —Freshman, Female
Class Year Relationships
The Cadet Wing is organized parallel to the hierarchy of a USAF wing, in which seniors act as
officers, juniors act as senior non-commissioned officers (NCOs), sophomores act as junior
NCOs, and freshmen act as junior enlisted Airmen. However, because the cadet chain of
command exists at the Academy as a learning tool and not as the USAF as a whole, relationships
between upperclassmen are generally equitable and respectful.
Although the upperclassman cadets—also referred to as “upper three”—are typically strongly
united, freshmen are generally isolated from other class years. This is due to Academy
regulations that restrict the persons and types of relationships that freshmen are allowed to have.
Gender Beliefs at the Academy
Participants were asked to speak about their beliefs on gender relations at the Academy,
specifically regarding how men and women interact and their perceptions of Academy men and
women.
Bro Culture
Men and women perceived what makes someone “a bro” differently. Female participants noted
that that “being a bro” sometimes means turning a blind eye to behaviors that make them
uncomfortable, such as sexual jokes and talking about sexual behavior. Male cadets agreed that
the sentiment of “being a bro” is prevalent among cadets, but view the issue as neither gendered
nor problematic. Male participants instead typically defined “being a bro” as being trustworthy,
loyal, and overall a good friend. This difference remains a source of tension between Academy
men and women.
“You just have to be a bro. I hate to say it, but if you are the girl, you kind of
have to be the bro because you’re under a spotlight.” —Junior, Female
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“I think a good way to put [it] is somebody who’s your bro is somebody who
actually cares for your well-being, and by doing that, that means if they see you
doing something wrong or illegal or something like that, they’re not going to go
behind your back and do something to get you in trouble. They’re, one, going to
make sure you’re okay, and two, they’re probably just going to talk to you about
it and make sure that your mind is in the right place and then…actually making
sure you’re going to go.” —Junior, Male
“[Women] feel like they have to be part of the bros at all times and identify
as…one of the bros. But I mean… even though bro is a gendered term, I don’t
think it necessarily has to be gendered. It’s just kind of the friend group.”
—Junior, Male
Similarities in Gender Beliefs Among Men and Women
Equity in expectations. Men and women’s initial responses to questions about how men and
women interact at the Academy were similar, often discussing the fraternal attitudes they have
for one another and how the standards to which they are held are the same regardless of gender.
Participants commonly cited BCT as a point at which all cadets are treated equally and held to
the same standards. Many participants also noted that they do not view cadets of the opposite
gender any differently than they do peers of their own gender.
“I mean, yeah, you go through basic training; you’re all in the same level there.
You’re all expected to perform the same, so you come out of that as equals. So, I
feel like you start, at least, on a relative playing field.” —PEER Participant
Imbalanced gender ratio. Both men and women cited that the imbalanced gender ratio impacts
gender relations at the Academy, but there were different understandings of how it specifically
impacts peer gender relations. This is similar to how the perception of being a “bro” was
acknowledged by male and female cadets, but their understandings of what it means to be a
“bro” differed.
Perception of a quota. Many participants of both genders also noted there is a perceived genderbased quota for leadership positions based on the history of leadership. Although both male and
female participants noted this perception, the idea of a quota appeared to engender more negative
reactions among male cadets, such as frustration about the notion that some leaders were not
chosen on merit or that some female cadets were admitted to the Academy in place of more
qualified male applicants.
“When it comes to picking people for leadership jobs, I guess sometimes—and I
guess this is squadron dependent—but certain squadrons feel obligated to pick
somebody just on the basis of, ‘Oh, they’re a woman, so I should give them that
chance.’ Or, ‘Oh, they’re a woman and a minority. I should give them the
chance to X or to have this position.’” —Senior, Female
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“With the wing commanders, if you look back in our time, at least, and before,
there’s a clear pattern… I’m not making assumptions. But I’m pretty sure it went
white male, black male, female, white male black male, female…”
—Sophomore, Male
Differences in Gender Beliefs Among Men and Women
Participants discussed other beliefs about gender that were prevalent at the Academy. The
noteworthy topics that were raised included the perceptions of female cadets, self-censorship of
male cadets, and the idea of perceived entitlement by some cadets.
Perceptions of women. Some participants noted negative beliefs about female cadets at the
Academy, namely that women were perceived as less capable than men and that female leaders
indicated feeling judged as either a pushover or pushy based on their leadership style.
Participants noted this belief affects many female cadets in leadership positions, as they were
said to receive more criticism and second-guessing from other cadets than their male
counterparts.
Self-censorship among men. Many participants perceived male cadets to self-censor around
female cadets out of fear that what they might say could offend females. This was perceived by
both male and female cadets and was not limited to cadet leaders, but it was said to be somewhat
prevalent among male cadets in general. Additionally, some participants noted male cadet
leaders were deficient in their handling of female subordinates, sometimes referring them to
female cadet leaders when they did not know how or were uncomfortable giving direction on a
matter.
“Watch your mouth. Watch what you say around girls…There’s certain jokes of
guys that do [sport] that you obviously can’t do it here with other guys, too, but
you definitely can’t do it around girls because that’s a good way to leave.”
—Junior, Male
“In general… I think guys are much more willing to yell, really get in the face of
other guys than they are of females, just because that may come off as…I think
you just look more like a jerk if you’re making some female do 100 pushups and
yelling in their face.” —Freshman, Male
“I will have to say I think there is kind of an unwritten rule for guys in regards to
being sensitive towards other females and not making offensive comments, and I
think that’s actually a really powerful culture change that we’ve had that…I think
culture-wise, USAFA has changed. I don’t want to say night and day because I
don’t think that’s fair to USAFA, but this place has changed so much since I was
a four-degree, which is very inspiring. And being able to see that culture has
been amazing.” —PEER Participant
Perception of entitlement. Finally, some male cadets said that some Academy women have an
unwarranted sense of self-worth that is driven by the relatively few women at the Academy,
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which results in disproportionate attention from male cadets and is referred to by cadets as
“Golden P**** Syndrome,” or GPS.
“Essentially, what [GPS] is, is that because of the ratio of males to females at the
Academy, people have this perception that females tend to think of themselves
higher than they would if they were at a normal civilian institution. And so, I
think in general, male cadets perceive that, and that makes them wary of pursuing
relationships with female cadets in general, especially because there’s so many of
us. If you make a dumb mistake or something, they could easily just drop you and
then move on to whatever’s next.” —Junior, Male
Official and Unofficial Rules Around Gender Relations
Cadets were asked to describe rules that affect gender relations at the Academy, both official
rules at the institution and unofficial rules not found in policy.
Official Rules
Cadets identified several official rules that impact their interactions with cadets of the opposite
gender, specifically the fraternization rules surrounding freshman students, physical fitness
standards, the dormitory door closure rules, and grooming/uniform standards. With regards to
the rules on class year relations, the Academy has codified rules around cadet interactions with
freshman students that strictly forbid unprofessional relationships between freshmen and cadets
of all other class years. Unprofessional relationships include romantic relationships and
friendships, but do not usually include interactions on sports teams. The Academy also has
policy in place around how cadets must leave dormitory doors open contingent on the class years
of persons in the room: if a freshman is in the room with someone of the upper three class years,
the door must remain open. As for official rules with gender-specific standards, physical training
standards at the Academy mirror those found in the Air Force at large and contain different
scoring criteria based on the subject’s sex. Additionally, male and female cadets are held to
different grooming and uniform standards per USAF regulations. Specifically, female cadets
discussed how the grooming and uniform rules for male and female cadets differ and were
perceived to be enforced differently based on gender.
Unofficial Rules
Cadets also identified a number of unofficial rules they follow while at the Academy. Male and
female cadets discussed the common unofficial rule called “be smart about being stupid,” or
essentially have a plan when it comes to breaking the rules. Another prevalent rule that was
discussed was that Academy men should avoid dating Academy women. Although dating within
one’s squad is against regulations and referred to as “squadcest” by cadets, dating within the
wing is allowed but strongly discouraged for men by their male peers. Participants said that the
rationale behind this rule is that because of the tight-knit nature of the wing, breakups are messy
and undermine unit cohesion. Some participants claimed that the rule exists because the female
cadet will get you in trouble. Men noted that although this is an oft-repeated rule, few follow it.
Women were largely aware of this rule but did not feel the same rule existed with regard to them
dating a male cadet.
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“I think one of the most widely spread advice is ‘be smart about being stupid,’ so
which kind of feeds into the whole be cognizant of where you’re doing stuff and
who’s around. And if something’s a bad idea, either don’t do it, or make sure
you’re careful with who you have around when you do it.” —Junior, Male
“Even if the relationship were to just end normally, you still have to see that
person…You’re probably sitting two people over from them in your capstone
class, or in your SocSci, which has 25 people in it…It’s just a little bit of a
different dynamic where, should things go bad, even if it doesn’t turn into getting
you in trouble, you still have to interact with that person on a daily basis.”
—Senior, Male
Enforcement and Perception of Rules
These official and unofficial rules were believed by participants to have impacts on Academy
gender relations, ranging from self-policing behavior by upperclassmen when interacting with
freshmen to undermining accomplishments of peers based on their gender.
Fraternization
Participants perceived that the fraternization rules are typically taken seriously by cadets, and
thereby strictly followed. These rules were said to effectively isolate freshman cadets, as they
can only socialize with other freshmen, although they may interact in professional settings with
upperclassmen such as participation on sports teams, academics, and military studies. For
upperclassmen, the strictness of the fraternization rule can create uncomfortable interactions with
freshmen because of the hyper-professional nature of the relationship.
“You definitely can’t have unprofessional relationships with underclassmen,
especially females.” —Senior, Male
“I definitely think as a freshman girl, especially, there’s that level of respect. And
since we’re not allowed to frat with anybody, they are all super protective of us.
So, we haven’t really—besides those few upperclassmen who might be
intoxicated—most people are pretty respectful of us.” —Freshman, Female
Shark Week. One consequence of the fraternization rules is the concept of “Shark Week.” First
identified in the 2017 SAGR report, “Shark Week” refers to the period of time when freshmen
are recognized as sophomores, and thereby, are allowed to develop personal relationships with
other upperclassmen (Barry et al., 2017b). Lifting the restrictions on social interactions with this
class year exposes these cadets to an influx of social attention, both romantic and platonic.
Although, in the past, “Shark Week” was noted to be centered on upperclassmen targeting newly
recognized sophomores with romantic and sexual attention, a few participants stated that the
term is also used to describe platonic friendships that naturally developed during one’s freshman
year.
“The freshmen are people you can’t touch when it comes to the social
interaction—anything outside of training—and then maybe once they become
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recognized, then kind of that’s all solved. But then there’s the upper three classes
of social interaction.” —Senior, Female
“I know I’ve gotten a lot of stories from people about right after frat is no longer
a thing. There’s a lot of upperclassmen that basically attack the newly available
fresh meat, or however you want to say that. And it’s not good in a lot of cases.
Sometimes it’s the people you want to be friends with, you can finally say, ‘Sweet,
we’re both upperclassmen, and we can have a more personal relationship, and
it’s totally fine.’ But then there are definitely some upperclassmen that will DM22
the whole squad and see what they can get.” —PEER Participant
“For the most part, the Shark Week is like, ‘Oh yay, I can be friends with the…
four degrees now.’ It’s, for the most part, it’s nowhere near bad intentions. It’s
like, ‘Hey… you seem like a cool person I’d want to hang out with, but I couldn’t
last year because of the training and divide.’” —PEER Participant
Door Closure Rule
The dormitory door closure rule for cadets at the Academy has an impact on students. USAFA’s
rules on door closure in dormitories are more liberal than those at other MSAs, and cadets noted
this permissiveness as a reason for fewer gender-related impacts, although some participants
claimed that the rules are handled differently for men and women, with male cadets being more
careful around entering women’s rooms.
“If I’m going to another guy’s room, I’ll knock maybe once and sometimes you
wait for a response. But I’ve noticed too, if I’m going to a girl’s room, I’ll knock
twice, be like, ‘Hey, it’s [name]. Is it okay to come on in?’”
—PEER Participant
“You can talk to my friends in the Naval Academy. [At the Naval Academy] if
you’re the one female that’s going in there to watch a movie on a Friday night,
and you know they can shut the door if you’re not there, there’s going to be social
pressure to just leave. And it just changes how much you interact. So, I think
[not having that rule is] really something that we have that’s great,”
—Junior, Female
Physical Training Standards
Cadets raised physical fitness standards as a significant point of contention between men and
women at the Academy, citing several factors. Some male participants perceived that they are
held to a double standard in which men’s failing scores are considered “passing” or “high
performing” for women, regardless of physical and biological differences. For some men in the
focus groups, this perception drove a feeling of resentment toward being “held back” by female
cadets, a sentiment that also affects women’s attitudes and behaviors. In turn, female cadets
indicated that they feel discriminated against, unwelcome, and unappreciated by many of their
22

DM is short for Direct Message, a form of online communication typically on social media
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peers, as negative comments effectively undermine legitimate accomplishments of Academy
women such as excelling in physical training, attaining leadership positions, or even admittance
to the Academy. Female cadets consequently often perceive that it is necessary to compensate
for this perception of being less capable by working harder to excel.
“[Male cadets] think that their physical fitness test is way harder and that we
should have the exact same sort of test even though they’re proportionate to our
biology. And they’re just like, ‘Well, girls shouldn’t be here because of that,’ or,
‘You’re not good enough because you’re not doing the same amount of work as
me,’ is what I kind of get sometimes.” —Senior, Female
Class Year Differences
Aside from Academy rules around fraternization with freshmen, a few class year differences
exist within the Cadet Wing generally, for seniors, and for freshmen. With regards to Academy
culture around class year, a degree of deference is typically given to higher class years, but
cadets noted that generally, once someone is recognized as a sophomore, they are considered to
be an upperclassman and accepted into the group.
“So, hundred’s weekend, it’s pretty much no upperclassmen around, and a lot of
sketchy stuff happens… It’s just a really sketchy time because it’s the only time
you get freedom for freshman year before recognition.” —PEER Participant
“It’s like you’re a regular college, once you’re past recognition.”
—Sophomore, Male
Seniors. Seniors enjoy more privileges than other class years, such as ownership of televisions
and vehicles, unlimited leave from the Academy, and they also command the most respect from
other cadets. Notably, seniors were said to act cautiously when approaching graduation in an
effort to avoid any potential trouble that could interfere with their timely commissions as officers
in the USAF, especially during “hundreds weekend,” the period during which the senior class is
100 days from graduating and spends the weekends off Academy grounds.
Freshmen. Participants noted that because of the division of class years, with freshmen being
generally isolated, freshmen often try to make their presence known as little as possible.
Participants indicated that freshmen often try to get by while keeping their heads down in an
effort to make it to recognition as a sophomore.
Passing Down Rules and Culture
When asked about how they learned the unwritten rules, participants identified several avenues.
Most often, cadet participants stated that they learned these lessons either firsthand or by
observing peers’ behaviors and consequences of those behaviors. Some cadets claimed that
upperclassmen had taught them these rules, especially sophomore cadets when they were
freshmen.
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Passing Down Rules to Women
Many female cadet participants noted that some of the rules and culture that were passed down to
them were unique from the rules passed down to cadets overall. Female cadets claimed that they
were warned to stay away from certain sports teams or individuals who were suspected within
the Cadet Wing of endorsing negative behaviors. Additionally, some women also claimed that
their female leaders taught them that they will need to work harder to prove themselves to others.
“And she was yelling at us and she’s like, ‘You are a minority… you will be
treated like one here… You have to put out your very, very best just to be seen as
equals and you have to know that going into it…They will look for every single
thing to discount you and then judge every other girl because of it based off of
your actions.’ And so that was kind of like an eye opener type thing for me.”
—Freshman, Female
“In my squad, a lot of the upperclassmen are female, they’re just going to stay
away from certain group of guys here, like certain sports team stuff. Just be
careful, which I thought was pretty interesting. And, it’s not like one
person…multiple people saying about the same group, like, ‘Stay away from
them.’” —Freshman, Female
Perceptions of Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
Although there were many differences between male and female participants with regard to their
perceptions of sexual assault and sexual harassment, participants of both genders believe that
social ineptitude is a driving force behind some of these incidents of sexual harassment and
sexual assault. Cadets, faculty, and staff participants believe that because cadets are generally
academically high performing, they also lack mature social skills to navigate the complex
environment of the Academy. In other words, some cadets were perceived as lacking “street
smarts” like knowing how to get along with others because they were so “book smart.”
Perceptions Held by Female Cadets
When discussing cadet perceptions of sexual assault and sexual harassment, several differences
between Academy men and women were identified. Many women asserted that male cadets are
openly defensive over accusations of sexual assault and that such attitudes drive a wedge
between men and women. Female participants cited frustration with these attitudes, stating that
some male cadets would defend individuals even when found guilty in legal proceedings. These
attitudes were said to impress on female cadets that their male peers do not prioritize these
issues, which are perceived as particularly damaging coming from close peers. Some women
also indicated experiencing similar negative attitudes from male peers. When asked about
changes over time, some women noted that their experiences since entering the Academy were
actually worse when it came to discrimination by men and that they had no idea inequality was
as much of an issue until they came to USAFA.
“All of the male cadets are saying like, ‘Oh, it’s like this guy is guilty until proven
innocent instead of the other way around.’ I don’t know if you’ve ever heard that.
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But they’re just trying to give the victim support, but they end up making it about
all the woman’s fault anyway.” —Senior, Female
Perceptions Held by Male Cadets
Although few Academy men explicitly endorsed victim-blaming attitudes, many male cadets
claimed that they feel collectively blamed by others, including Academy senior leadership, for a
handful of incidents of sexual harassment and sexual assault. Male participants expressed their
frustration that despite not taking any indecent or illegal action themselves, they feel as though
they are held responsible. Some participants indicated that male athletes feel this to a greater
extent. Similarly, some men perceived that in regard to sexual assault incidents, public attitudes
treat alleged offenders as “guilty until proven innocent,” citing damage to an individual’s
reputation as inevitable when accused of sexual assault, regardless of evidence of innocence.
Consequently, many men indicated feeling afraid of being falsely accused of sexual assault
and/or sexual harassment and identified false reporting of sexual assault as a problem.
Furthermore, many men were not sure how they could improve Academy sexual assault and
sexual harassment prevention efforts, as they did not perceive it as an issue at the Academy.
Academy men struggled to prioritize sexual assault as an issue if they had no connection to the
matter; men who personally knew, or knew of, a victim of sexual assault appeared to more
frequently claim that prevention efforts are important for the Academy.
“It bothers me because it’s the whole innocent until proven guilty thing. And a lot
of times I think the way that we tend to handle things at the Academy, especially
at the squadron level, kind of portrays the person as already being guilty, even
though there hasn’t really been any type of process that’s led to any verdict.”
—Junior, Male
“The biggest challenge with knowing how I can do my part in preventing sexual
assault and harassment is we always have these briefings and education about
sexual assault and how to prevent it and everything, but I mean… We don’t see it
going on. Where is the harassment? Where are the derogatory comments to the
woman? Where is this happening? ...It might be happening behind closed doors
that we don’t see, but…maybe I’m just not ever in that environment…but it’s
really hard to relate because I don’t see that ever.” —Junior, Male
Conclusions on Academy Culture
“Bro culture” remains a significant aspect of cadet culture at USAFA that influences attitudes
towards women at the Academy, including female cadets’ behavior. While the label of “bro
culture” is new, the concepts behind it have been seen in prior focus group efforts at the
Academy. “Bro culture” appears to influence negative attitudes as well as discriminatory
behaviors against high-performing female cadets. “Bro culture” also appears to encourage
female cadets to tolerate behaviors they may otherwise consider unwanted in an attempt to fit in
with others and be perceived as a “bro.” As it stands now, the “bro culture” currently drives
resentment between male and female cadets and undermines the Academy’s culture of respect.
Additionally, because unhealthy workplace climate is a driver of sexual assault victimization risk
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(Grifka et al., 2018), the unhealthy aspects of this “bro culture” may also impact the prevalence
of sexual assault at USAFA.
Middle-level leaders, particularly AOCs, play an important role in establishing healthy culture.
With regard to acceptable workplace behavior, inconsistencies between AOCs reactions to
unhealthy behaviors they witness may model disparate ideals of officer conduct to cadets. Some
of these unhealthy behaviors include perpetuating stereotypes around reporting incidents of
sexual harassment or sexual assault, as well as unacceptable behavior and speech. AOCs
continue to be influential figures among cadets due to their relatability with regards to age and
the respect they command from cadets as USAF officers.

Prevention at the Academy
Although providing victims of sexual assault with resources and avenues to access recourse is
necessary, it is not sufficient in eliminating sexual assault from the Department of Defense, and
thereby the Academy. Preventing these incidents from happening remains a priority for
Academy and Department leaders. Cadet participants were asked several questions surrounding
prevention of sexual assault at the Academy, including what kind of behaviors they would and
would not intervene in, what official trainings they have participated in that focused on sexual
assault prevention, and how different elements of Academy leadership work to prevent sexual
assault.
Bystander Intervention and Training
During the course of the focus groups, cadet participants were asked to identify whether or not
they believe they would intervene in a number of problematic behaviors they could potentially
witness between a variety of people. Participants were also given the option to identify these
behaviors as being in the “gray area,” a term used to indicate when a participant was unsure how
they would react. Participants were given a set of stickers representing a range of behaviors
aligned with sexual assault and sexual harassment and were asked to place them on a continuum
where one end signified “would definitely intervene,” the other end signified “would definitely
not intervene,” and the middle of the spectrum signified the “gray area” where intervention was
uncertain. The behaviors ranged in severity from verbal jokes and comments to sexually
assaulting someone and behaviors could appear in multiple categories. Participants then
discussed specific situations where they would or would not intervene, what contributes to the
decision to intervene, and the techniques they use when doing so. Figure 7 displays which
behaviors cadets would and would not intervene in, as well as which behaviors fell in the gray
area. Cadets were asked to discuss their rationale for placing behaviors where they did on the
continuum. The resulting discussions illuminated several factors that contribute to reasons for
intervening and not intervening in risky behaviors.
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Figure 7.
Bystander Intervention Activity at the U.S. Air Force Academy
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Cadets Would Intervene
When asked which behaviors they would intervene in when observed, male and female cadets
often reported that they would intervene in situations involving sexual assault, taking advantage
of someone who is asleep, and taking advantage of someone who is drunk. Less severe, but still
noted as a behavior that participants would intervene in, were repeated attempts to initiate a
romantic relationship, and a few participants noted sharing sexual pictures of another cadet is
severe enough to warrant intervention. When asked why these behaviors warranted their
intervention, participants identified several factors that would motivate them to step in. One of
the most prevalent factors was the severity of the behaviors being unambiguously harmful and/or
unwanted. Many cadets noted how these behaviors leave no room to perceive them as anything
other than harmful. Additionally, participants identified that these behaviors do not provide clear
indications of consent from both parties or the victim has no agency to act and is thus violated.
When asked about their willingness and comfort to intervene, the majority of cadets said they
would be very comfortable intervening should the situation warrant it.
“I think we kind of rated it on a scale of not too harmful to absolutely detrimental.
And so, horseplay or roughhousing, I wouldn’t intervene because it’s just like I
don’t see that as anything bad. But yeah, the bullying on social media or the
sexually assaulting someone, that I definitely would intervene and stop that right
there.” —Senior, Female
“I was just going to say, you can just look at a lot of [these behaviors], and you
feel morally repulsed by the idea of anybody doing these things.”
—Junior, Male
“With those [behaviors I would intervene in], those are the ones…that they’re not
going to stop unless someone else steps in. So that’s kind of why I put them [on
the intervene side] because it’s not something that the victim themselves could
take care of on their own.” —PEER Participant
Cadets Would Not Intervene
Participants also identified the behaviors they would not intervene in and the factors surrounding
those decisions not to intervene. These behaviors included roughhousing/horseplay, someone
talking about their sexual activity, and sharing sexual pictures of oneself. The rationale behind
participants’ assertions that they would not intervene in these situations was primarily driven by
the perception that these behaviors are none of their business, they perceive consent by both
parties, the behaviors are normal at the Academy, or a situation is one that the victim has agency
to stand up for themselves should they find the behavior unwanted. Cadets in the focus groups
identified several normalized behaviors they would not intervene in at the Academy, notably
horseplay and ground fighting. Participants described frequently encountering other cadets
engaged in playful ground fighting—a type of grappling considered a cornerstone of hand-tohand combat and a graduation requirement taught to build warrior ethos—in hallways and other
non-athletic facilities on Academy grounds.
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“Horseplay can go too far. But I guess the way I thought of it originally… I’m
not going to stop a hall brawl.” —Senior, Male
The “Gray Areas”
The cadets discussed behaviors in the “gray areas” and the factors that influenced their decision
to place them there. The “gray areas” consisted of behaviors and situations in which cadets were
unsure if they would intervene or not. Participants identified behaviors that fell into the “gray
area” as unwanted touching, making sexual advances, telling sexual jokes, and making sexual
gestures. Cadets stated that these behaviors fell into the “gray area” of intervention primarily
due to the context surrounding the behavior, such as the relationship of the persons in the
situation to the bystander, the time and place of the situation, as well as the bystander’s ability to
pick up on non-verbal cues.
The role of context. Participants stated that context is key when it comes to behaviors in the
“gray area”, especially surrounding the identity of the offender and the victim in the hypothetical
situation. The factors of time and place and not knowing the persons in the situation played a
large role in participants’ uncertainty toward the hypothetical situations.
“A lot of it fell on [the gray area], because I didn’t know them. I don’t know
their situation. They could be talking. They could be actually dating…If it looks
like nobody is trying to fight against it, okay, not my business to intervene…So to
me it’s all about, what is the situation that’s going on?...There are some things
that are just black and white, and there are some things that have a lot of gray
area going on.” —Senior, Female
“A lot of the other [behaviors] like the talking about sexual activity or
preferences or touching someone or things like that, you don’t necessarily know
whether or not it’s a negative or positive interaction that’s occurring. You need
more context to have an understanding.” —Junior, Male
Cadets were asked how knowing the individuals in the hypothetical situation would affect their
decision to or not to intervene. Many participants noted that as a bystander, knowing the persons
in the situation would make it easier for them to decide to intervene for several reasons. For
example, if the persons in the situation were friends, participants claimed that it would be easier
for them to intervene or know they should not intervene based on the behavior. In the case of
behaviors warranting intervention, participants identified motives of wanting to protect someone
they care about if the victim is their friend and wanting to prevent a friend from doing something
wrong if the offender is their friend.
Participants also stated that knowing the persons would allow them to know what those
individuals considered normal or acceptable with regard to social interaction, and thereby the
participants would not intervene in behaviors they considered normal. On the contrary, while
most participants felt comfortable intervening generally, they claimed that intervening in
situations involving strangers is less comfortable, as they could be unwittingly interfering in
consensual interactions.
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“And it’s really easy… not to misinterpret taking advantage of someone who’s
passed out, taking advantage of someone who’s drank too much… versus some of
the other things like making comments or making jokes. You don’t know
necessarily the relationship between those two people. And between the two of
them that might be completely kosher.” —Senior, Male
Not only does knowing the individuals have an impact on decisions to intervene, but so do the
identities of the persons as fellow cadets or civilians. Participants noted being more comfortable
intervening in situations involving cadets for reasons similar to those with persons they know,
but they also said that having an established in-group membership with other cadets makes it
easier to intervene, even if they have had no prior relationship. Lastly, participants also asserted
that class year differences impact their hypothetical intervention. Although cadets of all class
years indicated feeling generally comfortable reporting, freshman participants appeared less
willing to intervene, especially when the situation involves upperclassman cadets. This hesitance
for freshmen to intervene was said to include fear they might get in trouble or punished by an
upperclassman.
“If we were freshmen, you might be a little bit more hesitant to say on some of
these [behaviors]. Obviously, some of these are—taking advantage of someone,
you would say something either way. But I don’t know. Making sexual jokes or
something, they’re like, ‘Okay. I’m not going to say anything. I don’t want to get
in trouble.” —Senior, Male
“I didn’t do anything about [a situation I observed when I was a freshman]
because I felt like I didn’t have that power to do something. And that is
something that compels me to do something now because I constantly feel like,
‘Yeah, I was a freshman, but yes I was still human. Yes, I would have done it with
good intent.’” —Senior, Female
With regard to the time and place of the situation, some participants indicated feeling that the
Academy itself presents a challenging setting with regard to intervention because of the multiple
roles it occupies for cadets. Participants stated that they perceive the Academy to be their home,
place of work, academic institution, and social space, thereby holding different standards for
acceptable or expected behavior. Specifically, participants claimed that behavior that might be
acceptable in some situations would not be in others, such as talking about sexual behavior.
Cadets noted that they might intervene if these behaviors occurred in public, but not necessarily
in private.
“I had a couple of those [behaviors] in the gray areas just, because it’s really
situational. I think a lot of it—pretty much anything that goes from
upperclassmen to four degree can shift it to I would intervene, just because truly
unprofessional. But then at the same time, if it’s just a neutral—this is in a bar,
and I see two guys or something like that, or at a party or something—I would
have to judge the atmosphere, whereas there’s not a hard line.” —Junior, Male
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“We eat here. We sleep here. We work here. We go to school here.
Technically, this is supposed to be a professional setting but for college kids and
we live here. So, it kind of gets gray,” —Junior, Female
The role of non-verbal cues. As the context of the situation impacts a bystander’s decision to
intervene in gray area behaviors, so does the perceived consent of the observed parties through
non-verbal cues. Participants noted that their decision to intervene also largely relies on their
perception of consent among the observed parties. This perceived consent was identified by a
number of factors such as facial expressions, appearing trapped, looking afraid, or otherwise
generally uncomfortable.
“How uncomfortable somebody looks, like body language, facial cues… If
somebody is looking like they’re trying to get away and trying to walk away or
looking really uncomfortable, okay, well maybe that’s something I would go up to
them and go like, ‘Hey, let’s talk about this,’ and just change the subject and get
them away sort of thing.” —Senior, Female
“The touching someone, inherently there’s [nothing] inherently wrong with that
one, but if you see that someone’s got a problem with it, and you can tell by their
body language, then that can make it go the intervene side very quickly if you see
that’s an unwanted touching.” —Junior, Male
Bystander Intervention Training
Cadets who participated in the focus groups were asked about their Academy-provided training
on sexual assault and sexual harassment prevention—namely bystander intervention training.
These discussions touched on areas in which that cadets felt well-trained, specific intervention
techniques, and participant suggestions for training improvement.
Well-trained areas. Participants indicated that Academy training actively addresses sexual
assault and harassment prevention and perceived their training as heavily emphasizing
intervention. However, many participants noted that they perceived trainings as emphasizing the
importance of intervention rather than how to intervene.
Areas to improve training. Participants also discussed several opportunities to improve the
current Academy trainings on prevention. The most commonly discussed idea was small group
discussions. Participants noted how a setting with large numbers of cadets makes it easy for
some to not pay attention and harder for cadets with questions to speak up. Participants
indicated that small group forums could be beneficial, as they would allow cadets to ask
questions, speak their minds, and have back and forth discussions. Participants also noted that
facilitators of the trainings should be relatable to them, ideally junior USAF officers, and
Academy alumni, as they embody what all cadets work toward and are close enough in age to
remain approachable.
“I think the smaller group’s better because people then have to contribute as
opposed to just sit there and say, ‘I’m getting talked at all the time.’ Now people
can provide some more perspectives on it and give more personal examples,
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maybe with people that they know, so they may feel more comfortable.”
—Senior, Male
“That small group discussion on a certain topic that people are interest[ed]
about, having to do with things within the realm of sexual assault and sexual
abuse. It was eye-opening…We should have more of those, because it really
opens peoples’ eyes.” —Freshman, Female
Cadet participants also provided feedback on the content of the trainings in addition to the
format. Some participants explained that real-life examples or scenarios from the Military or the
Academy resonated with cadets. Additionally, participants indicated wanting to see a breadth of
behaviors across the spectrum, not just black-and-white scenarios in which behaviors are clearly
unacceptable, but more exploration of the “gray area” situations and what makes those incidents
acceptable or unacceptable, as those type of explanations would help them determine how to act
in those real-life “gray area” scenarios. Also, regarding intervening in “gray area” situations,
participants discussed a desire for training to address fears about inaccurately identifying risky
situations, such as intervening in a situation that is actually consensual. Similarly, some
participants said they want training to further clarify consent and to focus on the negative
impacts on the victim, as an attempt to get hesitant cadets to buy into prioritizing sexual assault
prevention. Finally, some male participants said they want training to illustrate situations with
male victims in an effort to reduce the stigma of victimization with men and to help men
accurately identify what sexual assault of a male victim looks like.
Intervention techniques. When asked about the details of prevention training and what
intervention techniques were taught, cadets struggled to identify specific techniques from their
trainings. Participants perceived their training as either missing detail on specific interventions
or they did not remember the specific intervention techniques taught. However, participants still
claimed that they feel comfortable intervening regardless of this perceived deficiency, and they
noted that because of the varied situations in which sexual assault could happen, flexibility in
technique would be superior to a one-size-fits-all intervention technique.
“I’ve been taught just to do something rather than giving specific examples. They
always talk about the bystander effect and don’t be the person who just watches,
but then they don’t really tell you what to do. I don’t know if you guys have
experienced that, but I can’t think of specific examples. I know what I would do
but can’t think of what I’ve been taught to do.” —Sophomore, Male
Participants discussed intervention techniques that they would use; often identifying checking in
with the people in the situation to make sure everything is “OK.” This direct but nonconfrontational approach was endorsed by many participants as what they would likely do in a
hypothetical situation. Some participants claimed they would be more confrontational, as they
would feel justified based on the situation itself and on the context of the behavior. Clear-cut
situations of sexual assault and taking advantage of another person were perceived as deserving
this confrontational approach, as well as some behaviors that set bad examples, such as making
explicit jokes. Other cadet participants said they feel strength in numbers and would enlist the
help of friends or other cadets in the vicinity as wingmen. Depending on the severity of the
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situation, and whether the bystander knows the offender or not, participants also claimed that
they might follow up with the offender to let them know that their behavior was not acceptable.
“I’d say utilizing wingman concepts, so I went to my friend, and I was like, ‘Yo,
I’m going to go take care of something. If something goes bad, you’ve got my
back, right?’ So yeah, it’s just letting someone know if you are about to go do
something.” —Sophomore, Male
“I think that depends on the situation. One day… there was a doolie23 at my table
that made a rape joke, and I cussed him out in front of the other doolies, because
I thought he deserved it because it was pretty blatant. It was really bad. And he
never did it again.” —Junior, Female
“You always have to do it privately. I feel like if you do it publicly then you’re
just undermining everything you’re doing because they just feel like you’re trying
to expose them and make a statement or things like that. But if you’re like, ‘Hey,
look. Would you mind talking to me at your earliest convenience?’ Put it on
them. Be friendly, and then when you talk to them, just be stern and very clear
about what you want to say.” —Junior, Male
Leadership and Prevention
In addition to training efforts to prevent sexual assault, the Academy climate influenced by
leaders also impacts prevention efforts. Participants discussed three leadership groups at the
Academy—cadet leaders, senior leaders, and middle-level leaders—and how participants
perceived their handling of sexual assault issues.
Results from the 2018 SAGR survey provide a starting point for understanding students’
perceptions of Academy leadership. The survey included questions focused on assessing student
opinion of the extent which a variety of leaders make “honest and reasonable efforts to stop
sexual harassment and sexual assault” at their Academy. While the 2019 SAGR qualitative data
cannot be quantified, the data in Figure 8 illustrate USAFA cadets’ views of Academy leadership
on key focus group discussion topics. The qualitative data add additional context to the
quantitative results seen on the 2018 SAGR.

23

“Doolie” is USAFA cadet slang referring to a fourth degree (freshman year) student.
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Figure 8.
USAFA Cadet Perceptions of Leadership (2018 SAGR)

Senior Leadership
Cadet discussions on senior leadership’s role in handling sexual assault issues at the Academy
revolved around perceived strengths and areas of improvement from the participant’s
perspective.
What they do well. Many participants asserted that senior leadership has clearly identified
sexual assault and sexual harassment issues as a priority at the Academy, citing Superintendent
General Silveria’s speech to the Cadet Wing on sexual assault and his speech to Congress
following the release of the 2018 SAGR survey results. Some cadets perceived senior leaders as
doing all they can to prevent sexual assault and sexual harassment at the Academy and that there
is nothing more they could realistically do to increase prevention. Many cadets said that they
feel senior leadership is genuinely dedicated to the cause of eliminating sexual assault and sexual
harassment at the Academy.
“I watched the Commandant come to a rape victim and personally just see her
case through to make sure that she could… still commission as an Air Force
officer, and seeing someone that high, with, admittedly, other things on her plate,
focus her attention on individuals, and I know the Superintendent reviews each
case individually, too. It’s not going to be perfect. But they show they care, and
they show a commitment to getting to that place where they can increase the
number of reporting and decrease the amount of assault.” —Sophomore, Male
Areas to improve. However, participants often shared the sentiment that although senior
leadership appears to prioritize sexual assault, little is seen in the way of concrete follow
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through. This notion was shared among all class years but was especially prevalent with female
participants. To the contrary, PEER participants spoke of viewing senior leadership efforts
firsthand and recognizing that senior leaders are truly doing much to change how the Academy
deals with sexual assault. Male and female participants identified other factors that senior
leaders could work to improve, such as transparency of cases and overall communication with
the Cadet Wing.
“I feel like, especially General Silveria will come out super strong on issues like
this, but that doesn’t mean that there is a real effect…So even though he gives
these great speeches on the staff tower… that doesn’t mean that those people
aren’t here.” —Junior, Female
Some participants discussed situations in which cadets have been moved to a new squadron
without notice or reason, and then removed from the Academy several months later with no
explanation. The lack of communication over such operations allows the Academy rumor mill to
fill the vacuum with what participants viewed as half-truths, falsehoods, and other rumors,
misleading the Cadet Wing at large and sometimes dividing opinion based on inaccurate
information. Cadet participants also perceived senior leadership as appearing reactive to issues
instead of proactive, such as not discussing the reasons behind a cadet’s removal until the issue
comes out in the news.
Some participants claimed that the rumor mill is the most toxic element at the Academy and that
senior leadership could do more to mitigate it. Faculty and staff participants also noted the
impact of the rumor mill, but further discussed how senior leadership is fragmented in its
approach to sexual assault issues. It was noted that every group within senior leadership wants
to address the issue and has a plan to do so, but has failed to coordinate a unified effort with
other senior leaders, possibly leading to duplication of effort, a lack of synergy, and potential
unintended interference with each other’s programs. Finally, many participants said that senior
leadership does everything in its power to mitigate sexual assault at the Academy and that the
issue comes down to cadets being engaged in prevention, as well as middle-level leadership’s
role. Similar to peer leaders, participants said that senior leaders can improve by taking the time
to proactively care for victims.
“The former Commandant… made the remark he didn’t have time to deal with
this stuff. I know for me, that’s the absolutely wrong answer…and that was
mentioned over the Superintendent’s hearing. That statement was made there.
And I just know for me, that fact that we did have a leader who did reply in that
way, it’s a little unsettling.” —Sophomore, Male
“Everyone has a different lane. They think that they talk to each other. …It
doesn’t have bad intentions, but they certainly don’t speak to each other. For
example, Superintendent gave a speech… giving the results of the survey. There
were survivors in the room who had to stand at attention during this speech. They
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didn’t know it was coming…There were no advocates in the room because the
SARC24 office wasn’t told that he was going to go give this speech…so the
strategic messages are not aligned across all of these elements. And it’s not out
of malice. It’s out of everyone has a good idea and thinks that they’re doing the
best thing. But they’re not getting down to the lowest level, which is the survivor
that’s standing in the room. What do they need?” —Faculty/Staff Participant
Although the majority of male participants endorsed beliefs akin to those above, some also
claimed that they perceive senior leadership as blaming cadet men as a whole for the bad actions
of a few. This perception often leads to frustration, as participants indicated not knowing what
else they can do to prevent sexual assault at the Academy, since they do not perceive themselves
as part of the problem. Some male participants also noted that other male cadets seem to
struggle to prioritize sexual assault as an issue if they have no connection to it. Similarly,
participants said that men who know someone impacted by sexual assault are more likely to
recognize sexual assault issues as important.
Innovative approaches to improve prevention. When participants were prompted to share ideas
on how they would help improve prevention at the Academy, participants shared the innovative
idea of creating a joint MSA task force. This task force was suggested to put USMA, USNA,
and USAFA students in contact to share experiences, best practices, and to coordinate efforts.
Another unique approach that was suggested was to have cadet leadership positions require time
spent in the Academy PEER program. Participants said that this idea could improve the
knowledge of future cadet leaders on how to appropriately handle sexual assault and sexual
harassment issues.
“I would say a think tank not among the three and four stars... I’m a third
degree. Get me with a three-degree over at Army to figure out what works there.
Get…people that are in the [expletive] talking about it. ‘Hey, what do you do
there that works?’ ‘What do you don’t do?’ ‘This is what I’ve seen…’ Just get
us all together and see what works.” —Sophomore, Male
“There’s plenty of stuff happening that gives [PEERs] experience in a short, short
time, which allows us to help in these situations. Not that we can do this, but
making people in upper leadership have to have a PEER job for a certain amount
of time just because the stuff that we get to do really makes us more
knowledgeable and more mature.” —PEER Participant
Middle-Level Leadership
Participants said that they believe that middle-level leadership, especially AOCs, have a large
impact in setting the tone and culture of a squadron or group. AOCs have an influence on
prevention of risky behaviors, especially by having zero tolerance for behaviors aligned with
sexual harassment and gender discrimination. However, participants said that some AOCs do
not set a good example for officer behavior and that there have been some instances in which
24

Sexual Assault Response Coordinators (SARCs) are DoD professionals that work to provide victims of sexual
assault with helping resources.
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AOCs endorsed toxic behaviors, such as dissuading reporting and openly supporting alleged
offenders. This variance in AOC behavior may result from insufficient training or standards in
AOC selection. Finally, participants noted one area of improvement for AOCs is having less
turnover, as they have an average two-year rotation at the Academy.
“I would like to see senior leadership more hands on when it comes to AOCs
because an AOC can truly determine a survivor’s experience after the trauma,
and a lot of AOCs just absolutely destroy their lives, destroy their careers. And
even though the justification is…they have this graduate—this master’s in
counselling—that they have to get as an AOC, none of the AOCs will remember it.
I’ve heard AOCs tell me all the time that they don’t remember anything from that
class they took, and it shows because of the way that they treat survivors. So, this
is something that we’ve briefed the general on, is that you have to have them be
measured for empathy and tested skills on empathy.” —Senior, Female
“One of the people that got kicked out this year for sexual assault lived next to
me, but our AOC through the entire process reiterated to the squad her support.
And she built this culture that not only was she supporting someone until they
were found guilty and still supporting the squad in the sense of the issues that
were being presented.” —PEER Participant
“I don’t want to say whether your commander believes you, but how seriously
your commander takes that particular harassment. Right? Because I’ve heard
stories of certain commanders. Someone will report someone for saying
something, and the commander is like, ‘Well, did they really mean it? Is it really
that bad?’ Because that particular commander was [DoD Service member], and
he’s heard all sorts of the, and I quote, locker-room-talk type deal where it’s like
they just kind of brushed it off, and it ended up becoming nothing until something
worse happened.” —Senior, Male
Cadet Leadership
Participants discussed cadet leaders and their role as key players in sexual assault prevention at
the Academy. Participants said that cadet leaders have areas of strength but also have areas for
improvement in the eyes of other cadets. However, their main strengths revolve around
reporting unwanted incidents and not necessarily prevention.
What they do well. One thing that participants said cadet leaders at USAFA do well is being
there for their subordinates and being approachable. Some participants said that if they were to
experience an unwanted event, they would feel comfortable going to their cadet leadership to
find out what their options for recourse are. When discussing cadet leadership’s handing of
issues around sexual assault, many participants asserted that cadet leaders are generally
powerless to handle these issues, and instead, they act as intermediaries for cadet victims in
reporting the incident up the chain of command. Additionally, many participants claimed that it
is a good thing that cadet leaders have little power in this regard, as participants perceived most
cadet leaders as lacking the training, resources, and maturity to appropriately handle sexual
assault incidents involving other cadets.
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“Cadet leadership doesn’t have much… power in… affecting those kinds of
things… since it’s that serious, it’s pushed automatically above the cadet level.”
—Junior, Male
Areas to improve. Participants perceived that cadet leaders do not discuss gender issues, as it is
a difficult conversation to have. Some participants said they feel that cadet leaders are too
laissez-faire in their leadership when witnessing events, preferring to let another person take
responsibility for dealing with them. Some participants alluded to trainings that were conducted
by cadet leaders on sexual assault that failed to effectively disseminate information and, in some
cases, spread misinformation.
“I specifically remember somebody [leading a gender forum] saying… that
women, basically, you just put on a show when you’re in front of them, but you
have to treat them differently in the end. And maybe better vetting for who’s
teaching the gender forum because all of the guys there were just kind of like,
‘Wow, maybe you should have attended one of these forums before he got to
teaching [one].’” —Junior, Female
Participants indicated that some cadet leaders are too busy to effectively prioritize sexual assault
and sexual harassment issues because of their other competing priorities. Although all
participants said they feel that the Academy is a challenging place, some said they want to see
cadet leaders take the time to engage with their subordinates.
“Just take the time to do things for your people. I don’t care if it’s a peer
leadership or regular whatever leadership. You should be stopping by. If you
know somebody’s going through stuff, stop by… Bring them a little candy. Just
text them. I don’t care what it is. You should go in person, but if all you can do
that day is send a text, send a text. If they want to go see a PEER or they want to
go to some facility, walk them there. And if your leadership isn’t doing that, then
be the peer leadership, then you need to take over yourself… you should feel a
moral responsibility.” —Junior, Female
Conclusions on Prevention at the Academy
Although cadet participants were generally confident in their ability and willingness to intervene
in hypothetical severe situations, bystander intervention in lower-level, day-to-day, behaviors
remains ambiguous. This ambiguity is partially driven by the assumption that persons in the
situation had the agency to stand up for themselves if the behaviors were genuinely unwanted.
However, this attitude fails to take into account that cadets (especially female cadets) may feel
pressure to tolerate lower-level unwanted behaviors to fit in with the group. The unlikelihood of
intervention on lower-level behaviors also appears to be driven by a fear of being perceived as
meddlesome or intrusive and the social taboo of perceived interference in others’ personal
matters. Finally, although trainings addressed how to approach clearly unwanted behaviors,
cadets indicated wanting to see trainings addressing how to approach ambiguous situations and
more “gray area” behaviors.
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Participants noted that Academy senior leaders are viewed as doing all they can to make sexual
assault and sexual harassment a priority at the Academy. Middle-level leaders, such as AOCs,
vary in the way they set the tone with cadets, and can potentially promote unhealthy, toxic
behaviors. A noteworthy consideration to improve prevention efforts at USAFA from the cadet
PEER group was to mandate some degree of time spent as a PEER to be eligible for cadet
leadership positions and cadet jobs. This was thought to be a way to incentivize PEER
membership, as many cadets are highly motivated to achieve these positions, and also to
effectively disseminate PEER skills and knowledge to key figures in the Cadet Wing that may
require these skills and knowledge to perform their duties.

Reporting of Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
Complementary to prevention, increasing the reporting of sexual assault incidents remains a
priority to further the DoD Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office’s (SAPRO) goal of
eliminating sexual assault from the Department and Service Academies. Focus group
participants were asked to discuss the Academy’s Sexual Assault Prevention and Response
(SAPR) office and potential reasons why victims of sexual assault may not report their
experience(s). Finally, participants discussed what they would change to close the gap between
sexual assault incidents and reports.
Perceptions of the SAPR Office
Cadet participants discussed the Academy SAPR office and how they perceived elements of the
office and how those perceptions may influence reporting. Generally, many participants said
that in a hypothetical experience of sexual assault, they would be unlikely to go to the SAPR
office at the Academy. This was largely due to negative perceptions of the SAPR office, a lack
of established rapport with SAPR staff, and the location of the office.
Knowledge of SAPR Office and Resources
Few cadets were highly familiar with the SAPR office and its resources. However, many cadets
were confident in their ability to find resources should they need them. These resources include
the physical office itself, identifying mandatory reporters, and what happens after making a
restricted report versus an unrestricted report.
Regarding cadet knowledge of the location of the SAPR office, few cadets stated that they
confidently know where the office is. This was the case for both male and female participants.
However, many said that they would be able to locate the office should they need to.
“It’s kind of the hidden structure. I don’t think I’ve recently met anyone within
the SAPR office, or I don’t know the staff. The staff’s not visible. I really don’t
know where the office is.” —Sophomore, Female
Trust in the SAPR Office
Cadet participants noted several factors of the SAPR staff that affected their perceptions of the
office as a whole, as well as their thoughts on reporting incidents to the SAPR office. When
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asked to discuss the Academy SAPR office, many responses alluded to the SAPR office as being
perceived as ineffectual by cadets.
“They’re not [comfortable going to the SAPR office]. At least everyone I know,
because the SAPR office, while it may have been revamped in a way and redone,
new staff, new goals, and everything, they still have the reputation they had a few
years ago when the whole sexual assault scandal came out… So, people still
aren’t comfortable. They don’t trust them.” —Sophomore, Female
Participants would not go to the SAPR office. Many participants noted that the SAPR office
would not be their initial point of contact when thinking of resources for help with an experience
of sexual assault; they instead largely identified persons they had close and established
relationships with, such as peers, cadet leaders, teachers, and AOCs. The discussion around
these remarks centered on the perception of having little established rapport with SAPR staff;
reporting incidents to the SAPR office was perceived as uncomfortable and akin to telling a
stranger.
“I’ve never had to report anything, but if I were to need to talk to somebody any
of those issues, I wouldn’t go to the SAPR office. I’d probably go talk to a
teacher or an AOC or someone in one of those kinds of positions that I know and
respect and have a relationship with already and discuss the issue with them, not
random people who I’ve never met before, who only interactions I’ve had are
briefings by them.” —Junior, Male
“This is where I think those lower levels are important, right, because nobody’s
going to run into the Superintendent’s office to go report to him, right. So
regardless of what his message is, that’s not the individual that they’re going to
go to. It’s the lieutenant, the captain, right, the younger civilian faculty and staff
that are here that the cadets feel like they can relate to better, right. But it also
takes time to build—for those folks who have built a personal relationship with
someone in order for them to then feel comfortable coming and talking.”
—Faculty/Staff Participant
The SAPR office lacks sufficient resources. When faculty and staff participants were asked to
discuss the SAPR office, participants stated that helping resources for victims of sexual assault,
such as the SAPR office itself, are generally understaffed and that quality employees were in
high demand across the Service, making it difficult to sufficiently retain an appropriate number
of staff.
“But we still don’t have the people. We still don’t have the helping agencies.
And so, [cadets] get tired of saying it over and over and if they find out about
something, they’d be like, ‘Oh, yeah. Don’t bother telling them how to fix it
because they’re not going to do anything.’ Because, like you said, even people
call up—they finally get the courage to go and people are like, ‘Oh, we can’t talk
to you’ or there’s no advocates.” —Faculty/Staff Participant
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“It’s hard, too, especially for the military billets, right. So, we already have a
smaller population to pull from. And then, especially for some specific
specialties, that’s almost…nonexistent, right, to find that person. And if they are
that unicorn, you know who wants them? Every single general in the Air Force is
like, ‘No, no, no. They’re not going to the Air Force Academy. They’re coming
to be my exec.’” —Faculty/Staff Participant
The office location is too public to preserve anonymity. Of those female participants who were
aware of the location of the SAPR office, many stated that the current location of the SAPR
office, which is situated in a common area and next to the cadet bar, is too public. Many stated
that because the entrance to the office is in plain sight of a highly trafficked area, there is little
opportunity for privately accessing helping resources, reporting the event in person, or discussing
options with staff. Further, participants noted that anyone seen entering the office is assumed to
be a victim, given the perceived unambiguity of the office’s mission. Participants said that this
perception may dissuade reporting by victims, as they may fear the possibility of their experience
becoming public knowledge among the Cadet Wing.
“I didn’t go to the SAPR office. But just I didn’t want to, especially since it’s in
Arnold Hall. If someone sees you walking [through] those doors, you never know
what’s going to happen. It could just blow up out of proportion, especially if it’s
someone you know.” —Freshman, Female
“I also don’t think the office should be in such a public place because Arnold
Hall, so many cadets go to Arnold Hall, and if you walk into those doors and
people see you walk into those doors, they automatically assume, ‘Oh, they’re
reporting a sexual assault.’ So, I just feel like a lot of people just don’t want to go
there, because they’ll get caught walking in through the doors.”
—Senior, Female
Trust in the SAPR Staff
Participants perceived the SAPR office as lacking a “go-to” person for SAPR issues.
Similarly, few participants identified any individual as the “go-to” person for SAPR-related
issues. Some participants said that a former SARC and current program analyst at the Academy
were known among the Cadet Wing as being related to research and education on sexual assault
and sexual harassment, but not necessarily a resource for reporting. Some cadets alluded to the
recent history of investigations into the USAFA SAPR office as having damaged its reputation
with the Cadet Wing and impacted the likelihood of cadets using it as a resource.
Public scandals involving SAPR staff damaged the reputation of the office. In late 2017,
USAFA leadership removed four of its six SAPR staff in the wake of a USAF investigation that
found “significant evidence of mismanagement and unprofessionalism that negatively impacted
victim advocacy and assistance rendered to a number of cadets” (DoD, 2018). Regardless of
Academy efforts to rectify the issue by removing the majority of staff and hiring a second SARC
for the office, the poor reputation of the office established by the former SARC persists among
some members of the Cadet Wing. Some participants alluded to the poor reputation of the
office, stating that even with the new staff; there is little trust in the office. However, some
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cadets noted a positive change at the office being felt by the Cadet Wing, especially with newer
cadets who indicating feeling generally comfortable with the SAPR office. Cadets also indicated
having good experiences with the current staff. Additionally, since the staffing change, the
SAPR office has worked to mitigate issues of collateral misconduct, which were previously
identified to be a significant barrier to reporting sexual assault.
“When I went into the SAPR office…they told me, ‘You don’t have enough
information. We can’t do anything for you,’ and they turned me away. So that
was my initial interaction with the office, right? So, when I heard it got
revamped… I was like ‘I ain’t going back there. They didn’t believe me before.
Why would they believe me now?’ So, I waited until this past semester, and I
went to the new SAPR office only because… there was an advocate who I’d met
prior… so I went to her and I told her. I was like, ‘Okay. I’m ready to try again,’
right? So, we filled out the reports, and then afterwards, she was extremely
considerate of me. She would text me, and she would say like, ‘How are you
doing?’ Things like that. So, I do think it has changed.” —Senior, Female
Barriers to Reporting
Participants discussed other barriers to reporting incidents of sexual assault, including the
potential impact on their careers, social consequences and impacts of the rumor mill, the process
itself, and a failure to identify what behaviors constitute sexual assault.
Sexual Assault
Sexual assault has been widely identified as a significantly underreported crime. Several factors
were discussed in the focus groups that were perceived to drive cadets to not report experiences
of sexual assault.
Negative career impacts. Cadet participants discussed the fear of potential deleterious effects on
their career as being a substantial barrier to reporting an experience of sexual assault. Focus
group discussions touched on the fact that participants were unclear how reporting might impact
an individual’s career and this uncertainty was said to impact reporting. Additionally,
considering the Academy SAPR office history, participants said cadets may anticipate
consequences to reporting.
“A lot of people don’t go to the [Peak Performance Center], because we’re
scared that if we say we were sexually assaulted then they’re going to be like,
‘Oh, you’re not fit for duty. You’re not going to be able to go rated. You’re not
going to be a pilot,’ all these things. So, something clarifying you can talk to
people about this and you can get counseling in the Air Force and it’s not going
to affect your career. Because I think that is kind of like the bottom line for a lot
of people is like I don’t want to go and talk to somebody, because it’s going to
affect my career.” —Junior, Female
In addition to impacting one’s own career, some participants indicated they would hesitate to
report in fear of damaging the career path of another cadet. This attitude was driven by the
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perception of some behaviors not being worth reporting and the fear of social consequences, as
well as a sense of loyalty to the alleged offender. This toxic loyalty appears to manifest through
cadets being loyal to each other to a fault and seems to result in victims of reportable incidents
avoiding reporting for fear of getting the alleged offender in trouble or damaging their career
prospects.
Social consequences and the rumor mill. Participants also illustrated how social consequences
are barriers to reporting, discussing the rumor mill at the Academy and the fear of exclusion by
peers. Participants discussed how the rumor mill at the Academy dissuades reporting and that
cadets are sensitive to the possibility of private and hurtful details of a sexual assault incident
being unwillingly shared with the Cadet Wing. Not only were concerns of privacy in general
discussed, but so was the perception that the rumor mill often twists the truth by spreading gossip
that goes beyond the facts. In addition to not wanting others to know in general, cadets also
discussed how these rumors might impact the reputation of an individual. As discussed in the
culture section of this chapter, reputation is important to cadets, persists over time, and a poor
reputation is easy to establish. Cadets said that the fear of being ostracized plays a significant
role in dissuading victims from reporting. Because reporting is perceived to drive peer
exclusion, the prospect of reporting threatens the close working, training, and personal
relationships that cadets often have with one another.
“Everyone knows everything eventually. And so, with that in mind, people don’t
want to be faced with—people don’t want to have to relive what they went
through.” —Freshman, Male
“If you’re in an institution where everybody knows everybody like high school. I
mean, I don’t want to say that people felt like they couldn’t trust the system in
making an unrestricted report, but I think it gives them the privacy that they want
because if you do open up that unrestricted, then everybody knows everything
about it. The story is going to get around and maybe even the wrong story gets
around and so I don’t know if that’s the reasoning why people made restricted
reports, but if it was for privacy reasons, then I could see it’s because cadets
know everything about everybody.” —Senior, Male
False reporting and victim blaming. Similar to the rumor mill, some participants noted that
cultural beliefs in false reporting are a barrier. Some female cadet participants noted that the
outspoken support by some male cadets for individuals accused of sexual assault undermined
their faith in those peers and made it more difficult to consider coming forward. Some female
cadet participants said that they would likely need to choose when to report an incident for fear
of “crying wolf” when experiencing sexual assault. They noted some fear about not being
believed in regard to reporting prevalent behaviors and the fear of developing a reputation of
reporting every unwanted event, and in response, they feel the need to tolerate unwanted
behaviors.
The process. In addition to these external factors that present barriers to reporting, cadets also
identified elements of the reporting process itself as a barrier. Participants often discussed that
the length of the reporting process deters reports because the average cadet is already overloaded
with schoolwork, military training, and mandatory extracurricular activities. Reporting was
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sometimes perceived as too much work and too long and thereby is disregarded as a reasonable
course of action. Some upperclassman participants stated that because the outcome of a sexual
assault report would likely be established after graduation, it would be easier to handle the issue
alone until they could leave the Academy. Another prevalent attitude among participants was
that incidents are sometimes not worth reporting, as reports are perceived largely to conclude
with little to no result.
“And the burden of time, too. How much time it takes away from how busy we
are already, so if I was sexually assaulted, I’m so busy as it is right now, do I
have time, or do I have to make time to do this?” —Junior, Male
“I feel like it becomes so confusing. The process itself is so confusing that it’s
almost like, ‘It’s too hard. I don’t know what to do. I don’t know the correct way
to do this. I’m just not going to do it.’ That’s kind of the perception I’ve got.”
—Junior, Female
Failure to identify experiences as sexual assault and stigma. Some participants stated that
some victims of sexual assault may not report the incident because they do not recognize the
behavior as sexual assault. Some cadets stated that although some behaviors may fit legal
definitions of crimes, some individuals may not be bothered by such behavior, or they may not
realize that the behavior itself was sexual assault. The latter perception was especially prevalent
among male participants who sometimes said they would hear of other men describing scenarios
in which they were sexually assaulted but did not identify the experience as such. Participants
said this perception is driven by a stigma against men as victims of sexual assault and the
misconception that men cannot be sexually assaulted. Broad social stigmas were related to the
barrier of not recognizing behaviors aligned with sexual assault, especially around men and
victimization. Some participants said that because of the social stigma against men being
victims of sexual assault and some social beliefs that men cannot be victims of sexual assault,
male cadets who do experience sexual assaults might be less likely to seek out help from official
helping resources.
“Technically, you could have been assaulted, but to the victim, it wasn’t that big
of a deal whether it was technically sexual assault or not. I don’t feel like the
effort going all through all that is worth it, so they don’t make a report about it.”
—Sophomore, Male
“If it’s just like a boob grab or something, something that you think should
definitely be taken care [of] but doesn’t necessarily entail a court-martial, it’s all
or nothing. You could report, and it’s going to a court-martial or nothing.”
—Junior, Female
Class year factors. Class year was another factor that was perceived as influencing reporting at
the Academy. As discussed in the culture and prevention sections of this chapter, freshmen were
often perceived as separate from the rest of the Cadet Wing. As this isolation was said to
influence their willingness to intervene in incidents, it also was perceived to detract from their
willingness to report incidents that happen to them. Participants stated that freshmen are
expected to “keep their heads down” and not make waves. Senior cadets, on the other hand,
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reported wanting to maintain a low profile in order to avoid trouble as they approached
graduation. Combined with other factors, such as the time taken to report, the social
repercussions, and possible delays in graduation, some seniors said that it might sometimes be
easier to not report and put the incident behind them.
Mandatory reporters. Although cadets said that if they were sexually assaulted, they would
prefer to speak with someone they had an established relationship with; many of the persons they
listed were mandatory reporters. Mandatory reporters are legally obligated to report to the
Office of Special Investigations (OSI) when they become aware of an incident. In online content
provided by USAFA on reporting a sexual assault, mandatory reporters at the Academy are
described as including “all military members or civilian employees supervising someone
involved (including Commanders, AOCs, First Sergeants, and AMTs of those they supervise),
law enforcement, equal opportunity personnel, Military OneSource, and law enforcement”
(USAFA, 2019b). Cadets said that because many victims may not want to instigate a full-blown
investigation, they will avoid discussing the issue with an individual who they know to be a
mandatory reporter. Faculty and staff participants noted that rumors had circulated claiming that
teachers would also soon be included as mandatory reporters. These participants said that this
would further dissuade students from discussing incidents with trusted persons and was
perceived to be a step in the wrong direction.
“There’s no way in hell they’re about to go to their AMT or AOC…because
they’re not sure exactly what happened in that scenario, but they’re not going to
talk to their AOC or AMT, because AOC or AMT is going to have to report it.
That’s going to go unrestricted, and there’s going to be—OSI might have to get
involved and start prosecuting people. And if they don’t even really know what
happened, they don’t want that happening yet. It’s hard meeting people who are
mandatory reporters…I don’t even really understand why we have mandatory
reporters. It feels almost obsolete. You’re turning a lot more people away.”
—Freshman, Male
“Most of us trust our AOCs, but if we don’t want an investigation, then we can’t
go talk to them. But I don’t trust other people to go talk to them. So, then it’s like
I’m in this limbo.” —Junior, Female
Sexual Harassment
Participants also discussed the barriers to reporting incidents of sexual harassment. Despite
sexual harassment being similar to sexual assault in some ways, participants identified unique
barriers to reporting sexual harassment. These barriers surrounded cadets’ ability to identify
behaviors as sexual harassment and the perceived severity of the behaviors themselves.
Perceived to be less severe. Some cadets stated that despite sexual harassment being
problematic, it is comprised of behaviors perceived as less severe compared to sexual assault.
This perception was driven by the normalization of some behaviors aligned with sexual
harassment at the Academy, such as roughhousing. Some cadets stated that because they
perceived these behaviors as less serious, they were simply not worth reporting in the first place.
Participants also discussed other ways the perceived mildness of these behaviors present unique
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barriers, such as the fact that the Academy culture of handling issues at the lowest level, so even
incidents considered severe enough to require action would likely be handled unofficially at a
lower level. Finally, cadets also indicated that the social consequences for reporting a sexual
harassment incident would be significant, as it is likely that most of the Cadet Wing would not
perceive the incident as worth reporting.
“And then the severity of the incident, the Academy focuses a lot on full-out rape,
the penetration, sexual assault all the way, the big one. That’s the big incident.
And you hear about a lot of little incidents. It’s not little to the individual, but it’s
considered minor in comparison. So, the people that are getting assaulted, I think
if they don’t think their incident is up to that level, they’re not going to make the
report.” —Sophomore, Female
Harder to identify. Cadets said that because sexual harassment consists of behaviors that are
less clear than those comprising sexual assault, the sexual harassment behaviors are more
difficult to identify in the first place. Similar to the identification of sexual assault, participants
asserted that if someone is not able to identify an experience as sexual harassment, it is unlikely
that they will report it.
Improvements to Reporting
Participants identified a multitude of ways to increase reporting of these incidents at the
Academy, particularly innovating new reporting methods, improving facilities at the Academy,
improving access to information on the reporting process, and an emphasis on providing helping
resources to victims.
Education on the Process
Cadet participants said they feel that increased education on what the reporting options are and
what happens after making a report would improve reporting. Some cadets said this familiarity
would improve confidence in the process and lead victims to make informed decisions.
Additionally, some cadets mentioned wanting to know more about how the reporting process
does not affect a victim’s potential career in the Air Force.
Additional Resources
Participants noted that an increased focus on providing anonymous resources would likely
improve reporting of sexual assault incidents at the Academy. Some anonymous resources that
cadets suggested were locked “drop boxes” where cadets could place a note asking a SARC or
other staff member to meet at a specific time and place, a touch-tone phone system that provides
information or reporting resources, and a process to become more familiar with an AOC outside
of their chain of command in the event a cadet wants to speak with an AOC but not trigger an
unrestricted report. Another cadet suggested the establishment of a women’s center at the
Academy to aid in providing reporting resources in addition to general support for female cadets.
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Conclusions on Reporting Sexual Assault and Sexual Harassment
A significant detriment to reporting sexual assault and sexual harassment at the Academy is the
lack of existing trust and rapport between the SAPR office and the Cadet Wing. This extends
beyond the investigations of the USAFA SAPR office in recent years and comes more so from
cadet discomfort with the idea of speaking to a SAPR professional with whom they have no
established relationship. Many cadets noted that they would prefer to speak to persons with
whom they had close personal and professional relationships such as peers and AOCs. However,
the fact that AOCs in a cadet’s chain of command are mandatory reporters dissuades many from
discussing with these trusted persons, as they do not want to initiate an unrestricted report.
Another significant barrier to reporting is the perception of some behaviors as less severe than
they actually are. This perception invites instances of these behaviors to be handled at the lowest
level per military culture. However, encouraging that behaviors constituting sexual harassment,
or even sexual assault, be handled at the lowest level possible misconstrues their severity and
how they should be responded to.
Finally, fear of ostracism and victim blaming dissuade those who have experienced reportable
events from coming forward. Given the Academy’s small and tight-knit community, some
victims may fear others finding out about their unwanted experiences and potentially being
ostracized by cadets, especially those supportive of the alleged offender. Some of this fear is
also driven by those beliefs around false reporting and the possibility of not being believed if
they choose to come forward.

Alcohol at the Academy
Finally, focus group participants were asked about the role that alcohol plays for cadets at the
Academy. Cadets spoke about their perceptions of the Cadet Wing’s relationship with drinking
in general and their trainings on alcohol use, and then discussed opportunities for improvement
with regard to the alcohol culture within the Cadet Wing.
Drinking Behavior
Participants identified several locations on and off Academy grounds where drinking occurred,
such as local restaurants, the Academy bar, and dormitories. Cadets also noted drinking around
large-scale events, such as sporting events. Participants said that they feel that their drinking
behavior is normal for their age group and healthier than other “typical” students at American
universities. Some participants did not perceive alcohol abuse as an issue in the Cadet Wing and
others alluded to the drinking culture of the military as a whole to explain or justify alcohol use
in their culture.
“It has to be usually a significant event… if you’re going to be a part of any sort
of party sort of thing. So, after Spring Dance, after an IC team wins some
tournament or something like that… But drinking, as we’ve said, it’s pretty under
control here.” —Junior, Male
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Binge Drinking
Despite these attitudes and Academy rules prohibiting consumption of alcohol for freshman and
sophomore cadets, many cadets expressed perceptions of Academy alcohol culture as heavy
drinking. Participants described typical drinking behavior among cadets as abstinence during
weeknights and heavy drinking over the weekend. This cycle of behavior was perceived to be
cadets “making up for lost time,” in the sense that because weekdays are spent purely on
academic, military, and athletic pursuits, the only time cadets have to themselves is weekends,
during which many binge on alcohol in an effort to “make up for” the weekdays. Some
participants described this bingeing behavior as more than just having fun, but as a coping
mechanism that cadets use to deal with stressful and omnipresent Academy pressures.
“I would say it’s part of our culture. It’s almost like people drink to be cool… so
I would say we got a lot of heavy drinkers here.” —Senior, Male
“There’s a high chance of getting caught, so there’s people that don’t drink a lot,
and then when they get that opportunity to drink, they go crazy, whereas I think at
a regular college… you’re going to make your mistakes freshman year, and then
you kind of taper off as you go down, where I think it’s vice versa here. The
people that, okay, when you say, ‘Okay, it’s legal,’ and they go for it too hard.
And then they just don’t know how to handle themselves. So, people are learning
their junior and senior year of college how to handle alcohol, and very few people
learn how to do that well.” —Sophomore, Female
Alcohol use and Academy pressures. As many cadets alluded to Academy culture as highly
regimented and stressful, in combination with the impossibility for cadets to regularly remove
themselves from the Academy, binge drinking was said to be a common way for cadets to
temporarily de-stress and escape from Academy burdens.
“It takes forever to unwind from this place. And it takes so long that sometimes
just the alcohol hitting your system makes it all go away, just for a couple hours,
and since you rarely get that, you may get that once or twice a week, I can see
how alcohol is such a much greater temptation.” —Sophomore, Female
“Weekends are not enough to actually fully get restored and refreshed. Spring
break didn’t even feel like a break. Literally left and… I hadn’t even gotten a
break by the time I got back because teachers still assign work that’s just
ridiculous amounts… I had five assignments due that I’d been assigned right
before spring break. There’s no respect for any down time because we’re just
expected to be on the constant go. So, alcohol ends up being one of the main
things that people just go to.” —Sophomore, Female
Alcohol and Unwanted Events
Participants acknowledged the relationship between alcohol use and unwanted behaviors
associated with sexual assault and sexual harassment, discussing the impact alcohol consumption
has on consent and on impairing individuals’ abilities to pick up on non-verbal communication
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both as a bystander and a potential offender. Many participants were aware of how alcohol
consumption impacts the risk of sexual assault, citing their training.
Campus Bar
The bar as a protective factor. Participants identified the campus bar, Haps, as a location where
cadets who are of drinking age can do so relatively safely, avoiding the dangers of drunk driving
and remaining close to the dormitories. Some cadets said that the bar staff are effective in
enforcing Academy drinking rules on age and class year and making sure patrons do not drink to
excess.
“Some kid came up and he went and ordered two drinks, sat down and ordered
two more, and… the bartender…that served him, snapped on him and kicked him
out immediately. It was like, ‘We have rules in place for how much you’re
allowed to drink. You didn’t follow them. Leave.’” —Junior, Female
The bar as a place of bingeing. However, other participants indicated that cadets often drink
heavily at Haps and use the phrase “Haps ‘till taps.” Some participants explained excessive
drinking at Haps is driven by cadets who drink beforehand in their dorms and arrive at Haps
already intoxicated.
Alcohol Training
Cadets shared their perspectives on the strengths and weaknesses of the Academy’s current
approach to alcohol trainings and discussed their perceptions of the Academy’s alcohol policies
in general. Finally, participants discussed opportunities to improve the Academy’s alcohol
culture.
Positive Perceptions
Many participants stated that the Academy’s alcohol training excels in effectively showcasing
the policies, punishments, and consequences of alcohol misuse. Specifically, the trainings were
perceived as clearly explaining what behaviors constitute alcohol abuse, the range of
punishments for various degrees of alcohol infractions, and graphically visualizing the
consequences of drunk driving.
“I thought the training was effective in that it let us know what the expectation is,
where the line comes from for where you might find yourself in some trouble or
not.” —Junior, Male
Areas to Improve
Although participants said that they felt educated about the consequences of alcohol misuse,
some cadets said the training used scare tactics by displaying graphic accidents and detailing
every legal punishment possible. These perceived scare tactics were said to miss the mark for
participants. Many participants also indicated that they perceived the current Academy
guidelines on alcohol use to be too restrictive. The current USAFA cadet alcohol training is
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called “0013” (zero–zero-one-three), referring to the limit of alcoholic drinks per certain context:
zero underage drinking, zero drunk driving, one drink per hour, three drinks per day. Many
cadets said the restriction on drinks per hour and per day is unreasonably low and, therefore,
rarely followed by other cadets.
“I don’t think any of it’s realistic, any of the training, honestly, because like you
said, the zero, zero, one, three—the first two are like, ‘Of course.’ But people
underage drink and… no training’s going to stop them from doing that. Drinking
and driving definitely is a huge thing, but the “one, three,” one drink per hour
three drinks a night. I don’t think that’s realistic at all for anybody. I don’t think
anybody ever follows that.” —Sophomore, Male
Some cadets mentioned wanting to see more proactive training, claiming that lowerclassmen do
not receive alcohol trainings because they are not of age and that some alcohol trainings are
administered reactively to an alcohol incident within the Cadet Wing or a squadron. Trainings
that are proactive were perceived to better educate cadets as how to act safely in a situation
involving alcohol, rather than trainings after the fact to emphasize abstaining from drinking.
“I think they just need to be more consistent and just have set times for these, I
guess, awareness kinds of things versus being like, ‘Oh, they got in trouble. Now
let’s tell them about everything that goes on and the repercussions and what
consequences.’” —Senior, Female
“So over hundred’s weekend this year, there was a lot of alcohol usage. A lot of
people got in trouble. Then after that, the squads that were affected, especially,
had briefs on it. But other than that… you don’t really get training on it.”
—Sophomore, Female
Another consideration regarding the training was to focus on drinking safely instead of
abstaining from drinking altogether. Many participants said that because they are at an age in
which many of their peers drink at college, cadet drinking cannot be stopped by the Academy.
Instead, participants discussed focusing training on safety and responsible alcohol consumption.
“College kids are going to drink. How about teach them how to be safe when
they’re drinking instead of just saying don’t drink and acting like it doesn’t
happen?” —Junior, Female
Other participants said they want trainings to be taught by relatable persons. Participants said
that younger USAF officers would be good candidates to teach the training, as they are respected
by cadets but still relatable. Participants also noted that cadets with alcohol violations could also
be an option for teaching alcohol trainings and would also be relatable. It was discussed as a
possibility that the person could be respected as a peer and be able to emphasize the legal,
physical, or psychological dangers of irresponsible drinking.
“I think there’s only two types of people who can teach a lesson like that. The
first one is a 22…29-year-old person who’s there and knows and will speak
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honestly with you. Or my AOC taught us a… lesson, and he ended up in the
[alcohol education] program, so someone who’s been there, done that, got the Tshirt. I think if you… don’t have someone from those two categories… they’re not
effectively teaching the lesson.” —Sophomore, Male
“If you can have a person who got an alcohol [punishment] come and be like, ‘I
actually almost got seriously injured or in trouble or something really bad could
have really happened.’ And I feel like that could maybe make a difference.”
—Junior, Female
As many cadets linked alcohol use and abuse at the Academy to the perceived need of cadets to
cope with stress, some participants said that the Academy could mitigate cadets’ alcohol abuse
by providing unstructured time to students, which would allow them to de-stress as needed.
Some cadets also stated that providing recreational activities or events where alcohol is not
involved would establish a safe avenue for cadets to relax without consuming excessive amounts
of alcohol.
Conclusions on Alcohol at the Academy
As has been found in prior years, alcohol abuse by cadets remains an issue at the Academy.
Cadets’ typical descriptions of drinking are those of binge drinking, primarily driven by a
perception of making up for time “lost” during the work week spent on academic and military
pursuits in addition to a need to cope with Academy stressors. Cadets discussed wanting to see
changes to the current alcohol trainings, specifically to focus them on how to drink safely and
responsibly as opposed to the current approach of alcohol abstinence. Cadets also wanted to see
proactive trainings delivered to cadets before they were of legal drinking age instead of trainings
administered directly in response to illicit drinking events.
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Chapter 5:
Discussion
The Military Service Academies (MSAs) are committed to developing military leaders for
tomorrow’s armed forces. Leadership at the MSAs continues to act on that commitment by
ensuring that students have a safe environment to develop their education, physical abilities,
leadership, and character. Each of the MSAs has a unique history and culture, with Academyspecific programs and policies that address sexual assault and sexual harassment. Despite these
differences, the 2018 SAGR survey found similar rates of unwanted sexual contact across all
three Academies. Similarly in the focus groups, though there are differences by Academy, many
of the themes and considerations that were identified were consistent. This chapter summarizes
these similarities in culture and perceptions of gender, prevention through intervention and
leadership, trust in the Sexual Assault and Response Program (SAPR) and the reporting process,
and the role of alcohol.
Culture Across the Military Service Academies
The focus groups participants at the U.S. Military Academy (USMA), U.S. Naval Academy
(USNA), and U.S. Air Force Academy (USAFA) revealed a number of overlapping aspects of
their Academy cultures. Participants at all three MSAs were quick to express the feeling of
comradery and the familial relationships they developed with their peers, with many describing
their fellow cadets or midshipmen as kindred or siblings. Many suggested that their entry
training period (Beast, Basic Cadet Training [BCT], Plebe Summer) played a large role in
forging these bonds. Under what participants described as an extremely stressful and unfamiliar
circumstances, cadets and midshipmen believed they banded together to survive. Participants
expressed during that time, gender differences seemed not to matter; all cadets and midshipmen
were part of the Academy.
Similar to prior years, cadets and midshipmen in the focus groups often suggested despite this
sense of togetherness at the outset, there is intense competition between students that grows over
time. This competition was often attributed to the cadet/midshipman ranking system, where
rankings, including those from their peers, affect what responsibilities a student is considered for,
thereby not only impacting their time at the academy but also their military career. Students saw
ranking as having an impact on potential leadership positions and eventual job opportunities in
their larger military branch after graduation. Many admitted that competition was particularly
pointed between male and female cadets or midshipmen.
Cadets and midshipmen in the focus groups discussed several official and unofficial rules that
affect how male and female cadets and midshipmen interact. Dormitory door closure policy was
one major official rule that many cadets and midshipmen identified as a pressure point. Many
participants expressed that forcing students to keep their doors open when male and female
cadets or midshipmen were together led to exclusion of female midshipmen and cadets or to
problematic rumors regarding relationships between two students that may only have been
meeting for platonic reasons. The most discussed unofficial rule regarded dating fellow cadets
or midshipmen at the Academies. Despite official policy on fraternization, many cadets and
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midshipmen said that they were unofficially, strongly encouraged by their peers to avoid dating
others at the Academy, especially within smaller units like their company or wing. Despite this
unofficial rule, cadets and midshipmen also acknowledged that dating among peers is common.
Differences in Physical Training (PT) standards were a major point of contention between male
and female cadets and midshipmen at all of the Academies. Some male cadets and midshipmen
in the focus groups described a belief that female physical achievements are less valuable
because their standards are considered easier. This sentiment was mirrored by female cadets and
midshipmen, who believed that their male peers often were dismissive of their abilities. Female
participants also pointed out their belief that it makes sense for the female standards to be
different because of physical and biological differences between men and women. Many female
cadets and midshipmen expressed that they thought that their accomplishments, physical and
otherwise, should be treated with more respect by their male peers. Beliefs around leadership
diversity quotas were also expressed by the participants. Female cadets described feeling as if
they need to work much harder to be considered deserving of a position by their peers and by
middle level leaders at the Academy due to the perception that they only received a leadership
position in order to fill a gender quota and would not have achieved the position if there was no
such quota.
Many cadets and midshipman participants
described a culture in which female cadets
and midshipmen are expected to adapt their
attitudes to be “one of the bros.” Female
participants described an environment where
they are required to tolerate problematic
language and actions to be considered part of
the group. Several expressed that students
are often avoided or shunned if they were
deemed to be unwilling to engage in or at
least let slide, this type of “locker room talk.”

“Bro Culture” was a topic discussed by both male
and female cadets and midshipmen at all three
MSAs. It was described as a setting in which a
behaviors like inappropriate sexualized language
and gestures and problematic touching and rough
housing are commonplace due to the maledominated environment. This acceptance of
sexual harassment-type behaviors could increase
the risk for sexual assault through the continuum
of harm (OPA, 2019b).

Many of these problematic beliefs dismissing the
achievements of female cadets and midshipmen
Middle-level military member leadership
(TACs, AOCs, AMTs, SELs) influence
and forcing them to adjust to the “bro culture” are
cadet and midshipman culture and
perpetuated throughout the Academies by several
perceptions. Cadets and midshipmen who
key entities. First, some cadets, midshipmen, and
participated in the focus groups expressed
faculty members who participated believed that
that the variance in middle-level leaders’
much information is passed between students at
ability to address sexual assault and sexual
harassment played a role in prevention and
the Academy, either between peers or from
response efforts, either positively or
upperclassman to more junior students. Further,
negatively.
many suggested that middle-level military leaders
play a large role in setting the culture for those
over whom they have authority. Often times, these middle-level military leaders bring their
experience from the field with them, which could have both negative and positive effects on the
culture depending on who that leader is and what their previous role entailed.
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Prevention Through Intervention and Leadership
Prevention of sexual assault and sexual harassment was a second major topic of discussion in the
2019 SAGR focus groups. Many participants shared similar ideas on bystander intervention as a
method to increase prevention efforts.
Figure 9 displays which behaviors in which cadets and midshipmen in the focus groups across
the three MSAs would and would not intervene in as well as which behaviors fell into the “gray
area.” The cadets and midshipmen that participated generally expressed that they ranked
behaviors by severity and were able to easily identify behaviors in which they would definitely
intervene. Virtually all cadets and midshipmen who participated said they would intervene in the
most explicit behaviors such as seeing someone being sexual assaulted or seeing someone take
advantage of someone who drank too much. On the other hand, there were some problematic
behaviors that many participants said they would not intervene in such as horseplay or
roughhousing or telling sexual jokes. This was reflective of the discussions that cadets and
midshipmen had around the “bro culture.” Unwillingness to intervene in problematic “locker
room talk” and touching in a professional environment was considered the norm for many cadets
and midshipmen. As known from prior research, this tolerance of sexual harassment could
increase risk for sexual assault through the continuum of harm (Breslin et al., 2019).
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Figure 9.
Bystander Intervention Activity across all three MSAs
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Quite a few of the behaviors that the
participants were asked about fell into the
Context was described in a number of ways by the
“gray area.” Cadets and midshipmen who
cadets and midshipmen who participated. It
included situational factors such as where they
participated expressed that they would need
were, who was around, class year differences,
more context to understand if a situation
gender differences, if they were in uniform or not,
could be interpreted as risky or not. The
and personal factors like the way a person was
participants tended to think that the more
reacting, how their faces looked, and tone of voice.
ambiguous behaviors fell into the “gray
area”, such as touching someone or making
sexual advances. Many participants expressed that they would have to determine if these
behaviors were wanted or unwanted to know if they should step in, and would use visual cues
like body language and facial expressions to help make that assessment. Several cadets and
midshipmen who participated suggested that this appraisal of situations was sometimes difficult,
and fear of misunderstanding a situation could prevent people from stepping in.
While the cadets and midshipmen who
participated frequently said they would
Cadets and midshipmen who participated
intervene, there was often little consensus on
expressed that their current bystander
intervention training was not resonating with
how they would do so. Many expressed that
them. Several believed that they need more
training on bystander intervention did not
specific trainings that are tailored to their
resonate with them (if they remembered
unique situation as Academy students to help
receiving it in the first place). Some cadets and
them identify risky situations and how to
midshipmen who participated thought that
intervene when there is ambiguity.
intervention was strictly physically stepping in
to remove a person from a situation, while
others were able to speak to more subtle methods, like striking up a conversation or gathering
allies to confront a single bad actor. Some cadets and midshipmen suggested that they would
benefit from implementing trainings to address these gaps in their understanding of bystander
intervention.
Leadership at all levels plays a pivotal role in prevention efforts at the Academy. Many cadets
and midshipmen in the focus groups believed that cadet and midshipman leaders were trying
their best to address sexual assault and sexual harassment, but did not have the tools or authority
necessary to have a meaningful impact. Other participants thought that there was a disconnect
between what cadet and midshipman leadership was saying during official briefings and
trainings and how they spoke and acted privately. To many of the participants, it seemed that
cadet and midshipman leaders were willing to read prepared remarks as commanded, but would
later make jokes about the training or speak in the same inappropriate terms that they had just
previously publicly decried. This is consistent with prior survey research that found that cadet
and midshipman leaders were the lowest rated when asked how well leaders at varies levels
acted to reduced sexual assault and sexual harassment (Davis et al., 2019). Due to their unique
position, cadet and midshipman leaders are often looked up to by other cadets and midshipmen.
Those cadet and midshipman leaders who are setting bad examples may be contributing to the
creation of an unhealthy culture.
Middle-level leadership was often described by the participants as highly variable. There were
thought to be some very good leaders and some bad leaders, with differences stemming from
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each individual leader’s unique experiences during their time in service. Many cadets and
midshipmen expressed that they had middle-level military leaders that were receptive and
understanding; while others thought that their leaders were unwilling to engage on the topics of
sexual assault and sexual harassment or held problematic beliefs about female participation in
the military.
Senior leadership was often thought to be
taking the issues of sexual assault and
Unique to USMA, a Stand Down Day was called to
sexual harassment extremely seriously.
address sexual assault and sexual harassment. The
Cadets and midshipmen who participated
cadets that participated in the focus groups
frequently expressed that this was an excellent way
expressed that while they believe that senior
to show how seriously senior leaders took these
leaders were working to address these
issues while also helping to spread information and
issues, they also expressed a desire for more
motivate people to make positive changes. The
transparency from their senior leaders
event also helped some victims realize that what
regarding their decisions surrounding these
happened to them was wrong and could be reported.
topics and for more concrete follow
through. Several thought that more changes
needed to be put into place before they could say senior leaders were doing all they could.
Overall, it seems that senior leaders are generally providing good messaging regarding sexual
assault and sexual harassment, but somewhere along the chain of command, that messaging is
being lost or ignored. Some middle-level and peer leaders are not internalizing the same gravity
that their senior leadership is applying to the issues, and that could be affecting the overall
culture at the Academies.
Reporting: SAPR/SHARP, Barriers, and Opportunities
Reporting was a third topic that was discussed in detail by the cadets and midshipmen. Specific
to the SAPR and SHARP offices and their personnel, many participants expressed a sense of
distrust or hesitance to seek their advice if they were ever a victim of sexual assault or sexual
harassment. Many cadets and midshipmen stated that the first person they would talk to would
be their friends, not a SAPR or SHARP professional. Many expressed that they had never seen
the professionals that worked in the office personally, and would not be comfortable discussing
such a sensitive topic with someone that they considered a virtual stranger.
There were a number of barriers to reporting
discussed by the cadets and midshipmen in the
Several cadets and midshipmen at the
focus groups. They included fears of reprisal
Academies suggested that there was a need to
build rapport and have more face time with the
from their peers or the Academy and not being
personnel that worked in the SAPR and
believed or taken seriously. Social
SHARP offices. Cadets at the USAFA
stigmatization and loss of peer support was
recommended reinstating the on-campus
specifically discouraging for female cadets and
women’s center as a safe place for women to
midshipmen who believed that people would not
gather and to get resources and support.
take their side and would shun them as a false
accuser, something consistent with the idea of
“bro culture” and how cadets and midshipmen are supposed to handle things at the lowest level.
Another major barrier that the cadets and midshipmen talked about was the process itself, which
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many saw as ambiguous, long, and stressful during an already stressful time due to the
circumstances that would lead a student to report an unwanted event, in an already highly
stressful environment of challenging physical and mental training.
Many cadets and midshipmen who
Some cadets and midshipmen suggested that
participated suggested that reporting could
anonymous reporting options would greatly
be improved in a number of ways. Some felt
increase reporting. Participants suggested having
that improving trust in the system and
an anonymous drop box to make SAPR and
making the reporting process easier would
SHARP officials aware of problematic behaviors
encourage students to report unwanted
or having online options to submit reports.
situations more frequently. Others expressed
that improving knowledge around what
constitutes these types of reportable offenses would help students who experienced an unwanted
event to recognize that they had been victimized. Cadet and midshipman participants also
indicated that education on the reporting process beyond the restricted versus unrestricted
reporting options would help them feel less worried about the time and stress involved if they
were to make a report.
Alcohol Use and Prevention Training
The last topic that the cadets and midshipmen discussed was alcohol use at their Academy.
Many of the participants suggested that binge drinking was common when they and their peers
decided to drink, which is consistent with survey research findings (Davis et al., 2019). Some
described this type of drinking as a way to relieve stress and make up for perceived lost
recreational/social time due to their busy schedules and restrictions of Academy life. Much like
the discussions around bystander intervention, many cadets and midshipmen who participated
expressed that the training they were receiving on alcohol was not resonating with them.
Many of the cadet and midshipman
participants believed that the trainings they
Midshipman participants at USNA spoke about
received were not realistic because they
their Guardian Angel program. Several described
a group of people dedicated to helping their
focused on abstaining from alcohol use, or
fellow midshipmen stay safe in downtown
only described the factual numbers
Annapolis while out drinking. The participants
surrounding what constitutes a drink and how
believed that this group played a positive role in
many drinks they could have in a certain time
making sure students got home safely.
period before it was considered binge drinking.
The participants requested training that was
more personalized to their unique situation and trainings that focused on how to stay safe while
drinking.
Conclusion
The questions asked during the 2019 SAGR focus groups were developed based on the results of
the 2018 SAGR survey and discussions with DoD civilian and military policy makers as a
foundation, with an eye toward obtaining actionable insights to inform programs and policies at
the Academies. The key themes and findings from this qualitative effort continue to contribute
to the knowledge regarding gender relations at the Military Service Academies. These findings
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will be used to inform the 2020 SAGR survey as OPA continues to support the Department in its
mission to eliminate sexual assault and sexual harassment at the Military Service Academies and
in the U.S. Military.
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